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Abstract

“Making hands”: Family sign languages in the San

Juan Quiahije community

Lynn Yong-Shi Hou, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016

Supervisors: Richard P. Meier and Angela M. Nonaka

This dissertation represents the first ethnographic study of the formation of a

signing community in the San Juan Quiahije (SJQ), an indigenous Mesoamerican

community in the Oaxaca, southern Mexico. The SJQ community consists of two

neighboring Chatino villages, San Juan Quiahije and Cieneguilla. The Chatino

people are an indigenous Mesoamerican group. Although the SJQ community does

not have a high incidence of hereditary deafness, the community is unique because

the families with deaf people have produced their own sign languages, San Juan

Quiahije Chatino Sign Language (SJQCSL).

I present three linked claims. First, an emerging sign language and signing

community arises through families in coresidence. The family is the central social

xi



institution in the SJQ community, and serves as the primary organization of the

signing community. The family serves as a community of practice; at the same

time, the families belong to same larger social network of the SJQ community.

Second, each signing family develops its own lexicon and perceives the lex-

icon as their own creation. At the same time, the families share the communitys

repertoire of conventional gestures. A closer examination of the lexicons reveal some

overlap – an iconic patterning for the semantic categories of tools, food, and animals

– between the family lexicons, but there are some distinctive characteristics such

as different iconic patterning of animals and the development of directional verbs

in one family. The family sign languages are not wholly distinct but they are not

standardized either.

Third, there is variation in family language ecologies. The ecologies shape

and are shaped by overlapping and characteristic language ideologies about com-

municative accommodation, signed and spoken language development, form and

function of sign language, and schooling. The consequences of the language ideolo-

gies are such that caregivers do not generally provide their children communicative

accommodation, which has profound implications and consequences for the access

and input to signed and spoken conversations for children.

These findings suggest that SJQCSL may be best classified as a constellation

of family sign languages and the signing community of SJQ consists of multiple,

extended families in co-residence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, the identification of many emerging and “village” sign languages

has offered researchers from different disciplines – linguistics, anthropology, and

psychology – the opportunity to examine how these languages arise under differ-

ent social circumstances (Nonaka, 2009; Kusters, 2010; Meir, Sandler, Padden, &

Aronoff, 2010; Brentari & Coppola, 2012; Nyst, 2012; Zeshan & de Vos, 2012; San-

dler, Aronoff, Padden, & Meir, 2014; Edwards, 2014). Although the documentation

of village sign languages has been underway for some time (see Nonaka, 2009, for

a list of these early studies), it was not until the late 1990s and early 2000s when

scholarly interest in emerging and village sign languages surged. Nicaraguan Sign

language and Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language are two well-known case studies.

Most hearing children have unimpeded auditory and visual access to the lan-

guage and communicative practices of their speech community (or communities).

They can acquire their community’s spoken language(s) through direct and indi-

rect instruction, overhearing, and incidental learning. There are a few documented

exceptions such as Genie (Curtiss, Fromkin, Krashen, Rigler, & Rigler, 1974; Cur-

tiss, 1977). By contrast, there are many deaf children who are not exposed to a

conventional sign language and who do not have frequent and sustained contact

with other deaf people. They develop their own manual communication systems,

traditionally known as homesign (or home signs), to communicate with their fam-

ilies (Goldin-Meadow, 2003). When a statistically high incidence of early childhood

and/or hereditary deafness is sustained over time in a socially dense community and

when communicative and interactive practices are established and conventionalized
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through frequent and sustained social interactions, and adult language models ex-

ist, a new sign language may naturally emerge (R. Senghas, 1997, 2003; A. Senghas,

2005; Nonaka, 2007, 2009; Meir, Sandler, et al., 2010; Nonaka, 2011b; Kisch, 2012b;

Nyst, 2012; Brentari & Coppola, 2012; Zeshan & de Vos, 2012; Sandler et al., 2014;

Matacic, 2016). San Juan Quiahije Chatino Sign Language (hereafter, SJQCSL)

and its community of signers constitute one case study that falls in the range of this

type of phenomenon.

What makes the case study of this community unique is that there are only

11 deaf people in a population of 3,628 inhabitants, a lower incidence of deafness

compared to those reported for other signing communities in rural areas (c.f. Nyst,

2012). Yet the deaf people and their families “make hands”, a literal translation

of how the hearing Chatinos refer to the action of producing gestures and signs

with their hands in SJQ Chatino, for communication in their daily lives. The prod-

uct is an emerging sign language among deaf people and their families in the SJQ

community.

1.1 Goals of the study

This dissertation is an ethnography of an emerging sign language and its community

of users – eight deaf and hearing children and their caregivers from six signing fami-

lies – in two neighboring Chatino villages of San Juan Quiahije (hereafter Quiahije)

and Cieneguilla in southern Mexico. The families use SJQCSL, which is a constella-

tion of family sign languages that are growing out of an array of semiotic resources

including conventional gestures and iconic and indexical signs. This study describes

and documents how the families constitute an emergent signing community, how the

families exhibit some variation in their lexicons, and how the families exhibit par-

ticular language ideologies that shape and are shaped by their language ecologies.

This study of an emergent signing community fills gaps in the existing scholarship

on sign language varieties and their associated signing communities.

1.2 Emerging and village sign languages

Emerging sign languages are broadly defined as new sign languages that arise “when

deaf people without any prior exposure to either signed or spoken language find
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themselves together and form a communicative community” (Meir, Sandler, et al.,

2010, 268). The genesis of emerging sign languages is popularly associated with two

general types of sociolinguistic environments (ibid). The first type pertains to sign

languages emerging from frequent and sustained interaction between deaf children

in an educational institution for the deaf (R. Senghas & Monaghan, 2002; Polich,

2005; Reilly & Reilly, 2005). The second type is where a language emerges in a

typically rural community with a reported incidence of hereditary deafness several

times higher than the estimated 0.1% incidence of hereditary deafness reported

for developed nations (Nyst, 2012).1 Rural communities with documented high

incidences of deafness range between 0.5% to 4% and the total number of deaf

signers can range from 12 to 250 (Nyst, 2012, 559).

To date, the burgeoning research on emerging and village sign languages has

informed, enriched, and enhanced our understanding of the following major areas

of scholarly inquiry:

1. The sociocultural and interactional foundations for emerging and village sign-
ing communities and other types of communities where the practice of signing
occurs between deaf people and/or between deaf and hearing people (Polich,
2005; Reilly & Reilly, 2005; Nakamura, 2006; Marsaja, 2008; Nonaka, 2007,
2009, 2011b, 2014; Kisch, 2012b, 2012a; Pereira, 2013; Edwards, 2014; Green,
2014; Kusters, 2015a; J. B. Haviland, 2014, 2015, 2016; Hoffmann-Dilloway,
2016);

2. The grammatical development across successive cohorts of deaf schoolchildren
(A. Senghas & Coppola, 2001; A. Senghas, 2003; A. Senghas, Kita, & Özyürek,
2004; Coppola & Senghas, 2010; A. Senghas & Coppola, 2011; A. Senghas,
Özyürek, & Goldin-Meadow, 2013; Flaherty, 2014) and sign language acquisi-
tion by deaf native-signing children (de Vos, 2012a);

3. The description and documentation of grammar – lexicon, syntax, morphol-
ogy, and phonology – typically in different generations of deaf signers (Aronoff,
Meir, & Sandler, 2005; Sandler, Meir, Padden, & Aronoff, 2005; Meir, Padden,
Aronoff, & Sandler, 2007; Nyst, 2007; Meir & Sandler, 2008; Meir, Aronoff,

1One problem with this definition is that many countries do not have ready-made statistics for
incidences of hereditary. More than often, they do not always distinguish different types of deafness
and causes of deafness in their data. Some data may be outdated or limited in their representation
of the population of a nation-state. The fact that the average estimated 0.1% incidence of hereditary
deafness in developed nations says little about the average estimated incidence of hereditary deafness
in developing nations and how it may compared to the reported incidence of deafness in a signing
community. These issues have been also raised in Green (2014).
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Sandler, & Padden, 2010; Padden, Meir, Aronoff, & Sandler, 2010; J. Havi-
land, 2011; Nonaka, 2011a; Sandler, Aronoff, Meir, & Padden, 2011; Brentari,
Coppola, & Mazzoni, 2012; Meir, 2012; Sandler, 2012; Bauer, 2013; J. B. Hav-
iland, 2013; Padden et al., 2013; Schuit, 2013; de Vos, 2014; Kastner, Meir,
Sandler, & Dachkovsky, 2014; Sandler et al., 2014);

4. Sign language typology (Schuit, Baker, & Pfau, 2011; de Vos & Zeshan, 2012;
de Vos, 2012b; Zeshan, Escobedo Delgado, Dikyuva, Panda, & de Vos, 2013;
de Vos & Pfau, 2015).

The first area of research consists of ethnographies on emerging and village sign

languages and their signing communities. The first area also covers ethnographies

of a few other types of signing communities in which sign languages are not classified

as ‘emerging’ or ‘village’ for theoretical reasons. Nonetheless these ethnographies

contribute to the discussion about the formation, development, and changes of a

signing community. The three other areas of research consist of multiple elicitational

and experimental studies of deaf signers of these sign language varieties and their

communities.

A noticeable gap is an ethnographic study of the language socialization pro-

cesses of deaf and hearing children in emergent and/or rural signing communities.

The gap may be due to the rarity of the opportunity to study a population of signing

children in a rural context without the presence of an educational institution for the

deaf. Noting the psycholinguistic studies of Nicaraguan Sign Language, R. Senghas

and Monaghan (2002, 82) state that “extended ethnographic observations of child

language socialization have yet to be started and would need to be conducted be-

fore we could exclude sociocultural processes as sources for grammatical structures

emerging in this new sign language.” Almost a decade and half later, we still know

little about how deaf and hearing children in non-industrialized societies learn emerg-

ing sign languages and how they are socialized to become signers and members of

their communities, and how these particular sociocultural processes may contribute

to the emergence of a sign language and a signing community. Moreover, we still

know little about the communicative and interactive signing practices of children

and their families, and how the sign language in question may be transmitted over

generations.
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1.3 Deaf children and language

When a child arrives in the world, the child is born into an existing social world

that is culturally organized and shaped by her community’s ideologies about the

development of children. One unspoken but central assumption underlying these

ideologies is that a child would be born without any sensory impairments. The

child would be able to share the language(s) of her community by having full access

to the language and communicative practices of the community through auditory

input (Phillips, 2008). Since children are assumed to be able to hear and process au-

ditory input, they would be able to access and participate in the process of language

socialization as well as the process of general socialization in their communities.

This is not the typical case for deaf children who are born to hearing fami-

lies. Deafness can be either hereditary or acquired. On average, congenital deafness

is estimated to occur in the range of 0.5 to 1 per 1000 births in developed na-

tions (Reardon, Toriello, & Downs, 2004; Corina & Singleton, 2009). In Mexico,

the statistics for the occurrence of congenital deafness are unclear and often do not

represent the national population or even account for diverse indigenous Mesoamer-

ican ethnic groups. However, the incidence of deafness may be higher due to the

limited resources for medical treatment in many rural areas of Mexico and many

other parts of the world (Montes de Oca, Chavira, Rodŕıguez, & Arreola Mendoza,

1996; Poblano, Arteaga, & Garćıa-Sánchez, 2009; Tucci, Merson, & Wilson, 2009).2

The term congenital deafness covers a wide range of hearing losses, from mild

to profound. Congenital deafness can be a symptom of a syndrome and can occur

with other congenital disabilities, or it can be non-syndromic. The more profound

the hearing loss is, the less likely a child is able to acquire spoken language acquisition

comparable to that of a typically developing, hearing child (Humphries et al., 2014).

In this dissertation, the reference to deaf people assumes that they do not have any

additional physical and cognitive disabilities.

2Poblano et al. (2009) reviewed several published reports about the incidence of congenital
deafness and found that the data is not representative of the national population of Mexico. A
few reports, such as Peñaloza López, Castillo-Maya, Garćıa-Pedroza, and Sánchez-López (2004)
and Hernández-Herrera et al. (2007), did not offer a calculated incidence of congenital deafness.
Montes de Oca-Fernandez and Mart́ınez (1999) reported a frequency of suspected deafness of 1.17%
and 0.75% in a pool of 5,109 infants and preschool-aged children, respectively. Yee-Arellano, Leal-
Garza, and Pauli-Muller (2006) reported “a hearing loss prevalence of 0.65/1000 newborns” born in
a private hospital in the Garza-Garćıa county of Nuevo León in northern Mexico, an area associated
with higher socio-economic class and few indigenous Mesoamerican groups.
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1.3.1 Homesign systems

Many deaf children do not hear well enough to acquire spoken language in a manner

comparable to hearing children. The corollary of limited natural access to the spoken

language(s) is that deaf children cannot fully participate in any communicative

practice mediated by spoken language and thus may not acquire the same kind

of linguistic and communicative competence as hearing children would (Erting &

Kuntze, 2008). However, they still may have visual access to these practices.

When the caregivers of a deaf child do not possess any knowledge and ex-

perience with a sign language and deaf people, and have no native tradition – no

established practices and bodies of knowledge transmitted over generations from

their ancestors – of raising deaf children, the caregivers face an unfamiliar situation.

In the absence of a conventional sign language, deaf children and their families in-

vent homesigns for their daily communicative needs. Brentari and Coppola (2012,

202) offers a recent definition:

“Homesign is a basic communication system created within a family and
involves one (or possibly a few) linguistically, but not socially isolated
deaf individuals. In the absence of a linguistic community, per se, these
deaf individuals use gestures to communicate with the people around
them, devising a method for communicating through gestures that be-
comes systematic, and for the deaf individual it is their primary means
of communication.”

One key assumption of this definition is that the deaf individuals do not have ac-

cess to a linguistic community which would traditionally involve a group of adult

language models who can transmit a sign language to the children. In many parts

of the world, including Latin America, caregivers do not expose their deaf children

to any conventional sign language and also do not socialize them to develop spoken

language skills, due to a lack of access to medical, educational, and social resources.

Many deaf children stay home, either because there is no availability of accessible

education in the area or they are prohibited from attending school. In some cases,

deaf children attend schools but they are not exposed to any form of sign language

and are only instructed in oral language skills.

Early research on children’s development of homesigns primarily focused

on the U.S. There have been case studies in other countries ranging from Japan
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(Torigoe, Takei, & Kimura, 1995; Osugi, Supalla, & Webb, 1999) to Papua New

Guinea (Kendon, 1980c, 1980b, 1980a); see Morford (1996) for a list of these studies.

Later, the research expanded to include cross-cultural comparisons of the structure

of homesigns to non-Western industrialized societies including Taiwan (Wang, My-

lander, & Goldin-Meadow, 1993, 1996; Goldin-Meadow & Mylander, 1998; Goldin-

Meadow & Saltzman, 2000; Goldin-Meadow, Mylander, & Franklin, 2007; Goldin-

Meadow, Özyürek, Sancar, & Mylander, 2009; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2007), Turkey

(Goldin-Meadow et al., 2009; Goldin-Meadow, Namboodiripad, Mylander, Özyürek,

& Sancar, 2014), Brazil (Fusellier-Souza, 2006), and Spain (Phillips, 2008). In ru-

ral Nicaragua, there is a growing trend of studies of child and adult homesigners

(A. Senghas & Coppola, 2001; Coppola, 2002; A. Senghas, Kita, & Özyürek, 2005;

Coppola & Newport, 2005; Coppola & Senghas, 2010; Brentari & Coppola, 2012).

The research of Susan Goldin-Meadow and her colleagues has shown how the

production of deaf children’s home signs exhibit language-like, or resilient properties

of language, which pertain to structural and functional properties found in human

languages. The children’s home sign systems are found to be remarkably similar

regardless of any potential cultural effects on the children’s language-learning envi-

ronment. Children produce pointing gestures to real-world and absent objects. They

develop a stable lexicon of iconic gestures, produce gestures that are, arguably, dis-

tinguished by grammatical functions for nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and exhibit

a consistent ordering pattern of the gestures (Goldin-Meadow, Butcher, Mylander,

& Dodge, 1994). By contrast, those properties are not found in the gestures of

the children’s hearing parents. The universal resilient properties found in the deaf

children’s home signs suggest that those properties of language are not sensitive to

environmental input and are produced out of a basic human instinct to communicate

with other human beings.

In Goldin-Meadow’s works, the children are raised in middle-class and upper-

middle class nuclear families and the mother-child dyads are privileged as sites of

observation. Those children are socialized to be spoken conversational partners and

are constructed and treated as such within their immediate families. The caregivers

choose to not expose their deaf children to any conventional sign language, whether

it be natural or invented, in the interest of maximizing their spoken language skills

at the advice of medical and educational professionals. Consequently the deaf chil-

dren do not interact with other deaf children and adults. Sign language exposure
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was thought to hinder spoken language development in deaf children, a claim that

is largely discredited (Humphries et al., 2014). Such cases have been documented

in middle-class, educated families in the U.S. and Taiwan, Spain, and Turkey. The

caregivers socialize their deaf children to become speakers of their own languages

in the literal sense by engaging them in communicative activities, artifacts, and

technologies that are oriented toward speaking, listening, and speech-reading. Fur-

thermore, the caregivers socialize their deaf children in the ways of communication

that are culturally appropriate in their community.

An example from Phillips (2008) perfectly illustrates this type of language

socializing practice: A Spanish hearing father prompts his three-year-old deaf child,

who is fitted with a cochlear implant, to say “Dame rosa” ‘Give me pink’ with

accompanying co-speech gestures. The pink refers to the father’s holding a container

of Play-Doh. The child replies by imitating his father’s gestures. The father repeats

the utterance and gestures to exhort his child to make the request. The interaction

goes back and forth until the child finally produces a partially intelligible vocal

imitation of the request. In turn, the father demonstrates an expression of gratitude,

“Gracias, gracias, papa!” ‘Thank you, thank you, papa’ for the child to imitate him.

The example of a language socializing practice demonstrates the engagement of a

communicative activity between a father and his child, in which the activity aims

to exploit the benefits of cochlear implant technology through elicited repetition of

spoken speech and the utilizing of a toy for mediating the activity. Simultaneously,

the activity socializes the child into proper conduct and interaction for making

requests from his father and responding to fulfilled requests.

1.4 Conventional sign languages

A small population of deaf children are born to deaf signing parents. In this group,

most of these children are exposed to a conventional sign language at birth and

exhibit similar developmental milestones comparable to those of hearing children

acquiring a spoken language (Newport & Meier, 1985). The term conventional

sign language refers to an established and usually ‘mature’ (i.e. not emerging)

sign language such as American Sign Language (ASL) that already has a community

of users who can serve as adult language models for children (Goldin-Meadow &

Mylander, 1990). Other deaf children who are born to hearing, non-signing parents
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may be exposed to a conventional sign language when they enter a school for the deaf

or when they meet other deaf children, often in adolescence or adulthood (Erting &

Kuntze, 2008).

To date, most sign language acquisition and development studies have fo-

cused on deaf native-signing children of deaf parents who use sign languages asso-

ciated with urban, Western nation-states (G. Morgan & Woll, 2002; Baker & Woll,

2009; Chen-Pichler, 2012), especially ASL (Newport & Meier, 1985) and British Sign

Language (BSL) (G. Morgan, Herman, & Woll, 2002; G. Morgan, Herman, Barrière,

& Woll, 2008). There is a growing body of scholarship about language knowledge

and use of Nicaraguan Sign Language (ISN) as functions of age and exposure to

ISN across multiple cohorts of deaf students in a school from a psycholinguistic per-

spective, and how the language has rapidly evolved to exhibit particular complex

grammatical structures (A. Senghas & Coppola, 2001; A. Senghas, 2003; A. Sen-

ghas et al., 2004; A. Senghas, 2010). To date, there has been only one language

acquisition study of a rural sign language, Kata Kolok (de Vos, 2012a), which has

been transmitted through at least five generations of deaf signers (de Vos, 2012b).

We know little about how deaf children learn rural sign languages that are emerging

outside of the context of an educational institution.

1.4.1 The notion of a speech community

In this section, I first review some theoretical assumptions about signing communi-

ties and sign languages. This involves a short discussion of the notion of a speech

community, unpacking the implicit language ideologies of ‘speech’, and also touch

on the notions of community of practice and social network. The frame-

works of community of practice and social network are instrumental for reviewing

the contemporary taxonomies of sign languages and their communities as proposed

by different scholars of different academic disciplines.

The notion of a speech community has its roots in anthropology and lin-

guistics, from a long line of scholars who were and are interested in understanding,

conceptualizing, and analyzing the mutually constitutive dimensions of language

and social life. Structural linguist Leonard Bloomfield first coined and defined the

term in his influential book, Language:
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A speech-community is a group of people who interact by means of
speech. All the so-called higher activities of man – our specifically human
activities – spring from the close adjustment among individuals which
we call society, and this adjustment, in turn, is based upon language;
the speech-community, therefore, is the most important kind of social
group (Bloomfield, 1933, 42).

Bloomfield claimed that a group of people who uses the same system of speech-

signals constitute a speech community. By ‘speech’, he was specifically referring

to the class of spoken languages produced through the vocal-auditory channel, i.e.

linguistic signals produced through the vocal tract and perceived by the auditory

apparatus of the human species. Bloomfield treated gesture not as language but

rather as a paralinguistic feature that accompanies spoken speech and that is a

social convention of human conversation. He lumped alternate sign languages, i.e.

alternate communication systems for hearing people in specific circumstances where

spoken speech is not possible and sign languages of the deaf together in the category

of ‘gesture languages’. His perspective set the tone for the dogma of linguistics that

would prevail for several decades.

Some thirty years later after the publication of Language, sociolinguist John

Gumperz revised the concept of a speech community that became well-known in

sociolinguistics and contemporary linguistic anthropology: “Any human aggregate

characterized by regular and frequent interaction by means of a shared body of

verbal signs and set off from similar aggregates by significant differences in language

usage” (Gumperz, 1986, 43). He did not explicitly mention sign languages, leaving

Bloomfield’s implicit language ideology about ‘speech’ intact and uncontested. Over

the decades, many scholars have revised, refined, and/or criticized the notion of a

speech community, but what remained so long was the underlying language ideology

of human languages amounting to spoken languages (e.g. Hockett, 1960), excluding

the class of sign languages of deaf people, notwithstanding the research on sign

languages that flourished in the 1960s and 1970s (Stokoe, 1960; Stokoe, Casterline,

& Croneberg, 1965; Klima & Bellugi, 1979). The implicit language ideology of

‘speech’ embedded in the concept of ‘speech community’ was recently challenged

by Nonaka (2009, 2014). More scholars are no longer taking the notion of a speech

community for granted. In a similar vein, they are no longer taking the notion of a

community for granted, and have taken to problematizing and redefining it.
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1.4.2 The notion of community (of practice)

“Agreement as to how the notion of community should be defined theoretically

and implemented methodologically remains elusive, despite apparently widespread

consensus that some such working concept is virtually indispensable” (Garrett &

Baquedano-López, 2002, 346). Just as the notion of ‘speech community’ is prob-

lematic, the notion of ‘community’ itself is equally problematic. In language so-

cialization research, many scholars have adopted the construct of community of

practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). The most accessible and encom-

passiong definition I have located is from sociolinguist Penelope Eckert:

A community of practice is an aggregate of people who come together
around some enterprise. United by this common enterprise, people come
to develop and share ways of doing things, ways of talking, beliefs, val-
ues – in short, practices – as a function of their joint engagement in
activity. Social relations form around the activities and activities form
around relationships, particular kinds of knowledge, expertise, and forms
of participation become part of individuals’ identities and places in the
community. It is not the assemblage or the purpose that defines the
community of practice; rather, a community of practice is simultane-
ously defined by its membership and the shared practice in which that
membership engages (Eckert, 2000, 35).

This definition outlines three interlinked criteria (Wenger, 1998; Meyerhoff

& Strycharz, 2013). First, there must be mutual engagement between members

and practices. This produces a mutually constitutive relationship in a face-to-face

interaction. Neither members nor practices alone contribute to the reciprocity. Sec-

ond, the members share a jointly negotiated enterprise with some purpose. Third,

the members share a repertoire of resources that allows them to develop and share

practices under the unified enterprise.

Communities of practices are not static and fixed. They can and do overlap

with other communities of practice, and they can change over time. The model

works well in contemporary language socialization research, since the model does

not assume communities of practice to be static and fixed and to fall in traditional

boundaries of membership in an increasingly transnational and digital world. The

model also recognizes that an individual participates in multiple communities as

they grow up, acquiring, maintaining, and changing different social roles over the
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course of their life.

The framework of community of practice overlaps with that of the social

network to a substantial extent (Meyerhoff & Strycharz, 2013). The framework of

social network has been and is used to examine language variation in the context

of an aggregate of relationships of a social group (Milroy, 1987; Milroy & Llamas,

2013). While both frameworks are useful tools for analyzing language variation and

change (Eckert, 2000), there are two subtle but fundamental differences. One is the

extent of agency of membership. An individual may attain membership of a social

network by chance or by circumstance, whereas an individual is more conscious of

their membership of a community of practice. Another difference is the type of

membership (Milroy, 1987; Milroy & Llamas, 2013). Social networks may be based

on more abstract notions of membership such as a region of a country or users of a

particular language variety.

1.4.3 Deaf people, communities of practice, and social networks

The constructs of a community of practice and social network apply well to deaf

people. They come from diverse backgrounds and hence exist within and across

multiple communities of practice, and belong to an increasingly transnational and

mobile network of deaf people (Parasnis, 1996, 2012; Friedner & Kusters, 2015).

Extended studies of d/Deaf individuals and communities of d/Deaf people are largely

situated in U.S. whereas studies of similar individuals and communities elsewhere

are relatively sparse by comparison (R. Senghas & Monaghan, 2002).

Perhaps among the most well-known variety of communities of practices in-

volving d/Deaf people researched is the deaf community, frequently interchange-

able with and/or used in tandem with deaf culture and sometimes deaf world.3

The use of a natural sign language such as ASL is one of the central defining char-

acteristics of the Deaf community and the Deaf culture (Padden, 1980; Padden &

Humphries, 1988; Lane et al., 1996; Padden & Humphries, 2005). While many of

the social practices of ‘Deaf community,’ ‘Deaf culture’, and ‘Deaf world’, intention-

ally written with the upper-case ‘D’, have been in existence long before they became

an object of scientific injury, these words only emerged and materialized in parallel

with the birth of sign language research. From that point onwards, a taxonomy of

3It is likely that Padden and Humphries (1988) coined and popularized the terms ‘Deaf culture’
and ‘Deaf community’, and Lane, Hoffmeister, and Bahan (1996) coined the term ‘Deaf-World.’
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sign languages and signing communities emerged.

1.5 Taxonomy of sign languages and their communities

Many researchers have proposed a taxonomy of sign languages and their signing

communities. They differ in the framing of the taxonomy with respect to their own

approach, research goals, and ideologies about sign languages. There are two dis-

tinctions to be made with respect to classifying sign language and their communities.

One is classifying the type of a sign language. The other one is classifying the type

of a speech community. Sometimes the researchers do not classify both the sign

language and the signing community in question, though more often than not, they

classify both. I first look at the extant classifications of signing communities and

then those of sign languages, before finally looking at the taxonomy that combines

both sign languages and their communities of signers.

1.5.1 Classifying signing communities

In earlier decades, the study of deaf people and their sign languages was situated

in the context of Deaf communities based on the socio-cultural model of deafness.

For this reason, some scholars have characterized different signing communities in

comparison to Deaf communities; this issue is discussed in Kisch (2008), Kusters

(2010), and Nyst (2012). Washabaugh (1979) proposed three types of communities

on a spectrum, in which isolated deaf communities emerge and subsequently

evolve to be developing deaf communities, and finally, mature into bilingual

deaf communities. To the best of my knowledge, no other scholar have envi-

sioned a signing community akin to ‘developing deaf communities.’ Bahan and

Nash (1996) proposed a distinction between assimilating communities and sup-

pressing communities, in which the former refers to Martha’s Vineyard situations

and the latter to Deaf communities in the U.S. Lane et al. (1996); Lane, Pillard,

and French (2000) proposed a distinction between assimilating societies and

differentiating societies. Woll and Ladd (2003) coined the term integrated

communities in contrast to Deaf communities. To the best of my knowledge, none

of these labels have gained widespread usage in the scholarly literature on sign lan-

guages.
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According to Kisch (2008), the fundamental problem with these classifica-

tions is that situating any language community in the context of the socio-cultural

model of deafness produces a binary representation of signing communities. Some

are portrayed as Deaf signing communities with a sense of “D”eaf identity and an

awareness of Deafhood. Others are portrayed to lack these defining characteristic

traits (see Kusters (2010) for an excellent discussion on this). In classifying the Al-

Sayyid Bedouin signing community, Kisch abstracted away from the binary approach

and focused on the local communicative practices of signing. She proposed the term

shared signing community, rooted in the notion of a community in which the

practice of signing is shared between both deaf and hearing people (Kisch, 2008,

2009, 2012b). Signing is not a communicative practice that deaf people primarily

and exclusively do, but rather it is a practice in which both deaf and hearing people

engage. Implied here is that in Deaf communities, the practice of signing is primar-

ily and exclusively assocated with Deaf people, such as in the case of ISN and the

Nicaraguan Deaf community in Managua.

At around the same time, Nonaka (2007, 2009) coined the label speech/sign

community independently. There is not much theoretical difference between the

two labels speech/sign community and shared signing community. However,

Nonaka’s ‘speech/sign community’ was not intended to refer to the Ban Khor sign-

ing community exclusively but rather to a constellation of particular signing com-

munities where indigenous/village sigh languages emerged. Kisch’s ‘shared signing

community’ was intended to refer to the Al-Sayyid Bedouin signing community, not

to a particular type of signing community in general; yet a few scholars have bor-

rowed the term ‘shared signing community’ to refer to other signing communities

(Nyst, 2012; Kusters, 2015a).

Nonaka’s notion of a speech/sign community challenges the pervasive lan-

guage ideologies about traditional speech communities by extending the concept

of ‘speech’ to include signed languages while retaining the core characteristics of a

speech community. More importantly, the label suggests that this type of speech

community constitutes a unique type of signing community and is not interchange-

able with Deaf communities. The former arguably exhibits distinctive language

attitudes, ideologies, and practices that distinguish such communities from other

speech communities including Deaf communities.
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The speech/sign community (or a shared signing community) constitutes a

type of habitus, a notion developed in Bourdieu (1977, 1992). The habitus of a

speech/sign community may be conceived as a space, or a sociocultural environ-

ment “where deaf people and being deaf are situated and where life between deaf

and hearing people is to a great extent shared, as are the sign language used be-

tween them” (Kusters, 2015a, 8). The language ideologies and practices found in a

speech/sign community represent the moral dimension of habitus, that is, the com-

munity’s social response and adaptation to the presence of high rates of hereditary

deafness (Nonaka, 2007, 2009). A nexus of qualities contributes to the emergence,

spread, and maintenance of a village sign language and its speech/sign community:

(1) widespread fluency in the village sign language among deaf and hearing people;

(2) neutral to positive community attitudes toward deafness, deaf people, and sign

language; (3) the integration of deaf people into the mainstream of village life. The

habitus of a speech/sign community fosters the emergence of a particular type of

sign language.

1.5.2 Classifying sign languages

Just as scholars have classified different types of communities, they have also clas-

sified different types of sign languages. In most cases, scholars have proposed two

major types of sign languages that appear to differ in the geographical extent of

usage. In reference to the sign language type that spontaneously emerges in small-

scale communities, e.g. villages with high rates of hereditary deafness, Woodward

(2000) coined the term indigenous sign languages in contrast to two other sign

languages types, national and original, based on his research on sign language

families in Thailand and Vietnam. National sign languages such as ASL and Thai

Sign Language (TSL) pertain to a type of sign language that is associated with the

Deaf community of a nation-state. Original sign languages, such as Old Bangkok

Sign Language and Old Chiangmai Sign Language, pre-date national sign languages

and arose in urban areas where deaf people had regular and sustained opportunities

to meet and converse; however these languages did not arise in the context of an

educational institution.

Zeshan (2004) fashioned the term village sign languages from Branson,

Miller, Marsaja, and Negara (1996)’s concept of a deaf village. She also borrowed
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the terms national from Woodward (2000) and urban from de Vos (2012b) for

referring to different sign language varieties. Nonaka (2009) adopted the terms

indigenous/village sign languagess and uses them interchangeably and/or

in tandem in her works. Nyst, Sylla, and Magassouba (2012) fashioned the term

shared sign languages from the works of Kisch to refer to the type of sign

language used in a shared signing community, while de Vos (2012b) coined the

term rural sign languages in contrast to urban sign languages. Meir, Sandler,

et al. (2010) adopted the term ‘village sign languages’, contrasting it with deaf

community sign languages.

In a lexical elictation study of the signing of deaf people and their hearing

families on a small island in southern Japan, Osugi et al. (1999) coined the term

family sign system (also family home sign system) to refer to a home sign

system that has been used in a family for more than one generation. The researchers

contrasted family sign systems with non-linguistic gestures that non-signing hearing

people produce and isolated home sign systems that deaf people exclusively produce

with their hearing families and other hearing interactants. de Vos (2012b) tentatively

used the term extended home sign systems to refer to incipient sign languages

that have evolved from home sign systems.

Zeshan (2011, 228) tentatively proposed a third sign language type commu-

nal homesign for communicative situations that neither fit the profile of a “typical

deaf village such as Ban Khor, Desa Kolok, or Adamorobe”, nor that of deaf indi-

viduals who only interact with hearing people in their environment. Instead, the

communicative situations would involve a number of deaf individuals having spo-

radic contact with one another. The criteria for communal homesign are presented

by two hypothetical scenarios. One is that deaf people live in separate villages in the

same region and encounter each other on special occasions such as major festivals

or market days. The other scenario is that deaf people may live in the same village,

but they do not have frequent and sustained contact, and encounter one another

occasionally. To the best of my knowledge, no one has classified any signing system

as communal homesign.

The classification of sign languages is based on linear correspondences be-

tween the type of a manual communication system, the context in which the system

is used, and linguistic complexity of the system. This approach appears to place

sign languages on a linear continuum of different manual communications based
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on different developmental stages. On one end are non-linguistic gestures. On the

other end is a ‘full’ sign language. Recent typological research on young and old

sign languages in rural communities has revealed remarkable diversity across lexical

and grammatical domains such as the use of space, numeral systems, and color and

kinship terminology (Schuit et al., 2011; Zeshan & de Vos, 2012; Zeshan et al., 2013;

de Vos & Pfau, 2015).

The typological diversity of sign languages suggests that mapping simple

correspondences between a sign language, their language ecology, and structure may

overlook and underestimate the actual and potential diversity of sign languages and

signing communities. For example, Central Taurus Sign Language (CTSL) is an

undocumented village sign language that is less than 100 years old and is primarily

used by 21 deaf people and their families in a village of 350 people in southern Turkey

(Rabia Ergin, personal communication). Hence about 6% of the village population

consists of deaf people. However, 10 deaf villagers live in the village year-round,

while the other 11 reside in neighboring villages or cities and summer in the village;

5 deaf villagers are fluent and bilingual in CTSL and Turkish Sign Language (TİD).

The complexity of the sociolinguistic context of CTSL would make it difficult to be

plotted on the linear continuum of developmental stages.

I suggest that it may be instrumental to think about the roles of social

networks and communities of practice, taking care to make some distinction between

these two frameworks, in the lives of deaf and hearing signers. These frameworks

may enable a more comprehensive investigation of emerging sign languages and their

signers with respect to the linguistic structure of the sign language in question and

the social lives of deaf and hearing signers. This level of investigation may allow us

to refine the taxonomy of different sign language types.

1.5.3 Classifying sign languages and signing communities

How one decides whether a manual communication system constitutes a particular

sign language type depends on one’s definition and criteria of sign language types,

and the type of evidence to support the labeling. Perhaps a more fundamental

but complex question is what constitutes language and what does not constitute

language. The definition and criteria of language would depend on one’s approach

and analysis to studying communication within the human species.
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What we can detect from the burgeoning research on diverse sign languages

and signing communities are some generalizations and correlations betwen the social,

geographical, and demographic characteristics of sign language types and those of

signing communities. Table 1.1 is a working schema that offers a taxonomy of

linguistic characteristics associated with a sign language type and social conditions

that make up the formation of a particular signing community type.4

1.6 Research questions

The current literature about different varieties of sign languages suggests a few

overarching themes. One, homesigns emerge between a sole deaf child (or a few deaf

siblings) and their hearing family in the absence of a “linguistic” community, i.e. in

the absence of a signing community with deaf adult signing models. The process

of language development for most deaf children does not pattern like that of most

hearing children, because most deaf children are born to hearing non-signing parents

(and deaf parents generally have hearing children). Hearing non-signing parents

with no prior experience of raising deaf children are unlikely to have any skills and

knowledge about sign language development in deaf children. Whatever beliefs,

values, and goals the parents have about their deaf children’s language development

are related to their perspectives toward spoken and sign languages.

Two, sign languages emerge in a place where there is a critical mass of deaf

children and/or where there is a sustained, high incidence of hereditary and/or

early childhood deafness with strong kinship-based social networks. The underlying

implication is that sign languages and signing communities would not emerge if there

is no sustained, high incidence of deafness, presumably because there would be no

deaf (and hearing) adult signing models to transmit signs to deaf children. Another

implication is that an above average number of deaf people would be more likely to

facilitate interaction between deaf people and between deaf and hearing people.5

4Table 1.1 is largely based on Green (2014, 78), reprinted and modified with her express per-
mission. The sources for the table are Kegl, Senghas, and Coppola (1999), Osugi et al. (1999),
Woodward (2000), Goldin-Meadow (2003), Zeshan (2004, 2011), Kisch (2008), de Vos (2012b), de
Vos and Zeshan (2012), Brentari and Coppola (2012), Nyst (2012); Nyst et al. (2012) Nonaka (2007,
2009, 2011b, 2014), Meir, Sandler, et al. (2010), and de Vos and Pfau (2015).

5See Kusters (2015a) for an argument about how the social activities and networks of a commu-
nity are more revealing about the circumstances that lead to the emergence, spread, maintenance,
and transmission of a sign language than the numbers of deaf people in a given community.
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Sign Language
Type

Characteristics of Sign Language
Type

Signing
Community

Type

Characteristics of Community
Type

Examples

sign language,
{national, urban,

Deaf
community} sign

language

Full language with properties such as
duality of patterning and directionality

(”verb agreement”)

d/Deaf
communities

educational institutions, deaf-run
organizations and clubs,

peer-based deaf social networks

American Sign Language,
Nicaraguan Sign Language,

Israeli Sign Language,
Nepali Sign Language

original sign
language

Not described; presumably full language
without institutional standardization

- urban-based deaf social networks,
presumably without educational

institutions

Old Bangkok Sign
Language, Old Chiangmai

Sign Language

{village,
indigenous,

rural, shared}
sign language

Full language with some variation; marked
numeral systems, limited/no duality of
patterning, restricted color and kinship
terminology, limited/no directionality

{speech/sign,
shared sign}
community,
deaf village

Strong kinship-based social
networks, high incidence of

(genetic) deafness, at least 2–3
generations deep, usually in a

rural setting

Adamorobe Sign
Language, Al-Sayyid

Bedouin Sign Language,
Ban Khor Sign Language,

Kata Kolok

communal
homesign

Presumably not a full language but is
more structurally complex than homesign

- chance encounters during festivals
and market days in rural areas;

first-time encounters in
educational institutions

-

family homesign Presumably not a full language but has
more lexical conventionalization than

isolated home sign systems

assimilating
communities

Used by a large group of deaf and
hearing people in an extended

family for at least two generations

Amami Island signing
community (but no name

is given to the various sign
systems used there)

homesign Varied; language-like properties such as
stable constituent order and lexicon, low
lexical conventionalization between deaf

and hearing family members

- one deaf person or several deaf
people who are not exposed to a

conventional sign language

mimicas ‘mime’ in
Nicaragua, David’s

homesigns in the U.S.

Table 1.1: A taxonomy of sign language types and signing communities based on Green (2014) with some modifications.
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These implications motivate this dissertation. I present three linked claims.

The first claim posits how an emerging sign language and signing community arises

through families in coresidence. The rationale for focusing on family as a social unit

is that the family is typically the first institution for the socialization of children into

a community. The family serves as the primary social unit that usually introduces a

child to language. This appears to be the case for many sign languages that emerged

in rural communities.

While most deaf people in the SJQ community can be grouped into two

major biological clusters and four extended kin groups, they identify themselves

as members of their families firstmost – that is, as people who live together in a

residence and who have meaningful relationships with one another. The family thus

constitutes a community of practice. At the same time, the deaf people are part of

a larger social network of the SJQ community, whereby everyone is acquainted with

one another by chance encounters that occur throughout their lives.

The second claim posits that because the majority of signed communication

occurs within families, each signing family develops its own lexicon and perceives

the lexicon as their own creation. Yet the lexicons are similar due to the sharing of

conventional gestures and the propensity for iconic and indexic signs. The signing

families are in a loosely connected social network of the SJQ community; thus, they

have visual access to a repertoire of conventional gestures and recruit some of the

gestures into their sign language. The family sign languages are not wholly distinct

in this respect (hence the usage of the word ‘constellation’ in the label) but they are

not standardized either.

The third claim posits that family language ecologies shape and are shaped

by overlapping and characteristic language ideologies about communicative accom-

modation, signed and spoken language development, form and function of sign lan-

guage, and schooling. The consequences of the language ideologies are such that

caregivers do not generally provide their children communicative accommodation,

which has profound implications and consequences for the access and input to signed

and spoken conversations for children.

All these three claims form the rationale for the classification of SJQCSL

as a constellation of family sign languages and the SJQ signing community as a

family-based signing community.
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1.7 Methodologies

The participants are four deaf children of three hearing families and four hearing

children of three mixed deaf-hearing families. All the children are biologically female

and exhibit no cognitive deficits. Mixed deaf-hearing families have one deaf parent

and one hearing parent, with additional adults who assume child-rearing responsi-

bilities. Since the typical family unit is an extended family, and all the children are

raised in extended families, the term “caregiver” is used in lieu of “parent.” There

is no family where two or more caregivers are deaf. Nor there is a family where one

or both of the caregivers and at least one of their children is deaf; hence “deaf” fam-

ilies do not exist in the community. All the hearing persons in the signing families

speak San Juan Quiahije Chatino, a variety of Eastern Chatino, as their first and

dominant language; some speak Spanish to varying degrees of proficiency (E. Cruz,

2011; H. Cruz, 2014).

While the current study is an ethnography of an emerging signing community

and its users, it is not a classic language socialization study, although it employs

some of the methods associated with studies of language socialization and language

ideologies.6 Elsewhere, I have written about some unanticipated methodological

challenges that altered and affected the design of the study (L. Hou, under review).

The language practices and language ideologies of the signing families often did

not match my own expectations of the study. I engaged in an ongoing negotiation

over multiple congruencies and conflicts between my own language practices and

ideologies about signed and spoken languages and their signers and speakers, and

those of the community. The negotiation was an ongoing process that became

integral to the methodology.

Originally, I envisioned a systematic approach for documenting and analyz-

ing samples of spontaneous interactions between children and their families in the

spirit of a language socialization study. I would be a silent observer, hiding behind

6Kulick and Schieffelin (2004) outline three criteria for a study to qualify as child language so-
cialization research. First, the research must be an ethnography of communication that documents
and describes communicative practices of a group of children in the context of their everyday lives.
Ideally, the ethnography of communication includes a micro-analysis of representative interactions
in the tradition of conversation analysis. Second, the research must be a longitudinal design that
documents any changes in the children’s behavior. Third, the research offers an analysis that
demonstrates how children acquire (and do not acquire) language and cultural practices in different
communicative situations over time.
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the camera and videotaping the interactions, without engaging in them. Instead, the

reality was that Chatino adults do not generally engage their children in extended

conversations. Moreover, the deaf adults preferred to talk to me over to their chil-

dren, because I was an adult, not a child. The hearing and deaf children often

requested to play with me, after they saw how I could participate in their playing.

Consequently, I formed part of a substantial chunk of the data collection. Thus,

the study does not have substantial samples of videotaped spontaneous interactions

between the children and their caregivers.

Another reason for some modifications in my approach is my hearing status

as a d/Deaf person. For this reason, my ethnography is primarily limited to signed

interactions between deaf and hearing children and their interactants in the context

of everyday life through participant observation. I collected videotaped observa-

tions over the span of almost a year. Second, I conducted semi-structured lexical

and narrative elicitation tasks. Third, I conducted semi-structured interviews with

each family to discuss the caregivers’ beliefs, attitudes, and knowledge about child-

rearing, language and cognitive development, deafness, spoken and signed languages,

and education. These three lines of data form the foundation for the dissertation.

The last two methods were done in close collaboration with fellow colleagues, re-

search assistants and interpreters, and local community members.

1.7.1 Collaboration

The data collection was a long-standing collaborative effort from a transnational

team of several community members from Quiahije and Cieneguilla and academic

colleagues.

The Cruz sisters, Emiliana and Hilaria, are native Chatino speakers from

Cieneguilla, and are now anthropologist and linguist, respectively. They served as

the gatekeepers and cultural brokers to the community. They facilitated my access

to the village authorities for official permission to conduct research there as well

as my access to the families for recruitment. Hilaria located two local community

members, Elizabeth Garcia Baltazar and Epifania Mendez, also known as Maestra

Epifania in the community, who were willing to work for me as informal interpreters.

Hilaria assisted me with the writing of interview scripts in Spanish. She transcribed

and translated many interviews recorded with hearing people in Chatino, Spanish,
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and English, and clarified the cultural meanings embedded in the texts. She re-

viewed some of the interviews and collaborated with Epifania over the telephone

in Chatino to modify the interview protocol, and also advised me for providing

Epifania constructive feedback.

Kate Mesh assisted me as an informal interpreter occasionally, facilitating

communication between me and the community members, including the authori-

ties, where signing and writing did not suffice as means of communication or were

inconvenient on some occasions. She also assisted me in part of the collection of

naturalistic data and elicited data and the semi-structured interviews with hearing

members of the signing families. We have been collaborating on the description

and documentation of SJQCSL since 2012, sharing our findings to inform and en-

rich our individual research projects and creating a collection of metadata, data

management, and texts for future archives.

1.8 Organization of the dissertation

Conducting an ethnography of an emerging sign language and its community of users

requires a wide scope of investigation. I start with a macro-analytical perspective

on the community which the families inhabit. The roadmap of the dissertation is as

follows.

Chapter 2 provides an ethnographic sketch of the SJQ community, giving a

general overview of the community with a focus on the local culture of child-rearing

practices. Chapter 3 examines the deaf population of the SJQ community, utilizing

the anthropological methods of kinship diagramming, medical genetic pedigrees, res-

idence mapping, and social network analysis so as to identify the core members, size,

and boundaries of the signing community. Building on the foundational description

of the signing community, Chapter 4 introduces the six signing families of the study,

offering a comprehensive snapshot of their daily lives with a focus on the language

ecology of the children. The general idea is that the signing community is primar-

ily organized by families in coresidence, which has profound implications for the

deaf and hearing children’s sign language development and language socialization.

Children become signers primarily through socializing with their families through

signing communicative practices, and yet each family varies in their practices.

Based on these findings, Chapter 5 examines lexical and sub-lexical variation
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between and within the signing families. The evidence suggests that the variation is

not exclusively a product of emerging phonology and morphology but also a product

of family-based social network of signers with some co-optation from conventional

gestures. The evidence suggests that some family lexicons are more sophisticated

than others. Building on these findings, Chapter 6 examines the use of the signing

space, particularly directionality, in one signing family that has a language envi-

ronment most rich with communicative interactions between deaf and hearing child

and adult signers. The evidence for the emergence of directionality in one family

variety of SJQCSL suggests that rich sign language socialization of deaf and hearing

children – interacting with deaf and hearing child and adult signers on a daily basis

– facilitates language development, which in turn, contributes to the development

of an emerging sign language.

Chapter 7 investigates the family language ideologies of deaf and hearing

caregivers about the value of signed and spoken languages, language acquisition in

both modalities, communicative accommodations, and formal schooling, and how

the ideologies shape signing communicative practices between them and their chil-

dren. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation, weaving all the threads of

questions, theories, and themes together and situating SJQCSL and the community

in the larger context of signing communities.

1.8.1 Notes on terminology in reference to sign languages and sign-

ing communities

It is standard practice for sign language researchers to refer to sign languages by

introducing a standardized name of a language and the acronym of the name. The

majority of the acronyms are based on proper names in English, which not coin-

cidentally contain the words “sign language.” A few exceptions are the acronyms

of proper names in Spanish. For example, I use ISN to refer to Nicaraguan Sign

Language, instead of NSL, so as to distinguish it from Nepali Sign Language.

Occasionally, I will spell out the full name of a sign language to avoid termi-

nological confusion, because a pair of two sign languages share the same acronyms

in English and may not have acronyms in another language, e.g. TSL can stand for

either Thai Sign Language or Taiwanese Sign Language. Appendix D is a compre-

hensive list of the acronyms of the sign languages and other words.
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Throughout the dissertation, I have tried to be consistent in my usage of the

terminology for referring to different sign language types and signing communities

in general, at the risk of making theoretical assumptions. In reference to another

scholar’s work, I alternate between different labels fo sign language types and signing

communities based on what the scholar uses.

1.8.2 Notes on representing Spanish, Chatino, and SJQCSL

Text in Spanish or Chatino (of the spoken San Juan Quiahije Chatino variety) is

italicized, with one exception. Excerpts of Chatino from the interview formatted as

quotes and quotations are not italicized. Text in Chatino appears with a superscript

letter, which denotes the lexical tone. Appendix A offers a thumbnail of the tone

inventory and phonology of San Juan Quiahije Chatino. All transcriptions and

translations are done by Hilaria Cruz.

Text in manual sign, is represented as English glosses in small capitals.

Translation of sign is represented in the default font. Where relevant, non-manual

markers are noted. All transcriptions and translations of sign are my own creation,

unless indicated otherwise. Appendix C lists all the abbreviations used for linguistic

and place terms.

1.8.3 Notes on representing d/Deaf people, hearing people, and

sign language

The terms ‘deaf’ and ‘hearing’ in reference to people and ‘sign language’ and their

concepts are not universal across languages and cultures. In SJQ Chatino, a deaf

person is referred as one who cannot talk or one who does not talk (see §2.2.2. This

may be translated as ‘mute’ in English, but this appears to alter the connotations of

the original phrases and actually adds a derogatory interpretation. Moreover, ‘mute’

does not mean that a person is deaf. Hence, in line with the Western conventions

of referring to deaf people in the English language, I use the term ‘deaf.’ I do

not use the term ‘Deaf’ to refer to the deaf Chatinos; this term is culturally and

linguistically specific with its roots in the U.S. Deaf culture.

The reference and concept of a ‘hearing person’ is foreign in SJQ Chatino

(and many other languages). This is not a linguistic gap per se. Rather, it is a

cultural specificity that originally arose from the context of the U.S. Deaf culture
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(Padden & Humphries, 1988). To the best of my knowledge, the hearing Chatinos

do not refer themselves as ‘hearing people’ or ‘people who can talk.’ Here, my

reference to hearing people pertains to people whose sense of hearing approximates

at the medical norm. My usage of ‘deaf’ and ‘hearing’ is purely for distinguishing

deaf and hearing people.

Neither spoken SJQ Chatino nor SJQCSL distinguish gestures and signs;

they only refer to ‘sign language’ as the action of making gestures and signs with

hands. For the ease of readership, I use the term ‘gesture’ to refer to co-speech and

quotable gestures hearing people use to communicate among themselves, but I use

the term ‘signs’ to refer to the signs deaf and hearing people use to communicate

with one another. The terminological choice, however, should not be interpreted

that there is a clear-cut distinction between gestures and signs in SJQCSL (or in

any sign language).

1.8.4 Notes on usage of names

In this dissertation, I use real names for all places, because elsewhere they have been

already published in academic scholarship (E. Cruz, 2004, 2011, in press; E. Cruz &

Woodbury, 2014a, 2014b; H. Cruz, 2009, 2014). For referring to the village of San

Juan Quiahije specifically, I use the term ‘Quiahije’ but for referring to both villages

of Quiahije and Cieneguilla as a community, I use the term ‘the SJQ community.’

The nicknames of the participants are derived from their personal names;

some of the nicknames are real and others fictitious. The participants gave me

explicit approval of using their own names. However, the primary rationale for

using nicknames to refer to them and their family members is that they have long,

often double given names and patronymic and matronymic surnames, which can

become redundant through repeated reference here. Many of the nicknames, but

not all, have been rendered to reflect spoken Chatino phonology. I also use a few

place names, which are also real and well-known to the community, but obscure

and unfamiliar to those who are not members of the community. Hence, I do not

consider the usage of Chatino place names as a breach of confidentiality.
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1.8.5 Notes on usage of images and films

The majority of the images are screen grabs from videos of the participants. In most

cases, my participants gave me explicit approval of using the images of their faces.

While I could have blurred the participants’ faces in the best interest of privacy,

the participants have not requested this, and to go against their requests would be

a violation of trust and respect and an act of ethical paternalism. However, there

were some participants, especially children, who often unknowingly appeared on the

camera. Since I did not obtain explicit approval for showing their faces from them

or their families, I have blocked these participants’ faces with a solid gray circle.

Because the images are screen grabs, some of them are more blurry than

others and do not provide a very clear picture of the data in question. They have

been enlarged to maximize clarity. The more clear screen grabs do not require

such formatting. Where relevant, I have provided a handful of hyperlinks, should

the reader want to look at the video of a sign or a vignette. The hyperlinks are

presented in the typeface of typewriter. Appendix B provides the full list of

hyperlinks referenced in the dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Ethnographic background of the

SJQ community

2.1 Introduction

The chapter provides ethnographic background on the San Juan Quiahije (SJQ)

community and Cieneguilla. Readers are advised that the chapter neither serves as a

comprehensive ethnography of the SJQ Chatinos nor of the SJQ Chatino children in

general. Rather, I provide an ethnographic sketch of the villages with a focus on the

social lives of the the SJQ Chatino children. The wider social context is embedded

in the history, demography, economy, language, and culture of SJQ Chatinos. This

background will serve as a foundation for the subsequent ethnographic description

of the signing families.

Scholarly research on the Chatino people goes back to the early 1900s (Orozco

y Berra, 1864; Pimentel, 1874; Belmar, 1902; Boas, 1913; Greenberg, 1981, 1989).

There are five consecutive periods of anthropological and linguistic research carried

out in the Chatino region (H. Cruz, 2014). The latest research period saw the birth

of the Chatino Language Documentation Project (CLDP) from a fruitful collabora-

tion between Emiliana Cruz and Anthony Woodbury at the University of Texas at

Austin in 2003 (E. Cruz & Woodbury, 2014a, 2014b). The CLDP forms a compre-

hensive research program on three distinct spoken Chatino languages: Zenzontepec,

Tataltepec, and many varieties of Eastern Chatino, including San Juan Quiahije

Chatino. The Chatino languages form a cluster of language varieties belonging to
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the Zapotecan language family of the Otomanguean stock (Campbell, 2013; E. Cruz

& Woodbury, 2014b). Eric Campbell worked on Zenzontepec Chatino (Campbell,

2014), Justin McIntosh on Eastern Teotepec Chatino (McIntosh, 2015), Ryan Sul-

livant on Tataltepec Chatino (Sullivant, 2015), and Stéphanie Villard on Eastern

Zacatepec Chatino (Villard, 2015). All these four researchers described the phonol-

ogy and morphology of the Chatino languages. Last, but not least, E. Cruz and H.

Cruz worked on their native language, Eastern San Juan Quiahije Chatino. E. Cruz

(2004, 2011) described the segmental phonology and H. Cruz (2009, 2014) analyzed

verbal art of ritual texts. Outside of the CLDP research program, Jörn Klinger

conducted a psycholinguistic study of imitation with the Chatino children in Santa

Lućıa Teotepec (Klinger, 2015).

The work of E. Cruz (2011) and H. Cruz (2014) are an indispensable source

of information about the SJQ Chatinos and their language. They are native Chatino

speakers who were born in Cieneguilla and still maintain strong kinship-based ties

there. It is to the Cruz sisters’ credit that I am able to offer the following thumbnail

profile of the community as it stands today, supplemented and informed by my own

fieldwork (Summer and Fall 2012, Summer 2014 to Summer 2015) and also that of

Mesh (Mesh, in progress). I have elected to focus on certain aspects of the Chatino

culture in San Juan Quiahije; those aspects are relevant for the description of the

signing families and their lives in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.2 A contemporary ethnographic sketch of the Chatino

people of San Juan Quiahije and Cieneguilla

The Chatino people are an indigenous Mesoamerican group. They inhabit the valleys

of the southern Sierra Madre del Sur mountain range of the Pacific Coast in the state

of Oaxaca, Mexico (Joyce, 2010). Most present-day Chatino communities, including

San Juan Quiahije and Cieneguilla, are located in the Juquila District in the Costa

region. A few more communities are located up north in the Sola de Vega district

in the Sierra Sur region. Fig. 2.1 shows all the regions and districts of Oaxaca with

the Costa region marked out in a square.

Santa Catarina Juquila or, more commonly, Juquila, is the seat of the Juquila

District and a major commercial center for the Chatino communities. Juquila is

also a popular destination for Catholic pilgrims. There, the cathedral Santuario de
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Figure 2.1: A map of the regions and districts of Oaxaca. Inset: Map of Mexico with the state of Oaxaca.

Juquila ‘Sanctuary of Juquila’ houses a 30cm statue of a dark-skinned Virgin Mary

that arrived from Spain in 16th century. Prior to the 1980s, San Juan Quiahije

and Cieneguilla were accessible by foot, which was the principle manner of travel

for Chatinos until then (H. Cruz, 2009). The duration of the journey from either

village to Juquila depended on the speed and manner of the traveler, ranging from

several to eight hours. The building of the roads made it possible for one to commute

to the villages from Juquila and back, as seen in Fig. 2.2. When I first visited the

villages in January 2010, the one-way trip took about two hours by car on a clear

day. Nowadays, the renovation and expansion of roads allows the same trip to be

completed in less than an hour under similar circumstances.

Figure 2.2: A screen grab of Juquila, San Juan Quiahije, and Cieneguilla from Google Earth
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Traditionally, the Chatino people were self-sufficient swidden agriculturists,

thriving on an intra-communal system of reciprocity and collectivity (Greenberg,

1981; Bartolomé & Barrabas, 1996). In the second half of the 19th century, coffee

was introduced as a cash crop to the Chatino region, leading to the development and

ownership of large private coffee plantations by the mestizos (Hernández, 1992).1

This led to massive land dispossession of the Chatino (ibid). They found little

opportunity in coffee farming for advancing on the economic ladder. They were

unable to sustain themselves by working on coffee plantations and were forbidden

to grow coffee for profit. In the early 1990s, the fluctuating coffee market and the

mechanization of coffee plantation compelled them to seek out better wage labor

opportunities in urban areas such as Puerto Escondido, Juquila, Oaxaca City, and

the U.S. (H. Cruz, 2009; E. Cruz, 2011).

Thus began a trend of labor migration via border crossing to some com-

mon destinations through transnational networks in the U.S that continues to this

day: Alabama, Florida, Iowa, Mississippi, New York, and North Carolina (Boixader,

2002). Most Chatino migrants cross the border over to the U.S. without documen-

tation, with the aid of a coyote ‘smuggler’. Some do not survive the long journey.

Those who succeed face multiple cultural, linguistic, and educational barriers, and

tend to find employment in low-paying blue-collar jobs in Chinese-American restau-

rants, hotels, construction, and the likes. Many stay for as short as two years or as

long a decade. Often, they may make multiple trips to accumulate enough remit-

tances for their families and enough earnings to build their own houses and establish

small businesses such as grocery stores and taco bars back in their native communi-

ties. Some may put down roots. The Chatinos form part of an ongoing larger trend

of cyclical migration to the U.S. from indigenous Latin American communities in

southern Mexico (Cohen, 2004).

2.2.1 The physical environment

San Juan Quiahije (hereafter, Quiahije) is located at approximately 1,960 meters

above sea level.2 Ten kilometers north of Quiahije, Cieneguilla is located 350 meters

1Mestizo is a cultural label that the Chatinos use for referring to people born of mixed, typically
Indigenous and European, ancestry, and raised in a non-indigenous context.

2In practice, the locals refer to this town as ‘San Juan’ in Spanish, but for the ease of readership,
I have elected to use ‘Quiahije’ to refer to the village thoroughtout the dissertation.
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lower. San Juanito, an outlying neighborhood, lies on the outskrits of Quiahije; it

falls under the jurisdiction of Quiahije. As of 2010, the combined population of

both villages is reported to be 3,628 (INEGI, 2015b). Together, the villages, along

with the rancheŕıas ‘laborers’ quarters on farms’, constitute the San Juan Quiahije

municipality. The coordinates are 16˝18’ N latitude to 97˝19’ W longitude.

Figure 2.3: San Juan Quiahije in the foreground and Cieneguilla in the background. The red dome and the
yellow towers of the Catholic church are near the bottom left of the photo, obscured by the trees. Left to
the church are the basketball court, marked by the looming red roof, and the city hall. Photo taken by the
author in July 2014.

Fig. 2.3 shows a close-up shot of the two villages, revealing the altitude dif-

ference between them. The altitude of Quiahije renders its climate more temperate

than tropical compared to most rural Chatino communities. Cieneguilla is slightly

warmer. In Quiahije, people do not need mosquito nettings for their beds, but in

Cieneguilla, people do. Most rains happen during summer, when many tropical

storms rise and may continue through early autumn. The villages are surrounded

by vast acres of pine and oak tree varieties with a wide range of flora and fauna,

a testament to the biodiversity of Oaxaca (Garćıa-Mendoza, Ordóñez, & Briones-

Salas, 2004). The flora includes other tree varieties such as ash, mahogany, and elm,

and plants such as orchids, bamboo, and reed. The assortment of fauna includes

varieties of birds, mammals, arthropods, reptiles, and amphibians, of which some

are hunted for human consumption.

The people call themselves neqA tnyaE ‘Chatino people’ and their spoken

language chaqF tnyaJ ‘Chatino lanugage.’ They refer to Quiahije as kchinA ‘village’
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or ‘town’ and Cieneguilla as ntenqF ‘flatland’ or ‘valley’ (E. Cruz, 2011, in press).

They refer to San Juanito by its Spanish name; there is no Chatino equivalent.

Today, the villages are accessed from one another by unpaved roads in which pick-

up trucks, motor taxis, collective cabs, personal cars, and motorcycles cross on a

daily basis. It takes half an hour to commute from one village to another, more

than an hour by foot. The lives of the people revolve around the cycle of maize

agriculture: planting in spring and harvesting in fall. Corn tortillas constitute a daily

food staple. The majority of the inhibitants grow beans, squash, and raise domestic

animals: chickens, rabbits, turkeys, dogs, donkeys, and cattle. Few inhabitants have

cats, pigs, sheep, goats, and horses.

Quiahije is a relatively new town in the Chatino region. Community lore

states that it was founded about 200 years ago when the spread of evangelization

sparked mass migration there after a vision of Saint John Baptist appeared close

to the current location of the Catholic church (E. Cruz, 2011). Quiahije is a mu-

nicipio ‘a country unit of government’. Cieneguilla started out as a rancheŕıa and

became an agenćıa, a township subordinate to a municipio in the 1970s, founded

by the late Tomás Lorenzo Cruz (E. Cruz, 2011; H. Cruz, 2014). The villages have

their own civil-religious hierarchy, or a cargo system known as usos y costumbres

‘customs and traditions’. The system consists of a council of elders, and legislative,

executive, and judicial officials, and community guards (H. Cruz, 2014). The system

echoes what has been described for some other Chatino communities (Greenberg,

1981; Bartolomé & Barrabas, 1996; Cordero Avendaño de Durand, 2012) and other

indigenous Mesoamerican communities (Dewalt, 1975; Chance & Taylor, 1985). The

members of this civil-religious hierarchy are hereafter referred as the authorities.

The overall spatial layout of Quiahije and Cieneguilla resembles many present-

day Chatino villages. In the center of each town lies an imposing Catholic church,

encircled by the city hall of the authorities, the basketball court, an array of con-

venience stores, taco restaurants, dining rooms, and residential compounds. The

basketball court is adjacent to the city hall and serves as a multi-purpose space.

In Quiahije, the community health clinic, an internet cafe, a library, and a private

health clinic, operated by a local doctor, Dr. Beto, are in the center of the town.

In Cieneguilla, the library is located on the second floor of the city hall and the

community health clinic is a bit farther away from the center of town.

In Quiahije, the majority of the dwellings are concentrated in the center of
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(a) Part of Quiahije surrounding the center of the town. The
red dome and the yellow towers of the Catholic church are
in the upper left.

(b) Part of Cieneguilla. The Catholic Church, visible by the
red domes and the grey towers, is in the left of the middle.

Figure 2.4: Photos of Quiahije and Cieneguilla, taken by the author in November 2014.

the town, including on the highest peak of the terrain as seen in Fig. 2.3 and on

the descending slope as shown in Fig. 2.4a. The dwellings are dispersed away from

the center. In Cieneguilla, the dwellings are more spread out, as seen in Fig. 2.4b.

Extended families live in close proximity. They may live in the same compound or

adjacent separate compounds. When a woman marries, she moves to her husband’s

family’s residence. In some exceptions, a man moves to his wife’s family residence.

Later, the couple may build their own house in the proximity of their families.
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The traditional dwelling consists of a compound of one or two small one-

story houses built of rammed earth, or adobe bricks, with each room having a door

opening to the outside, leading to the courtyard, and a rectangular foundation.

Floors are made of dirt. The kitchen typically constitutes its own room at one end

of the house or even its own building, a large adobe brick or boarded structure with

some aluminum or ceramic tile for the roof. Inside the kitchen lies a traditional

wood-fire stove with the comal ‘griddle’, a slightly concave, flat griddle made out of

clay for toasting tortillas. There is a garden area including a vine of chayotes and

fruit trees, and separate pens for small domestic animals. Another area is carved

out for a washing area and also another for a pit latrine.

This architectural type of house is quickly changing with respect to certain

aspects of material, design, and spatial layout.3 Far more common are one-story or

multi-story poured concrete houses, often mixed with concrete bricks, that have inte-

rior hallways (and thus more rooms), concrete floors, and a more square foundation.

They are conspicuously bigger. Such new buildings built with money earned from

working aboard in the U.S. are coined “remittance houses” (Lopez, 2010, 2015).

Remittance houses dominate the landscape of Quiahije and Cieneguilla. Some may

have modern amenities and facilities imported from the U.S. or Oaxaca City for

purposes of convenience, but many houses still exhibit many traditional aspects of

the design and spatial layout of the architecture that the space is more communal

than individualistic.

2.2.2 Language ecology

The term language ecology pertains to the complex web of relationships and in-

teractions that exist between the physical environment, languages, and their speak-

ers (Haugen, 2001; Mühlhäusler, 2003). In describing the language ecology of

Quiahije, I do not only state what and how languages are used in the physical

environment. I also state what lives, purposes, and forms the languages have, and

their relationships to the Chatinos.

San Juan Quiahije Eastern Chatino is the primary and dominant language

spoken in Quiahije and Cieneguilla (E. Cruz, 2011; H. Cruz, 2014). This variety

of Chatino has a large tone inventory and a complex system of tone sandhi (ibid).

3I thank Ryan Sullivant for discussing the changing architecture of houses in rural Chatino
communites and comparing his observations from his fieldwork with mine.
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Most children still acquire Chatino as their first language. However, the robust

vitality of the language is vulnerable to endangerment. H. Cruz (2014) reports that

certain indigenous verbal art traditions have disappeared or are disappearing from

Chatino, particularly the chaqF ksyaK ‘words of the heart.’ This ceremonial speech

used to be recited by heart at weddings and various rites of passage, but no living

skilled orator can recite it in its entirety. E. Cruz (in press) reports that children are

not acquiring the specialized vocabulary of place names, which is closely intertwined

with the collective memory and experience of navigating the landscape by foot. The

improved road conditions and the increasing availability of ground transportation

have eliminated much of the need to walk through from one place to another through

the landscape by foot.

Half of the community population is under age 30 and is bilingual in Chatino

and Spanish (E. Cruz, 2011). The language of instruction in schools is Spanish, due

to the state implentation of so-called escuelas bilingües ‘bilingual schools’ in rural

indigenous communities to provide education through the promotion of Spanish.

Many teachers are not from the same community and do not speak Chatino, or may

speak a different variety of Chatino that is unintelligible to the locals. Furthermore,

teachers receive minimal training and resources for educating children in their local

language. SJQ Chatino has yet to be taught formally as a subject in schools. If

a child wishes to pursue education beyond the telesecundaria, a system of distance

education programs designed for secondary and high school students in rural Mex-

ico (and other parts of Latin America), they must leave the community to attend

preparatoria ‘high school’ and university, and for that, proficiency in Spanish is a

prerequisite. Spanish has been and is associated with higher economic and upward

mobility opportunities.

English is offered as a subject in the telesecundaria, but teachers do not

have a strong command of the English language. The children acquire a few vo-

cabulary words and a few phrases. Most Chatinos who migrate to the U.S. tend

not to acquire English beyond greetings and high-frequency phrases. Their status

as undocumented indigenous Mexican migrants and Chatino speakers with varied

Spanish skills in the U.S. relegates them to the margins of a predominantly English-

speaking society. The circumstances of working and living in the U.S. give them

little opportunity to learn English. Despite the absence of the use of English in

Quiahije, English is perceived as a language of monetary value that can open doors
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to greater economic opportunities in tourist cities in Mexico and the U.S. (Villard

& Sullivant, 2016).

The language ecology also consists of an extensive repertoire of gestures

that likely vary on the spectrum of conventionalization. Gestures occur with and

without speech, through the hands (manual) and the rest of the body, including the

face (non-manual). Common are the finger and hand pointing gestures for indexing

local and distant locations and motion descriptors for tracing the movement of

routes in the real-world space (see Chapter 6). The shared knowledge of the local

topography enables gesturers to utilize pointing gestures and motion descriptors in

conversations. Other conventional gestures include height specifiers that refer to the

height of mammals (Fox Tree, 2009) and manual negators for making statements of

denial, refusal, and criticism (L. Hou & Mesh, 2013a, 2013b, 2014; Mesh & Hou,

Under review). Many gestures that the Chatinos use feed into the substrate of an

emerging sign language in the same community.

San Juan Quiahije Chatino Sign Language (hereafter SJQCSL) is what my

colleague Kate Mesh and I have elected to call the emerging sign language in-

vented and shared by most of the 11 deaf people and their families in Quiahije

and Cieneguilla. The name is strictly for the academic purpose of individuating this

sign language from other sign languages, if any, used in other Chatino communities

and beyond. SJQCSL is likely to be a language isolate, emerging from a constel-

lation of family signs within the community. Contact between deaf people in SJQ

and other Chatino communities appears to be minimal.4

The hearing Chatinos refer to deaf people as noA jaA ntykaE ntykwiqI ‘one/the

ones who cannot speak’ or noA jaA laI ntykwiqA ‘one/the ones who do not speak.’5

They refer to the action of signing as ‘make hands’ as in making gestures/signs with

the hands. The SJQ Chatino lexicon does not distinguish between gestures and

signs. One hearing caregiver explained how she communicates with her two deaf

daughters: qneI yanqC tenE qoE ‘we make hands (make signs with our hands) to

talk to them.’ There is no proper name to refer to the signing of the deaf Chatinos

in SJQ Chatino.

4I have met a total of 5 deaf people from San Miguel Panixtlahuaca, another Chatino village.
Only one deaf person knows three deaf men in SJQ, and they do not seek each other out for social
interaction.

5In SJQ Chatino, there is no morphological distinction between the singular and the plural. It
is possible that the second phrase may refer to a person who refuses to speak for whatever reason.
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(a) talk (b) thumbs-up

Figure 2.5: Sendo refers to a hearing person as talk thumbs-up.

(a) talk (b) no

(c) hear (d) no

Figure 2.6: Sendo refers to a deaf person as talk no and hear no.
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In a similar vein, the deaf Chatinos refer to a deaf person in two ways that

contrast with their reference to a hearing person.6 They refer to a hearing person

as talk thumbs-up, as produced in Fig. 2.5. Here, Sendo was looking at photos of

various local community members and explaining to his daughters who’s deaf and

who’s hearing. Sendo produced a thumbs-up as an affirmative marker to distinguish

deaf and hearing persons, not an evaluative marker of the ability to talk. In Fig.

2.6, Sendo produced two compounds to refer to deaf people.7 Figs. 2.6a and 2.6b

represent a compound of talk no respectively, meaning ‘one who does not/cannot

talk.’ Figs. 2.6c and 2.6d represent another compound hear no, meaning ‘one

who does not/cannot hear.’ The sign hear is actually a pointing sign to one’s ear.

Either compound can be used to refer to deaf people, although talk no is more

common.

As for referring to SJQCSL, the deaf Chatinos merely refer to the action

of signing as sign in Fig. 2.7. The sign sign consists of a two-handed curved

or clawed 5-hand configuration with alternating vertical movement in the physical

space in front of the signer’s chest; this sign also means cook. There appears to be

little variation in the form of sign across the deaf and hearing signers.

The signers of SJQCSL exist as a micro-signing community nested within the

speech community. The community, in turn, is embedded in the nation of Spanish-

dominant Mexico with Mexican Sign Language (Lengua de señas mexicana, or LSM

for short) used in many places. SJQCSL does not appear to manifest any discernible

influence from LSM or even American Sign Language (ASL). Contact with these two

sign languages appears to have been non-existent or negligible. Only one deaf child,

who did not participate in my study, acquired a little LSM from attending Piña

Palmera; her family reported that she has not used it since then.8

English, the language associated with el norte ‘the North’, is distant from

the local language ecology, but exists as an idealized language in the minds of many

(hearing) Chatino speakers. The dominant sign language associated with the U.S.

6To the best of my knowledge, the hearing Chatinos do not refer to themselves as ‘hearing
people’ or ‘people who can talk’ as a way of identifying themselves in comparison to deaf people.

7Note that the sign glossed as no is actually neg:twist-y elsewhere. This sign is Sendo’s
preferred negative marker and can be substituted with other manual negative markers.

8Piña Palmera is a non-governmental organization founded in 1984. It is located in Zipolite, a
beach community on the coast east of Puerto Escondido. It is not a school, but rather a private
rehabilitation and social integration center for people with physical and intellectual disabilities from
rural southern Oaxaca. Deaf children learn LSM and also learn to read and write Spanish.
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(a) sign with a two-handed
clawed 5-hand configu-
ration with alternating
vertical movement.

(b) sign with a two-handed
curved 5-hand configu-
ration with alternating
vertical movement.

Figure 2.7: Two tokens of sign from Families 3 and 5.

Deaf community, ASL, is not present in the diagram because it does not constitute

part of the local language ecology (yet).

2.2.3 Religion and cosmology

Most churchgoers identify as Roman Catholic. They practice a bricolage of Catholi-

cism and pre-Hispanic Chatino religion and cosmology. It is essentially “an eco-

logical system in which human beings, animals, spirits, ancestors, and geographical

places reciprocate with and interact with one another to maintain equilibrium in

the universe” (Greenberg, 1981, 83). The Chatino cosmology and Catholicism are

manifest in the daily practices of praying to the gods of the sun, mountains, forest,

and other natural elements. Practicing Catholics make frequent offerings of burning

candles and bundles of cut basil to multiple entities: God, saints, and ancestors.

The Catholics leave their offerings at their altar in the household, the gravestones

in the cemetery, and other sacred places. They decorate their doors with wooden

and fronded crosses, which represent entities associated with cardinal directions and

natural elements (Greenberg, 1981). They participate in annual festivals. The most

important festival is the celebration of their community patron, Saint John the Bap-

tist, which occurs on June 24. Another important festival is the well-known Dı́a de

los Muertos ‘the Day of the Dead’, occurring on October 31 to November 2, which
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coincides with the Allhallowtide.

Chatino religion and cosmology will not be discussed at length here, as

Greenberg (1981) and Bartolomé and Barrabas (1996) have already done elsewhere.

One aspect of the Chatinos’ belief system to note is the power of a yweqH ‘curse’.

Catholics genuinely fear curses, believing that one “may intercede with God on be-

half of their kinsmen, but also may castigate their living descendents for quarrels

with relatives, neglect of ritual duties, or violation of taboos” (Greenberg, 1981,

96). The potency of curses and their repercussions is an incentive for people to de-

ter them by demonstrating moral behavior and fulfilling ritual obligations (H. Cruz,

2014). Curses play a role in the shaping of a Catholic’s beliefs about the origins and

causes of deafness. This is discussed in the next chapter.

A growing number of the churchgoers are evangelical and a handful are Jeho-

vah’s Witness (Garma & Leatham, 2004; Dow, 2005). The Evangelicals have their

own church that is distant from the center of the town. The Jehovah’s Witnesses

hold prayer meetings in a residential compound in San Juanito. Both Evangelicals

and Jehovah’s Witnesses reject the aforementioned Chatino beliefs and practices,

including curses, as they are perceived to be pagan in origins. They refrain from cel-

ebrating all festivals that are associated with the Catholic Church and/or traditional

Chatino cosmology.

2.2.4 The social lives of adults

When a person gets married, she or he is regarded as an adult in the eyes of the

community (H. Cruz, 2014). A couple is also considered eligible to be godparents,

especially if they married in the Catholic church (see §2.2.6.4). By contrast, if they

married in a civil ceremony (filing for a marriage license in the city hall or if they

live together as common law partners), they are less likely to assume the role of

godparents.

Married women are responsible for maintaining the upkeep of their postmar-

ital household (Bartolomé & Barrabas, 1996). Several times a week, the women rise

before dawn and gather in kitchens to grind corn on a metate and form tortillas by

hand or by a tortilla press and toast them on the comal. Often, they carry buckets

of corn on their heads and walk to a nearby miller so the miller can use an electric

grinder to grind the corn into dough. Some families may have a manual grinder, or
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an electric one, and use it to grind their corn.

Women dominate the kitchen. Not only is it a place where they prepare and

cook meals over the fire pits and serve them, it is also a place where they can chat,

gossip, and share stories. They also go outside to wash clothes over a concrete basin

and hang them on the clothesline to dry out in the sun. They embroider napkins

and blouses, and melt wax to make candles. They tend to the children, the domestic

animals and the gardens. Some women work as potters, seamstresses, and teachers.

Some run their family business such as a grocery store or a taqueria.

Men are responsible for supporting their families. The majority of men work

as campesinos ‘farmers’ and participate in tequio, which is unpaid collective labor

for the upkeep of the community (Bartolomé & Barrabas, 1996). They are not home

as much as women are, frequently departing early and returning late. Married men

can take on more higher-level responsibilities in the city hall, such as assuming the

role of a mayordomo ‘steward’ and hosting a mayordomı́a ‘feast’ (H. Cruz, 2014).

It is very common for a young man to travel to the U.S. and work aboard for

several years, before and after he marries, in order to accumulate enough remittance

to build a new house for his family. Some teenage boys may drop out of middle school

or high school to go to the U.S. for wage labor; this is considered as a modern rite

of passage in the community.

2.2.5 Names

Names are an integral part of the social life of the SJQ Chatinos (E. Cruz, in

press). Every person has official names: a personal name or two personal names,

a patronymic surname, and a matronymic surname, following the Mexican naming

custom. Such names are official for the purposes of registering with the Mexican

government. All official names are derived from Spanish. The pre-Hispanic customs

of naming in Chatino are unknown and have been long lost to living memory.

Every person also has an unofficial name, a family name, in Chatino based on

the location of their family’s compound, that is transmitted over the generations.

The family name also functions as a place name. For example, a family may be

referred as neqA sonG kiG ‘people of the bottom of the reed bed’ because the family

settled in a particular area of the land dominated by reeds. When a person relocates

to another compound that is in close proximity of their natal residence, the person
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still retains their family name. Children inherit a family name based on where they

grow up.

Nicknames are abundant in spoken Chatino. The people create nicknames

and use them to refer to an absent person. The nicknames are derived from the

idiosyncrasies of a person, such as an ability they possess (or lack) or an aspect of

their physical appearance. Deaf people are generally referred by their inability to

talk, noA jaA ntykaE tykwiqI ‘one/the ones who cannot speak.’ They may be further

distinguished by their family names, nicknames, and kinship terms.

Many people are better recalled by their family/place names and their nick-

names than their personal names. To not know or recall the personal name of a

person is not considered a blunder in informal contexts. During my fieldwork, many

Chatinos did not seek out my personal name (in whatever language) and referred to

me as la china ‘the Chinese woman’ or pulled at their eyes in reference to slanted

eyes to other people. Others learned my personal name and sometimes directly

asked me to remind them. Personal names do not hold much cultural significance

in the SJQ community.

(a) Stina produces the
name sign for her
sister-in-law Juliya.

(b) Martha produces the
name sign for Petra,
her grandaunt’s cousin.

Figure 2.8: Two examples of name signs in SJQCSL.

In SJQCSL, deaf people do not identify persons by Spanish and Chatino

names, due to their non-literate and monolingual backgrounds. Instead, they appear

to have two general strategies for identifying persons. One, they use generic signs
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such as baby, child, woman, or man and point to the geographical location of the

residence of a person.9 Two, they create name signs, or person-identifying words,

for persons, who are typically from their families, based on the physical appearance,

personality, kinship in a residence, or an unique event associated with a person. Fig.

2.8a is a name sign for Juliya, the wife of a deaf man, Koyu; she has an amputated

leg. Most deaf Chatino adults produce this name sign to refer to Juliya (and Koyu

by association) by indexing the absence of a leg.10 Fig. 2.8b is a name sign of a

female relative that one family invented in reference to a black eye she acquired in

an accident some time ago.

2.2.6 Children

Despite the growing research and literature on the Chatinos, the children and their

social lives have yet to be a central focus of scholarship. In constructing an ethno-

graphic sketch of the Chatino children of Quiahije and Cieneguilla, I draw from the

works of E. Cruz (in press, 2011) and H. Cruz (2014) as a starting point and com-

bine it with my ethnographic fieldwork and interviews. The following overview aims

not to represent the children as a homogenous group, but rather as one generation

in dynamic time in a community that is experiencing demographic, economic, and

cultural shifts.

The physical conditions of the environment in which the children inhabit

very much shape their experiences (Gaskins, 1996). In Quiahije and Cieneguilla,

the majority of children live with an extended family in a large compound. The

average household size is 6.3, higher than the state average of 4.0 as of 2010 (INEGI,

2015a). Nowadays, younger women bear fewer children than their female ancestors

did. This is consistent with the overall declining birth rates over the past sixty

years in Oaxaca (ibid). Nevertheless, many children live under the same roof with

their grandparents and great-grandparents. Some children live in nuclear family

households. This does not mean they are any less surrounded by people in their

daily lives than those who live in extended family households. A family receives

visitors from their extended families on a regular basis, who may spend a few nights

9§5.3.2 discusses how signers refer to children. §6.4 discusses how signers refer to people by
generic signs and pointing. §7.6.2 discuss how signers also have different signs for woman and man.

10In Fig. 2.8a Stina’s name sign for Juliya consists of moving back and forth on the thigh in a
horizontal manner. Another deaf Chatino’s name sign for Juliya is in the same location, but may
exhibit a repetitive chopping-like movement.
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or even a few weeks in their house, and vice versa. Furthermore, it is not uncommon

for a father to leave home for several years to work aboard while the mother tends

to their children. It is also not that uncommon for both parents to leave home,

in which they leave their children in the care of their grandparents and other close

relatives (Boixader, 2002). The temporary split of a family is perceived as a sacrifice

for obtaining financial security and supporting the family in the long run (H. Cruz,

2014).

2.2.6.1 Birth

Greenberg (1981) discusses traditional Chatino birth rites based on his ethnographic

fieldwork in Yaitepec in the early 1970s. At that time, childbirth took place at home

and was regarded as a precarious event that require extensive and careful ritual acts

to ensure the survival of the mother and the child. In Quiahije and Cieneguilla,

some children are still born at home, but local midwives are no longer in demand.

Nowadays, more and more children are born outside of home in hospitals in Juquila

and even Oaxaca City. These urban hospitals have the resources and means for

newborn hearing screening tests. New mothers go to the local health clinic for

checkups and post-birth follow-ups. Nurses and doctors also make house calls. The

circumstances of a birth notwithstanding, people mark the birth of an individual

as a rite of passage by three types of speeches, including a unique one called chaqF

ndywiqJ ntenB ntyka0 ‘words spoken by healers’ (H. Cruz, 2014).11

In the past, a family did not give a personal name to a newborn baby. The

delay in naming was partly due to the high mortality rates of newborns in rural

Oaxaca. Many families wait a few weeks to six months to name their baby. Giving

a baby an English name is becoming a popular trend, due to the massive migration

of the Chatinos to the U.S. (E. Cruz, in press). Some mothers give birth in the U.S.

so their children can obtain U.S. citizenship.

Traditionally, people did not celebrate birthdays. Many older people do not

know their exact ages. Many caregivers may estimate their children’s ages that

differ from the municipal birth records by one year or two years. This is not quite

11Midwives are not interchangeable with healers. In SJQ Chatino, midwives are known as noA

qanE noA ndlyaqA qinA ntenJ ndlyaE snyiqA ‘a woman who touches people who are giving birth’
or qyanE tqiJ ‘mother of pain’ (H. Cruz, p.c.). Healers are known as neqA qoE ‘people of the
mushrooms’ (i.e. mushroom eaters) or ntenB ntykaA ‘wise people.’ Healers may be called brujos
or brujas ‘witches’ or curanderos ‘healers’ in Spanish.
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unusual from a cross-cultural perspective. Age is not a universal metric for human

development used in all cultures and only became standard practice for tracking the

timeline of a person’s life in the later 20th century United States and Europe (Rogoff,

2003). The mandatory practice of birth registration, accompanied by the print of

birth certificates, was introduced to Quiahije and Cieneguilla in the past decade.

2.2.6.2 Language development and language socialization

In language socialization studies, the concept of ‘accommodation’ pertains to the

practice of adults in a given society to adapt themselves and their communicative

interactions, and the situation to children (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1994). Scholars

envision accommodation as a cross-cultural continuum of accommodation versus

non-accommodation. On one end of the continuum, accommodation refers to the

practice of adults adapting the interactional situation to the child. On the other end,

non-accommodation refers to the expectation of the children adapting themselves

to the interactional situation. SJQ Chatinos fall somewhere in the middle on the

continuum between accommodation and non-accommodation.

From birth, babies are often held by their caregivers and other family mem-

bers. They are also wrapped in a rebozo ‘shawl’ on their caregiver’s body, usually

on the back. Otherwise, they are left bundled in blankets in hammocks and beds.

They sleep with their caregivers and other family members in the same bed. The

physical proximity enables the mother to breastfeed her baby. Babies are seldom

placed on the ground. Since houses have dirt or poured concrete floors, babies are

not permitted to sit, lie, and crawl without a petate, a bedroll woven out of palm

fronds. If a family has the means, they place the baby in an infant-sized reclining,

sitting chair, or even a crib, but not for overnight sleeping.

Caregivers wean their babies at around 12 to 24 months old. Formula feeding

is not widespread, unless a mother cannot breastfeed for whatever reason. The

traditional attire for older women is a wraparound skirt with a backstrap woven belt

underneath and a hand-embroidered short-sleeved blouse, often covered by an apron.

Younger women wear a short-sleeved dress, in which the bodice has lace stripes and

the skirt is pleated. The embroidered blouse and the dress are designed in a way that

a caregiver can breast-feed her baby on the spot. Caregivers feed their babies any

soft, sometimes premasticated, food that is not deemed spicy and hot. When the
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baby is weaned, the responsibility of caregiving, including changing diapers, bathing,

and feeding, is shared and distributed among more family members, including young

children, in the household. Older children learn how to take care of younger children

through hands-on practice.

Babies wear cloth or disposable diapers, depending on the means of a family

and the beliefs of the caregiver. On average, potty-training begins at around 18

months, when a typically developing baby can walk independently. Babies learn

how to relieve themselves on the ground outside of the house, since they are still too

small to use the pit latrine and can risk falling down in the hole. An older family

member wipes the baby with a leaf or some papery material afterwards. In some

households, a family may dig up a small latrine to accommodate the children.

Caregivers may engage babies and young children in child-directed speech,

but they do not treat them as extended conversational partners. They also do

not engage them in play. The other children in the household are the primary

playmates. Caregivers who have obtained more formal schooling and/or worked as

nannies for a mestizo family in Oaxaca are more likely to engage in child-directed

speech. Most caregivers, along with other family members, use Chatino to speak

with their children as their first language.

Children are socialized to become competent speakers and learn the social

rules of conversation without much explicit instruction. At home, children address

their parents directly, but they do not address them in public and must communicate

via indirect conversation (E. Cruz, in press). The rule applies to other adults,

especially if they are not an integral part of the child’s social network.12 When

children accompany their caregivers and other adults on long walks to the rancheŕıas

and other remote parts of the area, they all engage in conversation. One recurring

topic of conversation is the surrounding landscape. Children learn the names of

places of cultural signifiance and the plants that grow there, but nowadays this kind

of learning is dwindling within younger generations (McIntosh, 2015).

Skilled oratory in spoken Chatino is highly valued, for it is associated with

high intellectual caliber and leadership skills (H. Cruz, 2009, 2014). The majority

of the authorities are male. Young boys are expected to acquire skilled oratory

12I learned this the hard way. I would greet the children I knew in the streets, waving at them,
and get no acknowledgment in return, but if I saw the same children in their homes, they were very
willing to chat with me.
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through listening and practicing. The authorities observe young boys who work as

errand boys for their leadership potential. If an errand boy stops what he is doing

in order to listen to a speech from a higher-ranking member of the authorities in the

city hall, the authorities interpret his concentration as a sign of potential leadership.

When an errand boy goes to the house of an elder, he must address the elder in a

formal manner to demonstrate his knowledge of ritual language. If the boy fails to

meet the expectations, the elder may give him the silent treatment or reprimand

him for not speaking well. The social pressure to demonstrate skilled mastery of

ritual language for errand boys and other lower-ranking members of the authorities

is great.

Although SJQ Chatino has a robust vitality in Quiahije and Cieneguilla, as

evidenced by the communal pride in the language and the people’s daily use of it

in most aspects of life, many people recognize the value of knowing Spanish. Some

caregivers practice speaking Spanish with their children by reviewing vocabulary

from school and going over school textbooks, even for a few minutes. Children also

get exposure to Spanish from watching television and movies and listening to music,

from the import of media through outsider vendors who travel from Juquila to sell

in the center of the town. Children also obtain toys, movies, and music in Spanish

and English as gifts from their relatives in the U.S.

2.2.6.3 Schooling

The local educational system does not support the use of SJQ Chatino. In many

preschools and the beginning stages of primary schools, children start acquiring

Spanish from their teachers. Children attend preschool when they are around four

or five years old and transition to primary school the following year. They walk

to preschool with their caregivers and/or their peers (usually their siblings, their

cousins, and other kinfolk). They walk back home by themselves or in groups of

peers. Preschools are located close to the children’s home and are only in session

for half a day. Caregivers visit their children in preschool to observe them in the

classroom and bring them snacks or give them money to buy snacks during recess

in the mid-morning. Older children can walk over to check on their younger siblings

in the preschool classroom during other school breaks.

There are, and have been, no special education programs and schools for
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children with disabilities, including deaf and hard-of-hearing children. This is rep-

resentative of rural Oaxaca.13 In Juquila alone, there are only four personal docente

or ‘teachers’ in special education, which also includes support staff (INEGI, 2015b).

In the SJQ community, teachers do not have the legal power to forbid disabled

children from attending school or to order them to attend school (Epifania Méndez,

p.c.). However, most disabled children stay home out out of familial embarrassment.

Many caregivers also take primary responsibility for the conduct of their children; if

they misbehaves, this casts a negative representation of the mother. A couple deaf

children have attended pre-school and primary school at various times in their lives,

but there is no support of using any sign language in the classroom.

2.2.6.4 Godparents

Children, when raised Catholic, acquire padrinos ‘godparents’ at birth and through-

out their growing years. Often a godparent may be an extended family member such

as an uncle or a distant cousin. The parenting is not limited to the parents of a

child. The parenting is also shared by other biological and fictive members of one or

both of the parents’ families, including the child’s godparents. The child calls their

godmother maH tyaA and their godfather tyiH tyaA, respectively. The godparents

can share parenting responsibilities with the child’s “natural” parents. In turn, the

natural parents and godparents become compadres, a type of friendship between

godparents (H. Cruz, 2014). The social network between the parents and the god-

parents form compadrazgo, or an institution of co-parenting. It is one of the most

important social relationships between persons beyond parental and affilial relations

in many parts of Mesoamerica (Mintz & Wolf, 1950; Foster, 1961; Gudeman, 1975;

Bloch & Guggenheim, 1981; Schnegg, 2007). Compadrazgo is a centuries-old system

of fictive kinship.

There is no exact number for how many godparents a child may acquire.

One can gain a set of godparents for birth, disease, baptism, first communion, and

marriage.14 Older generations did not have godparents for their first communion.

A child can also have so-called godparents, or sponsors, for graduation from school

13One exception is Piña Palmera.
14In Chatino, stiA kchaA and yqanE kchaJ translate as‘godfather of disease’ and ‘godmother of

disease’ respectively. The concept is that the godparents pray for the child to be healthy and may
support the child’s health by physical, emotional, and financial means.
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(at any level); this applies to all children regardless of their religious affiliation.

Any adult, in principle, can become a godparent, but people seek out god-

parents based on their marital, economic, and social status, and their quality of

character (H. Cruz, 2014). Caregivers are more likely to seek out an adult who

has married in the Catholic Church, is wealthy, and/or has political capital as a

godparent candidate for their children. Having one’s marriage officiated in the

Catholic Church demonstrates the fulfillment of moral standards that are expected

of a Chatino adult. Having sufficient financial resources means that one can afford

to offer a godchild gifts and to fulfill favors, depending on the particular role of the

godparent. Having political capital means that one is a high-ranking person from

the village authorities who has considerable influence over local politics. Such candi-

dates are more desible, as they are more likely to set an example for the godchildren

and provide them in times of need.

2.2.6.5 Social network

Children spend most of their time interacting with family members, including other

children of diverse ages, who may be their siblings, cousins, aunts, uncles, nieces, and

nephews. The primary social network of SJQ Chatino children consists of immediate

and extended families and their godparents. Outside of a child’s social network, any

relationships, including friendships with age-matched peers, are uncommon. Chil-

dren may make friends with their peers from school, but they do not socialize much

outside of school unless they share the same kinship network or they live in close

proximity and play together outside. The socialization of children into a tight-knit

kinship-based network has been documented in Yucatec Mayan children (Gaskins,

2006). Peer interaction, modeled after the everyday world of European-American

children, is a culturally specific construct, not a universal one as some researchers

take for granted (ibid). As Chatino children reach adolescence, their social lives

becomes increasingly gendered and may incorporate more age-matched peer inter-

actions from school.

2.3 Conclusion

This overview of the San Juan Quiahije Chatinos reveals that children, in general,

are socialized into a tight-knit kin-based network. The general socialization process
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bears significant implications for how deaf and hearing children acquire the local sign

language and become signers through interaction, which is not centered around an

educational institution or a social network exclusively based on non-familial mem-

bership. If a child does not have any deaf people in her social network, she is

unlikely to interact with them regularly and receive direct exposure to signed input

from them. If a child has deaf people in her social network, they are likely to live in

the same household and thus likely to interact with one another. The child is more

likely to get direct signed input from them. If she lives in close proximity with deaf

people and they share the same kin-based network, the child is also likely to get

direct signed input from them, though to a lesser extent. These predictions about

quality and frequency of interaction and sign language acquisition and exposure are

rooted in the structure and formation of the SJQ signing community. The following

chapter offers a general overview of the signing community for a more comprehensive

understanding of how the local deaf population forms a signing community.
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Chapter 3

The SJQ signing community

3.1 Introduction

Building on the preceding chapter’s thumbnail profile of the SJQ community, this

chapter offers a foundational description and a general overview of the signing com-

munity of San Juan Quiahije, Previously, this signing community and its sign lan-

guage have not been documented and described. A well-crafted description of the

SJQ signing community on the macro-level can serve as a foundation for the de-

scription of the signing families so as to develop a better understanding of them in

a local sociocultural context. Crafting such a description necessitates an assessment

of the boundaries of the community and its sign language and the size and scope of

the members of the community.

Nonaka (2009) proposes an array of anthropological methods for establish-

ing the foundational description of undocumented and undescribed ‘village’ or small-

scale signing communities for the purpose of assessing the vitality of a sign language:

(1) mapping; (2) surname analysis; (3) kinship diagramming; (4) medical genetic

pedigrees; (5) social network analysis. Not only do the methods serve as a replica-

ble ‘toolkit’ for a description of a signing community, the methods allow researchers

to develop and conduct a broad systematic typological investigation of small-scale

signing communities associated with indigenous, local sign languages. Considering

how the linguistic and anthropological documentation of these variety of sign lan-

guages and their communities are a recent phenomenon and how such sign languages

are endangered or are vulnerable to endangerment, the need for such a typology is
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vital (Nonaka, 2011b; Zeshan & de Vos, 2012; Nonaka, 2014).

In this chapter, I adopt some of the methods and apply them to the San Juan

Quaihije community. First, I discuss the initial identification of the population

of living deaf people and map out the population in a cluster of lists. Second,

I briefly discuss why the surname analysis is not applicable to this community.

Third, I organize the lists into kinship diagrams for each deaf individual. Fourth,

I convert the kinship diagrams to medical genetic pedigrees. Fifth, I locate the

residences of the deaf people in the two villages of Quiahije and Cieneguilla on a

map. I consider the possible implications of the number, age, sex, and geographical

distribution of deaf people, the biological kin relations between deaf people, and

the transmission of hereditary deafness in extended families for the emergence of a

sign language and its community of signers. Finally, I investigate the socio-cultural

construction of deafness by investigating the hearing and deaf community members’

local explanations about the origins and causes of deafness and comparing it to the

genetic or “factual” construction of deafness. The comparison of the two types of

construction of deafness offers a more complex, macro-analytical overview of the

foundation that led to the formation of a signing community embedded within a

larger speech community.

3.2 Identifying the deaf people

To identify all the deaf people who lived in the San Juan Quiahije community I

primarily relied on snowball sampling, word of mouth, and face-to-face meetings.

This took much time. I explained that I was interested in deaf people who ‘made

hands’ or made gestures and signs with their hands to communicate with their

families, not late-deafened people who could still speak Chatino. Prior to arriving

in the community, E. Cruz and H. Cruz (Hilaria) informed me that they had a few

deaf persons in their extended family. I made my first trip in late December 2009 to

early January 2010, accompanying Hilaria. She introduced me to a deaf man who

was a close family friend; in turn, he introduced me to another deaf man. Hilaria

also introduced me to a couple distant relatives from separate families, a young

woman and a deaf man. This deaf man introduced me to his older deaf sister. In

the period of three weeks, I had met five deaf people.

Two years and half later, in June 2012, I returned to the community and
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re-acquainted myself with all five deaf people. When I visited the young woman

again, her family informed me that her younger sister was also deaf. I first met

her when she was six months old, but the family did not know she was deaf. As

I proceeded with the fieldwork, my host family became familiar with my research.

They informed me and my research partner, Kate Mesh, of four additional deaf

people. Eli, my host and research assistant and interpreter at that time, learned

about two little deaf girls from another community member; the girls lived up in

the mountains in Quiahije. We had to ask around to locate the residence of the

girls. Hector, another host, recalled knowing a deaf man who lived on the other

side of Quiahije; the deaf man also had a much younger deaf sister. At our request,

Hector located the exact residence of this family, and introduced me and Kate to

this family. The total of deaf people I met came to 11 (4 children).

A few months later, on a follow-up trip, Eli heard about a girl in Quiahije who

“didn’t talk.” We visited the girl and her family at their residence. Her grandmother

claimed that the girl was not deaf, just “mute”, and communicated by nodding and

shaking her head but not primarily through signs. Eli attempted to ask her in

spoken Chatino if I could play with her, and the girl nodded her head in response,

leading us to believe that she could hear but not talk. I decided not to enlist the

girl in my study for this reason. A year and half later, in June 2014, I returned to

the community to begin my ethnographic fieldwork. I stayed with a different host

family. They knew about my research and told me about the mute girl. I explained

that she was not an appropriate participant for my research, but they insisted that

she was deaf and brought me over to her residence for a reunion. The girl’s family

confirmed that she was actually deaf, not hearing and mute. My calculation of

the population of deaf people increased to 11. From that point onwards, no new

information about other deaf people surfaced.1

Having concluded that the total count of the deaf population in Quiahije and

Cieneguilla was 11, I proceeded to collect demographic information for each deaf

individual through semi-structured interviews and examination of birth certificates

(which were available for all the children in the community). The names, sex, and

1Over the course of my year-long fieldwork, one signing family heard about a child who didn’t
talk and brought me over to a residence compound where the child lived. Upon meeting the child, I
recognized that he exhibited facial features that were characteristic of Down syndrome. As hearing
problems are commonly found in children with Down syndrome, I understood why some people
thought I would be interested in studying him.
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(a) A list of the 11 deaf people. (b) Deaf people as sibling pairs.

(c) Deaf people with other deaf
relatives.

(d) Deaf people with no deaf rela-
tives.

Figure 3.1: The deaf people and their biological relations in the SJQ community.
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ages of deaf people are listed in Fig. 3.1a. This list is accurate as of June 2015.

Seven of the 11 deaf people are women. The oldest deaf person is estimated to be in

her mid-fifties to early sixties. Next, I identified which deaf people are full siblings

(there are no half siblings) and marked them by a solid green line, as shown in

Fig. 3.1b. Then, I identified which deaf people are biologically related, regardless of

the distance from a common ancestor and marked them by a dashed purple line over

the green line in Fig. 3.1c. Finally, I circled the deaf individuals with a grey line

that exhibited no biological kin relations with any other deaf individual in Fig. 3.1d.

The lists reveal that the age distribution of deaf people spans no more than

sixty years. Combining the age distribution with the small number of deaf people, it

appears that the occurrence of deafness is not random but limited to a few families

in the community. Out of four sibling pairs, three have a noticeable age gap between

the siblings. The biggest gap is the 25 years between 4 and 8 (Ndino and Sofia).

There is an estimated gap of 12 years between 1 and 2 (Stina and Koyu) and between

6 and 10 (Gina and Angela). The smallest gap is the 3 years between 9 and 11 (Lucy

and Lory). The age gaps suggest that four deaf people were born into a family that

already had a deaf person and hence, likely an existing signing environment. The

figures also reveal that the distribution of deafness is largely limited to two major

extended kin groups. Six signers – 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, and 11 – are related. Three signers

– 3, 6, and 10 – are related. Only two deaf individuals, 5 and 7, have no biological

relations with the other deaf people. To delve into any social relationships that

may exist between the deaf individuals, I turn to surname analysis and kinship

diagramming next.

3.3 Surnames

While surname analysis has been a useful tool in identifying social relationships

between deaf people elsewhere (Nonaka, 2009), this is not the case for the SJQ

community. In a survey, E. Cruz (in press) identified 30 unique Spanish surnames

in San Juan Quiahije and Cieneguilla. The relatively low diversity of surnames

means that a child can have two identical surnames, e.g. Tomás Cruz Cruz, a

former president of the authorities (2011–2013) in Quiahije. If a person happens to

share a patronymic or matronymic surname with another person, hearing people do

not interpet the identical surnames as an indicator of a consanguineal relationship.
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More importantly, they do not use surnames for distinguishing kinfolk from non-

kinfolk. They regard surnames as an artifact of the Catholic church and the Mexican

government. When people refer to their kinfolk (who are not physically present at

the time of a conversation), they use kinship terms. Otherwise, they refer to non-

kinfolk by place names, nicknames, and teknonymy, as discussed in Chapter 2. For

these aforementioned reasons, surname analysis is not a useful tool for identifying

biological and/or fictive kin relations between deaf people and hearing people in this

community.2

3.4 Kinship diagramming

Whereas Fig. 3.1 shows the consanguinity (or the lack thereof) between deaf peo-

ple, the kinship diagrams show social relationships between deaf people based on

descent, marriage, and other socially meaningful concepts. Moreorever, the dia-

grams can reveal a web of social relationships between deaf people and hearing

people in a community. I adopt the standards for representing kinship diagrams

shown in Fig. 3.2 (Stone, 1997). There are two modifications. One, the horizon-

tal position of descendants represents birth order, the oldest starting on the left

and the youngest ending on the right. Two, the question mark denotes uncertainty

about the sex and/or number of siblings and/or descendants of a particular individ-

ual. In sketching out the digrams, I omitted certain descendants for the purpose of

simplicity.

Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show that Stina and Koyu are full siblings. Stina is the

oldest of the five children, whereas Koyu is the second youngest. Both Stina and

Koyu have one living child each. Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 show that Ndino and Sofia

are full siblings, representing the first-born and last-born positions respectively of 8

children. Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 show that Lucy and Lory are full siblings; Lucy is the

oldest and Lory the middle child of three children. Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show that

Gina and Angela are full siblings, representing the first-born and last-born positions

respectively of four children. Fig. 3.9 shows that Stin is the third youngest child

2A possible alternative approach to the surname analysis would be an analysis of toponyms, or
place names, of the families with deaf people. Both the sibling pairs Stina and Koyu and Lucy and
Lory share the same natal place name, since their natal homes are located in the same area known
as the bottom of the reed bed. Currently, I do not have the place names from all the families of
deaf people.
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Figure 3.2: The key for simplified kinship diagrams

Figure 3.3: A simplified kinship diagram with Stina

Figure 3.4: A simplified kinship diagram with Koyu

Figure 3.5: A simplified kinship diagram with Ndino
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Figure 3.6: A simplified kinship diagram with Sofia

Figure 3.7: A simplified kinship diagram with Lucy

Figure 3.8: A simplified kinship diagram with Lory

of four children. Sendo and Chely have no biological and fictive kin relations with

other deaf people.

Fig. 3.14 is the product of a master kinship diagram for an extended kin

group A, combining the individual kinship diagrams of Stina, Koyu, Ndino, Sofia,

Lucy, and Lory, who share a common ancestor named Betu. Lory and her older

sister Lucy are first cousins once removed to Ndino and Sofia, and also first cousins

twice removed to Stina and Koyu. Fig. 3.15 is the product of a master diagram
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Figure 3.9: A simplified kinship diagram with Stin

Figure 3.10: A simplified kinship diagram with Gina

Figure 3.11: A simplified kinship diagram with Angela

Figure 3.12: A simplified kinship diagram with Sendo
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Figure 3.13: A simplified kinship diagram with Chely

Figure 3.14: A master kinship diagram of Group A

Figure 3.15: A master kinship diagram of Group B

Figure 3.16: A master kinship diagram of Group C
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Figure 3.17: A master kinship diagram of Group D

for the extended kin group B, combining the individual kinship diagrams of Stin,

Gina, and Angela. Stin is related to Gina and Angela as first cousins once removed

through his mother’s side. Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 show that Sendo and Chely are the

sole deaf individuals in their families with no reported kin relations with other deaf

persons in the community. Their individual kinship diagrams remain unchanged

and double as master kinship diagrams.

The kinship diagramming of the deaf people and their nuclear families have

revealed two major clusters of biological and fictive kinship: Six deaf people from

three nuclear families are related and three deaf people from two nuclear families.

This leaves only two deaf individuals, Sendo and Chely, to have no kinship ties

with other deaf people.3 Hence, in the SJQ community, there are four extended kin

groups to which a deaf individual is assigned, as shown in Table 3.1.

While the kinship diagrams reveal the social relationships between the deaf

individuals based on descent and marriage in the community, they do not reveal the

etiology of deafness for each deaf individual and how their etiologies are distributed

in nuclear and extended families. The next step is converting kinship diagrams to

medical genetic pedigrees.

Group A Group B Group C Group D

Nuclear Family 1 Stina, Koyu Stin Sendo Chely

Nuclear Family 2 Lucy, Lory Gina, Angela - -

Nuclear Family 3 Ndino, Sofia - - -

Table 3.1: A chart of the extended kin groups

3Chely was one deaf girl who did not participate in my study. Almost no one from the signing
families knew this person. They did not report any biological or fictive kinship with this person,
either. I do not have sufficient information about her family.
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3.5 Medical genetic pedigrees

Having established the kinship diagrams of the 11 deaf people in the SJQ community,

I then converted the diagrams into medical genetic pedigrees. A medical genetic

pedigree is a graphic representation of health history and genetic relationships of

a family (Bennett, 1999). The standards for sketching out kinship diagrams and

medical genetic pedigrees overlap with respect to symbols and definitions to some

extent, but there are some notable differences. In Fig. 3.18, I adopted the standards

of the medical genetic pedigrees (Bennett, French, Resta, & Doyle, 2008); this was

for maintaining consistency in sketching out the pedigrees. For purposes of my

study, the primary focus of the pedigrees is the etiology and distribution of deafness

in the families of deaf people.

At this point, the medical genetic pedigrees do not allow for an absolute

inference of a strong genetic patterning due to insufficient information about certain

individuals. Unknown is whether the caregivers experienced any complications such

as illness or physical trauma in their pregnancies with their deaf children. What

the genetic pedigrees do show is that no deaf adult has produced deaf offspring,

ruling out a strong possibility of a syndromic or non-syndromic dominant gene for

transmitting hereditary deafness.4 The two medical genetic pedigrees for 6 deaf

persons and 3 deaf persons respectively suggest the possibility of a non-syndromic

recessive gene.5

None of the deaf individuals exhibited any salient physical characteristics

associated with syndromic deafness such as abnormal pigmentation of skin, hair,

and/or eyes, and eye disorders such as night blindness and/or progressive vision

loss. None of the deaf individuals exhibited any unusual skeletal or muscular char-

acteristics associated with syndromic deafness, either. Thus there was no need to

distinguish deaf individuals for any marked physical appearance. The kinship di-

agrams are converted to show the etiology, or medical cause, of deafness for one

deaf individual selected from each extended kin group. The results are presented in

4Syndromic deafness pertains to the occurrence of deafness in association with other congenital
disorders that manifest through marked physical and/or mental characteristics. Non-syndromic
pertains to the occurrence of deafness in isolation.

5Recessive pertains to a copy of the mutated gene (linked to deafness) from both parents. A
set of parents who both carry the mutated gene has a 1 in 4 chance of producing deaf offspring.
Recessive differs from dominant, in which only one copy of the mutated gene from one parent is
needed for producing deaf offspring.
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Figs. 3.19, 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22, respectively.

According to Fig. 3.19, Lory comes from an extended family with five deaf

relatives. She has a deaf sister, Lucy, and two deaf first cousins, once removed,

Ndino and Sofia, and two deaf first cousins, twice removed, Stina and Koyu. The

caregivers of Ndino and Sofia reported that both children had a high fever that lasted

for a week and required hospitalization for treatment. After they recovered, they

could no longer understand what was spoken to them and ceased speaking Chatino.

Although the caregivers did not mention any other symptoms, the high fever and

the sudden loss of hearing are reminiscent of meningitis. In the case of Stina and

Koyu, if they were born deaf, then the deafness would be transmitted in a recessive

genetic manner through their parents. Lory may have inherited the deafness gene

that was transmitted as far as back to her great-grandparents. Further information

is needed to corroborate the existence of a recessive gene in this extended family.

According to Fig. 3.20, Angela comes from an extended family with an older

deaf sister and an older deaf first-cousin once removed. All these three persons were

reported to be born deaf, suggesting that there may be a recessive deafness gene

transmitted through Angela’s maternal grandmother and maternal grandaunt. It is

not known if there have been deaf persons going further back in the extended family.

The clustering of 9 deaf people in two extended families show that deafness

is not quite arbitrarily distributed and scattered across the village population. A

younger deaf person is most likely to be born into a family with at least one existing

Figure 3.18: Key for medical genetic pedigrees
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Figure 3.19: A simplified medical genetic pedigree of Group A

Figure 3.20: A simplified medical genetic pedigree of Group B

Figure 3.21: A simplified medical genetic pedigree of Group C

Figure 3.22: A simplified medical genetic pedigree of Group D
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deaf sibling or relative. This suggests that the deaf children are likely to be born in

an existing signing environment, or at least in close proximity to at least one deaf

adult signing model who interacts with the family of the deaf children.

If a recessive genetic patterning of hereditary deafness is present in Quiahije,

then a particular type of community of signers is predicted to emerge according to

Lane et al. (2000). They hypothesize that recessive genetic patterning of hereditary

deafness, along with intermarriage between relatives and more widespread use of a

sign language among hearing people in a community, contributes to the develop-

ment of an “assimilative” society similar to that on Martha’s Vineyard in the 19th

century. By contrast, dominant genetic patterning, along with higher incidences of

marriage with other deaf people and fewer hearing people in the immediate fami-

lies, contributes to the development of a Deaf community within a “differentiating”

society (i.e. the larger society in which deaf people inhabit).

Nonaka (2007) challenges Lane et al.’s hypothesis with the Ban Khor case

study, arguing that a specific genetic patterning of deafness does not predict the

development of a particular speech community (i.e. the speech/sign community like

the one from Martha’s Vineyard). She points out that their hypothesis is strongly

informed by historical accounts of extinct signing communities, not contemporary

ethnographic research, and stresses the value of ethnographic-based research. Im-

plied from Nonaka’s argument is that documenting social interaction between deaf

and hearing people in situ in a signing community, in addition to kinship diagrams,

medical genetic pedigrees, and residence mapping, can far more inform us about the

emergence of an indigenous sign language and its community of users.

3.6 Mapping

The next step is the geographical mapping of the residences of the deaf population

in the SJQ community. Fig. 3.23 shows the entire geographical distribution of the

residences of the deaf people and their families. Both Quiahije and Cieneguilla, ten

kilometers apart from each other, are nucleated settlements with the majority of

residential compounds densely clustered in the center of the town, enshrouded by

pine and oak forests. The main roads run through the center of each town and

extend outwards. Due to the mountainous landscape of Quiahije, the residential

compounds are not arranged in a grid-like fashion and level with one another, but
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rather are arranged in curved rows and stacked on the hills, sloping upward and

downward. The distance between two locations depends on the change of elevation.

Cieneguilla, on the other hand, has more flatland space, allowing for the arrangement

of residential compounds in a more grid-like fashion in the center of the town.

Figure 3.23: An areal map of Quiahije and Cieneguilla with all the residences of deaf people.

Fig. 3.24a shows the approximate placemarks of the residences of 9 deaf

persons from the extended kin groups A, B, and D. All the residences of Group A

are located south of the center of the town. One residence is located downhill of

the center, while two residences are located uphill toward the highest peak. Three

residences are located about no more than a quarter of a kilometer from each other.

The fourth residence is located further south, on the other side of the peak, at

least half a kilometer apart from the three residences. For the other kin groups,

the residence of Group B is located in the outlying neighborhood of San Juanito, at

least several kilometers apart from the other residences while the residence of Group

D is located in the center of town.

Fig. 3.24b shows the approximate placemarks of the residences of two deaf

persons from the extended kin groups B and C. The shortest route between these

residences is less than half a kilometer away. All the deaf persons were born in
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(a) An areal map of Quiahije with the residences of families with deaf people
from extended kin groups A, B, and D.

(b) An areal map of Cieneguilla with the residences of families with deaf
people from extended kin groups B and C.

Figure 3.24: Two maps of Quiahije and Cieneguilla with the residences of families with deaf people.
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Quiahije, but two moved to Cieneguilla. One is from Group B and the other from

Group C. They make frequent trips to Quiahije to visit family. Earlier in my field-

work, on multiple occasions, I encountered all the deaf people from Group B at

least two different relatives’ residences in Quiahije. I eventually learned that Stin

was related to Gina and Angela, which relations were confirmed by the kinship

diagramming.

3.7 The origins, age, and transmission of SJQCSL

My hypothesis is that SJQCSL is a very young language that emerged with the

oldest living deaf signer, Stina (see §5.3 for a discussion on calculating the age and

time depth of SJQCSL). In grouping the deaf signers into generations, I adopt the

approach from Kisch (2012b) in which she assigns deaf (and hearing) signers of Al-

Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language to two different types of generation: structural and

social.

In kinship studies, the concept of a generation generally pertains to structural

generations of descent, or group of descendants sharing the same distance to an

apical ancestor (Stone, 1997). The concept of a generation also pertains to social

or cultural generations, i.e. cohorts or interactional groups, based on shared socio-

cultural backgrounds and experiences regardless of the nature of the kinship ties.

Structural and social generations do not always map neatly onto each other. In a

family, a mother and a daughter may produce offspring at similar times, which can

lead to the overlap of ages between uncles and aunts and their nephews and nieces.

The children, regardless of their kin relations, may attend the same school and/or

participate in the same social activities, rendering them more like peers.

If one organizes the extended kin groups of deaf Chatino people strictly by

structural generation based on the master kinship diagrams, then Group A could

be said to have three generations of signers and Group B two generations of signers,

as shown in Table 3.2. The two sole deaf individuals from Groups C and D would

be first-generation signers. This is not an accurate description of the generations of

the deaf signers, because the language-learning environment varies for each signer.

Not all the deaf adults grew up together in the same household or interacted with

each other regularly. A deaf child born into a family with a much older deaf child

may already have a ready signing model.
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Alternatively, a deaf child born into a family with deaf relatives may get

exposed to some signing, but only if the deaf relatives live in close proximity and if

they interact with the child. An emerging sign language can change across siblings

within one family, as documented in the lexicon of Zinacantec Family Homesign or

‘Z’ (J. B. Haviland, 2013). Hence, it is more appropriate to organize the extended

kin groups by social generation as shown in Table 3.3. I group them based on age

differences between deaf siblings and/or exposure to some form of signing based on

the geographical proximity of deaf signers (and informed by ethnographic fieldwork)

in the same extended kin group. The language-learning environment of the deaf

children is further elaborated in Chapter 4.

Group A Group B Group C Group D

First-generation signers
Stina
Koyu

Stin Sendo Chely

Second-generation signers
Ndino
Sofia

Gina
Angela

- -

Third-generation signers
Lucy
Lory

- - -

Table 3.2: A chart of extended kin groups categorized by structural generation

Group A Group B Group C Group D

First-generation signers
Stina
Ndino

Stin
Gina

Sendo Chely

Second-generation signers

Koyu
Lucy
Lory
Sofia

Angela - -

Table 3.3: A chart of extended kin groups categorized by social generation

3.8 Local explanations for hereditary deafness in other

rural signing communities

One way of evaluating the socio-cultural construction of deafness in a speech com-

munity is by examining local, indigenous accounts for the origins and causes of

deafness and situating them in the context of the social life of the community.

Understanding the socio-cultural construction of deafness builds on understanding
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cross-cultural and historical perspectives of disability as a human constant (Scheer

& Groce, 1988; Keating & Hadder, 2010). Examining a community’s accounts about

deafness, complemented with ethnographies of communication and social relations

and practices between deaf and hearing people, can reveal the community’s beliefs

about deafness. The accounts can reveal clues to the puzzle of how a sign language

and its community of signers emerged. Part of the emergence would involve a com-

munity establishing and habituating to local communicative and language practices

through sign language socialization (Nonaka, 2009, 2011b, 2014).

Sometimes local accounts may not cohere and instead may exhibit fragments

of information and/or multiple truths that are seemingly contradictory and thus

offer a complex web of discourses with or without patterns (Pool, 1994; Dein, 2007).

Many rural communities with high, i.e. statistically above average, rates of heredi-

tary deafness have their own explanations for how and why deafness appeared and

persisted over time (Kusters, 2015a; de Vos & Zeshan, 2012; Marsaja, 2008; Nonaka,

2007, 2009; Nyst, 2007).6 Other communities do not have long-standing indigenous

myths or clear explanations about the origins of deafness, neither for individual cases

nor for the intergenerational occurrence of deafness (Groce, 1985; Kisch, 2004).

In researching the origins and causes of deafness in rural signing communi-

ties, anthropologists and linguists have obtained various explanations by drawing

evidence from multiple sources such as existing medical research, written records,

and oral narratives. In some communities, there were no local explanations in any

form, suggesting that deafness was viewed as rather unremarkable and typical to

a community. Groce (1985) reported none from her ethnographic interviews with

the hearing villagers from the island of Martha’s Vineyard near the coast of Mas-

sachusetts. The villagers were descended from the English migrants who arrived in

6Reardon et al. (2004) reported that the average incidence of congenital deafness is estimated
to be 1/1000, or 0.1% of a given population in North America; the term “congenital deafness”
appears to encompass the wide range of all degrees of deafness. Corina and Singleton (2009, 953)
reported that “the prevalence of profound congenital deafness is in the range of 0.51 per 1,000
births.” The National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities at the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (2016) states that approximately 0.1% of children in North
America and Europe have a sensorineural hearing loss that is greater than 40 decibels. The greater
the degree of the hearing loss, the less likely a child can acquire spoken language successfully. The
rates for other countries are varied, because they employ different methods and there are no clear
criteria for screening and diagnosing hearing loss. According to Burke, Snoddon, and Wilkinson
(2016), the World Federation of the Deaf reports that 80% of the global deaf population live in
developing countries, where both environmental factors and genetics play a role in the creation and
maintenance of deaf populations.
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the island in the 17th century. Starting from the early 18th century, the island had

high rates of hereditary deafness in the population that persisted for almost two

centuries. Endogamous marriages among the islanders allowed for the continual

transmission of recessive deafness over subsequent generations across multiple fam-

ilies. In tracing deafness through extended family genealogies, Groce deduced that

the island population experienced a high incidence of congenital, non-syndromic re-

cessive deafness for more than two centuries. Deafness appeared to be an ordinary

event, not an exceptional one, to the islanders. They had constant exposure to and

familiarity with deafness over subsequent generations, and did not regard it as some

deviance from normalcy, accounting for the absence of local accounts of the origins

and causes for deafness. By contrast, on the U.S. mainland, deafness was commonly

attributed to maternal fright and hence not an ordinary event (Groce, 1985).

Kisch (2004, 2008, 2012b) reported an absence of local myths and personal

stories to account for the origins of deafness in an individual and the high incidence

of hereditary deafness in the Al-Sayyid Bedouin community in the Negev desert

of southern Israel. Out of an estimated population of 4,500 inhabitants, nearly

130 people are deaf, which means approximately 2.8% of the population is deaf

(Kisch, 2012b).7 Consanguineous marriages are the norm in this community. In the

1990s, a genetic research team identified non-syndromic recessive deafness among

the Al-Sayyid Bedouins (Scott et al., 1995). A genetic intervention program was

subsequently established to offer testing and consulting to the Bedouins, partially

exposing them to the biomedical discourse about deafness. The Bedouins did not

fully embrace such explanations but rather re-interpreted and re-produced them for

discussing potential marriage partners more than explaining the cause of deafness

itself. More often than not, the Bedouins ascribed deafness to God, an implicit

referral to the mysterious ways of God that are beyond human comprehension.

In the signing communities of Martha’s Vineyard and Al-Sayyid, deafness

was/is seen as unremarkable to the extent that it is woven into the fabric of everyday

life and taken for granted. Deafness is a variation of the human condition that

does not require an explanation or cannot be explained. However, the existence

of an explanation or a myth does not automatically render deafness atypical in a

7Different publications have given different estimates. Kisch (2004) stated about 100 deaf people
out of an estimated population of 3,000 inhabitants. Kisch (2008) reported 120 deaf people out of
an estimated population of 3,700 inhabitants.
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community, as shown in the following case studies of three rural signing (or shared

signing) communities of Ban Khor, Bengakala, and Adamorobe.

3.8.1 Ban Khor

Ban Khor, a rice-farming village in rural northeastern Thailand, is home to 16 deaf

people in a total population of 2,741 inhabitants (Nonaka, 2007, 2009, 2012, 2014).

Approximately 0.58% of the population is deaf. The village is a Theravada Bud-

dhist community. Hereditary deafness, specifically dominant syndromic deafness,

appeared around in the 1930s with the birth of two deaf children into an extended

family and continued over the subsequent generations within the same family. Deaf-

ness is believed to be the product of bad karma, according to family lore. The father

of the first two deaf children was working in a rice field when a group of crows flew

down and scooped up all of the rice. In a fit of rage, the father seized some of the

crows and cut out their beaks and feet. From a Buddhist point of view, animal life

is precious, and hurting animals is a sin. The father’s demeritorious action led to

the transfer of negative karma through the intergenerational transmission of deaf-

ness. The village treated deaf people as their equals by including them in their daily

conversations and interaction, in order to improve the karma initiated by the father

of the first two deaf children, through meritorious action. The inclusion of deaf

villagers, motivated by a shared goal for producing karmic merit, in the everyday

life of Ban Khor, germinated into the creation, spread, and maintenance of a local

indigenous sign language, Ban Khor Sign Language (Nonaka, 2012, 2014).

3.8.2 Bengakala

Bengakala, a village located in northern Bali, Indonesia, is home to some 2,000 in-

habitants, of whom 46 are congenitally deaf (de Vos, 2012a). Approximately 2.3%

of the village population is deaf. The first deaf person appeared approximately a

hundred years ago, according to genetic research, but the local sign language, Kata

Kolok, emerged around 70 years ago when the first cohort of multiple deaf children

appeared. The village is predominantly Hindu. According to the local myth, deaf-

ness appeared when a childless couple prayed to a deaf god for a child. The couple’s

prayers were answered: they produced many children, of which one was deaf. This

myth ascribes the source and prevalence of deafness to a religious deity and the
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reverence of the deity’s powers. Interestingly enough, historical documents show

that the first deaf person predated the establishment of Bengkala. Furthermore,

Bengkala is not the only village that believes in a deaf god (one who lurks around

in the cemetery and occasionally surfaces in the possession of a Hindu priest). Sev-

eral nearby villages share this belief and yet do not have a documented high rate

of hereditary deafness. Nevertheless, the existence of a deaf god and its associa-

tion with deaf people in the local myth, combined the absence of explicit medical

discourse, suggests a socio-cultural adaptation to deafness.

3.8.3 Adamorobe

Adamorobe, an agricultural village in Ghana, is home to more than 40 living deaf

people, in an estimated population of 3,500 (Kusters, 2012b, 2012a). At least 1.1%

of the population is deaf. The high prevalence of deafness has been attributed to

recessive deafness and endogamous marriages (Nyst, 2007; Kusters, 2012b, 2012a).

Kusters (2015a, 2015b) documented clusters of legends to explain the origins and

prevalence of deafness in Adamorobe. She organized the legends into two narra-

tive categories, “historical stories” concocted from three historical events and “river

stories.” The stories refer to deities or spirits inhabiting two local rivers and how

the deities are responsible for producing deaf people. She also documented another

repertoire of casual stories for individual cases of deafness, which were attributed

to deaf parents, a curse, a contagion, a witch, and the likes. Some of the stories

represented perspectives of deaf people themselves, which were not documented in

previous research on the same village.

Kusters argued that the stories together do not form a consistent narrative

or theory for explaining the origins and causes of deafness per se, since they do not

manifest any logical patterns. Instead, she analyzed them in the Wittgenstinian

concept of “language games”, examining the everyday life contexts that led the

narrators to produces stories about causes of deafness, sometimes as a strategy

to various other phenomena. The incorporation of the stories in language games

represents deafness as a long-standing historical and socio-cultural phenomenon in

Adamorobe, with which everybody appears to be well acquainted. Moreover, the

stories locate the causes of deafness as part of the social relations among the deaf

and hearing community members in the context of everyday life.
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3.8.4 Summary

The local explanations for the origins and causes of deafness in three diverse sign-

ing communities situate deafness as part of local histories embedded in collective

memory. In the next section, I discuss the local explanations for the origins and

causes of deafness in the San Juan Quiahije community and situate the explanations

in the larger context of Chatino cosmology. Then I compare them to those of the

aforementioned rural signing communities (Ban Khor, Bengakala, Adamorobe) so

as to infer what the Chatino explanations mean for the socio-cultural construction

of deafness in Quiahije and the emergence of a signing community.

3.9 Local explanations for deafness in the San Juan

Quiahije community

The San Juan Quiahije community does not appear to have high rates of hereditary

deafness compared to previously aforementioned rural signing communities. Recall

that there are only 11 deaf people out of a combined population of 3,628 in Quiahije

and Cieneguilla. Hence, only 0.3% of the population is deaf. Furthermore, it is

unknown how the rates of hereditary and prelingual deafness in this community

compare to those of other Chatino communities and Mexico. Recall that not all

deaf people in the community were born deaf. Family lore indicated that five people

(Stin, Gina, Angela, Lucy, Lory) were born deaf and two people (Ndino and Sofia)

became deaf from illness in early childhood. The onset of deafness for four other

people (Stina, Koyu, Sendo, Chely) is unknown.

In the following section, I outline the local explanations for the origins and

causes of deafness in the San Juan Quaihije community. There are two perspectives:

those of the hearing family members of deaf people and those of the deaf adults.

Because interviews with deaf people from small-scale signing communities are not

well-documented in the sociocultural and anthropological literature, investigating

the perspectives of deaf people about their lives can enrich the literature our under-

standing of deaf lives in these communities (Kusters, 2010). I argue that the first set

of perspectives reveals two main explanatory frameworks of etiological discourses:

religious and medical. Within the religious framework, there are two dimensions.

One refers to curses as part of Chatino cosmology, linked to Catholicism. The other
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refers to Evangelism but does not refer to curses. The second set of perspectives

primarily reveals the religious framework without any reference to curses, and does

not locate the causes of deafness in any biomedical framework. Put together, the

mosaic of local explanations situates deafness in certain family histories, interwoven

in a larger socio-cultural and religious phenomenon, and shares some themes with

the explanations in the signing communities of Ban Khor and Adamorobe.

3.9.1 Hearing community members’ explanations

In the semi-structured interviews with the hearing caretakers of deaf children and the

hearing spouses of deaf adults, the interviewers, mainly Maestra Epifania, inquired

about the origins and causes of deafness. All interviewees offered two possibilities

without fully committing to either one. On the one hand, they deferred to God and

claimed that only God knows why deaf people are part of the world. Alberta, the

paternal aunt of Gina and Angela (and the grand-aunt of Martha), credited God

for the production of deaf people:

kwiqJ kwanH tiJ niyaE nkaE tyinH inI kanqH wraK noA noA ntyqoH skaA

noA xweI noA qneJ kwanH niyaJ inH. kwiJ chaqF noA kaJ niyaE janqG

ndaF. ndiyoB siK qinE kaJ niyaE niyaE ndiyoB siK qinE janqG kwiqJ

kanqG tiA, kanqG tiA chaqF noA nkaE tyinH inI kanqH jaA laI ntyqyanJ

kwentaK qinE ranF kyqanJ laE niyaE kwiqJ chaqF kwanH tiJ niyaJ nkaE

tyinH inI chaqF noJ kwiqJ ndiyoB siK qneG qinE ranF chaqF noA noA

sqwiA noA kwanH niyaJ niyaJ kwiqJ kanqG tiJ kwentaK noA noA tiC

ntyqyanJ anI qinI ranF kwiqJ kwanH tiJ niyaJ nkaE tyinH inI kanqH

I feel the same way when a deaf child is born into a family [Alberta was
talking about how sign came from God]. God made her this way. This
is the way god made them, this is all , this is how I feel about it. The
way I reflect about this issue is that god made it so that the world has
deaf people. This is what I feel about it.

(Excerpt from 2015-02-12 SJQ AL-ME LYSH; translated from Chatino
by H. Cruz)

Alternatively, the interviewees explicitly and implicitly referred to the power

of yweqH ‘curse’ for accounting for the existence of deaf people. Lena, the mother

of Lucy and Lory, expressed that she often ponders over whether God or the curse

was the source of her two daughters’ deafness:
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janH janC taA qanA neH jinC, siE nkaJ ranF yweqH qoE taA jaA qanG

qanJ anI, qoE taA ndiyoB siK qneG qinA ranF chaqF neH jinC, tyqoH

snyiqJ kwanH niyaJ jyanA xaA liyuI xtyanH an chaqF, chaqF jaA ntykaJ

ntykwiI chaqF jaA naE kanqG tiA kweA ntaK kqyanJ qanJ xtyanH anI

chaqF chinA ndiyaA qneJ qoE ntenB no0, jaA ndiyaE tykwiqI, ntenB no0

kchaA, ntenB no0 neH jinC qoE taA kanqG chaqF ndaH ndiyoB siK snyiq0

in chaqF noJ jaA ndiyaJ tykwiqI chaqF noJ jaA naE chaqF ndaH ndiyoB

siK noA xweI, noA ntyqanJ kwanH niyaJ qnaG nkaJ tyinqH in neH jinC

siH taA neH jinC

Hmm we do not know if their condition is caused by a curse or God
decided that my kids must come to this world like this, not being able to
speak, not being able to hear, this is my understanding, we say. hmm, or
or, hmm [perhaps] I was mean to someone who cannot speak or someone
who is afflicted by a disease or perhaps this is the reason why God give
us kids who cannot speak or hear, the reason why God give us kids like
this, I often ponder.

(Excerpt from 2015-03-20 SJQ MM-ME LYSH; translated from
Chatino by H. Cruz)

The interviewees’ simultaneous reference to God and curses suggest a local

belief in the role of supernatural, higher powers in determining the outcome for an

individual, or even a whole family. In the case of curses, it is human beings who can

trigger the power of curse through immoral behavior. Some, like Lena, wondered

aloud if they had wronged a person in the past and were cursed by the offended

person, unbeknown to them. Others wondered if the ancestors of the deaf people

were the original sinners, unleashing the curse over the generations and consequently

producing deaf offspring as some form of punishment. Hence, most interviewees did

not cite illness solely as the cause of deafness, but rather cited illness as a product of

the curse that resulted in deafness. Eva, the mother of Sofia and Ndino, reminisced

how her children became deaf after they fell sick and how the witch doctors, neqA

qoE, explained the source of their deafness:

kwiqJ chaqF noA noA noA ndiyaI chaqF ntqenB qinJ neqA klaA ndiyaI

chaqF kanqG chaqF ndywiqJ ntenB ntyqoH chaqF pero jaA laI qaJ jlyoH

tenqC enE noH noA noA qaA noA qaA nkaE noA xweI inH jaA laI jlyoH

renqC enE janqH inH chaqF nkaJ noA chaqF noA ntyqoH noA xweI reC

kwanH ntyqanJ kyqanJ qaE chaqF sqweF chaqF noA noA nkwaC kneqE
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noA xweI reC qwaG reC inH pero naJ qneE kanqH ntyqoH chaqF qoE

jaE noE nkwaC lyiA tlyuC janqG inH, neA syaH noA kyqyuA noA tlyuC

laE qnyaJ inH kwanH ntyqanJ tqiA qaE nkwaC inH qoE, niyaJ kanqH

tiJ skeqE qwaG chaqF noA noA ntkonqF keG skeqE qwaG jaA nkwaC qaE

chaqF tykwiqJ ntyqoH chaqF neC syaK noA qanE lyuqH reC kwiqJ kwanH

niyaH nkwaC qinE reC janqH ntyqoH chaqF

kanqH tiJ nkaJ noA skeqE qwaG reC chaqF noA noA. syaH noA qanE

lyuqH reC inH tqiA qaE nkwaC reC ntyqoH chaqF. nkyaG qoE waG qinA

sqweF, nkyaG qoE waG janqH inH. kanqH nkaJ noA ndywiqA doctoB

chaqF naH jinC, naH jinC qwanE niyaE qneE. qwanE niyanE, skaG qwanE

niyanE. qoH yeG ndywiqA kanqH ntyqoH chaqF, qanE wraK noA waA

tlyuC laE loI yjanI, kanqH noA waC ntqoE tkwaJ jyanI. kanqH nkaJ noI

jaA ndiyaE qaE chaqF tykwiqJ noA qanE lyuqH reC qneJ kanqH ntyqoH

chaqF. kanqH nkaJ noI jaA ndiyaE qaE chaqF tykwiqJ, jaA ndiyaE qaE

chaqF kanqG jaA ndiyaE qaE janqJ. kwiqJ ndywiqJ renqJ chaqF janqH

ntqenA chaqF qinJ neqA klaA ntqenA chaqF. kwanH niyaJ yanG noA

nkaJ stiA yqanE renqJ kwanH niyaJ yanG ndywiqA qaE ntenB kanqH,
pero kanqG noA jaA laI qaJ jlyoH renqC enE kanqC kanqH tiJ chaqF

noA noA tiC ndywiqE chinqH ntenB ntqenA wraK chaqF noA kanqG nkaJ

noA ntyqoH noA xweE chaqF jaA ndiyaE tykwiqI ndywiqA kanqH, pero
kanqG, noA jaA ndiyaE jyaqF qaJ tenqC nkyaA ntqoH chaqF taA ntyqanA

noI noA xweE noA kwanH niyaJ jaA laI jlyoH yeG kaJ tenqC enE nkyaA

ntqoH chaqF neC.

When they [Sofia and Ndino] were young they could hear. This is what
happened and this is what we felt what occurred. For example, this girl
here [Sofia] got really sick. When she got sick we took her to the doctor
in Juquila, we took her. The doctor told us that she could not hear.
Before [she got sick], when Sofia was one or two years old she used to
speak a lot. And then people began to say that this had to do with our
ancestors, they were the same way [also deaf], but it is hard to know if
this is true. This is how we felt that Sofia stopped speaking. With kids
like these is hard to know.

chaqF naF naH jinC ndywiqA renqA janqH chaqF siK ntqenA laJ neqA

klaA kwaF, taA kwanH niyanJ, naH jinC ntqenA chaqF qinJ qoE taA

kwanH niyaJ ndiyaI chaqF noA ykwiqJ noA nkwaC neqA klaA qinJ renqJ

qoE kanqG noA jyanA ntqenE qoE taA kwanH niyaE naH jinC, janA neE

ndiyaI ndweqH noA, noA naH jinC ntqenA qinA neqA klaA qinA renqA

ndiyaI. kwanH niyanJ ntqoH chaqF ndaH renqA janH noE noA waG reC
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chaqF noA tiC naH waG kwentaK noA wraK janqG chaqF tiC chaqF

noA nkwaC renqH chaqF tiC kaC tykwiqE noA qanE lyuqH waF qnyaJ

inH. kanqH ndywiqA renqA janqH chaqF ndyweqH tqenE qinJ neqA klaA

kanqH ndyweqH xnoH neqA klaA kanqH ndyweqH kanqG. neqA klaA

qinA noA nkwaC stiA noA xweF reC qnyaE ndywiqJ. kanqH kyqanJ qaE

ndweqH kyqanJ qaF chaqF ykwiqJ kanqG, kyqanJ qaE chaqF kanqG

kanqG nkaJ noE ntqenJ qinJ noA xweF reC ndywiqA qoE kanqG nkaJ

noA. qoE neA seH naH jinC noA xweF noA ntqenA reH qneE naH jinC

kwiqJ tqaG noA xweF reC qnyaE nkaJ waF neC janqH qoE kanqG skaA

niyaJ tiI kqonC tkwaJ waF neC janqH qoE kwiqJ tkwaJ qwaG neC janqH

inH. qoE kanqG chaqF nkaJ noA qoE skaA noA nkwaC stiE yqanE renqJ

kanqH ndywiqJ kanqG nkaJ noE noA jyanA ntqenE qinE noA xweF reC

ntyqoH chaqF ndaH renqJ ntyqoH chaqF. janA qanF kwanH niyaJ sonK

noA waC ntyjiE qwaG reC kwanH niyaJ. chaqF noJ waC ndywiqE renqA

qoE waG reC chaqF kyqanB ntqenI chaqF nkaJ ranF qoE kanqG chaqF

nkaJ noA jyanA tqenE qinE noA xweF kwaF ndywiqJ renqJ janqH

Because hmm, they say that perhaps our elders might have some sins, or
they unleashed a curse or something and this is what has caused us to be
in this condition. This is what the curanderos ‘witch doctors’ have told
us when we have sought out their advice.8 I really wanted my daughter
to be able to hear and speak and this is the reason I sought out help.
They told me that my husband’s father unleashed many curses to his
children. For instance, Koyu and Stina are cousins with my husband,
they had the same grandfather. Koyu and Stina are also being affected
by the curse that the old man unleashed on his family. The old man said
many things and this is why these kids are being affected by his curse.

kwiqJ chaqF noA jaA laI naJ kwaF kanqH chaqF nkaJ noA noA nlyaA noA

chaqF jaA laI naJ nkyaA ntqoH chaqF skaA kqonC keG kqonC tykwenqE

enI janqH ntyqoH chaqF qoE noA chaqF jaA laI naJ jaA laI, kanqG,
jaA laI kanqG, jaA laI kanqG nkaJ noE. janA neE syaH ndywiqE kaG

qoE jaA laI naJ, jaA laI naJ kanqG chaqF tykwenqJ enI, jaA laI kanqG

chaqF tykwenqJ E janqH ntyqoH chaqF kwiqC chaqF noA jaA laI kwiqC

chaqF noA jaA laI ndiyaJ tykwiqI kwaF kwiqC kanqG nkaJ chaqF noA

jaA laI naJ ntyqoH chaqF kwiqC sqyaG chaqF noA noA ndywiqE renqA

kwaF kwiqC chaqF janqG janqH, kanqG chaqF ntykonqJ on keG, kanqG

8In translating the Chatino word neqA qoE (literally, ‘mushroom eaters’), H. Cruz use the Spanish
words curanderos or brujos interchangeably. These words can be translated as ‘witch doctors or
‘healers’ or even ‘curers.’
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chaqF ntykonqJ ndyaI wraK tykwenE renqA janqH ymaK qneE qinI ymaK

ntkonqF keG niC ymaK tykwiqE renqA janqH qoE naH jinC siK ntqanA

kaJ janqH noH waC, noA waC snyiE kaJ qoE naH jinC tsaJ ranF, waC

snyiE tsaJ ranF qinJ noA xweI janqH ntyqoH chaqF

kwanH niyanJ ntykwiqI ntenB, noA chaF ntykonqJ onH kenG enG ntykonqJ

tiE qaE inH, pero kwanH niyanJ ndyiwiqI renqA qoE chaqF noA chaqA

tsaA qaE ntykonqJ keG, tsaA qaE janqH ntyqoH chaqF kwanH nyaJ qneE

siK noA xweA jneC inH jaA laL naJ naJ neC janqH jaA laI ntykonqJ keG

qaA jinJ yaqJ nkyaA tqoH chaqF ranF neC janqH inH laH jnaE neqE

qoE jaE noE qneJ kasuK qoE jnaH anI chinqH chaqF noA tiC naH qoE

taH janqH inH kanqG chaqF nkaJ ranF ntykwiqA ntenB qonE onI janqH

kwiqJ ymaK kwaE kwiqJ neC ntykwiqE janA janqF ndyaA chaqA janqG

naH jinC tykwiqA renqA qonE, skaA skaI chaqF ndywiqI renqA qonE janqI

noA noA ntqanE naJ anI noA kwentaK kwaE nkyaA ntqoH chaqF janqH

inH

It is because they cannot speak, this is the reason why they cannot hear,
we say. The curanderos say that their heads are plugged. The curanderos
say that it is the dead souls and the dead people who are causing their
heads to get plugged. This disease has a strong grip on the kids and it
does not let go of them. Once you realized this sickness has a firm hold
on the kids. This is what people say about why our heads get plugged
in. This is what people say about having your heads plugged really hard.
This is the condition that afflicts these children, they cannot hear, their
heads are plugged, we say. When one seeks help with the curanderos
about the reasons why they cannot hear, these curanderos tell us that
the reasons why they cannot hear is because of the souls of their elders.
These are the causes that people give us when we seek for help with the
curanderos.

(Excerpt from 2015-03-21 SJQ EC-ME LYSH; translated from Chatino
by H. Cruz)

Eva’s account of the witch doctors’ explanation situated deafness in the con-

text of curses and highlighted the biological connection of her deaf children to Koyu

and Stina as evidence for the existence of the curse (see Chapter 7 for a discus-

sion on the hearing caregivers’ perspectives on seeking treatment for their children’s

deafness). The awareness of having more than one deaf cousin, in addition to having

deaf children, in the extended family, suggests that such a number of deaf relatives
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is an anomaly to the community. The witch doctors’ explanation suggests that the

deafness is not natural but rather a disruption of the human condition from the

plugging one’s head with the souls of elders. This explanation is reminiscient of the

explanations hearing caregivers of deaf children received from curanderos in Baja

California and Mexico City (Ramsey & Noriega, 2001; Pfister, 2015). From the

witch doctors’ explanation, the illness was a physical act of the power of the curse,

and the deafness was a permanent form of punishment of the curse. The notion

of deafness as punishment stigmatizes deafness, a physical condition perceived as

undesirable for any family.

Naciu and Maria, the caregivers of Gina and Angela, suggested that if their

deaf daughters were products of an old curse, the source would be in Maria’s family,

since she had a maternal aunt who produced a deaf son, Stin. Naciu reported no

other deaf people in his extended family, ruling out the possibility that the source

of a curse was on his side. The kinship diagramming supports the parents’ reports

about deaf people coming from Maria’s family. Their identifying a deaf relative hints

at the presence of deafness across two structural generations of kin as an anomaly,

similar to the number of deaf people in the other families of the extended kin group

A. They said that when the community learned about their deaf daughters, some

elders suggested that their children were a product of a curse. The parents attributed

the elders’ thinking to their worldview; the parents further indicated that, consistent

with that worldview, the elders cited curses as an explanation of the occurrence of

deafness. At the same time, the parents did not express full agreement with the

elders’ thinking, hinting at some ambivalence towards the possibility of curses as

the cause of their children’s deafness.

Juliya, the wife of Koyu, also expressed ambivalence towards curses when she

recalled hearing two stories from her mother-in-law. One story is that Koyu’s pater-

nal grandfather was born out of an illicit relationship between two relatives.9 The

families of the two siblings cursed them for their immoral actions. Juliya dismissed

the story, because she observed there are “many” deaf people in the community and

9In transcribing and translating the interviews on ELAN, H. Cruz made an explicit note, saying
that she did not find the illicit relationship story convincing. She believed the people tend to consult
the witch doctors, who feed them stories in order to explain the way of life, regardless of whether
the stories are true. The people, in turn, claim the stories as their own and incorporate them into
everyday discourse to explain certain phenomena.
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all of their ancestors could not have had illicit relationships with one another.10 The

other story is that Koyu’s family on his father’s side were not good people. One day,

Koyu’s paternal grandfather was in Juquila and passed by a beggar on the streets.

He filled the beggar’s bowl with pellets made out of chicken poop and walked away

laughing. The beggar, deceived by the foul odor of the poop, cursed the trickster.

Juliya commented that she could neither confirm nor deny the beggar story, as she

did not witness the incident firsthand. Thus, she maintained an ambivalent atti-

tude towards the idea of curses as located in her mother-in-law’s stories. At the

same time, her reference to curses vis-à-vis stories highlights how they constitute an

integral part of the local, indigenous knowledge, synthesized with Catholicism.

All the immediate family members interviewed are practicing Catholics,

which accounted for their acknowledgment of curses as part of their lives. How-

ever, Evangelicals do not believe in curses and witch doctors, associating them with

paganism. Religion is a fundamental variable that shapes one’s explanation for the

origins and causes of deafness. One extended family member, Elena, the older sis-

ter of Layu and Minga, the paternal grandmother of Lucy and Lory, converted to

Evangelism, after her siblings passed away. I first heard about Elena from Minga in

November 2012, who reported to have two deaf siblings named Gregoria and Per-

fecta who died in childhood before she was born.11 At that time, Layu and Minga

were still alive. In March 2015, Maestra Epifania and I succeeded in locating Elena

again, and re-interviewed her about the curse on camera. By then, Layu and Minga

were already deceased, and Elena had changed her perspective about the curse.

In the first interview, Elena reported that her parents married against both

their parents’ wishes and were subsequently cursed for disobeying their parents. The

unsanctioned marriage produced nine children. All six of them died from illness such

10Out of all the people who participated in the interviews, Juliya was the only one who gave a
full and accurate count of the number of deaf people in San Juan Quiahije and Cieneguilla, and
also knew the families of the deaf people.

11Because Layu was the youngest child in his family and thus never knew his deaf siblings, he
sent me to Elena for corroborating the story. The conversations with Layu and Minga about the
curse were summarized in my field notes. My research assistant, Eli and I tracked her down in her
house, but we did not have any recording equipment. Eli had to take notes on-site as she interviewed
Elena, and I then summarized her notes in my field notes and an email to my colleagues. In January
2013, when I was away from the field, Layu suddenly passed away. When I returned to the field the
following year in the middle of June, Minga was very ill from complications of diabetes and could
not participate in the project at all. She passed away on the first day of September 2014.
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as fever or diarrhea in childhood.12 Only Elena, Minga, and Layu survived to reach

full adulthood. Elena is the third oldest of the children and was 70 years old as

of May 2015. She had two younger sisters, Margarita and Concepción, who were

born deaf, and one of them could not walk. Elena remembered that Margarita loved

accompanying her mother to collect firewood, whereas Concepción could not walk

and was confined to the family’s residential compound. The girls died when they

were 3 and 4 years old respectively. Elena herself never produced any deaf offspring

and neither did her children and grandchildren, but she attributed the deaf offspring

through Minga’s son, Silvo (the father of Lucy, Lory, and Rocio) and also through

Ndino’s father, Layu to the prolonging of the curse.13 Fig. 3.26 represents the

extended kin diagram with Elena as the focal ego and her biological connections to

Group B. Fig. 3.28 is the medical genetic pedigree, converted from the extended kin

diagram.

In the second interview, Elena reported that when Minga died, rendering

Elena the last living member in the bloodline of her siblings, she became very sad.

She started questioning the meaning of life. She sought out the witch doctors for

explaining the situation and prayed in the Catholic church. The witch doctors gave

her a pitying remark:

qaH naqF qaJ qwenI neC, jaJ, kyqanJ qaE chaqF nkaJ kyqanJ qaE, ndeH

ndeH nkaJ ranF neC ndeH qaJ kyqanJ qaE chaqF ntqenJ qwanJ, kyqanJ

qaE niyaJ qneG stiA yqanE wanJ kyqanJ qaE. kanqG chaqF ntjenC, noA

ntjenC janqG neC ndywiqA qonE janqG ntyqoH chaqF kanqG chaqF nkaJ

noA ndywenqH, qaJ jaA qaE qinA G tiC jnaJ naH ntenB, jaA qaE qinA

naqG. kyqanJ ronqH twenF noA waC yqanI neC ndywenqH janqH ntyqoH

chaqF

[They said]: “Oh you poor little soul. The history of your family is
riddled with many complications. There are so many things involved
in your situation. Your family situation is difficult, your parents have
many sins, this is why your siblings are paying for their parents’ sins.”

12Infant mortality rates among indigenous communities in rural Oaxaca were higher when Elena
was a child. What is not known whether the deaths of Elena’s siblings were statistically higher
than the average rates of infant morality rates in the region.

13Interesting to note that two grandchildren of Minga may be considered additional products of
the curse: one boy has clubfoot, and a girl has a learning disability. Also interesting to note that
I asked Elena if her family had any deaf relatives preceding her. She speculated that her mother
may have had a deaf sister. It is not clear if the putative existence of a deaf aunt is connected to
the curse or not.
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Figure 3.25: Key for kinship diagrams

Figure 3.26: An extended kinship diagram of Group A with Elena
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Figure 3.27: Key for genetic pedigrees

Figure 3.28: An extended medical genetic pedigree of Group A
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That is how I decided not to seek the advice of any brujos anymore and
this is why I decided to return to the evangelical church.

(Excerpt from 2015-03-21 SJQ EZ-ME LYSH; translated from Chatino
by H. Cruz)

Contemplating on her situation, Elena decided to cease consulting the witch

doctors. She rejoined the Evangelical church. Her changing religions signaled chang-

ing beliefs of the Chatino cosmology; she distanced herself from interpreting all the

events in her family history as the consequences of her parents’ sins. When pressed

for explaining the causes of deafness in her family, she said that Ndino became deaf

from illness and expressed ignorance at how or why her other deaf relatives (who

she identified as Sofia, Lucy and Lory, and Koyu and Stina) became deaf in the first

place and suggested that God made them that way. She made no allusions to the

curse. Her avoidance of referring to the curse suggested that it was not a possible

explanation for the incidence of deafness.

The interviews with the hearing family members of deaf people formed a

mosaic of uncertainty and ambivalence towards origins and causes of deafness in the

community. For all the interviewees, they suggested that God made deaf people

for whatever reason and also suggested curses. For Eva, she referred to the curse

as a way of explaining for her deaf children based on her consultation with the

witch doctors. For Juliya, Naciu, Maria, and Lena, they alluded to the curse but

also expressed uncertainty and ambivalence about it. They stated that the problem

of authenticating curse stories was the timeline. If a curse occurred somewhere in

their family before they were born and no living direct descendant can vouch for

the curse, then the living descendants only have secondhand information about it.

They attributed the idea to the talk of the elders and witch doctors, who concocted

stories to account for the occurrence of deafness. At the same time, they did not

dismiss the notion entirely, regarding it as a way of how they as indigenous people

- Catholics in particular - see the world. The consideration of curses to account

the origins and causes of deafness, in a way, reflects acceptance of deafness as part

of life, in spite of the stigma associated with curse. Yet the ambivalence towards

the idea of curses resists the negative framing of deafness as a punishment for one’s

immoral behavior and the possible implication of deaf children as less desired and

valued than hearing children.
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Not everybody in the community named God and yweqH as possible sources

for the origins of deafness. Additional interviews with three community members,

who were not biologically related to deaf people and who were practicing Catholics,

added more perspectives to the mosaic of local explanations about deafness. All

the three interviewees had more formal education than the immediate and extended

family members of deaf people; they cited genes as a reason for deafness. Julia, the

sister-in-law of Sendo, suggested that deaf people were born that way and heard that

some cases could be linked to drugs and alcohol. Hector, a family friend of Stin, also

cited genetic reasons. Beto, the local doctor, explained that there are many studies

about different types of deafness. He stated that some types of deafness are non-

syndromic and arise from connexion genes, while others are syndromic, manifesting

through salient physical traits through distinctive hair and eye color. He did not

identify a particular source of deafness for any individual in the community, leaving

the incidence of deafness partially unexplained.

The additional interviews with the hearing members of the community re-

vealed two distinct explanatory frameworks for the origins of deafness in Quiahije

and Cieneguilla by recurring references to the higher, mysterious powers of God

and the power of yweqH. The curse explanation posited that a curse occurs at the

trigger of a vocal outcry at immoral behavior of an individual, situating deafness as

one of the many misfortunes that can befall an individual and their family and per-

sist over multiple generations. While God and curses appear to diverge as sources,

especially with respect to cause-and-effect (humans can trigger a curse by means

of immoral behavior and verbal condemnation of the behavior), they are similar in

the sense that they constitute higher powers that can set things in motion. The

ambivalence simultaneously questioned the logic of the curse explanation and ac-

knowledged curses an interwoven part of a local, indigenous worldview shared by

practicing Catholics. This worldview did not hold up for practicing Evangelicals,

as evidenced by Elena’s expressing ignorance at how some of her family members

became deaf.

3.9.2 Deaf community members’ explanations

The topic of the origins and causes of deafness surfaced only briefly in spontaneous

conversations between me and four deaf adults (Gina, Koyu, Sendo, and Stin). For
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this reason, I have less to report about the deaf people’s explanations for the origins

of deafness. Curiosity compelled them to ask the background of my deafness and

compare my ability to detect noises to theirs. Their curiosity was not specific to

deafness but general to any salient physical characteristic traits such as clubfoot and

blue eyes (possibly non-existent among the San Juan Quiahije Chatinos, who tradi-

tionally have very low rates of intermarriage with mestizos and Europeans). None

of the deaf adults referred to curses as a possible cause for their deafness directly

or indirectly. They did not tell any stories about any misdeeds their antecedents

had committed. Although they did not demonstrate any knowledge of curses, they

did refer to God as a way of explaining their deafness.14 They speculated that God

intended for them to be deaf, for whatever reason, and God was the only entity who

knew how and why they were deaf.

None of the deaf adults referred to illness and/or genes as a possible cause

for their deafness, either. Sendo, however, suggested that he may have become

deaf from falling down on the side of his head and experiencing a concussion, but

he reported not remembering it and cited the accident as a story his family told

him. To the best of my knowledge, Sendo was the only deaf adult who mentioned

the possibility of deafness originating from a source other than God. I was unable

to corroborate Sendo’s story. The interviews with the families revealed no story

about any major life event that marked an irreversible change in the hearing status

of the deaf adults. Across all the spontaneous conversations with the deaf adults

throughout my fieldwork, they never told a story about becoming deaf from illness

or genes. The absence of such stories gave the impression that deafness was likely

to be congenital for most deaf adults, not acquired (with the exception of Ndino).

Again, I was unable to corroborate this theory with their families.

The absence of such stories suggested that certain bodies of local, indigenous

knowledge were not accessible and/or intentionally transmitted to the deaf adults

from their families. The deaf adults did not demonstrate any knowledge about

curses, illnesses, or genes, nor did they refer to them as possible explanations for

the origins of deafness. The negative evidence does not necessarily rule out the pos-

sibility that the deaf adults are ignorant of such knowledge. The hearing caregivers

14One possibility for the deaf adults not referring to curses is that they might have intentionally
withheld the information. They might have believed I would not understand their signing or the
concept of curses. In any case, I cannot neither confirm nor deny the possibility.
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of deaf children and spouses of deaf adults did mention the difficulty of communi-

cating new and abstract information through signs (the perceived limits of using

sign language are discussed in Chapter 7). The gaps in the deaf adults’ knowledge

suggest that they might have not been enculturated into the entire Chatino belief

system, at least with respect to curses, and also have not been enculturated into the

biomedical system of knowledge.

3.9.3 Summary of local explanations of deafness in the SJQ com-

munity

Thus we have an asymmetrical mosaic of local, indigenous knowledge between deaf

adults and hearing adults about the origins and causes of deafness in the San Juan

Quiahije community. Fig. 3.29 is a visual representation of the knowledge. Each

pattern represents a source of deafness; any blending of two colors represents the

sharing of two groups. The multitude of patterns on the right side of the mosaic

represents the greater variety of explanations in the hearing Chatinos, and the larger

text in the patterns represents the prominence of a theme, based on the frequency

of reference in the interviews. Hearing Catholics primarily locate deafness in God

and curses, and some also locate deafness in genes and drugs and alcohol. Hearing

Evangelicals, a minority group of the SJQ population, distance themselves from the

belief of curses and refer to their own God and illness. Catholics and Evangeli-

cals have separate churches; hence the mosaic contains two patterns corresponding

to different denominations. Deaf Catholics attend the same churches as hearing

Catholics, however one person only located deafness in God and injury. To the best

of my knowledge, none of the deaf people in the SJQ community identify them-

selves as evangelicals, hence this group does not appear in the mosaic. Since I did

not conduct a comprehensive survey on the origins and causes of deafness with more

community members of diverse religious and educational backgrounds, I leave open

the possibility of more beliefs as indicated by the question marks in a few patterns.

In examining the local socio-cultural construction of deafness, we see a com-

plexity of perspectives primarily based on hearing status and religion. The perspec-

tives simultaneously and paradoxically portray deafness as a natural order of the

world and as a stigma associated with curse. Deafness is not irrelevant. It is a

marked human condition associated with certain families, and made reality by su-
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Figure 3.29: An asymmetrical mosaic of San Juan Quiahije Chatinos’ beliefs about deafness.

pernatural powers. The partial enculturation of the deaf people in the Chatino belief

system and the absence of biomedical references suggests a limited transmission of

knowledge, which may be a corollary of the extant social relations and practices

between deaf and hearing Chatinos. If the deaf Chatinos are not completely encul-

turated in the whole Chatino belief system, and that is not to automatically imply

they are less “assimilated” or are shunned from their community, then they may

not be equally socialized into the local customs and beliefs as hearing Chatinos are.

The implications of such relations and practices between deaf and hearing Chatinos

raise empirical questions about (sign) language socialization for deaf and hearing

children and their families.

3.10 Conclusion

The anthropological methods of kinship diagramming, medical genetic pedigrees,

and residence mapping of 11 deaf people and their families have outlined the size

and scope of the the deaf population of San Juan Quiahije and Cieneguilla. The

deaf population consists of four extended kin groups, of which Group A accounts for

6 deaf people and Group B for 3 deaf people. The other two groups consist of a sole

deaf individual. Both Groups A and B may have a non-syndromic recessive genetic
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patterning of hereditary deafness, which can account for the distribution of deafness

in these two extended kin groups. The local hearing Chatinos’ perspectives about

the distribution of deafness in their families are consistent with the findings from

the medical genetic pedigrees. Most nuclear families of each kin group live in close

proximity. All of the nuclear families from Group A are clustered in the same region

in Quiahije, whereas the other nuclear families of different kin groups are dispersed

over the villages.

Nonaka (2007, 169) found that in the speech/sign community of Ban Khor,

hearing villagers’ signing abilities correlate to their close ‘proximity’ to deaf people.

The proximity pertains to “degree of kin relatedness, residential distance, economic

cooperation, and/or interactional frequency.” Applying her hypothesis to the find-

ings about the degree of kin relatedness and residential distance in the San Juan

Quiahije community, we would expect to see more close proxmity between deaf and

hearing people and deaf people and their deaf relatives in the area with the most

clustered residences of deaf people. Extending the hypothesis to children, we also

would expect to see a greater likelihood of sign language exposure and input for

deaf and hearing children from deaf and/or hearing adult signing models. Based

on the data presented in this chapter, Group A exhibits the greatest proximity, at

least with respect to degree of kin relatedness and residential distance, and thus deaf

and hearing children in that area are predicted to exhibit greater signing abilities.

However, I have not discussed the interactional frequency between deaf and hearing

children and adults. The next chapter offers an intimate description of the signing

families and the primary language ecology in which the children inhabit with a focus

on the interactional frequency within and across the families.
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Chapter 4

The signing families of SJQ

4.1 Introduction

The preceding chapter offered a macro-analytical overview of the signing community,

embedded within the speech community of San Juan Quiahije. This chapter offers

a more micro-analytical description of the six signing families within the language

ecology; I focus on co-residences and interactions between children and adults. The

information is constructed from the sum of extended participant observations of the

daily lives of the families, informal conversations with deaf adults and other com-

munity members who know them, and semi-structured interviews with the hearing

caretakers of the deaf children and the hearing spouses of deaf men. Many de-

tails were double-checked and clarified with the assistance of a few local community

members and E. Cruz and H. Cruz.

4.2 The signing families of the project

The focal participants of this study are four deaf girls of hearing caregivers, from

Families 1, 2, & 3a, as shown in Table 4.1, and four hearing girls with mixed deaf-

hearing caregivers, from Families 3b, 4a, & 5, as shown in Table 4.2 (the asterisk

indicates that the caregiver is deaf). The tables are accurate as of June 2015. Both

tables are grouped by physical residence, though they do not represent an exhaustive

list of residents. There are no deaf boys, but the numbers of deaf and hearing girls

are balanced.
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Deaf children
Hearing caregivers and other
family members in residence

Family 1 Lucy, Lory
Lena (mother), Rocio (sister), and
various family members of Silvo (father)

Family 2 Sofia
Eva (mother), Ndino (brother), and
various siblings and children of some of the siblings

Family 3a Angela
Maria (mother), Naciu (father),
Betu and Lino (brothers)

Table 4.1: Residential list of three families with four deaf children

Hearing children
Deaf-hearing caregivers and
other family members in residence

Family 3b Martha
Gina* (mother), Alberta (grand-aunt),
and Alejo (grand-uncle)

Family 4 Tomasa Juliya (mother), Koyu* (father)

Family 5 Rosa and Blanca
Xka (mother), Sendo* (father),
Toño (stepbrother), and
Tilofela (grandmother)

Table 4.2: Residential list of three families with four hearing children. The asterisk indicates that the person
is deaf.

There are no deaf children of deaf caregivers. This type of family, a “deaf”

family, has never existed and does not exist in the community. The two types

of “mixed” families are: (1) hearing caregivers with deaf children and (2) mixed

deaf-hearing parents with hearing children. The mixed deaf-hearing caregivers refer

to two families consisting of a deaf father and a hearing mother and one family

consisting of a single deaf mother and her hearing relatives.

All families are Roman Catholic. Most hearing caregivers are either mono-

lingual in Chatino or dominant in Chatino with some knowledge of Spanish. They

have minimal literacy skills, having never attended school or having just acquired a

few years of formal education. The residences of the families are mapped out in Fig.

4.1. Families 1, 4, and the residence of Stina, are in close proximity, with Family 2

located a bit farther. Families 3 and 5 are the farthest from all the other families;

Family 5 is close to the residence of Stin.

4.2.1 Deaf children of hearing parents

This group pertains to families with a deaf child born to hearing caregivers. Each

deaf child has an older deaf sibling in the immediate family and/or an older deaf
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(a) A map of Quiahije with the residences of Families 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(b) A map Cieneguilla with the residence of Family 5.

Figure 4.1: Two maps of Quiahije and Cieneguilla with the residences of families with deaf people.
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relative in the extended family. The deaf children were born deaf or went deaf as

infants from illness. None of the children exhibit any obvious cognitive deficits and

other disabilities.

4.2.1.1 Family 1

Lucy (b. February 2007) and Lory (b. December 2009) are the children of Lena

and Silvo, who are both in their mid-twenties. The girls have a younger hearing

sister, Rocio (b. January 2013). Family lore states that the girls were born deaf and

suspected to be deaf when the women realized that the girls’ crying did not sound like

how other babies cried. The family first brought the girls to Dr. Beto and then took

them to Oaxaca to see a specialist, either an audiologist or an otorhinolaryngologist,

who confirmed the diagnosis. The family did not have the means to seek out and

pursue further medical treatment and rehabilitation services.

The family lives in a one-story remittance house that belongs to the girls’

living paternal grandfather, Felix, in a crowded neighborhood on the highest peak

of Quiahije. One can enjoy a view similar to that of Fig. 2.3. The community know

the people of this house as neqA sonG kiG, ‘people of the the bottom of the reed

bed.’ The residence also includes Felix, one of his sons and his wife and two small

boys, his youngest daughter, and two young granddaughters of another daughter.

A total of 12 inhabitants (7 children) reside in the house, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The

boundary of the diagram is marked with a dashed line for representing permeability;

some individuals can change residences. Within the diagram, each circle represents

an individual inhabitant; many of the circles are left intentionally blank.

Lucy, Lory, and Rocio sleep with their mother in one bed, and share a large

room with two beds and a Catholic altar. The room leads to two other rooms, one

reserved for Felix and another reserved for one of his sons and his family, but there

is only one exit. In the room of that family, there is a television with a DVD player

that the children use for watching Spanish-language children’s television programs

and movies.

Lena is a housewife. She is the oldest child in her family. She attended pri-

mary school up to fourth grade and learned to read and write Spanish. She reported

that she still can read and write a little, although she does not practice it in her

daily life. She used to go to the rancheŕıa where she made pottery, including coma-
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Figure 4.2: A visual diagram of Family 1 in residence.

les ‘griddles’ and ollas ‘pottery’, but since the birth of her daughters, she dedicates

herself to the upkeep of the household. Her husband, Silvo, has been working in the

U.S. for several years and left when she became pregnant with Rocio.

The hearing people speak to each other in Chatino. The adults speak Chatino

to the hearing children, but they do not engage them in extended verbal or physical

play. When the family communicates directly with Lucy and Gloria and vice versa,

they sign. The girls stay home and do not attend school. However, two other girls,

Lina and Nayeli, from the same residence, attend primary school. Lina is 11 years

old and is the oldest child in the household. Nayeli is younger than Lucy (but older

than Lory). The rest of the hearing children are not old enough to attend school.

When a hearing child and a deaf child communicates directly, they sign to each

other, but otherwise, the hearing children speak Chatino to each other. All the

children spend much time playing with each other. A favorite game is hopscotch.

Fig. 4.3a shows Lucy and Lory and the other girls from the household playing

hopscotch. They are free to explore the surrounding area alone or together.

Lucy is an apprentice in making tortillas by hand. The family makes tortillas

from scratch by patting balls of maize dough flat on a flat surface as shown in Fig.
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(a) A game of hopscotch. From L to R are
Rocio, Lucy (squatting), Lina, Lory,
and Nayeli. Lucy moves her placemark
to a new place as the other girls look
on

(b) Lucy flattens dough into a round
shape as her mother Lena (blue
dress) leans over to watch. In the
background are two female rela-
tives from the residence.

Figure 4.3: Snapshots from the daily lives of Lucy and Lory of Family 1.

4.3b. Lucy also runs errands for the family. Lory is not yet old enough to join

the tortilla making routine. The girls accompany their mother to family visits, the

community health clinic, the Catholic church, festivals, and occasionally, Juquila.

Sometimes they visit their maternal aunt and her family (who live close by and

operate a taqueŕıa ‘taco bar’), their maternal grandparents’ home by themselves

and visit Stina or another family member in close proximity. They have met Sofia,

but they do not know her well and thus do not interact with her. They do not not

know any other deaf and hearing signing children.

4.2.1.2 Family 2

Sofia (b. April 2006) is the youngest child of Eva and the late Layu. When she was

a toddler, she came down with high fever that lasted for a week. The family prayed

endlessly for her health. They took her to a hospital in Juquila, after consulting Dr.

Beto. She eventually recovered, and the family discovered that she was deaf.

Eva is in her mid-forties. She is a housewife and never attended school.

Her husband Layu suddenly passed away in January 2013. He attended primary

school for a little bit, learning to read and write Spanish, but he never acquired

conversational and literacy Spanish. He worked in the U.S. with a few of his older

children, including Ndino, for a few years before Sofia was born. Together, Eva and

Layu had eight children. Six, including their first-born child, are still living in the
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family compound. Two are single mothers with children. One is an adolescent and

another is still a child, a few years older than Sofia.

Sofia lives in a one-story remittance compound that is located rather far away

from the center of Quiahije, near the telesecundaria and the cemeterey. One older

sister has six children, of which some are older than Sofia. Another older sister has

one child. They all live in the same compound, but have two separate kitchens and

bedrooms. Fig. 4.4 is a visual diagram of Family 2 in the residence.

Figure 4.4: A visual diagram of Family 2 in residence.

The older sisters recently built their own kitchen. Both kitchens are in sep-

arate buildings and most of the bedrooms in a third building. Sofia sleeps in a

bedroom with her mother. In Eva’s kitchen, there are two adjacent rooms, one as

the bedroom of Ndino. Sometimes Eva’s mother visits and stays with the family.

Fig. 4.5 shows the family eating a meal.

All hearing members of the family speak Chatino to one another. Similar

to Family 1, the adults speak Chatino to the hearing children, but they do not

engage them in any verbal or physical play. If Sofia and a hearing family member

address each other directly, they sign, but if two hearing family members address

each other, they speak Chatino. If Ndino is home, he does not engage in extended
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Figure 4.5: Members of Family 2 eat a meal together. Sofia is the girl in the green t-shirt. Her grandmother
is on the far left and her mother is in the orange dress with one of her granddaughters in her lap.

conversation with the children, including Sofia, but occasionally converses with the

adults through signing. Sofia’s older (hearing) siblings know basic conversational

Spanish and can read it but are not accustomed to writing it. The school-attending

children are learning Spanish.

Sofia does not attend school. She completed pre-school and started first

grade, but she preferred to stay home despite the encouragement from her mother

and her teacher. She knows how to copy words based on the Spanish alphabet,

printing the letters very clearly. Her father taught her how to print the letters, and

they practiced doing this at home. Occasionally, she copies words when she accom-

panies some of the children, particularly her older niece, Graciela, doing homework,

as seen in Fig. 4.6.

Since Sofia does not attend school, she stays home with the younger children.

She does not interact with any other deaf children in the community. Often, she

accompanies her mother on errands, familial visits, and the rancheŕıa, but she also

stays home with her older relatives. Her family does not allow her to wander far

by herself, since they reported that other children outside of their compound have

ridiculed her for her deafness, making her cry. She is however free to explore the

surrounding area with other children from her compound.

4.2.1.3 Family 3a

Angela (b. July 2009) is the youngest of four children in her family. She lives with

her parents, Maria and Naciu and her two teenage brothers, Beto and Lino, in the
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Figure 4.6: Sofia (green t-shirt), watches, Graciela (orange t-shirt) doing her homework. They are both
sitting on a petate rolled out on the kitchen floor.

downstairs of a three-story remittance compound in San Juanito. She has an older

sister, Gina, who is also deaf and lives with her daughter, and their paternal aunt

and uncle.

Naciu and Maria are in their late thirties. They married when they were

in their early twenties, after Gina was born. Naciu attended primary school up to

second grade, Maria up to fourth grade. They learned to speak, read, and write

Spanish in school. They consider themselves most fluent in Chatino. Naciu reports

that he speaks a little Spanish and can send text messages, whereas Maria reports

to not speak any.

Maria is a housewife. She sometimes sells boiled and grilled corn on the cob

on the streets and at community events. Naciu is a campesino. They operates a store

with an adjacent small bar on their property. Naciu has crossed the U.S.–Mexico

border at least twice to work in Chinese-American buffet-style restaurants in North

Carolina, and had plans to return in August 2015. Compared to Naciu, Maria has

far less traveling experience. She has never traveled to the U.S. and seldom travels

beyond Juquila.

Beto and Lino are almost ten years older than Angela. They have obtained

more formal schooling than their parents. They speak Chatino equally well as their

parents and know almost enough Spanish as their father does. They were studying

in telesecundaria. Sometime in early 2015, Lino quit the program and briefly went

to Oaxaca City for wage labor before coming back to the village and working as a
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campesino.

Angela was the first deaf child I met when I arrived in Quiahije in January

2010. She was only six months old. Her family did not report her to be deaf at that

time, perhaps because they did not know yet or they did not consider it necessary

to inform me. When I saw her again in July 2012, her brothers informed me that

she was deaf. In an interview, Naciu explained that he realized her little daughter

was deaf when she was old enough to sit up by herself and did not respond to the

playing of loud music from the stereos in the house. My calculation is that Angela

was between four to seven months old when Naciu suspected she was deaf.

All hearing members of the family speak Chatino with one another and only

sign to Angela. Maria and Naciu do not engage in any verbal or physical play with

her, but Beto and Lino play with her and watch her when their parents are out

of the house. Angela’s primary playmate is her hearing niece, Martha Isabel (see

§4.2.2.1), who is the daughter of an older deaf sister, Gina; they live in the upstairs

section of the family compound. Fig. 4.7 represents all the inhabitants, grouped

into two families, of the compound.

Figure 4.7: A visual diagram of Family 3 in residence.

In the downstairs section of the compound, there are two adjacent bedrooms

and a separate kitchen. In one room, Angela shares a bed with her parents and in

the other room, her brothers sleep in separate beds. In her parents’ room, she also
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has a television, complete with a DVD player, and watches children’s movies from

the U.S., some dubbed into Spanish and others captioned in English.

Angela attends pre-school with Martha. The preschool is a five-minute walk

away. Often, she and Martha walk there together. Their teacher is a local commu-

nity member who does not know any sign language beyond conventional gestures.

Often, one of the family members comes to check on Angela in the classroom and

brings her a snack for recess. Sometimes she walks home for a snack and other

times, she and Martha buy a snack from a nearby store. In the classroom, Angela

adopts to the daily routine of the activities and follows her classmates’ actions.

(a) The girls play with the hammock. An-
gela swings it for Martha.

(b) The girls hold puppies, pretending
to nurse them.

(c) The girls play hide-and-seek around a
neighbor’s truck.

(d) The girls wash their toy cows,
pretending to prepare them.

Figure 4.8: Portraits of playtime of Angela and Martha

When Angela is not in school, she plays with Martha in their compound

on a daily basis. Fig. 4.8 captures their interactions. Angela accompanies her

family to the center of the town, familial visits, and excursions to the rancheŕıa
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and Juquila. The family does not allow her to wander far from home alone, out of

fear that her deafness makes her particularly vulnerable to exploitation. Sometimes

she accompanies Martha on similar excursions and plays with other children who

are part of their extended kin network. These children know a little bit of sign,

but often it is Martha who mediates the communication between Angela and other

hearing children. Angela does not regularly interact with any other deaf or hearing

people outside of her residence, although she occasionally encounters Stin at some

of her maternal relatives’ houses in San Juanito and the center of Quiahije when

she and Maria visits them.

4.2.2 Hearing children of mixed deaf-hearing parents

This group pertains to hearing children born to one deaf parent and one hearing

parent. None of the hearing children have a deaf sibling, although some have an older

deaf relative. Family 3b is related to Family 3a; they inhabit the same compound

but have separate kitchens and thus have separate meals.

4.2.2.1 Family 3b

Martha (b. April 2010) is the only child of Gina. She lives with Gina and her great-

aunt and great-uncle, Alberta and Alejo in the upstairs section of the extended

family compound. She has no siblings.

Martha speaks Chatino to all hearing adults in the household and only signs

to Gina and Angela. According to family lore, Martha first started speaking Chatino

at around her first birthday and shortly started signing, from watching her mother

and her relatives sign to each other. When she speaks Chatino, she produces a

handful of co-speech gestures and signs, indicating that she may have some ability

to “code-blend” or sign and speak simultaneously. However, she does not use her

voice when she signs to a deaf person. In a conversation with deaf and hearing

persons, she alternates between speaking and signing based on the addressee.

Martha attends preschool in her neighborhood and is learning Spanish in the

classroom. She and Angela frequently walk together there and back. During recess,

either Alberta or Gina brings snacks to Martha and they sit together outside. When

she is not in school, she plays with Angela in their compound. They are the primary

playmates for one another. Sometimes Martha plays with the neighboring children
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who are distantly related to Alberta (but not Maria). She accompanies Alberta and

Gina to the center of the town, on familial vists, and excursions to the rancheŕıa,

Juquila, and Rio Grande (where Alberta has family). Her primary exposure to deaf

people are through Gina and Angela. She does not know or interact with other

deaf people. Occasionally, she encounters Stin if she visits Maria’s relatives in their

houses.

Gina’s siblings and parents live in the downstairs section. The close proximity

of kinship means that Martha interacts with her maternal grandparents (Maria and

Naciu), uncles (Beto and Lino), and aunt (Angela) (see Fig. 4.7). Alberta is the

older sister of Naciu; she and Alejo have no children of their own. The couple

spent several years working aboard in the U.S. when Gina was little. Afterwards,

they lived with Alberta’s mother in the upstairs section of the compound, until she

passed away. Around the same time, ten-year-old Gina moved in with them to be

their surrogate child. Alberta’s maternal grandmother, who is still alive, visits them

on a weekly basis and helps out with the upkeep of the household.

In the family compound, the kitchen is located atop the bedrooms and level

with the road, serving as a main entrance. A stairway leads to the back entrance,

providing access to the rest of the compound and the backyard. Each adult has their

own room; Martha sleeps with Alberta in the same bed. All the rooms adjoin a living

room with a hammock and a television with a DVD player. Martha watches modern

children’s movies from the U.S.; the movies are frequently dubbed into Spanish.

Gina is monolingual in SJQCSL. She recognizes all the deaf adults and their

hearing children, but she does not know the other deaf children apart from her sister

Angela. She chats with a deaf adult if they have a chance encounter on the road

or in the center of the town, but she does not purposefully seek them out for social

interaction.

Alberta only speaks Chatino, though she knows a handful of words in Span-

ish. She reported that she attended school for four years and learned how to print

the Spanish alphabet. Alejo speaks both Chatino and Spanish, although he is far

more dominant in the former language. He can read and write Spanish. He utilizes

his cell phone to send text messages in Spanish and often writes out his thoughts

on the walls of his living room. Both Alberta and Alejo speak Chatino to Martha

and only sign to Gina when they communicate with her directly.
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4.2.2.2 Family 4

Tomasa (b. November 2006) is the only child of Koyu and Juliya. She is Koyu’s first

child and Juliya’s second child. They live in a one-story remittance house at the

base of the mountains in the center of Quiahije. Juliya’s mother lived in the house

for all of Tomasa’s life until she passed away in 2014. Juliya’s older son (Tomasa’s

older half-brother) and his girlfriend and their two small boys also used to live in the

house. He worked in the U.S. shortly after his second boy was born. His girlfriend

and their two boys subsequently went to live with her family and then left town to

seek medical treatment for their first boy who has clubfoot. Hence, the residence of

Family 4 only consists of three regular inhabitants, as shown in Fig. 4.9.

Figure 4.9: A visual diagram of Family 4 in residence.

Koyu has a civil union with Juliya, but they never married in the Catholic

church and do not have any godchildren. Juliya has no deaf children in her family.

She lost one leg in a childhood illness and gets around on wooden crutches.1 She

1The civil union between a deaf man and a leg amputee may suggest that they have a lower
social status in the SJQ community. However, the lower social status may be also attributed to two
additional factors. First, they never married in the Catholic Church, which renders them unlikely
candidates as godparents. Second, Juliya had a previous civil union that produced a child. Single
women who come out of a terminated union tend not to remarry, i.e. have another union with a
different man, and often become mistresses to married men. They are known as noA qanE jaJ‘free
women.’ (H. Cruz, 2014). Perhaps Juliya’s status as a free woman limited her choices for domestic
partners and Koyu’s status as a deaf man may have also limited his choices for domestic partners.
The combination of the social status of both Juliya and Koyu may account for their domestic
partnership.
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works as a seamstress and runs her own business. She has her own electric sewing

machine and sells traditional garments such as dresses, skirts, blouses, and aprons.

Because Juliya (Julia in Spanish) is a very common name among women, the people

distinguishes the Juliyas by referring to Tomasa’s mother in Chatino as juliyaJ tuC

keA ‘Juliya the one in-between rocks’ which refers to the location of her house. They

also call her juliyaJ xkwanB teqE ‘Juliya the one who sews clothes.’ They may also

refer to her one-legged body or her usage of crutches.

Koyu is monolingual in SJQCSL and has never attended school. Juliya

learned to sign when she started a relationship with him. She speaks Chatino

as her first language and acquired some Spanish later. She never attended school,

reporting that she was constantly sick as a child. Tomasa attends primary school

on the other side of the town and often walks there with one of her parents. She

speaks Chatino with her mother and other hearing people in the house. Occasion-

ally, Tomasa and Juliya speak Spanish for practice, but she practices more with

her older school-aged cousins and is also learning it in primary school. Her Spanish

language skills surpass the other hearing children from Families 3b and 5. She only

signs when she addresses her father directly. She is more proficient in Chatino than

any other language, because she spends more time speaking Chatino to her mother.

She does not always not pay attention to signed conversations between Koyu and

Juliya, and Koyu and other interactants.

Figure 4.10: Koyu, on the far right, participates in building a remittance house with other men.

Koyu works as a campesino and often assists other men in the construction

of remittance houses in the community as seen in Fig. 4.10. He and Juliya have
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never traveled to the U.S. for work. The people call him in Chatino koH yuJ sonG

kiG ‘Koyu of the bottom of the reed bed.’ They may also call him as ‘one who

does not talk.’ His childhood house is located at the bottom of the reed bed in

the highest peak of the terrain, directly above where the residence of Family 1.

His parents and some of his siblings still reside there. The responsibilities of a

campesino, the excursions to the rancheŕıa, and the occassional construction labor

keeps Koyu out of the house much of the time. When he is home, he assists Juliya

in her kitchen and sewing workshop, and spends time with his family as seen in

Fig. 4.11a. He frequently participates in the upkeep of the house such as shuckling

corn in Fig. 4.11b. Occasionally, Koyu and Tomasa go on short hiking excursions

to harvest crops as shown in Fig. 4.11c. Sometimes he goes to the town center to

watch basketball games and occasionally goes to Juquila to run errands and purchase

goods, either by himself or with his family.

(a) Koyu signs to Juliya about roads as she
braids Tomasa’s hair.

(b) Koyu and Juliya shuckle dried corncobs
in the sun as Tomasa eats a roll.

(c) Koyu and Tomasa are on the way to
harvest ejotes.

(d) Extended family members from
Juliya’s family gather in the kitchen.

Figure 4.11: Portraits of the social life of Family 4.
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The family receives a steady stream of visitors as shown in Fig. 4.11d. Many

members from Juliya’s family come to visit for the day and often participate in

maintaining the upkeep of the house, particularly making tortillas and tamales.

Some may stay for a few days or a few weeks, if they are visiting from another town.

Koyu’s parents and Stina visit Koyu often, sometimes for running errands or eating

meals. Juliya’s seamstress skills attract many local customers who bring clothes for

mending and shop for a garment. Her workshop is the room that faces the direction

of the center of the town. When the front door is open, it signals that Juliya is

open for business. Customers can also drop by in a case of emergency, approaching

the door of the kitchen where the family eats and peering over the top of the door,

which is low enough for the head of a person over five feet tall to show. Many

community members know who Koyu is because they become acquainted with him

through Juliya’s workshop.

Despite the fact that Tomasa is an only child in her house, she is never short

of playmates from the steady stream of visitiors. When she is not in school, she

spends the majority of her time playing with other children. She often visits her

maternal uncle’s house on the other side of the town, playing with the children

there. If she is close to home, she also plays the neighboring children. She, along

with her father, assists her mother in the upkeep of the house, and runs errands for

them. She is learning to make tortillas by hand, but going to school takes precedence

over making tortillas. She and her family routinely visit both sides of her parents’

families in both Quiahije and Cieneguilla, although they spend more time with

Juliya’s family. She accompanies her parents on the excursions to the rancheŕıa

and Juquila; they once traveled to Oaxaca and Chiapas. Apart from Koyu and

Stina, she does not have regular contact with any other children and adults from

the other signing families. Koyu and Juliya know all of the deaf adults and their

hearing children and all the deaf children in the community and greet them on the

road during a chance encounter. They encounter them more often if they are part

of the same extended kin group and they consider them to be ‘family.’

4.2.2.3 Family 5

Rosa (b. February 2007) and Blanca (b. October 2009) are the daughters of Sendo

and Xka. The girls have a younger sister, Esther (b. March 2015) and a teenage
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half-brother, Toño. The girls live in a one-story boarded house with their parents,

their brother, and their maternal grandmother, Tiofela, in Cieneguilla, as shown

in Fig. 4.12. Previously, they lived in a remittance compound with one of Xka’s

brothers, close to the compound of another brother and his family, on a higher peak

of the terrain. They moved to build their own house at the bottom of the terrain

and now live close to the compound of a deceased brother of Xka and his family.

Figure 4.12: A visual diagram of Family 5 in residence.

The family compound is more basic by modern standards. Apart from the

kitchen, there are only two rooms, of which one doubles as a dining room and the

bedroom of Tiofela, and another functions as a bedroom for the rest of the family.

Sendo, Xka, and their three daughters sleep in a large bed, while Toño sleep in a

separate bed with a hanging curtain for privacy. They have two small televisions

with DVD players.

Sendo works as a campesino and often assists his kinfolk in repairing gas

tanks and other applicances as seen in Fig. 4.13c and construction of remittance

houses as seen in Fig. 4.13d. He also participates as a server in community events.

Xka is a housewife who embroiders blouses and napkins and also makes snacks to

sell at community events. The couple married in a Catholic church and went to

Puerto Escondido for their honeymoon.2 They traveled to Oaxaca once and go to

2It is interesting to note that Xka had a previous relationship with another man, a hearing one,
before she married Sendo. The similarity between the cases of Koyu and Juliya and Sendo and Xka
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(a) Blanca (L) and Rosa (R) with
a cousin at a celebration for an-
other cousin’s confirmation to the
Catholic Church.

(b) Rosa (L) and her class-
mate at the closing
ceremony for school
children.

(c) Sendo fixes a gas tank with a
male relative (standing behind
Sendo) at his neighbor’s house.

(d) Sendo and his daughters at a
remittance house he’s build-
ing for his mother in San
Juanito.

Figure 4.13: Portraits of the social life of Family 5.

Juquila to run errands occasionally. Many of their family members have done stints

in the U.S. or are working aboard there, but neither Sendo nor Xka have been there.

Sendo is monolingual in SJQCSL. He has never attended school and does not

know how to read and write Spanish. He has seen a little bit of LSM interpretation

on television and the LSM fingerspelling alphabet in his daughters’ school textbooks,

suggests that free woman and deaf men are constrained in their choices of domestic partners. None
of the other deaf adults have been married or have been in a domestic partnership. This implies
deaf people faces a social stigma in the domain of marriage, but they are not forbidden to marry.
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but he shows little interest in it.3 Xka attended primary school and acquired basic

Spanish. She can read and write Spanish a little with much effort, but prefers not to

have a basic conversation in Spanish. She calls on her teenage son and other relatives

to read written notes from school and instructions for taking medicine. Xka learned

to sign when she first met Sendo, and considers herself the most proficient hearing

signer of the family. Sendo intentionally avoids communicating directly with Tiofela

and Toño; hence he only communicates with Xka and his daughters.

Rosa and Blanca speak Chatino. It is the primary spoken language of the

household. Tiofela is strictly monolingual in Chatino. All the children speak Chatino

as their first language. Toño and Rosa can converse in Spanish, and Blanca is

learning. They are all in school: Toño in telesecundaria, Rosa in primary, and

Blanca in preschool.

Rosa and Blanca sign to their father when they address him directly. Oth-

erwise, they speak Chatino with their hearing family members. Occasionally, they

practice speaking Spanish with their mother by reviewing vocabulary words in their

school notebooks. When the girls were younger and not yet attending school, Xka

recited the sounds based on the Spanish alphabet to them. The girls also watch

dubbed Spanish-language modern children’s movies in the family bedroom. When

they are not in school, they spend much time playing with other children who are

part of their extended kin-based network. The family receives visitors on a regu-

lar basis; the visitors are usually from the extended families of Xka and Tiofela.

Sendo’s sister, Irma, also lives in Cieneguilla with her partner and their young son,

and they often visit Sendo and his family. Rosa and Blanca do simple household

chores, including making tortillas by hand, and run errands for the adults.

The girls do not have sustained contact with any other deaf person in the SJQ

community. Neither Sendo nor Xka have deaf persons in their extended families.

The couple recognizes all the deaf adults and most of their hearing children, but

they only converse with them through a chance encounter on the road. Sendo does

not intentionally seek out deaf people for social interaction. He is selective about

who he interacts with and avoids some deaf and hearing adults equally for whatever

reason. Sendo and Xka are less acquainted with the deaf children. Sendo reports

encountering Gina and Angela on the road in San Juanito and also Lucy and Lory

3The primary schools in San Juan Quiahije and Cieneguilla do not use the same educational
materials. The textbook that features one page of LSM fingerspelling is only used in Cieneguilla.
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on the property of their maternal grandparents, as it is located very close to one of

his sister-in-laws’ stores.

4.2.3 Other deaf people

Following is a summary of three other deaf adults who are part of the extended kin

groups of the deaf and hearing signing children and their families.

4.2.3.1 Stina

Stina is the older deaf sister of Koyu. She is also the oldest known deaf person in

the SJQ community. She is estimated to be in her mid-fifties to her early sixties and

has never married. She has one hearing adult son, who currently resides in the U.S.

She lives with her parents, who are known as neqA sonG kiG ‘people at the bottom

of the reed bed.’ This is the same place name as that of Family 1.

Figure 4.14: Stina molds clay into a comal.

Stina is monolingual in SJQCSL and has never attended school. She sup-

ports herself through making and selling clay pottery: comales ‘comals’, braseros

‘braziers’, and ollas ‘pottery’. Fig. 4.14 is a screen grab of Stina molding clay into a

comal. She acquired this skill from her mother, Juliya. Her regular customers place

an order by telling Stina in gestures and signs directly or by telling her parents.

They write the price on the product. Stina carries the clay pottery on her back to

her customers’ compounds, preferring to walk barefoot on dirt trails through the

mountains.
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Stina knows all the deaf adults and their hearing children, and most of the

deaf children. However she only seeks out Koyu and his family (Family 4), and

Lucy and Lory and their family (Family 1), for social interaction. She regards Lucy

and Lory as her family, citing herself as their ‘grand-godmother’ of Lucy and Lory

(this means Stina’s son is a godparent of the girls, rendering her a grandmother-like

figure).

4.2.3.2 Stin

Stin is in his early forties and is single with no children. He was born and raised

in Quiahije; his parents died when he was young. He primarily resides with one of

his three brothers and his family in Cieneguilla. When his brothers travel to the

U.S. for work, Stin rotates around the residences of his extended family relatives

and family friends in both Quiahije, San Juanito, and Cieneguilla.

Stin is monolingual in SJQCSL and has never attended school. He can sign

his initials. He has never gone to the U.S. unlike his brothers. He works as a

campesino and spends long stretches at his rancheŕıa. He participates in the annual

festivals, competing in horse races, and Catholic celebrations, going on walking

excursions to sacred sites of worship on the mountain. He goes to Quiahije and San

Juanito to visit his extended families, including Gina’s mother’s extended family.

He knows all the deaf adults in the community but he does not seek them out for

social interaction.

4.2.3.3 Ndino

Ndino is the oldest deaf brother of Sofia (see §4.2.1.2).4 He is the first-born child of

8 children. While he still lives in the same family compound, he is seldom home. He

is in his mid-thirties and is single with no children. He frequently seeks out labor

opportunities and socializes with other Chatino men in the village.

Ndino is monolingual in SJQCSL. He attended primary school for a short

while, learning to read and write Spanish, but he has been reported to not practice

his literacy skills. He worked aboard in the U.S., cooking and cleaning in Chinese-

American restaurants, and appeared to have no contact with other deaf people there.

4The first consonant is nasalized. See Appendex A for more information about SJQ Chatino
phonology.
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He is the only deaf adult from Quiahije and Cieneguilla who has traveled to the U.S.

Ndino works as a campesino and participates in construction labor as a on-

needed basis. Occasionally, he travels to other towns, including Oaxaca, for tem-

porary construction labor. He frequents local bars and dining establishments. He

knows all the deaf adults and chats with them on the road, but he does not inten-

tionally seek them out for social interaction. A few deaf adults report that they do

not seek out to socialize him.

4.2.3.4 Deaf sociality

The ethnographic observations suggest a deaf person does not seek out other deaf

people for social interaction in the SJQ community. The exception to the general-

ization is if a deaf person considers another deaf person family, and consanguinity

alone does not guarantee this. Hence any relationship between deaf persons would

be based on a bond of kinship, not on a culturally constructed bond of deafness. It

appears that deaf people practice familial and kin sociality but not deaf sociality.

Based on her ethnographic research of social interactions between deaf peo-

ple in the shared signing community of Adamorobe, Kusters (2015a) refers deaf

sociality to the social practice of deaf people being oriented to each other and

engaging in social relationships with other deaf people without the assumptions and

particular social practices that come attached with the concepts of ‘Deaf {culture,

community, world}’ that embraces the notion of a Deaf identity. The term deaf

sociality originally was coined byFriedner (2014) from her ethnographic research in

Bangalore, India, where deaf young adults attended various churches and learned

the Bangalore variety of Indian Sign Language, all while becoming and being ori-

ented to other deaf people and engaging in social relationships with them. In other

words, deaf sociality may be a type of community of practice separate and distinct,

though not necessarily exclusively, from the Deaf community.

There have been some observations about the absence of a Deaf culture and

a Deaf identity in some rural signing communities (Bahan & Nash, 1996). There

have been some observations about how deaf people do interact with deaf people

from their own community to an extent (but not necessarily with other deaf people

outside of their community) and engaging in social relationships with them such in

the case of (see Kusters, 2010, for a literature review on these issues). The practice
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of deaf sociality merits further cross-cultural ethnographic investigation before we

can assess how common and widespread it is in different signing communities. A

closer examination of deaf-deaf interactions and a comparison of deaf-deaf and deaf-

hearing interactions can facilitate our understanding of how they factor in the moral

habitus of such communities and the emergence of new sign languages.

4.3 The social networks of the children and their signing

families

The overview of the daily lives of the signing families show that the primary social

organization of the children is centered around their families. At the same time, they

are embedded in a larger interactional social network of the SJQ community. The

structure of the children’s social lives have profound implications for sign language

socialization. One way of framing the social structure of children’s lives with respect

to face-to-face interactions with deaf signers is to construct their social networks.

The concept of social network pertains to a web of relationships, personal

interactions, and connections among participants of a society which are abstractly

conceived as a set of nodes and links, with its affordances for information flow

(Milroy, 1987; Milroy & Milroy, 1992; Milroy & Llamas, 2013).5 Social network

analysis has been used to investigate language change and variation in a given speech

community or several communities (ibid).

One way of representing a social network is to create a sociogram. A so-

ciogram is a visual representation of a social network with points (or circles)

and lines which represent connections between an individual and other individu-

als (Moreno, 1953, 1956). Sociograms are commonly used in social network analysis

for representing interpersonal connections between individuals (ibid). Sociograms

were initially used to study social choices in a small group such as the preferences

for the company of certain peers over others in a group of girls at a boarding school.

Later, they were applied to larger groups for analyzing interpersonal connections

based on different social variables. Eckert (2000) conducted an ethnographic study

5It is important to note that the concept of social network is not entirely interchangeably with the
concept of community of practice (Meyerhoff & Strycharz, 2013). Networks and communities
of practice can differ with respect to the role of agency in membership. An individual may become
a member of a network by chance or circumstance, whereas one chooses to become a member of a
community of practice.
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of variation in the vowel production of high school teenagers, grouped as “jocks”

and “burnouts” in the Detroit suburbs. She produced a few detailed sociograms of

different social groups as visual representations of how they constitute a vast and

interconnected network of multiple clusters with varying social connections.

Here, the social networks of the signing families are presented as sociograms

with some modifications of the conventions. Recall that from Fig. 4.1a, Families 1,

2, and 4 are from the same extended kin group and live in close proximity, compared

to other signing families. Fig. 4.15 represents the social networks of the children

and their caregivers, capturing the observed and reported frequency and reciprocity

of interaction between the families and other interactants. We see that there are

no regular encounters between Families 1 and 2, and Families 2 and 4, even though

they are descended from the same extended kin group. We also see that there are

some regular encounters between Family 1 and Stina, and between Family 4 and

Stina, but none between Families 1 and 4.

Comparing the structure of the signing families, Family 2 is the only family

where the deaf child Sofia hypothetically would have daily access to a deaf adult

signer, Ndino. She does not have regular encounters with any other deaf children,

apart from few chance encounters with Lucy and Lory. My observations lead me to

believe that Sofia does not interact with children much outside of her residence and

her relatives’ residences in the neighorhood.

Family 1 has two deaf children, Lucy and Lory, but no deaf adult signers in

residence. They have intermittent access to deaf adult signers, Stina and perhaps

Koyu, when they visit Stina’s residence or they are at a gathering at a relative’s

residence. Stina visits Family 1 often when she is passing by or when she seeks to

greet them, but the frequency and duration of her visits are varied. Occasionally,

Stina visits Lena’s natal residence if she knows Lena, Lucy, and Lory are there.

Koyu does not visit Family 1, but occasionally he visits his natal home and passes

through the neighborhood.

Family 4 has one deaf adult signer, Koyu. His only child, Tomasa, is hearing;

she interacts with other hearing children from her neighborhood, her primary school,

and her mother’s extended family. To the best of my knowledge, she does not

interact with any of the deaf children from the extended kin group (and other

groups). She interacts with Koyu on a daily basis and Stina occasionally when they

visit each other in their residences.
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Figure 4.15: The social networks of Families 1, 2, and 4
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Fig. 4.16 is a working representation of all the interconnected social networks

of the signing families plus a few deaf adults. Stina is intentionally placed in the

center of all the sociograms, because she has some kind of relationship with at least

one person from all the signing families. While the representation do not fully

capture all the kinfolk and other interactants that weave in and out of the children’s

social lives, it does capture how their lives are organized around their families and

extended kinfolk to a certain extent.

Figure 4.16: The interconnected social network between all focal signing families

The structure of their social lives has profound implications for the children’s

sign language socialization. Since the children’s social lives are primarily organized

around their families, their interactants are from the same residence, and to a lesser

extent, consanguinity. The child becomes a signer primarily from interacting with

her family. The sign language socialization continues beyond the first several years

of her life.

In the case of deaf children, their primary interactions with signers are limited
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to their deaf siblings and hearing caregivers. One exception is Family 2, in which

two siblings, one child and one adult, live together. For hearing children, their

primary interactions with signers are limited to those with their deaf caregiver. The

hearing children do not sign with their hearing caregivers, as they speak Chatino to

one another. Hence the children’s sign language socialization is contingent on the

interactions with their deaf caregiver at home. One exception is Family 3b, in which

the hearing child interacts with both a deaf adult caregiver and a deaf child.

Considering that SJQ Chatino adults do not engage young children in ex-

tended dyadic conversation or play with them, the child is likely to interact more

with other children than adults. We would predict that more sign language social-

ization happen in Family 3. The prediction is based on the social structure of Family

3 and the language ecology in their residence.

4.4 Conclusion

The language ecologies of the signing families exhibit some commonalities of lan-

guage practices. First, all the deaf people communicate with their hearing family

members through signing. Second, none of the hearing people sign in front of deaf

people when they communicate with other hearing family members. Third, the

children receive signed input from deaf people who live in the same household and

hearing people who grew up with a deaf person. Fourth, the children receive signed

input from deaf people who live in close proximity and are actively part of the same

kinship-based network.

Fifth, deaf children and adults do not seek out each other for social inter-

action, even if they share consanguinity, unless one regards another to be part of

the same social network. In the case of the extended kin Group A, Stina visits her

brother Koyu and his family, and her relatives, Lucy and Lory, but she does not

visit her other relatives, Ndino and Sofia, in their home. In the case of the extended

kin Group B, Stin does not visit Gina and Angela in their home (or vice versa),

but they encounter one another at some family gatherings. The practice of familial

sociality is evident in the social lives of deaf people.

The complex architecture of multiple social networks suggests that the lan-

guage socialization process for the signing children is not homogenous. While all

the children on the whole are acquiring SJQCSL and learning to use it appropri-
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ately, their socialization processes are varied to a certain extent. Accordingly, the

signing skills of the children are also anticipated to be varied to some extent. The

children acquire conventional gestures from the surrounding community through

general socialization. Simultaneously, they acquire their family’s lexicons and and

the variation in socialization processes may yield lexical variation. In order to de-

scribe the variation, the next two chapters investigate three semiotic resources that

make up the lexicons of SJQ CSL: conventional gestures, iconicity, and indexicality.
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Chapter 5

Lexical variation in SJQCSL

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter offered an ethnographic account of the signing families with

a focus on the family language ecology for the deaf and hearing children. The

variation across the language ecologies suggests variation in the availability of visual

communicative input; in turn, one would anticipate variation in the communicative

repertoires within and across the signing families. I approach this possibility by

investigating sub-lexical variation – the existence of non-identical forms that have

similar meanings – across the families.

Based on the ethnographic account of the signing families, I hypothesize the

SJQCSL lexicon constitutes a relatively close cluster of family lexicons and thus ex-

hibits some variation. The lexical variation is a product of multiple communities of

practice – separate extended family households – since the processes of sign language

development and socialization primarily occur for children at home. Thus the lexical

variation is not exclusively phonological but also is symptomatic of group member-

ship based on families. I also hypothesize that lexical variation is a product of the

nature of the language ecology for each signing family; some family lexicons, namely

that of Family 3, are more innovative and distinctive than others. At the same time,

the signing families are embedded in a larger social network of the SJQ Chatinos;

they all have access to the repertoire of conventional gestures of the surrounding

community. They likely have adopted some of the gestures for their own lexicons;

consequently, there may be some overlap between the family-based lexicons.
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Generally, a family lexicon would be expected to exhibit more lexical consis-

tency than the lexicons of different families in SJQCSL.1 The notion of family-based

lexicons in a sign language is not new. Shuman (1980) reported observing lexical

variation among deaf male signers from different nuclear families in the village of

Nohya in the Yucatán Peninsula. Osugi et al. (1999) and Washabaugh (1986) an-

alyzed lexical variation among deaf and hearing signers of different social networks

and also found more lexical consistency among signers who were from the same

family. Sandler, Aronoff, et al. (2011) coin the term familylect to refer to the

greater degree of lexical similarity within families compared to that across families.

The roadmap of this chapter is as follows. First, I briefly define lexical and

sub-lexical variation in sign languages. Second, I review the literature on lexical

and sub-lexical variation in emerging sign languages. The literature review situates

this current study of variation within the larger field. Third, I discuss the elicitation

study for comparing the lexicons of the signing families in SJQCSL and evaluate my

hypotheses in light of the findings.

5.2 Lexical and sub-lexical variation in sign languages

Broadly, lexical variation pertains to the variation in which a concept is encoded by

a cluster of semantically related words, or synonyms, such as plate v. dish, pop v.

soda, and cat v. kitty. These words are dissimilar forms, or phonologically unrelated

forms, that have similar, but not exact, meanings. Sub-lexical variation pertains to

different pronunciation differences of a single word.

Interest in sub-lexical variation in sign languages can be traced as far as

back as the date of the publication of A Dictionary of American Sign Language on

Linguistic Principles (Stokoe et al., 1965). However, large-scale, statistically-based

studies of sign languages emerged later, starting with the publications of Bayley,

Lucas, and Rose (2000) and Lucas, Bayley, Reed, and Wulf (2001). I will not

provide a comprehensive list of studies of variation and change in sign languages

1I have intentionally avoided the phrase lexical conventionalization in the strict linguistic sense
so as not to commit to the idea that SJQCSL has already developed a sub-lexical structure based
on the contrastive primitives of handshape, location, and movement. Hence, I am using lexical
consistency to refer to the formational similarity of at least two signs that refer to a particular
object without any a priori assumptions about the phonological status of hand configurations,
location, and movement.
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here; the most recent overview can be found in Bayley, Schembri, and Lucas (2015).

In the context of sign languages, variation can refer to two distinct signs

for a similar concept or two variants of a sign which differ in one of the major

discrete phonological categories, or parameters, of handshape, location, movement,

and palm orientation (Bayley et al., 2015). Lexical and sub-lexical variation has

been largely described at the phonological level. Much research has been done on

the lexicons in the varieties of Black and white ASL, a product of race-based school

segregation (Croneberg, 1965; Woodward, 1976; Lucas, Bayley, Reed, & Wulf, 2001;

McCaskill, Lucas, Bayley, & Hill, 2011; Lucas, Bayley, McCaskill, & Hill, 2015), the

lexicons in the gender-based varieties of Irish Sign Language in Dublin, Ireland

(LeMaster, 1990, 1997, 2003, 2006) and in the family of British-Australian-New

Zealand sign language varieties with a focus on colors, numbers, and place names,

and fingerspelling (Schembri, Cormier, Johnston, McKee, & Woll, 2010; Frishberg,

Hoiting, & Slobin, 2012; Schembri & Johnston, 2013; Stamp et al., 2014). Other

research has also been done on lexical variation in Mexican Sign Language (Bickford,

1991; Guerra Currie, 1999).

One classic example of lexical variation in ASL is the sign deaf, which has

three variants: the sign can be produced with a movement from ear to chin, from chin

to ear, or by contacting the cheek once (Lucas, 1995; Bayley et al., 2000). The first

variant is considered the citation form and the other two variants non-citation forms.

Bayley et al. (2000) reported that the main linguistic constraint on the variation of

deaf was the grammatical function, while the main social constraints were region

and age. Older signers from Massachusetts generally used the citation form of deaf

more than their younger peers, and signers from the states of Kansas, Missouri,

and Virginia used the non-citation forms more. Signers were more likely to use a

non-citation form of deaf if it occurred as part of a compound, e.g. deafˆculture

‘deaf culture’ but they were more likely to use a citation form if it occurred as a

predicative adjective, e.g. pro.1 deaf ‘I am deaf.’ The systematic constraints

on the signers’ choices of using any of the three variants of deaf hinged on a

range of grammatical and social factors (Bayley et al., 2000). The example of

variation in the formation of deaf as both a sociolinguistic and phonological variable

exemplifies how lexical variation occurs as an interaction of linguistic (internal) and

social (external) constraints.

A more extreme case of lexical variation is the gendering of lexicons in Irish
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Sign Language in the Deaf community of Dublin (LeMaster, 1990, 1997). The

women born before 1931 and men born before 1946 attended segregated residen-

tial schools for the deaf. Both schools used the same source for their emergence

of a sign language tracing back to the mid-19th century; however the language di-

verged over the course of 100 years. Girls and boys were not permitted to interact

with one another off-campus and only visited home for the summer holidays. The

consequence was that girls and boys left exited from their respective schools with

distinctive vocabularies by the mid-20th century (see LeMaster, 1990, for analysis

of the formational differences between the two vocabularies).

In general, most lexical variation studies examine the interaction of linguistic

and social variables in their analysis; thus they do not constitute exclusive analyses

of sub-lexical variation (to be defined in the next section). Lucas, Bayley, and Valli

(2001), Bayley, Lucas, and Rose (2003) and Fenlon, Schembri, Rentelis, and Cormier

(2013) investigated phonological variation in signs formed with the 1-handshape, fo-

cusing on the distribution of hand configurations as well as other linguistic variables

(such as grammatical category, and preceding and following handshapes and/or

hand configurations) and social variables (such as region, gender, ethnicity, age,

and education).

In their studies of sub-lexical variation in Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language

(ABSL), Israel (2009) and Israel and Sandler (2011) do not assume that a variant of

a sign is part of the lexical representation of an individual speaker, nor do they make

any a priori assumptions about the phonological status of formational parameters.

This is reflected in the terminology used in these studies. handshape pertains to

the phonological configuration the hand assumes when a signer produces a sign,

regardless of the phonological status of the form. hand configuration pertains

to the phonetic realization of a handshape in combination with other formational

parameters of signs (Liddell & Johnson, 2010). Handshapes thus are contrastive

from one another whereas hand configurations are not, as they constitute variants

of one handshape. The next subsection reviews lexical and sub-lexical variation in

emerging and young sign languages.
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5.2.1 Variation in emerging and young sign languages

Emerging sign languages are reported to exhibit sub-lexical and lexical variation

(Washabaugh, 1986; Osugi et al., 1999; Israel & Sandler, 2011; Sandler, Aronoff, et

al., 2011; Sandler et al., 2014; H. Morgan, 2015). Research on ABSL has challenged

some of the fundamental assumptions about the basic design features, or essential

ingredients, that constitute human languages (Israel, 2009; Sandler, Aronoff, et al.,

2011; Israel & Sandler, 2011; Sandler et al., 2014). One assumption is duality of

patterning (Hockett, 1960). Duality pertains to the linguistic system of two levels

of combinatorial structure. On one level, meaningless elements, phonemes, combine

to form meaningful elements, morphemes and words; on another level, meaningful

elements combine to form larger meaningful units, phrases and sentences. New

sign languages, and perhaps new languages in general, can emerge without a full-

fledged phonological system and gradually develop contrastive formational units for

producing minimal pairs (Sandler, Aronoff, et al., 2011; Sandler et al., 2014).

The timetable is not uniform for the emergence of phonology in different

new languages (Israel, 2009; Israel & Sandler, 2011). Research on three geneti-

cally unrelated sign languages suggested that their phonological structures emerged

at different rates, as evidenced by data on the quantified variance of lexical and

sub-lexical variation, discussed in the following sections. The researchers attributed

the quantitative differences in variation to the distinct sociolinguistic backgrounds

of these sign languages. The following sections summarize the findings about lex-

ical variation in Providence Island Sign Language, the shared gestural systems of

Amami O Shima, Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language, and Kenyan Sign Language,

respectively.

5.2.1.1 Variation in Providence Island Sign Language

Providence Island Sign Language (PISL) is an indigenous sign language used by

deaf and hearing people in the small island community of Providence Island in the

Western Caribbean, near the coast of Nicaragua. The island is the property of

Colombia. PISL was reported to exhibit “extraordinary variability” (Washabaugh,

1986, 47). Part of the evidence is the lexical variation between deaf signers and

among themselves. Washabaugh administered a lexical elicitation task consisting of

63 line drawings, which represented everyday objects from the villages. The task
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produced a corpus of 307 sign tokens from five deaf signers, originating from different

villages and ranging in age from 10 to 62. The signs were analyzed for handshape

and location of the signs, and the order of multiple signs was considered irrelevant.2

The results revealed that only two signs were “perfectly conventionalized”

or identical, and 11 were not conventionalized at all. 44 signs yielded at least three

variants, which meant 70% of the signs were not identical. Washabaugh adminis-

tered the same elicitation task to five hearing ASL signers from different U.S. states,

who had acquired ASL in adulthood. He found that 28 signs were identical, whereas

only 18 signs had at least three variants, which meant 28.6% of the signs were not

identical.3

Washabaugh noted that lexical variation in PISL was greater than that in

ASL and hypothesized that PISL might have village dialects. He observed that

the deaf signers are distributed across the island, residing in different villages, and

do not interact with one another on a daily basis. He also observed that the deaf

signers interact with their hearing family members more often and the signing was

more similar between family members than was the signing of different deaf signers.

To test this hypothesis, Washabaugh selected 23 signs from the corpus to compare

the formation of handshape and location for each pair of signers. He made three

pairwise comparisons of three pairs consisting of a deaf signer and a hearing relative

and another three pairwise comparisons of deaf signers from different families.

Washabaugh found that 37 out of 69 signs were identical between deaf sign-

ers and their hearing relatives (54% agreement), but only 27 out of 68 signs were

identical between deaf signers (40% agreement). He suggested the lexical variation

constituted some evidence for “intra-village” dialects, but he considered the evidence

weak because the lexical consistency between deaf PISL signers and their hearing

relatives was lower than that between the five ASL hearing signers.

2Unclear was how Washabaugh decided what constituted phonemic handshapes, and whether
he identified any, and likewise for location. He did not mention movement. Also unclear was how
he coded responses that consisted of multiple signs that referred to one object.

3One explanation for the variability in the results of the five hearing ASL signers was the use
of initialized handshapes. Washabaugh counted an initialized lexical sign and its non-initialized
counterpart as two distinct variants. Other factors were regional variation and unfamiliarity with
the signs for certain objects such as pineapples, coconuts, and machetes.
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5.2.1.2 Variation in gestural systems on Amami Island

The island of Amami O Shima, located in southern Japan, is home to 13 deaf

inhabitants. The deaf and hearing villagers constitute “an assimilated signing com-

munity” in which they share an unnamed gestural communication system (Osugi et

al., 1999, 90). This system have had minimal contact and exposure to Japanese Sign

Language. To identify what type of linguistic system the deaf and hearing villagers

used to communicate with each other, the researchers employed a lexical elicitation

task. They compiled a 25-item list, of which 20 items were picked from the Swadesh

200-item list and the rest consisted of five cardinal numbers. The items represented

a variety of objects: natural elements, animate beings, number, food, and state

(hot and cold). The researchers presented a sequence of photos and line drawings

to 13 deaf and 8 hearing participants. The sequence presented at least two juxta-

posed stimuli at the same time so as to encourage participants to name pictured

objects. The participants responses were transcribed based on the Stokoe notation

system and subsequently analyzed based on the major formational parameters of

handshape, location, and movement.4

Participants were assigned to three groups: Group A consisted of five deaf

villagers who lived in various villages near the Koniya area. Each deaf villager

came from a hearing non-signing family and varied in frequency of interaction with

other deaf villagers in Groups A and B. Group B consisted of 8 deaf villagers and

four hearing villagers who lived in the same two wards of the Koniya area. These

villagers were immediate family members and close friends of a single deaf signing

family of two generations. The first generation consisted of three deaf brothers and

their families, plus the deaf wife of one of the deaf brothers. The second generation

consisted of four children (three hearing and one deaf) of the brothers. Group

C consisted of 4 hearing villagers who had minimal or no contact with the deaf

villagers.

The results of the lexical elicitation task revealed three patterns of lexical

consistency, i.e. formationally identical, across the three groups. Out of 25 items,

3 items were identical and 9 were not across all groups. 7 items were identical

between Groups A and B, and 6 items were identical within Group B only. In sum,

Group B exhibited the greatest lexical consistency with 16 out of 25 signs (64%),

4While Osugi et al. (1999) do not go into detail on how they analyzed the signs, I assume that
they used the said major formational parameters to judge whether a pair of signs was identical.
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whereas Group C exhibited the least with 3 out of 25 signs (12%) and Group A

fell in-between with 10 out of 25 signs (40%). The researchers also found that the

degree of lexical consistency correlated to degree of social interaction among signers.

The 9 items that elicited the most varied responses from all the participants

consisted of multi-sign responses or “component gestures”, ranging from two to four

in number. The researchers judged a pair of responses to be lexically consistent if

the responses contained the exact same ordering of multiple signs, but not if the

responses varied in the order of the same signs or if the responses did not share

all the signs in the set. The multi-sign responses exhibited a sequentially ordered

pattern in which they referred to the source of the referent, sketched a description

of the referent (size, shape, action), and/or showed the handling of the referent.

Consider the responses for eggs. Out of 16 participants, each response contained

the sign that depicted the wings of a chicken.5 Ten participants, from Groups A

and B, selected this sign as the first sign in their responses. The other signs referred

to the size and shape of an egg, the source of chicken for providing eggs, and/or

the handling action of cracking an egg. The analysis of the multi-sign responses

suggested that the sequentially-ordered, patterned mapping of multiple words, or

signs, onto one meaning, is not arbitrary and chance, but iconically linked to certain

salient properties of the referent.

Based on the findings of the lexical elicitation task, Osugi et al. (1999) argued

that there are three types of manual communication systems on Amami O Shima.

Group B is using a second-generation home sign system that is in the process of

becoming a full-fledged sign language. Group A uses independent home sign systems,

which partially overlap with the sign language of Group B. Group C uses what

the researchers call non-linguistic gestures, most of them idiosyncratic and a few

conventional ones. These three groups arguably represent part of a continuum of

different manual communications; on one end are non-linguistic gestures and on the

other end is a ‘full’ sign language. The underlying idea is that lexical consistency is

characteristic of a ‘full’ sign language.

5This result excluded 5 participants, because they did not name the eggs.
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5.2.1.3 Variation in Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language

Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL) is an indigenous language originating in

a Bedouin community of approximately 130 deaf inhabitants and some 3,000 hearing

inhabitants in the Negev desert of southern Israel (Kisch, 2012b). Research on the

phonological structure of ABSL led (Sandler, Aronoff, et al., 2011) to conclude that

it does not yet exhibit a level of phonological organization consistent with duality

of patterning. Three lines of evidence form the basis for their conclusion.

One, ABSL lacks minimal pairs and does not appear to have a finite set of

discrete, meaningless elements for forming signs to refer to common objects in the

real world. The signs themselves are not fully lexicalized or conventionalized. That

is, the signs are distinctly variable in how they are produced and apparently do not

violate any rules; hence, there is no “standard” or prototypical form for a concept.

Two, ABSL does not adhere to strict phonological constraints for the production

of signs in isolation. The example for the referent of ‘dog’ in ABSL exemplifies the

two lines of evidence. In a group of ten signers, none produced an identical form in

dog; their forms differed by hand configuration, palm orientation, number of hands,

location, and movement (Israel & Sandler, 2011; Sandler, Aronoff, et al., 2011).

A third line of evidence is a comparative study of variation across three

genetically unrelated sign languages shows that ABSL exhibits significantly greater

lexical and sub-lexical variation than ISL and ASL. Both ABSL and ISL are approx-

imately of the same age, around 75 years old; yet ISL is reported to exhibit duality

of patterning. A comparative investigation of sub-lexical variation was conducted

for hand configuration, location, and movement, in each of the three languages,

ABSL, ISL, and ASL (Israel, 2009; Israel & Sandler, 2011; Sandler, Aronoff, et al.,

2011). These studies focused particularly on hand configuration variation, as a way

of measuring sub-lexical variation in 15 items for ten signers in each language.6

To measure variation, the researchers focused on the hand configuration cat-

egories: Selected Fingers, Flexion, Aperture, Spreading, Unselected fingers, Thumb,

and Orientation of palm/metacarpals. They looked at different variants of the same

item, a single lexical item, by considering each hand configuration category and

assigning a feature for each category, e.g. for the selected finger category, a possible

assigned value would be the index finger (which means the signer produced an ex-

6Out of the 15 items, the same set of 11 items was elicited from the three languages, but 4 items
differed for each language.
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tended index finger). For each language, they first measured variation of each of the

15 lexical items separately by looking at the number of variants and mode. For each

item, they counted the number of variants and averaged it, and then they calculated

the mode to see the distribution of the variants, i.e. which variant occurred most

frequently in a given set of data. Next, they averaged all the variants and mode for

the same phonological category across lexical items, for global measures of variation.

Finally, they compared the results across the three languages.

For the ABSL data, the participants, all deaf, came from the same extended

family; six out of ten belonged to the same immediate family. They acquired ABSL

from their family at birth. Participants were grouped into different generations

based on age and language exposure to ISL. The participants were divided into

two generations of signers: three second-generation signers, who were reported to

have little exposure to ISL, and seven third-generation signers who were attending

school in a nearby village, where ISL was the language of the classroom. The second-

generation signers ranged between 28–50 years old; the third-generation signers 7–30

years old. For the ISL study, the participants, all deaf, came from the city of Haifa,

and four were members of the same immediate family. All participants acquired ISL

before or by the age 6 and have had formal education. They ranged between 21–50

years old. For the ASL data, the participants were recruited at the University of

California, San Diego. All except for one were deaf, and acquired ASL from their

deaf parents or acquired it by the age of 6. They ranged in ages between 20–54

years old.

The stimuli for eliciting vocabulary from the participants consisted of pic-

tures of objects presented on a computer screen. The objects represented everyday

life such as common animals, furniture, and foods; they were reported to occur fre-

quently in the language and might be more likely to be conventionalized. Initially,

the experimenter presented a total of 35 items, but 20 were eliminated on grounds

that some participants produced a sequence of multiple signs instead of one sign.

Thus, 15 items were included in the analysis, of which only 11 overlapped in all

three languages.

The results of the study revealed that ABSL had the lowest mode values

for all the hand configuration categories, meaning this language exhibited greater

variation than the other two languages in every category. In other words, ABSL

exhibited the highest amount of sub-lexical variation. ASL had the lowest amount
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of sub-lexical variation and ISL fell in between ABSL and ASL. Out of all the hand

configuration categories, the greatest differences of variation between the three lan-

guages belonged to the Thumb, Unselected Fingers, and Orientation. The lowest

differences of variation were linked to Selected Fingers, Spreading, Aperture, and

Flexion. The researchers argued that these three features, Selected Fingers, Aper-

ture, and Flexion, contribute the most to the overall hand configuration, as they

facilitate the discrimination of hand configurations, and thus are crucial to the early

development of duality of patterning in the phonological system.

Hand configuration is not the only major formational parameter in which

ABSL exhibited more variation than ISL and ASL. Israel (2009) found similar results

for location and movement separately. In the location category, two sub-categories

were analyzed: Major Place (which pertains to a major body area such as head,

trunk, non-dominant hand, and arm) and Setting (which pertains to more fine-

grained locations within the major body area). In the movement category, Path

Movement, Hand Configuration Change, and Orientation Change were analyzed.

Israel found that ABSL exhibited the highest amount of sub-lexical variation for

both location and movement. ASL exhibited the lowest amount of sub-lexical vari-

ation for location, whereas ISL exhibited the lowest amount of sub-lexical variation

for movement. Israel found that movement exhibited more variability than hand

configuration and location in all of the three languages.

Finally, the researchers compared the lexical items on a global measure of

variation across hand configuration, location, and movement, simultaneously. They

averaged the number of variants per lexical item for each language. The overall

results showed that ASL had the lowest amount of variation (2.07 variants per

item), ABSL had the highest amount of variation (6.47 per item), and ISL was in

the middle (4.67 variants per item). An analysis of variance revealed the cross-

linguistic differences to be significant.

Putting the results in a bigger perspective, Israel and Sandler (2011) situate

the three languages at different points on a continuum of lexical conventionalization

and tentatively attribute the variation to the diverse sociolinguistic lives of the lan-

guages: contact and influence from other sign languages, the age of the language,

the size of the deaf signing population, and prescriptivism. ABSL emerged from

a small, tight-knit kinship-based community of deaf and hearing persons, and has

never been used as the language of instruction in an educational setting. By con-
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trast, ASL and ISL are used by large deaf signing communities of diverse social

backgrounds and are used as the language of instruction in educational settings.

The researchers argue that the variation is not exclusively ‘sociolinguistic’ in the

normal sense of subgroups within a language community, but that the variation is

also attributable to the fact that a young language is still developing phonology.

Sandler, Aronoff, et al. (2011) offer two sources of limited evidence for the

development of certain dimensions of a phonological system in ABSL. First, they

observed the hand configurations in the most conventionalized word forms of one

signer, noting the two most frequent hand configurations, the 5-handshape and the 1-

handshape. The first handshape is the easiest handshape to articulate (Ann, 2006).

The second handshape is maximally distinct from the first handshape. Together,

the handshapes form the seeds of a phonemic inventory, exhibiting a possible phono-

logical contrast. Second, lexical variation occurs across different families within the

community, but lexical consistency occurs more within a household where there is

more than one deaf individual, particularly where there are at least two structural

generations of deaf signers. Sandler, Aronoff, et al. (2011) call the shared lexicon of a

single family familylect. They speculate that consensus within a family facilitates

the process of lexical conventionalization.

5.2.1.4 Variation in Kenyan Sign Language

Kenyan Sign Language emerged from two deaf schools that were first established

in western Kenya in the 1960s and have had contact from ASL (Okombo & Akach,

1997). Today, KSL is a sign language used by a large deaf population in various

urban and rural parts of Kenya. H. Morgan (2015) reported lexical and phonological

variation in one variety of KSL used in a rural area where there are two schools for

the deaf and an active Deaf community. KSL is younger than ABSL by twenty years;

however KSL exhibits the type of phonological structure seen in many other signed

languages and has more than two hundred minimal pairs in a lexical database of

almost two thousand signs. Morgan argued that KSL exhibits lexical variation, and

the variation manifests as a spectrum of conventionalization with varying degrees.

The method for obtaining data from KSL is quite similar to that used for

ABSL. Morgan conducted a lexical elicitation task with 13 deaf signers, ranging

from ages of 23–52, who had attended a deaf school in the area and were part of
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the same local social network. The elicitation task consisted of 53 items, everyday

objects, that would be familiar to Kenyans. The results, yielding almost 700 sign

tokens (13 signers ˆ 53 items), showed a wide spectrum of varying degrees of con-

ventionalization.7 At one end, of the spectrum, there are highly conventionalized

signs, including compounds and consistently-ordered multiple sign expressions. One

example of a conventionalized compound is salt which consists of two monomor-

phemic signs, tasteˆsprinkle. At the other end, there are a handful of signs for

which eash signer produced a distinct form for an object. In the middle of the

spectrum, there is some variation, but there is some consistency with certain ele-

ments of form and/or meaning. In sum, the lexicon of KSL appears to have some

fully conventionalized signs and other signs that are partially conventionalized or

not conventionalized.

5.2.2 Summary of variation in emerging sign languages

The studies of (sub)lexical variation in PISL, the signing systems of Amami O

Shima, ABSL, and KSL show that lexical variation is characteristic of emerging and

young sign languages. The studies also imply that lexical consistency occurs within

families and close-knit social networks, especially in a community with a deaf school.

What is striking about the studies is how researchers differed in their approaches to

data collection and analysis. All researchers defined lexical variation by at least one

difference in any of the three major formational parameters, handshape, location,

and movement. Israel and Sandler (2011) went beyond examining the major param-

eters by looking at more-fine grained differences within each parameter and found

variation in the sub-lexical structure of signs. Osugi et al. (1999) regarded the order-

ing of multiple signs as relevant for distinguishing responses, whereas Washabaugh

(1986) considered it irrelevant. Israel and Sandler (2011) excluded any response that

contained multi-sign responses instead of one-sign response from their data analysis.

The researchers selected all different stimuli for their elicitation tasks. The

usage of different stimuli in elicitation studies makes it difficult to compare the stud-

ies. Furthermore, the stimuli did not necessarily represent the diversity of semantic

categories of a sign language lexicon. Some semantic categories may elicit more

7At this time of the writing, the full results are not yet available, so the exact counts for
conventionalized and non-conventionalized items as well as the percentages of different types of
conventionalized items in the entire set remain unknown (Hope Morgan, personal communication).
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lexical consistency than others. Tools appear to elicit more lexical consistency from

different sign languages than animals; in turn, the animals show more consistency

than fruits and vegetables (Padden et al., 2013; Padden, Hwang, Lepic, & Seegers,

2015; Hwang et al., 2016). The studies did not control for the frequency of lexical

items, which makes it difficult to gauge the degree of lexical variation in a given sign

language.

In light of the findings of sublexical variation in emerging sign languages, I

anticipate that SJQCSL exhibits variation across the signers who are from different

families in co-residence, but exhibits more lexical consistency within the families. I

also anticipate that SJQCSL, as a young language, would not yet exhibit a level of

phonological organization consistent with duality of patterning like ABSL.

5.3 Sublexical variation in SJQCSL

SJQCSL is a young language that only has a second generation of users. Calculating

the ‘age’ or time depth of a language is a complicated issue. There is no clear

criteria for measuring the lifespan of an emerging sign language, especially when the

language arises outside of an educational institution for the deaf. A complicated

issue is the definition of ‘language’ and when a communication system becomes a

‘language’ and when it becomes ‘a fully-functional language’ (de Vos, 2012b, 40).8

Nyst et al. (2012, 270) pointed out there are different labels and criteria

for ‘language’ between deaf people under two distinct sociolinguistic circumstances.

One scenario is when the first cohort of children enters the school and they bring

a medley of home sign systems (and perhaps an existing sign language as in the

case of Martha’s Vineyard Sign Language). The home sign systems rapidly develop

by the second cohort, as in the case of Nicaraguan Sign Language (A. Senghas &

Coppola, 2001). At this point, the communication is loosely referred as ‘language.’

The other scenario is when a rural community exhibits a high incidence of

hereditary deafness, the communication between the first deaf child (or children)

and their hearing families is characterized as ‘home signs’ and the home signs are

said to rapidly develop into a full-fledged language, as has been documented in the

Al-Sayyid and Ban Khor communities (Nonaka, 2009; Kisch, 2012b). Pinpointing

8According to de Vos (2012b), a ‘fully-functional language’ constitutes a language that is used
in all major aspects of daily life such as occupation and education.
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the time of a change in the structure of a language used in a rural community is

difficult, because not all sign languages exhibit the same historical developmental

paths (de Vos & Zeshan, 2012; Meir, Israel, Sandler, Padden, & Aronoff, 2012; Nyst,

2012).

In the case of SJQCSL, the time depth of a family sign language would depend

on the age of the first generation of deaf signers. The age could also depend on the

year when the deaf individuals started using gestures and signs to communicate with

their families. The oldest deaf person in the SJQ community is estimated to be in her

mid-fifties to early sixties, thus around 60 years would represent the upper limit of

the time depth. Since the intergenerational transmission of SJQCSL varies among

the families and the exposure to signed input depends on the social connections

between deaf individuals, the time depth of any of the family sign languages in

SJQCSL varies. Overall, the time depth of SJQCSL is shorter than any of the

aforementioned sign languages cited in the lexical variation studies.

The literature about emerging sign languages would predict that the SJQCSL

lexicon does not yet exhibit a level of phonological organization based on contrastive

primitives and thus is unlikely to have any established minimal pairs.9 One such

observation is the variation in Family 3’s production of the lexical sign man below.10

Figure 5.1: man produced with
one selected finger

Figure 5.2: man produced with
two selected fingers

Figure 5.3: man with all selected
fingers

The three tokens are screen grabs of Gina’s production of man from the Word

Order elicitation task. Her production of man consistently consists of contacting or

9If the language does have any minimal pairs, they would not be many, as sign languages in
general have been observed to have few minimal pairs compared to spoken language (van der Kooij,
2002; van der Hulst & van de Kooij, 2006).

10Family 3 has several lexical signs for referring to males based on their age and their facial
appearance.
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‘scratching’ the chin repeatedly with the dominant hand, but the hand configuration

is variable with respect to the selected fingers. In Fig. 5.1, Gina produces a 1-hand

configuration with one selected finger (the index finger) contacting the chin. In

Fig. 5.2, she produces a 2-hand configuration with two selected fingers (the index

and middle fingers) contacting the chin. In Fig. 5.3, she produces an O-hand

configuration in which she uses all selected fingers of the hand to contact the chin.11

Angela, the younger sister of Gina, consistently uses an O-hand configuration for

contacting the chin with all the selected fingers in every token of man in the Word

Order elicitation task.

The hand configuration feature of selected fingers arguably has a non-marginal

status compared to other features in phonology, as selected fingers greatly facilitate

the discrimination of handshapes (Israel, 2009; Israel & Sandler, 2011). While I

cannot generalize this particular finding to the overall signing of Gina and Angela

without a thorough investigation, much less to the overall signing of all deaf signers,

the sub-lexical difference of selected fingers between their formational production of

man raises the possibility of phonological re-organization of hand configuration in

SJQCSL among second-generation signers.

Thus, the SJQCSL lexicon is likely to be primarily organized by schematic

representations abstracted over groups of whole words, or lexemes, not contrastive

primitives. This assumption is based on the aforementioned findings of ABSL

(Aronoff, 2007; Sandler, Aronoff, et al., 2011). New sign languages are predicted to

“begin with whole words first, then abstract away morphological constructions over

those whole words, and eventually develop phonological schemas as abstractions

over morphological constructions” (Lepic, 2015, 197). Building on this, I predict

that that the SJQCSL lexicon is built out of three common semiotic resources that

are found in all sign languages: iconicity, conventional gestures, and indexicality.

These resources are not mutually exclusive, nor are they the only resources that

make up a sign language lexicon. The topics of iconicity and conventional are dis-

cussed next (indexicality is discussed in Chapter 6).

11The pinky finger, however, does appear to not contact the chin as well as the other fingers, so
perhaps Gina uses three selected fingers to contact the chin.
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5.3.1 Iconicity

Signed languages exhibit a greater propensity for iconicity, due to the visual-gestural

modality, compared to spoken languages (Taub, 2001; Meier, 2002; Wilcox, 2004;

Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006; Perniss, Thompson, & Vigliocco, 2010; Perniss &

Vigliocco, 2014). Signed languages exploit the human body, especially the hands,

for forming signs. The mobility of hands enables them to move around in the physical

space surrounding the signer, including the signer’s body, and to portray the shape,

size, and/or movement of referents, creating iconic, or motivated, form-meaning

mappings. Spoken languages, on the other hand, are more limited in this respect.

Moreover, the access to iconicity for signed languages means they can be and are

more similar to each other compared to spoken languages (Newport & Supalla, 2000;

Currie, Meier, & Walters, 2002).

Currie et al. (2002) conducted a cross-linguistic study comparing lexicons

of four different sign languages, Mexican Sign Language (LSM), Spanish Sign Lan-

guage (LSE), French Sign Language (LSF), and Japanese Sign Language (NS). LSM

has a different relationship with the three other sign languages. LSM and LSE share

a similar cultural, historical, and linguistic background on account of the dominant

use of Spanish in Mexico and Spanish. LSM has a historical connection to LSF; the

founder of the first school for the deaf in Mexico City was a French deaf man. By

contrast, LSM has no historical, cultural, and linguistic connections with NS. Pair-

wise comparisions of LSM and each of the three languages revealed lexical similarity

based on ‘shared symbolism.’ Many signs with similar meanings in LSM and NS are

similar in form because they most likely are dervied from visual images of objects.

Hence, we would expect to see more consistency across family lexicons not

because of lexical conventionalization and/or standardization, but because iconicity

guides the formation of many signs. The notion of iconicity in sign languages may

be conceptualized in two ways (Padden et al., 2015). The first way conceptualizes

iconicity as some visually transparent resemblance of the mapping between a form

and its meaning, or an individual sign and its corresponding referent (Klima &

Bellugi, 1979; Taub, 2001; Meir, Padden, Aronoff, & Sandler, 2013). Consider Fig.

5.4. Fig. 5.4a represents the real-world referent of a tumpline; the photo features

a man with a tumpline strapped around his forehead and a load on his back. His

hands are clutching the tumpline at the temples. Fig. 5.4b represents Koyu’s
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sign tumpline. When one has a concept of tumplines through some real-world

interaction and knowledge with tumplines and maps Koyu’s sign to the real-world

handling of a tumpline, one can see a visually transparent resemblance between the

sign and the referent. This is known as imagistic iconicity.

(a) A photo of an
unidentified man
using the tumpline in
real life.

(b) Koyu produces tumpline.

Figure 5.4: An example of imagistic iconicity for the SJQCSL sign tumpline

The second way of conceptualizing iconicity pertains to groups of signs

which share a common iconic strategy for depicting referents. This is known as

patterned iconicity (Padden et al., 2013, 2015). An elicitation study of lexical

signs for man-made, hand-held tools from three historically unrelated sign languages

(ASL, ABSL, and New Zealand Sign Language) showed that signers utilized either

of two primary strategies for depicting tools: handling and instrument (Padden

et al., 2013), later conflated in the category of manipulation (Hwang et al., 2016).

Both strategies share the use of the hands to represent some property of an ob-

ject, combined with simulated movement to represent some functional interaction

of human action with the object. What differed between the strategies is the type

of representation of the hands. The handling strategy pertains to how the signer’s

hands represent the holding or grasping of a tool. The instrument strategy pertains

to which the signer’s hands represent some salient physical dimension of a tool.

The findings suggest that different sign languages have a propensity to utilize two
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strategies for representing tools. Figs. 5.5a and 5.5b represent the handling and

instrument strategies, respectively.

(a) A production of pick-
axe as a handling
strategy

(b) A production of
paintbrush as an
instrument strategy

Figure 5.5: Examples of handling and instrument strategies in SJQCSL

Another elicitation study of lexical signs for tools, animals, and fruits and

vegetables from eight distinct sign languages showed additional findings (Hwang et

al., 2016). As predicted, for depicting tools, signers preferred to utilize the manip-

ulation strategy in which the signer’s body represents the body of a human agent

using a referent. For depicting animals, signers preferred to utilize the character-

istic strategy, in which the signer’s body represents the body of the referent and

an arm represents a part of the referent. For fruits and vegetables, signers preferred

to utilize the object strategy, in which the signer’s arm represents the referent

itself without any simulated human action. The findings suggest that different sign

languages have an inclination for utilizing particular strategies for representing par-

ticular semantic categories.

5.3.2 Conventional gestures

In sign languages, many signs are derived from conventional gestures (Janzen &

Shaffer, 2002; Wilcox, 2004, 2009). Signers can and do recruit conventional gestures

for their lexicons from the surrounding speech community. This has been docu-

mented in home sign systems of deaf Nicaraguans and Nicaraguan Sign Language

(Morford & Kegl, 2000), some shared gestural systems such as that used on the
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island of Amami O Shima (Osugi et al., 1999), and young sign languages such as

Kenyan Sign Language (Hope Morgan, personal communication) and Yucatec Maya

Sign Language (Shuman, 1980; Le Guen, 2012).

Extended observations have led me to believe that the SJQ Chatino speech

community has a repertoire of conventional gestures (L. Hou & Mesh, 2013a, 2013b,

2014; Mesh & Hou, Under review; Mesh, in progress). Many hearing sign-naive

Chatino speakers employ height specifiers or an array of 1- and 5-hand config-

urations with variation in the facing of palm orientation for measuring the height

of persons (particularly children), four-legged animals, and plants. A similar reper-

toire of height specifiers, or classificatory hand orientations and shapes, has been

documented to occur in Mexico, particularly among the hearing Tzintzuntzan ges-

turers in the Michoacán state and hearing and deaf signers in the Yucatán Peninsula

and the Maya region, including Guatemala and Chiapas (Foster & Ospina, 1948;

Meo Zilio & Mej́ıa, 1980; Shuman, 1980; Shuman & Cherry-Shuman, 1981; Fox Tree,

2009).12 A study of the systematic use and distribution of height specifiers among

hearing Chatino gesturers is beyond the scope of this dissertation. So is the process

of how deaf Chatino signers adapt and modify the gestures for their own lexicons.

What I can attest is that some of the deaf Chatino signers, having spent their whole

lives in the San Juan Quiahije community and participating in the social fabric of

everyday life (to varying degrees), incorporate the height specifiers in their lexicons.

Even those who do not prefer to use height specifiers are likely to recognize them

and have meta-linguistic comments about which referents they can map onto.

For referring to human entities, signers commonly use a one-handed 5-hand

configuration with the palm orientation facing downward. Signers tend to use the

human height specifier to refer to children as shown in Fig. 5.6. The location of

the height specifier appears to vary as a function of the height of the referent in

question and may be more scalar than categorical. The location may be ahead of

the signer’s torso, chest, or head so as to contrast the height of the child to the

height of the signer.13 Gina and Angela produced child height specifiers as shown

12But see J. Haviland (2011) who reported that these forms do not occur in the lexicon of for
Zinacantec family Homesign or ‘Z, an emerging indigenous sign language created by three deaf
siblings of a single Mayan household.

13This appears to be true for signers when they are sitting, but perhaps for not when they are
standing. When a signer is standing, they may produce the child height specifier ahead of their
torso, or even below their torso.
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(a) A child height
specifier produced
with a 5-hand
configuration.

(b) Another child height
specifier produced
with a 5-hand config-
uration.

(c) A child height speci-
fier produced with a
1-hand configuration
(right hand).

Figure 5.6: Three examples of height specifiers for children

in Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b.14 A 1-hand configuration with the palm orientation facing

downward is also used, as shown in Fig. 5.6c. I consider the production of 1- and 5-

hand configurations to be non-contrastive variants of the height specifier for human

entities.

Height specifiers for referring to adults by themselves seem to be less common

in SJQCSL. When signers use an adult height specifier, they modulate the location of

the height specifier in an ascending order to indicate the growth of a child. Generally,

signers use descriptive name signs and/or generic nouns, which usually do not refer

to the height of a referent, to refer to adult women and men. There are some

exceptions. In the Word Order elicitation task, Fig. 5.7 shows how Angela produced

an extreme version of an adult height specifier by fully extending her arm upward

with her hand erect to refer to a woman who was considered very tall by Chatino

standards (and also masculine-like for her short hair).

Height specifiers for plants differ from those for human entities by the facing

of palm orientation. The orientation of a plant height specifier faces upward, not

downward. Fig. 5.8 presents a sequence of film stills in which Gina explained how

one plants a banana crop and how it grows tall. My dataset of SJQCSL contains few

tokens of plant height specifiers. The topic of plants, compared to other daily topics,

did not come up in spontaneous conversation that I videotaped. Furthermore, plants

14Gina’s name sign for her younger sister Angela is actually a child height specifier, in contrast
to the lexical sign baby for Gina’s daughter Martha. Although Angela and Martha were born ten
months apart, Martha is younger and thus is considered the baby of the household.
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Figure 5.7: An adult height specifier

did not constitute a substantial part of the material used in any of the elicitation

tasks I administered to the participants. For these reasons, I cannot comment much

on the use and distribution of plant height specifiers among the deaf signers.

(a) bananas (b) plant (c) grow (d) grow-tall

Figure 5.8: Gina explained how a banana tree grows tall from seed.

Height specifiers for four-legged animals differ from those for humans and

plants by the facing of palm orientation as shown in Fig. 5.9. The orientation for

an animal height specifier faces outward in a horizontal manner. The location of the

animal height specifier varies as a function of the height of the animal in question.

Koyu produced an animal height specifier to refer to a horse (which was combined

with the enactment of holding the reins for racing the horse), as shown in Fig. 5.9a.

Gina produced an animal height specifier to refer to a small dog, as indicated by

the distance between the sign to the ground in Fig. 5.9b.

For smaller four-legged animals, signers use a two-handed size-and-shape

specifier (SASS) to highlight the small size of the referent more than the height
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(a) An animal height
specifier for a horse
produced at a higher
height in space.

(b) An animal height spec-
ifier for a small dog,
produced at a lower
height in space, close
to the ground

Figure 5.9: Two examples of height specifiers for animals

(a) An animal height
specifier for a small
cat

(b) An animal height
specifier for a small
dog

Figure 5.10: Two examples of mammal SASS

itself. I call this a mammal SASS for the purpose of distinguishing different types

of animal SASSes. To produce the mammal SASS, the two hands employ a similar

5-hand configuration that is slightly more curved, resembling the cupping of a small

animal. The non-dominant hand tends to have the palm orientation facing upwards

while the dominant hand has the palm orientation facing outwards in a horizontal

manner. The non-dominant hand serves as the “ground” for the animal, whereas

the dominant hand measures the height of the referent relative to the ground. In
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Fig. 5.10a, Tomasa produced a mammal SASS to refer to a cat, using both of her

hands to indicate cupping the cat. In Fig. 5.10b, Martha also produced the same

mammal SASS to refer to a puppy. The mammal SASS can be modified to indicate

the growth of the mammal by raising the dominant hand to a higher locus in space.

Signers use mammal height specifiers to refer to dogs, donkeys, goats, horses,

pigs, rabbits, and sheep. Signers also use the mammal SASS to refer to kittens, cats,

and puppies. The mammal height specifiers and SASS seem to be largely dispre-

ferred for tree-dwelling animals such as squirrels and porcupines, and domesticated

flightless birds, chickens and turkeys, which are two-legged. Yet the use of mammal

height specifiers and SASS for these animals have been attested among a couple

deaf child signers in naturally-occurring and elicited data.

(a) A two-handed bird
SASS for chicken

(b) A one-handed bird
SASS for turkey

Figure 5.11: Two examples of bird SASS

Signers prefer to use a different type of SASS for domesticated birds as shown

in Fig. 5.11. I call this a bird SASS. There are two variants of the bird SASS based

on the number of hands for distinguishing turkeys from chickens. In Fig. 5.11a,

Koyu produced a two-handed bird SASS in identifying a chicken, in which the

hands outline the size of the chicken from its head to its feet. In Fig. 5.11b, Koyu

produced a one-handed version of the bird SASS to refer to turkeys, in which the

one hand outlines the size of the turkey from its head.

As previously mentioned, the height specifiers and the SASSes are not unique

to San Juan Quiahije but have ben documented in many parts of Mexico. In any
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case, at least one of the height specifiers and the SASSes (and other gestures not

mentioned here) form part of the family lexicons. Hearing people likely inherited the

gestures as part of language socialization for becoming competent Chatino speakers

themselves and transmitted the gestures to their deaf children. Some conventional

gestures can show up in the lexicons of the signing families. This can lead to the

impression of more lexical similarity between the lexicons.

In sum, as a young sign language, the SJQCSL lexicon is assumed to have no

established phonological structure of contrastive primitives. The lexicon is also as-

sumed to incorporate some conventional gestures from the surrounding speech com-

munity and innovate some signs based on individual and patterned iconicity. The

next section examines the family lexicons of SJQCSL under the following premises:

(1) SJQCSL will exhibit quite a bit of sub-lexical variation in the formation of

signs; (2) the family lexicons overlap, i.e. they exhibit some lexical consistency due

to iconicity and the borrowing of conventional gestures; (3) the family lexicons will

exhibit different types of patterned iconicity in which they utilize different iconic

strategies for depicting certain referents.

5.3.3 Data

The major source of data is an elicitation task ‘Chatinolandia’ in which deaf signers

and their families identified pictures of everyday objects. This was not the only

elicitation task administered to the families in the field. Other similar elicitation

tasks, Tools, Fruits & Vegetables, Frog Story, and Word Order were administered

as well.15 Tools and Fruits & Vegetables use a sequence of unrelated pictures as

stimuli, whereas the Frog Story is a book of pictures that form a single narrative.

The Word Order elicitation task uses a sequence of unrelated short movie clips as

stimuli.

5.3.4 Method

The “Chatinolandia” elicitation task consisted of a set of 80 pictures from three

primary semantic categories: animals, food, and tools. All the items are local to the

15All those elicitation tasks came from the Carol Padden lab in the Center for Research in
Langauge at the University of California, San Diego. At this time of writing, most elicitation tasks
have not been fully coded and analyzed.
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SJQ community and thus would be familiar to the participants.16 A complete list

of stimuli appears in Appendix E. The task was designed to elicit decontextualized

responses. The pictures appeared as presentation slides on a laptop. The pictures

varied in quantity of the object. Some of the pictures were actual photographs I took

in the field. Other pictures were borrowed from other elicitation tasks created in

the Padden Lab at the Center for Research in Language at University of California,

San Diego.

5.3.5 Procedure

All the signing families participated in similar elicitation tasks prior to participating

in the Chatinolandia one; hence they did not require training. They received simple

instructions to identify the stimuli they saw in the pictures. For the hearing care-

givers of deaf children, Maestra Epifania provided instructions in spoken Chatino.

In turn, the hearing caregivers prompted the deaf children to name the stimuli. For

the deaf caregivers of hearing children, I provided instructions in SJQCSL directly.

In turn, the deaf caregivers prompted their hearing children to name the stimuli.

All the signing families participated in the task one time, with the exception of

Family 3. There were three pairs of participants who each had a session: Gina and

Martha, Gina and Angela, and Maria and Angela. Kate Mesh administered the task

to Gina and Angela, and Maria and Angela. Below are screen grabs of the set-up

Chatinolandia elicitation task from the five signing families.

Figure 5.12: Family 1. From left to right are
Sammy, Lory, Lucy, and Rocio.

Figure 5.13: Family 2. Eva and Sofia

Not all the persons presented in each screen grab responded to the stimuli

equally. As seen in Fig. 5.12, Sammy and Rocio, both hearing, were bystanders,

16What is unknown is the frequency of the signs for each item in the family lexicons.
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captivated by the stimuli on the laptop.17 Lena, the mother of Lucy and Lory,

was standing nearby, out of the camera. She was feeling camera shy that day so

she declined to show herself. Yet she actively participated in the elicitation task

by explaining certain unfamiliar objects to the girls and feeding responses to them,

especially Lory.

Family 2 had one session with Sofia and her mother, Eva, as shown in Fig.

5.13. Ndino was not present at the time of the session, so I was unable to elicit any

signs from him and compare his signs to those of Sofia and their mother. Some-

times the girl named the object independently. At other times, the girl turned to

her mother for some feedback, either because she did not recognize the object im-

mediately or she wanted to share her reaction with her mother at the stimuli. Or

she wanted to see her mother’s reaction at the stimuli.

Family 3 had three separate sessions for the Chatinolandia elicitation task.

As seen in Fig. 5.14, Gina and Martha sat next to each other. For whatever

reason, Gina paid no attention to Martha and focused on the stimuli. Martha spent

most of the time observing (and sulking). On some occasions, she attempted to

sign her response in Gina’s field of vision. The attempts were not acknowledged.

On a few occasions, she jabbed Gina in the shoulder for attention and corrected

Gina’s response to a picture of a chayote. Gina dismissed Martha’s responses with

a headshake.

In a separate session, Gina and Angela sat together, flanked by Kate and

Martha, in Fig. 5.16. Gina attempted to shoo Martha away from the scene and

discouraged her efforts to participate in the session, but eventually she resigned

to let the girl observe. Gina prompted Angela to respond to every stimulus and

often reacted by nodding in affirmation. Gina also corrected the girl’s responses by

either demonstrating the sign or giving elaborate descriptions of the purpose of the

object. Angela complied with Gina’s signs for all the objects by imitating them.

In another session involving Angela and her mother, Maria, they sat together, in

Fig. 5.15. The girl often looked at her mother but responded to most of the stimuli

independently. The mother often affirmed her daughter’s responses by repeating

them and/or elaborating on the purpose of the object.

Family 4 was the only family in which all the signers of one household sat

17Rocio is the younger sister of Lucia and Lory. Sammy is their cousin who lives in the same
family compound.
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Figure 5.14: Family 3a. Maria and Angela Figure 5.15: Family 3b. Martha and Gina

Figure 5.16: Family 3. From left to right
are Kate (researcher), Gina, Angela, and
Martha.

in the elicitation task. However, Juliya did not respond to most of the stimuli,

since she was holding her grandson, a toddler, in her lap and thus were constrained

from signing freely, as seen in Fig. 5.17. She often spoke aloud in Chatino, either

addressing the toddler or Tomasa, and also spoke to me in Spanish, in spite of my

not understanding her. The toddler occasionally responded to the stimuli by signing

and received praise from Juliya and Koyu.

Figure 5.17: Family 4. From left to right
are Tomasa, Juliya with toddler, Koyu.

Figure 5.18: Family 5. From left to right
are Blanca, Sendo, and Rosa.

Family 5 had one session in which Sendo and his two daughters, Rosa, and

Blanca, participated Fig. 5.18. Sendo’s wife, Xka, declined to participate. Rosa,

being the older one, consistently replied to the stimuli, whereas Blanca was less
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focused. Sometimes Sendo had to prompt Blanca to identify the object. At other

times, she turned her head to look at how Sendo and Rosa named the objects. She

also replied to many of the objects with a uniform response eat/food, which is not

surprising given her reputation for having a voracious appetite in the family.

Across the sessions, there were some situations in which some participants

misidentified an object (such as a porcupine for a skunk) or did not immediately

recognize an object and were uncertain of how to identify it. In these situations,

the interlocutors corrected the participant’s mistake or offered an explanation about

the object in question.

In sum, Table 5.1 shows that a total of 15 participants responded to the stim-

uli from the Chatinolandia task. However, there were only 13 unique participants,

because Gina and Angela each participated in two separate sessions.

Family 1 Family 2 Family 3a Family 3b Family 3ab Family 4 Family 5

Lucy
Lory

Eva
Sofia

Maria
Angela

Gina
Martha

Gina
Angela

Koyu
Tomasa

Sendo
Rosa
Blanca

Table 5.1: Participants by family in the Chatinolandia elicitation task

5.3.6 Complications

One complication with the task was that the responses did not always consist of

a single sign (lexical or deictic) or a compound of signs. Rather, some responses

were an elaborate description of the stimulus. For example, in the Chatinolandia

elicitation session, in response to the picture of an iguana, Sendo commented on its

size and what one does to it, and gave a thumbs-up. My knowledge and experience

with his signing led me to believe that his response was not representative of how

he identifies iguanas in spontaneous conversations.18 I asked him about the picture

again and he finally named it. Fig. 5.19 represents the vignette of his whole response.

18There is a wonderful story about how I learned Sendo’s sign for iguana. One day, in the
summer of 2012, Kate and I headed over to his house for breakfast. We sat down at the table to
eat with Sendo. His wife Xka served us a plate of tamales. A peculiar smell permeated the kitchen.
It was dark, because the window was shut. We asked Sendo what the tamales were. He moved his
arms in a manner that we thought to imitate a flying bird. We could not think of a flying bird
that could be stuffing for tamales, but out of courtesy, we consumed them. We did not realize that
Sendo said iguana until a few weeks later, we encountered the same peculiar smell when his sister
bought us some tamales and told us, in spoken Spanish, what they were.
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(a) sass[iguana] (b) ca:shoot-gun (c) thumbs-up (d) iguana

Figure 5.19: Sendo’s response to a picture of an iguana

Another complication was that the adult sometimes instructed the child in

how to produce a sign for a particular object. For example, in response to a picture

of turkeys, Eva demonstrated a compound consisting the sign for ‘to go’ and the

sign for ‘turkeys’, and Sofia did not imitate her, but rather replied by commenting

on their unpleasant odor. Consequently, there is no elicited token from Sofia for

naming turkeys. Finally, if the picture resembled a real-world object in the physical

environment, the participants sometimes pointed to the real-world object, either

in isolation as a response or in tandem with other signs constituting as a response.

Sometimes the object was present in the environment of the participants. Sometimes

the object was associated with a distal location, i.e. it was not in the room, but was

outside in the community.

Finally, Gina participated in the Chatinolandia elicitation task twice, once

with Angela and once with Martha. Because Gina prohibited Martha from partici-

pating in this task, I took a handful of Martha’s responses from another elicitation

task, the Fruits & Vegetables one, in which some of the stimuli were exactly the

same as those in the Chatinolandia one. Comparing at Gina’s responses from the

Fruits & Vegetables task to the two sessions of the Chatinolandia task, I observed

two things. First, Gina used different signs for a few items. Second, a handful of

Gina’s responses varied in order, although the signs were the same. For example, in

response to the picture stimulus of an owl, in one session Gina produced a sequence

of signs that first depicted the eyes, then the feathers, and then the eyes again. In

another session, she produced a sequence of signs that first depicted the feathers,

then the eyes, and finally, the hooting action (which I coded for analysis). In a third

session, she produced a sequence of signs that first depicted the eyes and then the

hooting action, and pointed outside.
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The differences in the production of owl raises questions about the mental

lexicons of the signers (the cognitive representation of words stored in the brain),

lexical access (retrieval of words from the mental lexicon), and frequency of words.

These questions are beyond the scope of this chapter and warrant further inves-

tigation before one can draw any conclusions about the variation in the signers’

response, but I interpret Gina’s responses as another evidence for the possibility of

no contrastive primitives in SJQCSL.

The complications arising from the elicitation task suggest that one may not

interpret a response to be accurately representative of how a signer identifies an

object in everyday conversation (and perhaps be cautious of the reliability of lexical

elicitation tasks in general, especially when a foreign researcher administers them).

Furthermore, comparing the usage of a lexical sign in different contexts

(elicited vs. spontaneous) may reveal the nature of the representation of a sign

in a lexicon.19 In the case of iguana, Sendo has a monomorphemic-like lexical sign

for it, but this was obscured in his response. If one was not familiar with how Sendo

actually identified an iguana, one would think his naming an iguana consisted of a

compound of signs. Such complications in evaluating the responses led me to take

a top-down approach to coding.

5.3.7 Coding

I took a top-down approach to selecting responses for certain stimuli so as to rep-

resent the widest range of lexical variation as possible in SJQCSL. Some of the

responses only consisted of one sign, but many responses consisted of several signs

or multiple responses. A total of 48 stimuli, evenly divided among the semantic cat-

egories of tools, animals, and food, were selected for analysis of iconic patterning.

The particular selection of the participants’ responses is intended to repre-

sent a type of iconic patterning in part of the identification of an object. In many

occasions, participants produced more than one response to describe an object, in-

stead of naming it. If I judged a response to not be representative of how a signer

identified an item based on evidence from spontaneous conversations and my knowl-

edge of SJQCSL, I selected whatever responses that I deemed representative of their

19Additional sessions of the same elicitation task from one signer repeatedly over time may shed
light on the stability of one’s lexicon. I am not aware of any studies that have done this with users
of an emerging sign language.
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lexicons and omitted other responses. Unlike some researchers, I did not exclude all

responses that consisted of more than one sign for naming or describing the object.

The disadvantage of analyzing a string of signs as a response is that the signs may

exhibit possible effects of co-articulation, which can obscure the ‘citation form’ of a

sign as represented in the mental lexicon of a signer. Since the primary goal of this

chapter is to identify the variation across and within the signing families through

the lens of iconic patterning, I opted to code multi-sign responses for analysis.

Points were exempted from analysis. If a participant signed dog and sub-

sequently pointed to a real-world location of a dog, the pointing was not coded as

a response for analysis. Similarly, all signs that referred to the general action of

eating in response to a picture of food were exempted from analysis. If a participant

signed bananas and used the sign eat in her response, then eat was not included

in the response for analysis.

Some responses were difficult to cull. In the case of the abundant responses

from Gina, I picked a sign (or a string of signs) that occurred more frequently in

response to an item. If she had two or three responses that contained a string of

signs that varied in order, I picked one response. For example, in the Angela and

Maria session, the girl produced a string of two signs to identify the picture of a

chicken. The first sign depicted the beak of the chicken, and the second sign was

a bird SASS. In the Gina and Angela session, the girl started to produce the sign

depicting the beak of the chicken, but almost at the same time, Gina produced the

bird SASS. Angela stopped herself from fully producing the beak and produced the

bird SASS, possibly imitating Gina. I opted to code Angela’s spontaneous response

from the first session.

To identify the extent of lexical variation via patterned iconicity within and

across the families, I adopted the coding conventions from Padden et al. (2013),

Padden et al. (2015) and Hwang et al. (2016) for identifying which iconic strat-

egy, or a combination of iconic strategies, a participant used to identify a picture

stimulus in across the three categories. The strategies are handling, instrument,

and object. Based on the SJQCSL data, I added the following strategies mam-

mal sass, and bird sass, which are subsumed under object.20 I also added a

20The categories of mammal sass and bird sass may be subsumed under the category of object
because they neither map to a human agent nor an aspect of the referent on the signer’s body. But
since mammal sass and bird sass are conventional gestures, I consider it necessary to distinguish
them from other object strategies in the family lexicons.
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major category, characteristic, which can be further divided into two categories

of characteristic action and another two categories of characteristic at-

tributes.21 Finally, I added other for any iconic strategy that is not listed here

and appears to be exclusively used for identifying a referent.

• Handling: The signer’s hand represents a human hand in action, i.e. grasping
an imaginary object while performing a canonical action;

• Instrument: The signer’s hand depicts the shapes or features of the object,
while performing a canonical action;

• Object: The signer’s hand only depicts the shape or features of the object
without demonstrating any simulated human action. Object depiction can
include “measuring” the outline of the shape or dimensions of the object
by the manipulation of the hands in space. Because this strategy does not
demonstrate any human action, it differs from the just mentioned instrument
strategy.

˝ Mammal SASS: The signer’s hand or hands depict the height of a mam-
mal, typically a four-legged one. The palm orientation of the dominant
hand faces sideways (neither outward or inward) in the horizontal plane.
In two-handed versions of this sign, the non-dominant hand serves as a
ground reference to the height of the referent.

˝ Bird SASS: The signer’s hand or hands depict the height of a bird,
typically (but not exclusively limited to) a flightless domesticated one.
The palm orientation of the dominant hand faces downward. In two-
handed versions of this sign, the non-dominant hand serves as a ground
reference to the height of the referent.

• Characteristic: The signer’s body represents some characteristic of the ref-
erent. The signer’s body and/or hands may refer to the characteristic physical
attributes and/or characteristic actions of the referent.

˝ Characteristic body action. The signer represents a characteristic
action of a referent’s body. One example is representing the jumping
action of a frog.

˝ Characteristic facial action. The signer represents a characteristic
action of a referent’s face. One example is representing the biting action
of a dog.

21I am using characteristic in lieu of personification so as to distinguish the iconic strategies
for representing animals.
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˝ Characteristic body attribute. The signer represents a characteristic
attribute of a referent’s body. One example is representing the feathers
of an owl.

˝ Characteristic facial attribute. The signer represents a characteristic
attribute of a referent’s face. One example is representing the whiskers
of a cat.

• Tracing: The signer traces an outline of the shape or dimensions of an object.

• Touch: The signer touches on or near their body to indicate where the object
may be typically found.

• Other: The signer produces an iconic strategy that is not listed here. One
example is waving her hand over her nose to indicate a foul odor in reference
to a skunk.

Each response was coded for one strategy. If a response consisted of two

hands and both corresponded to a strategy, it was coded for one strategy. In Fig.

5.20, Sendo used both hands to produce goat. His response was coded as char-

acteristic facial attribute (or cft for short) and counted as one strategy. If

a response consisted of two hands and each corresponded to two distinct strategies,

the response was coded for a combination of two strategies. In Fig. 5.21, Koyu used

one hand to represent the shape and the movement of a cleaver chopping and an-

other hand to represent a flat surface in which the cleaver acts upon. The response

was coded as instrument ` object and counted as one strategy. If a response

consisted of a sequence of two or more signs, then the response was coded as a

strategy individually. Each strategy was counted.

The usage of the exact same iconic strategy by two signers did not mean

that there were no any fine-grained differences among the formational properties of

their responses. One example is the handling and instrument strategies for combs.

Fig. 5.22 shows one handling response and two instrument responses for depicting

combs. In Fig. 5.22a, Gina produced a A-hand configuration to depict the handling

of a comb. There are two ways of producing the instrument strategy to depict the

object through the act of combing one’s hair. In Fig. 5.22b, Lory produced a clawed

5-hand configuration (she is left-handed), whereas in Fig. 5.22c, Angela produced

an extended, slightly curved 5-hand configuration. Two responses for an item that

used the same strategy but differed in hand configuration were coded for the same

strategy and distinguished by a number to indicate variation. In the case of Figs.
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Figure 5.20: Sendo produced
goat, using the characteristic
facial attribute strategy.

Figure 5.21: Koyu produced
cleaver, using the instru-
ment and object strategies.

5.22b and 5.22c, I coded their responses as instrument-1 and instrument-2,

respectively.

(a) comb produced
with a A-hand con-
figuration

(b) comb produced
with a clawed 5-
hand configuration

(c) comb produced
with a curved 5-
hand configuration

Figure 5.22: Three examples of comb

For the characteristic strategies, if there were two responses that utilized the

same strategy but were distinct with respect to the selection of the characteristic,

like the different types of facial attributes for goat in Fig. 5.23, they were coded

as cft-a and cft-b (or characteristic facial attribute, for short). In Fig. 5.23a,

Angela produced a pair of 1-hand configurations and placed them on her head to

depict the horns of a goat. In Fig. 5.23b, Koyu produced a O-hand configuration

with opening and closing movement on his chin to depict the beard of a goat. Both
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(a) The characteristic fa-
cial attribute of goat
by reference to its
horns

(b) The characteristic fa-
cial attribute of goat
by reference to its
beard

Figure 5.23: Two distinct characteristic facial attributes of goat

demonstrations represent different types of characteristic facial attributes of a goat.

If there were two responses that utilized the same type of a characteristic

strategy but were distinct with respect to the form itself, they were coded as variants

of one strategy. Fig. 5.24 show a pair of similar forms that utilized the characteristic

facial attribute of a pig. What distinguishes the pair of forms is the facing of the

palm orientation. Fig 5.24a shows the palm facing inwards.22 Fig. 5.24b shows the

palm facing in a lateral position. These forms were coded as cft-1 and cft-2.

(a) The characteristic fa-
cial attribute of pig by
reference to its snout

(b) The characteristic fa-
cial attribute of pig by
reference to its snout

Figure 5.24: Two similar characteristic facial attributes of pig

22Angela also produced this form in the Chatinolandia Elicitation task, but for the purposes of
visual clarity, I elected to use a different film still from spontaneous conversation.
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In sum, the letters {A, B, C. . . } represent different types of a characteristic

strategy; the types are counted as separate strategies in the overall results. The

numbers {1, 2, 3. . . } represent variants of an iconic strategy, but the same type

of a strategy; the variants are counted as one strategy. A response can be coded

with both a letter and a number; this only occurred for some responses to the

identification of animals.

5.4 Results

Fig. 5.25 is a bar graph that represents the number of strategies for each item by

category. The graph clearly shows that overall tools elicited a lower number of iconic

strategies than did food and animals. Both tools and food elicited lower numbers

of strategies than animals.

Figure 5.25: Overall results of number of strategies for each item

Table 5.2 represents the number of strategies and the mode of strategy, i.e.

the most frequently-attested strategy for each item across participants. Almost half

of the items in the tools category elicited one strategy and most of the rest items

elicited two strategies. The item rope is an outlier; it elicited 7 strategies. For this

reason, the standard deviation for strategies in tools is larger than that for food.

The most common strategies used for depicting tools were instrument and

handling respectively. For animals, characteristic was the most popular strat-
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TOOLS Strategies Mode FOOD Strategies Mode ANIMALS Strategies Mode

Cleaver 1 I + O Bananas 1 H + O Cow 1 CFT

Metate 1 H Black beans 2 O Frog 2 CBA

Mortar & pestle 1 I + O Chiles 2 Other Goat 3 CFT-A

Saw 1 I Ejotes 2 H + O Horse 3 handling

Scissors 1 I Tamales 2 H Duck 4 CFT-1

Tumplines 1 H Tomatoes 2 I + O rabbit 4 CBA

Washing board 1 H + O Avocados 3 I + O Dog 5 MS

Paintbrushes 2 I Garlic 3 H + O Donkey 5 CTF

Hammer 2 H Onions 3 I + O Owl 5 CBA-A

Broom 2 I Passion Fruit 3 H Pig 5 CFT-1

Fan 2 I Tortillas 3 H Chicken 6 BS

Shovels 2 I Watermelon 3 O, I + O Iguana 6 CBA-B

Toothbrushes 2 H Chayote 4 O Squirrel 6 CBA-E

Combs 2 I-1 Oranges 4 O, H + O Turkey 6 CBA

Cell phone 2 I-2 Corn 5 I Cat 7 CFT

Rope 7 H-2 Eggs 5 O Skunk 7 other

SD = 1.46 SD = 1.12 SD = 1.74

Table 5.2: The overall results of strategies and mode grouped by semantic category. The abbreviations are: I = Instrument, H = Handling, O = Object,
BS = Bird SASS, MS = Mammal SASS, CBA = characteristic body action, CTF = characteristic facial attribute.
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egy, followed by object and the height specifiers mammal sass and bird sass. For

food, a combination of handling, instrument, and object strategies were most

common. The results about tools and food are consistent with the major findings

from Padden et al. (2013), Padden et al. (2015), and Hwang et al. (2016).

In the food category, almost three-fourths of the items either averaged two

or three strategies. Only one item bananas elicited just one strategy. This strategy

never occurred exclusively as a sole response or as the first sign of a description. In

the animal category, the majority of the items ranged from three to seven strate-

gies. One exception was the item cows, which elicited one strategy. This strategy

sometimes had an additional handling strategy of milking the udders, but this never

occurred exclusively as a sole response or as the first sign of a description.

5.4.1 Tools

Fig. 5.26 is a bar graph that represents the results for the number of strategies

by each tool item. The participants gave a uniform response for the 7 items, even

though hypothetically some could have picked a different strategy to depict them.

For example, one could utilize the handling strategy for the item cleaver by de-

picting the holding of the handle, but this never occurred, whereas some participants

utilized the handling strategy and others the instrument + object strategy for

the item hammer.

Figure 5.26: The number of iconic strategies used for each tool item
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Table 5.3 shows the item-by-item results for the iconic strategies used for

depicting tools in SJQCSL. Most participants responded to every item in the tools

category. Some items elicited the handling strategy; others elicited the instrument

strategy or a combination of instrument and object. A few items elicited a combi-

nation of handling and object strategies; one elicited a combination of handing and

instrument. One item, rope, elicited less common iconic strategies, touch and trac-

ing. The rope item is an outlier, as it elicited 7 distinct strategies. It appears that

the participants’ productions for the rope item may be interpreted as depicting

constructions, or more gestural, less lexicalized productions, in contrast to more

lexicalized productions (Cormier, Quinto-Pozos, Sevcikova, & Schembri, 2012).

Item H I O I + O H + O H + I To Tr

Broom (n=13) 6 8 - - - - - -

Cell phone (n=13) 2 12 - - - - - -

Cleaver (n=13) - 5 - 8 - - -

Combs (n=13) 3 10 - - - - - -

Fan (n=13) 3 10 - - - - - -

Hammer (n=13) 4 1 - 2 6 - - -

Metate (n=13) 13 - - - - - - -

Mortar & pestle (n=12) - 1 - 12 - - - -

Paintbrushes (n=12) 2 8 - 2 - - - -

Rope (n=11) 7 - 2 - - - 3 1

Saw (n=13) - 8 - 5 - - - -

Scissors (n=11) - 8 - 3 - - - -

Shovels (n=13) 6 6 - - - 1 - -

Toothbrushes (n=13) 7 6 - - - - -

Tumplines (n=12) 12 - 2 - - - - -

Washing board (n=11) 3 - - - 8 - - -

Table 5.3: Results of the iconic strategies used for depicting tools. The following abbreviations are: I =
Instrument, O = Object, H = Handling, To = Touch, Tr = Tracing.

Table 5.3 represents the results of the items that elicited the most similar re-

sponses, i.e. the same iconic strategy (regardless of the variants), across and within

the signing families. The results include two items, cleaver, scissors, saw, and

washing board in which some responses contain one strategy and others contain

that strategy and the object strategy. These responses are conflated together, be-

cause the addition of an object strategy does not appear to change the iconicity of

the instrument strategy used for cleaver as shown in Figs. 5.27a and 5.27b and

scissors in Figs. 5.28a and 5.28b.
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(a) Family 1: Lory’s
sign for cleaver

(b) Family 4: Koyu’s
sign for cleaver

Figure 5.27: Two variants of cleaver based on the number of hands

(a) Family 4:
Koyu’s sign for
scissors

(b) Family 1: Lucy’s
sign for scissors

Figure 5.28: Two variants of scissors based on the number of hands

At this point, it is not clear if Figs. 5.27 and 5.28 should be interpreted as

variants of one sign or as separate signs. Lepic, Börstell, Belsitzmann, and San-

dler (2016) point out that two-handed lexical signs may become one-handed and

one-handed lexical signs may become two-handed as a consequence of articulatory

factors. They propose that two-handed signs are not an exclusively phonological

matter, but rather they inherently encode an iconic representation of the notion of

‘more than one.’ Fig. 5.28b, for example, encodes more iconic information, since

Lucy’s non-dominant hand represents some type of object that can be cut with

(regular) scissors. However I have yet to investigate whether the production of
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F1 F1 F2 F2 F3a F3a F3b F3b F4 F4 F5 F5 F5 Mode

Broom I I I I I I H, I I H H H H H I

Cell phone I-1 I-1 H I-1 I-3 I-2 I-2, H I-2 I-2 I-2 I-2 I-2 I-1 I-2

Cleaver I + O I I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I I I + O

Combs I-1 I-1 I-1 I-2 I-2 I-2 H I-2 I-2 I-1 H H I-1 I-1

Fan H H I I I H I I I I I I I I

Hammer H H I + O I + O I H H H H H H H H H

Metate H H H H H H H H H H H H H H

Mortar & pestle I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O - I + O I + O I+O I+O I I + O

Paintbrushes H I I + O I + O I I H - I I I I I I

Rope H-A H-A To To O O, H-B To, H-C - H-D Tr, H-D H-D H-D - H-D

Saw I + I I + I I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I I I I I I I

Scissors I + O I + O I + O I I I I I I - I I I I

Shovels I + H I I I I I H H H I H H H I

Toothbrushes I I I I I H H H H H H H I H

Tumplines H H H H O, H H O, H H, O H H H H H H

Washing board H + H H + H H + O - H + O H + O H + O H + O H + O H H + O H + O H + O H + O

TOTAL I

Table 5.4: Results of the iconic strategies used for depicting tools, distinguished by hand configuration and participant. The following abbreviations
are: I = Instrument, H = Handling, O = Object, To = Touch, Tr = Tracing.
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one-handed versus two-handed signs is purely phonological. For the time being, I

have conflated these signs (that utilize the same iconic strategy) in a single group

of responses.

Table 5.4 shows the iconic strategies used for depicting each tool for each par-

ticipant from the six families. The tools, broom, shovels, toothbrushes, cell

phone, hammer, and paintbrushes elicited comparable counts of two strategies.

Other tools, cell phone, fan, hammer, and paintbrushes elicited noticeably

higher counts of one variant than other variants. The cell phone, fan, and paint-

brushes items favored the instrument strategy, while the hammer item favored the

handling strategy.

Two tools that elicited at least two variants of an iconic strategy are cell

phone and combs. The cell phone item elicited three variants of the instrument

strategy; the variants were distinguished by the hand configuration. The I-1 exhib-

ited a B-hand configuration, whereas the I-2 exhibited the Y-hand configuration –

the extended thumb and pinky finger with the other fingers closed. The I-3 exhib-

ited a L-hand configuration. The combs item elicited two variants of the instrument

strategy. The I-1 exhibited a 5-clawed hand configuration, depicting the teeth of

the comb, whereas the I-2 exhibited the B-hand configuration.

Overall data for tools show that the most frequently-occurring iconic strat-

egy was instrument. Out of 16 items, 10 items elicited instrument as a strategy

by itself or in combination with another strategy. The responses suggest an incli-

nation towards the instrument strategy for naming tools. This result is consistent

with Padden et al. (2015)’s findings about how ASL signers favored the instrument

strategy when they identify tools in picture stimuli.23

5.4.2 Food

Fig. 5.29 presents the results based on the number of strategies for each food item.

On the spectrum of the number of strategies, bananas represents one end in which

there is only one strategy and corn and eggs represent the other end in which

there are many strategies.

Table 5.5 shows the results for the iconic strategies used to depict food items.

The food items also elicited multiple responses that consisted of a combination of

23Padden et al. (2015) found that the participants were more likely to favor the handling strategy
more when they identified tools in video stimuli than they did for picture stimuli.
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Figure 5.29: The number of iconic strategies used for each food item

handling and instrument strategies (and other signs) from each participant. The

responses constituted descriptions about sourcing food, preparing food for cooking,

and/or manipulating food for consumption, in addition to depicting the size and

shape of the food. For example, Lucy’s response consisted of a sequence starting with

bird sass[chicken], characteristic body action[lay-eggs], and object[small-

round] referring to the round, small size and shape of eggs and chickens as the

source of eggs. Lucy proceeded to explain how to cook the eggs and eat them. Her

response and the other participant’s various responses to the egg item are strikingly

reminiscent of the responses from the deaf and hearing signers on the Amami island

(Osugi et al., 1999); these signers’ responses also depicted an egg coming from the

chicken’s body, the shape and size of an egg, or cracking an egg open.

Table 5.6 represents the results, distinguishing the iconic strategies, for each

participant from the six families. The most frequently-occurring strategy was in-

strument + object. Specifically, this combination of instrument and object

strategies depicted the hands representing the simulated action of a chopping knife

on a solid surface, in reference to chopping many of the food items. This is the same

sign for cleaver.

For the identification and description of some food items, the responses had

a common object strategy that depicted a small, round shape. This sign does

not distinguish foods that shared similar dimensions, as such avocados, chayotes,
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Item H O I I + O H + O O + O CBA BS Other

Avocados (n=11) 3 6 6 3

Bananas (n=9) 3 9

Black beans (n=6) 5 4

Chayote (n=12) 2 11 4 4

Chiles (n=9) 4 6

Corn (n=11) 5 2 3 3 3

Ejotes (n=11) 8 4 5

Eggs (n=12) 6 8 1 2 2

Garlic (n=12) 6 7 7

Onions (n=13) 4 9 5

Oranges (n=10) 3 6 1 7

Passion fruit (n=8) 7 3

Tamales (n=10) 6 5

Tomatoes (n=11) 1 2 10

Tortillas (n=12) 8 6 2

Watermelon (n=12) 3 5 12

Table 5.5: The iconic strategies used for depicting food
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Item F1 F1 F2 F2 F3a F3a F3b F3b F4 F4 F5 F5 F5 Mode

Avocados H + O O I + O O I + O O, H + O O, H + O I + O O, I + O O, I + O I + O I + O

Bananas H + O, H H + O, H H + O, H H + O H + O H + O H + O H + O H + O H + O

Black beans O O, H, H H H H, O O O

Chayote
O, H,
O + O

H, O + O H + O O O O, H + O H + O, O O, O + O O O, O + O O, O O, H + O O

Chiles Other Other I + O
Other,
I + O

I + O Other Other
Other,
I + O

Other Other

Corn I I O, I + O H
O, I + O,
H + O

H I H + O, I I + O, H H + O, H H I

Eggs CFA, O, BS O H I + O O, H O, H O, BS, CFA O, H H H O O O

Ejotes H + O H + O H H, H H H, H H H + O H + O H H + O H + O

Garlic
H + O,
I + O

O, I + O O O
O, H + O,
I + O

O, H + O,
I + O

H + O
H + O,
I + O

H + O I + O O, I + O H + O H + O

Onions H + O O, I + O I + O I + O I + O O, H + O
H + O,
I + O

I + O I + O I + O
O, H + O,
I + O

H + O O I + O

Oranges O, H + O O, H + O I + O H + O, H O, H + O H + O, O H + O O, H + O O, H + O H + O O, H + O

Passion Fruit O O, H O H H H H, H H - H

Tamales H + O H + O H H H
H + O,
H + O

H H H H + O H

Tomatoes H - I + O I + O O, I + O O, I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O I + O

Tortillas O O H H O, H + O O, H + O O, H H H H, O H H H

Watermelon O, I + O O, I + O I + O I + O, O O, I + O O, I + O I + O, H I + O I + O, H I + O I + O, H I + O O, I + O

TOTAL I + O

Table 5.6: Results of the iconic strategies used for depicting food, distinguished by hand configuration and participant. The following abbreviations
are: I = Instrument, H = Handling, O = Object, BS = Bird SASS, CFT = Characteristic Facial Attribute.
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or oranges. Fig. 5.30 represents how Angela identified and described a photo of

tomatoes. In Fig. 5.30a, she first depicted the size and shape of a tomato, utilizing

an object strategy. This object does not uniquely pick out a tomato, but rather picks

out a referent whose size and shape matches that of a tomato. Next, in Fig. 5.30b,

Angela produced handling + object[mortar & pestle], which refers to the action

of grounding tomato in a mortar with a pestle for making salsa. Finally, in Fig.

5.30c, Angela produced eat. Angela’s identification and description of tomatoes

constitutes a sequence of signs: object[small-round], handling + object[mortar

& pestle], eat.

(a) object[small-round] (b) instrument +
object [mortar &
pestle]

(c) eat.

Figure 5.30: Identification and description of tomato

A closer look at the variation in the results from Table 5.6 and Fig. 5.29

suggest a patterning of iconic bases: the majority of the participants’ responses refer

to handling and/or instrument strategies for preparing and cooking food. Some

responses varied in order with respect to the strategies, but they utilized the same

strategies. Figs. 5.31, 5.32, and 5.33 show the variation in the identification and

description of chayote.

In Fig. 5.31, Lory produced a sequence of handling[pluck-object-from-

hanging-vine] and object[small-round] + object[spine-on-skin]. She first depicted

the action of pulling the object down from the hanging vine and then depicted

the spines that are found on the exterior skin of the object. In Fig. 5.32, Gina

produced a sequence of handling[peel-skin-off-object] + object[small-round] and

object[small-round]. She first depicted the holding the object and peeling skin

from it and then depicted the small, round shape and size of the object. In fig.
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(a) handling (b) object + ob-
ject

Figure 5.31: The identification and description of chayote from Lory of F1

(a) handling +
object.

(b) object (right
hand).

Figure 5.32: The identification and description of chayote from Gina of F3b

(a) object (b) object + ob-
ject

Figure 5.33: The identificaiton and description of chayote from Tomasa of F4
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5.33, Tomasa produced a sequence of object[small-round] and object[skin] +

object[spine-on-skin]. She first depicted the small, round shape and size of the

object and then depicted the spines. All three signers utilized the object[small-

round] strategy to depict the size and shape of the chayote. Furthermore, Tomasa

and Lory both referred to the spines but through different ways of depiction. The

overlap of some strategies for chayote suggests a preferred iconic basis for this

particular item.

The multiple strategies in the participants’ responses and the variation in

the ordering of the responses suggest that there are very few conventionalized and

lexicalized signs for food items in SJQCSL. The responses may be better interpreted

as depicting constructions. At the same time, the overlap of strategies between the

responses, as evidenced by the signs for chayote, suggest an emergent patterning

of a prototypical iconic basis. This is further discussed in §5.5.

5.4.3 Animals

Fig. 5.34 represents the results based on the number of strategies by each animal

item. The number of strategies for animals is greater than that for tools and food.

On the spectrum of the number of strategies, cow represents one end in which there

is only one strategy for depicting that animal and owl and pig represent the other

end in which there are many strategies. The average number of strategies for an

animal item is about 4.69.

Figure 5.34: The number of iconic strategies for each animal item
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Table 5.7 shows the results for the iconic strategies used to depict animals.

The most common strategy was characteristic facial attribute, closely fol-

lowed by characteristic body action. The mammal and bird SASSes, were

also favored for a few animals. Other strategies, instrument, handling, object,

and other were also used. The animal items elicited a wider range of strategies

– 11 in total – than tool and food items, which only elicited 8 and 9 strategies,

respectively.

Item CBA CFA CBT CFT BS MS H I Object Other Tr

Cat (n=13) 5 4 1 4 - 2 - - - - -

Chicken (n=12) 3 - - 1 7 - - 4 2 - -

Cow (n=13) - - - 13 - - 2 - - - -

Dog (n=12) 1 4 - - - 8 - - - 3 -

Donkey (n=11) 1 1 1 7 - 3 - - - - -

Duck (n=11) 5 - - 6 2 - - - - - -

Frog (n=10) 10 - - - - 1 - - - - -

Goat (n=11) 2 - - 11 - - - - - - -

Horse (n=11) - - - 5 - 1 6 - - - -

Iguana (n=10) 8 - - - - - - - 2 - 2

Owl (n=12) 8 3 2 3 - - - - - - -

Pig (n=13) 2 1 - 6 - 2 1 - - - -

Rabbit (n=12) 10 - 1 1 - 1 - - - - -

Skunk (n=11) 8 2 - - - - - - - 7 -

Squirrel (n=8) 7 - - - - 1 - - - 1 -

Turkey (n=9) 5 - 2 2 2 - - - - - -

Table 5.7: Results of the iconic strategies used for depicting animals. The following abbrevaitions are:
CBA = Characteristic body action, CFA = Characteristic facial action, CBT = Characteristic body at-
tribute, CFT = Characteristic facial attribute, BS = Bird SASS, MS = Mammal SASS, H = Handling, I =
Instrument, Tr = Tracing.

Table 5.8 represents the results, distinguishing the iconic strategies for each

participant. The majority of the responses show consistency within the signing

families but a clear difference between the families. A few animal items elicited a

uniform strategy such as the characteristic facial attribute for depicing the horns

for cows and goat, the mammal SASS for dog, and the bird SASS for chicken,

and handling for horse.

The overlap of some of the strategies between the signing families for certain

animal items shows that the families recruit some of the conventional gestures for

their lexicons. The overlap also shows a culturally local interaction witth some of

the referents, such as horses. The handling strategy used for horse may be based

on the assocition with a racing competition that occurs during the annual festival
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Item F1: Lucy F1: Lory F2: Sofia F2: Eva F3a: Angela F3a: Maria F3b: Marta F3b: Gina F4: Koyu F4: Tomasa F5: Sendo F5: Rosa F5: Blanca Mode

Cat
CBA-B,
CBA-A

CBT,
CBA-A

CBA-C CFT CFT CFT CFT MS MS CFA CFA CFA CFT

Chicken
BS,
CBA-A,
object

CBA-A,
object

CBA-B
CFT,
BS

BS BS
BS,
I-1

BS BS I-2 I-2 I-2 BS

Cow CFT, H CFT CFT CFT CFT CFT CFT CTF, H CFT CFT CFT CFT CFT CFT

Dog MS MS CBA
MS,
CFA-A

MS MS
MS,
CFA-A

MS MS
other,
CFA-A

CFA-B,
other

other MS

Donkey CFT CFT CFA
CBA,
MS

CFT
CFT,
CBT

MS MS CFT CFT CFT CFT

Duck
BS,
CBA-A

BS,
CBA-A

CBA-B CFT-1 CFT-1 CFT-1 CFT-1 CFT-2 CFT-2 CBA-B CBA-B CFT-1

Frog
CBA,
MS

CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA

Goat CFT-A CFT-A CFT-A CBA
CFT-A,
CFT-B

CFT-A CFT-A CFT-A CFT-A
CFT-A,
CBA

CFT-A CFT-A

Horse CFT CFT H H CFT CFT CFT H, MS H H H H

Iguana CBA-A CBA-A CBA-B CBA-B
Tr,
CBA-C

Tr,
CBA-C

CBA-B object object CBA-D CBA-B

Owl CBA-A CBA-A CBA-A CBA-B
CBT,
CFT

CFA CFT
CFT,
CBT,
CBA-A

CBA-A CBA-A
CFA,
CBA-A

CFA CBA-A

Pig MS MS CBA CBA CFT-1 CFT-1
CFT-A,
CFT-1,
H

CFT-2 CFT-2 CFA CTF-1

Rabbit MS
CBT,
CFT

CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA CBA

Skunk
CFA,
other

CFA,
other

CBA-A CBA-A CBA-B CBA-B
CBA-C,
other

other,
CBA-D1

CBA-D2,
other

CBA-D3,
other

other other

Squirrel
CBA-A,
other

CBA-B MS
CBA-C,
CBA-D

CBA-D CBA-E1 CBA-E2 CBA-E2 CBA-E

Turkey CBT CBT CBA
CTF-A,
CBA

CBA CBA
BS,
CBA,
CFT-B

BS,
CFT-B,
CBA

CFA CBA

Table 5.8: Results of the iconic strategies used for depicting food, distinguished by hand configuration and participant. The following abbreviations are:
CFT = Characteristic facial attribute, CBA = Characteristic body action, CBT = Characteristic body attribute, CFA = Characteristic facial action,
MS = Mammal SASS, BS = Bird SASS, I = Instrument, H = Handling, Tr = Tracing.
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of Saint John the Baptist. Fig. 5.35 shows how Families 4 and 5 depicted the action

of one holding the reins while galloping the horse.

(a) Family 4’s sign for horse (b) Family 5’s sign for horse

Figure 5.35: Handling strategy for depicting horses

For the identification of many animal items, the signing families differed in

which characteristic strategy they utilized. There are many ways of depicting an

animal by marking a quality of their face or body, or a quality of their characteristic

action. Signers can depict animals with their hands only, or with their hands and

body, or with their hands and their face, or everything together. Consider the

example of cat. According to Table 5.8, there were four distinct characteristic

strategies. Fig. 5.36 depicts the types of characteristic strategies for cat across five

families (Family 4 used a mammal SASS).

Family 1’s production of cat consisted of the constructed action of bouncing

a pair of extended hands to depict a cat running; the signer’s body represents the

cat’s body. Family 2’s production of cat was a general descriptor of motion of an

animal moving away; this sign is not specific to cat but is used for many animals.24

The hand represents the cat’s body in motion. Family 3’s production of cat depicted

the whiskers of a cat; this is produced on the signer’s face, which represents the cat’s

face. Family 5’s production of cat consisted of constructed action of the signer’s

mouth and the hands closing to depict a cat biting, although in Fig. 5.36i, Rosa did

not open her hands while she depicted the biting action.

The different characteristic strategies of cat shows the families’ diverse ways

of mapping a dimension of an animate referent onto the signer’s body. The variation

also shows how distinctive the families’ lexicons are from one another. Family 3’s

24Sofia’s production of cat was similar to that of her mom’s; it is not shown here because she
produced it off-camera.
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(a) F1: Lucy’s pro-
duction of cat.

(b) F1: Lory’s pro-
duction of cat

(c) F2: Eva’s produc-
tion of cat

(d) F3a: Angela’s
production of cat

(e) F3a: Maria’s pro-
duction of cat

Figure 5.36: Four characteristic strategies from five families

sign for cat stands apart from the other signs for depicting part of the physical

appearance of the cat, whereas the other signs refer to the characteristic action of the

cat. Furthermore, a closer look at the tokens of cat shows more lexical consistency

between Gina, Angela, and Martha (though Maria exhibited a slightly different hand

configuration, using a O-hand configuration than a 5-hand configuration) than that

between Sendo, Rosa, and Blanca.

Other animal items that elicited several characteristic strategies (or bird and

mammal SASSes) and revealed lexical consistency within families are chicken,
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(f) F3b: Gina’s pro-
duction of cat

(g) F3b: Martha’s
production of cat

(h) F5: Sendo’s pro-
duction of cat

(i) F5: Rosa’s produc-
tion of cat

Figure 5.36: Four characteristic strategies from five families

dog, duck, owl, pig, and turkey, suggesting that the signs for these animals

may be conventionalized in the family lexicons but not necessarily shared across

the families. Family 5 used the instrument strategy only for chicken, whereas the

other families used the bird SASS. Family 5 used an iconic strategy coded as other;

they identified dog by snapping their fingers for depicting how they summon dogs

in real-life.

In sum, animal items tended to elicit iconic patternings of characteristic

facial attribute and characteristic body action. At the same time, the

animal items revealed specific iconic patternings within the families. This is the

domain where we see the greatest distinction between the family lexicons. The

conventionalization of signs for animals occurs within families, but not across the

families. The implications of these findings are discussed in the next section.
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5.5 Discussion

The results reveal a robust iconic patterning in the participants’ identification and

description of items from three semantic categories: tools, food, and animals. Tools

elicited the strongest lexical consistency within and across the families. This suggests

at least two possibilities. One, tools may be more conventionalized in SJQCSL.

Alternatively, tools may elicit an iconic and holistic prototype, or a shared conceptual

target of a referent, i.e. a particular aspect of a referent (Sandler, Aronoff, et al.,

2011; H. Morgan, 2015), more easily than food and animals. The second possibility

is more compelling in light of the findings about the iconic patterning of tools elicited

from hearing non-signing gesturers and signers of different sign languages (Padden

et al., 2013, 2015; Hwang et al., 2016).

The concept of an iconic prototype is based on the lack of evidence for an

organization of contrastive primitives in ABSL (Sandler, Aronoff, et al., 2011). The

ABSL sign for dog did not elicit an identical form from any pair of the ten signers

with respect to hand configuration, palm orientation, number of hands, location, and

movement. Yet the ten different signs bear some visually transparent resemblance

to the real-world depiction of a barking and biting mouth, which appears to be the

signers’ chosen iconic prototype for dogs (Sandler, Aronoff, et al., 2011). The ABSL

signers appear to share the same conceptual target for the referent of ‘dog’, but they

do not yet share the same articulatory target for the sign dog (H. Morgan, 2015).

The results of the SJQCSL signs suggest that the signers share similar con-

ceptual and articulatory targets for most of the tools, more so than for food and

animals. The signers appear to share similar conceptual targets about food but differ

more in their articulatory targets compared to tools. The recurring object[small-

round] or object[large-round] strategies for round and circular food in the responses

suggest a robust iconic patterning basis for the depiction of that particular size and

shape.25 Food items that are not round and circular, such as bananas, chiles, corn,

ejotes, and tamales, did not elicit any object strategies that referred to their shape

and size.26 Black beans elicited a different object strategy, object[tiny], in which

25Tomatos are an exception. In response to the photo stimulus of tomatoes, ten out of eleven
participants produced the instrument + object[cleaver] strategy to name them. Two partici-
pants from Family 3a produced the object[small-round] in addition to the instrument + ob-
ject[cleaver] strategy.

26One participant produced the object[wide-long] strategy in reference to the size and shape of
corn.
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the participants depicted the miniscule shape and size of black beans by holding up

their thumb and index finger close together. Analysis of a larger dataset with more

varieties of food may reveal whether there are iconic patternings for food of various

sizes and shapes in SJQCSL.

Animals exhibited an iconic patterning of characteristic strategies, namely

characteristic facial attributes and characteristic body action. At the same time, the

animals revealed the greatest amount of lexical variation across the families com-

pared to tools and food. This finding indicates that the conceptual and articulatory

targets for many items are not shared across the families. Rather they are shared

and hence more conventionalized within families as in the case of cat. It appears

that the articulatory target for animals may be wider and larger than that for tools

and food, allowing for more variation in iconic form-meaning mappings.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter demonstrates how the SJQCSL lexicon is made up of family lexicons,

and how the lexicons are built on iconic patternings for semantic categories of ob-

jects. As deaf and hearing Chatino children and their caregivers are socialized to

become signers through social interaction, they also are socialized to become mem-

bers of their own family (as well as members of the San Juan Quiahije community).

Family lexicons, in turn, signal familial membership, vis-á-vis language socialization

as well as general socialization. Family lexicons and even some idiolects can exhibit

lexical consistency, even when some families do not interact with one another for

sustained periods of time on a daily basis. The next chapter turns to indexicality,

another dimension of the SJQCSL lexicon, examining pointing signs and directional

verbs.
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Chapter 6

Pointing and directionality in

SJQCSL

6.1 Introduction

This chapter extends the investigation of variation in SJQCSL by examining the use

of articulatory space in the signing families. In the preceding chapter, I highlighted

the difficulties of evaluating lexical variation between different signing families, given

the sharing of conventional gestures and the propensity for iconicity in many signs.

The sharing of these semiotic resources suggests a close relationship between part of

the signing families’ lexicons and part of the repertoire of conventional gestures in

the SJQ community. The repertoire of conventional gestures extends to pointing.

I assume that the deaf and hearing children and their families in some ways point

similarly to the pointing gestures of hearing Chatino speakers. Pointing, as a repre-

sentative dimension of indexicality, is ubiquitous in sign language lexicons, including

the family lexicons of SJQCSL. What appears to distinguish the family lexicons is

the extent of indexicality. One signing family has innovated directionality from

the existing practice of pointing and incorporated it into their lexicon. In other

signing families, the evidence of directionality is scant, which suggests that family

language socialization shapes and is shaped by particular language ecologies. This

has profound implications for the development of emerging sign languages.

The roadmap for this chapter is as follows. First, I briefly discuss what

constitutes pointing and how it is an integral part of the structure of sign languages,
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especially for “verb agreement” or directionality. I provide some background on

pointing and directionality in conventional sign languages. Both topics have been

and continue to be debated widely in linguistics and psychology, because there is

no general consensus on the linguistic status of pointing and directionality. The

contemporary perspectives are instrumental in informing the analysis of pointing

and directionality in SJQCSL here.

Second, many researchers have investigated the emergence of directionality

in some new sign languages whereas others have noted the absence of directionality

in other new sign languages. I briefly review these findings and situate them in two

theories about the emergence of directionality. In reviewing the literature, I adopt

the scholars’ terminology so as to represent their perspective. In discussing my own

findings, I have elected to use the term ‘directionality’ and ‘articulatory space’ so

as to maintain a somewhat neutral stance on the theoretical perspectives of the

phenomenon in question.

Third, I present naturalistic data from SJQCSL. The data comes from Family

3, the only family where deaf and hearing children interact with each other and with

a deaf adult signer on a daily basis. The data shows how pointing gestures enter the

lexicon of SJQCSL, bundled with multiple referential interpretations which cannot

be always teased apart and thus render points formationally ambiguous in that

respect.

Signers deploy pointing for different referential functions, which can be dis-

tinguished by the pragmatics of context and not necessarily by the formal char-

acteristics of pointing. The points are embedded with the use of topographic, or

motivated, space. The signers of Family 3 incorporate the motivated locations into

the transitive verb give, a classic verb of directionality, and a handful of other

transitive verbs. The data sheds some new insights on the role of deaf and hearing

children in the development of directionality in emerging signed languages. In light

of the findings, I propose that language socialization plays a non-trivial role in the

development of directionality in the signing of Family 3.
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6.2 Pointing: an overview

Manual pointing is ubiquitous across all modalities of human communication.1 The

physical action of pointing is not specific to the human species, as chimpanzees and

other apes that are raised in human captivity learn to point, but they always point

imperatively and never declaratively (Tomasello, 2006, 2008). An example of an im-

perative point is when in the presence of a human being, an ape orients itself to food

out of reach and stick its fingers and hands through the bars of cage in the direction

of the food. Apes have not been observed to point imperatively with one another.

Nor have they been observed to make a declarative statement to a human being by

pointing to an object for the purpose of engaging in joint attention. Humans, on

the other hand, point both to make imperative and declarative statements, which

babies produce spontaneously at around in their first year. Tomasello (2006) argues

that the fundamental difference between ape pointing and infant pointing is that

the latter is motivated by the intention to help other human beings and share infor-

mation with them. Pointing, as produced by the human species, is a species-unique

motivation to express shared intentionality or to share emotions, experiences, and

events with other humans (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005).

Hence, pointing functions as a basic building block of human interaction

(Kita, 2003; Tomasello, 2006). Pointing is not modality-specific, as it occurs in both

spoken and signed languages. Pointing occurs in co-speech gestures (McNeill, 2003;

Kita, 2003; Kendon, 2004), in all natural sign languages (Sandler & Lillo-Martin,

2006), and home sign systems (Morford, 1996; Coppola, 2002; Goldin-Meadow,

2003; Fusellier-Souza, 2006). One would be hard-pressed to dispute the general

consensus that pointing signs originated from pointing gestures of the larger sur-

rounding language environment (Pfau, 2011). Home signers and users of emerging

sign languages co-opt pointing gestures to point to real-world locations of people,

objects, and places. It comes as no surprise that pointing is used for pronominal

reference and other referential functions in natural sign languages (Cormier, 2012;

Cormier, Schembri, & Woll, 2013). However, the linguistic status of pointing in sign

languages has been and continues to be a controversial topic among sign language

researchers.

1Non-manual pointing such as head-pointing, lip-pointing, and nose-pointing will be not be
discussed in this chapter. Hence, pointing refers to manual pointing throughout the paper.
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6.2.1 Pointing in sign languages

The terms pointing gestures and pointing signs are frequently used to make

a distinction between the pratice of pointing that co-occurs with spoken languages

and pointing that co-occurs in signed languages. The distinction is not exclusively

based on the modality of the language in which pointing occurs, but also on the

roles of pointing for fulfilling linguistic, pragmatic, and discourse functions (Barberà

& Zwets, 2013; Cormier et al., 2013). One fundamental aspect of the distinction

between pointing gestures and signs is the form of person reference-tracking.

Although both signed and spoken languages have a myriad of ways for person

reference-tracking, the fundamental difference is that in sign languages, reference-

tracking occurs in the form of pointing, whereas in spoken languages, reference-

tracking occurs in the form of pronouns, a formal linguistic device for encoding

person distinctions (McBurney, 2002; Cormier, 2012; Meier & Lillo-Martin, 2013).

Traditionally, pronouns are understood to substitute for nouns, or more specifically,

noun phrases (Bhat, 2004). Pronouns are a superordinate category that encompasses

various types of words with deictic and anaphoric uses, including personal pro-

nouns, reflexives, demonstratives, indefinites, and relative pronouns. Non-personal

pronouns are referred as proforms. Personal pronouns are of particular interest

here, because there has been much controversy over whether pointing can mark

grammatical person in sign languages.

Sign languages have been their morphological uniformity in pointing signs for

pronominal reference, in striking contrast to the diversity of pronouns and demon-

stratives in spoken languages (McBurney, 2002; Meier & Lillo-Martin, 2013). Sign-

ers, regardless of which sign language they use, point to themselves on their chest,

for referring to themselves. The prototypical form of a self-reference consists of

an extended 1-hand configuration with the thumb crossed, contacting the signer’s

chest. Self-reference can occur in other hand configurations such as the L-hand

configuration with the thumb extended and adducted for phonological assimilation

reasons, based on the studies of ASL and BSL (Bayley et al., 2003; Fenlon et al.,

2013). One exception to this pattern is Japanese Sign Language (NS); it has two

variants of a self-point with respect to location (Japan Sign Language Research

Institute, 1997). One contacts the chest, the other contacts the nose. A few sign

languages do not employ the extended 1-hand configuration for self-points. In Yolgu
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Sign Language (YSL) and Kata Kolok (KK), self-reference occur in the form of a

B-hand configuration instead of an extended index finger (Bauer, 2013; de Vos &

Pfau, 2015).

Signers point toward their interlocutors and non-addressees to refer to them

with an extended 1-hand configuration. The reference to non-addresses can be based

on their actual location if they are present at the time of the discourse. If a non-

addressee is not present, signers point to an arbitrary locus in the signing space

and associate it with the referent by producing a noun phrase (Lillo-Martin, 1986;

Padden, 1988).2 Another strategy is that signers can produce a noun phrase in an

arbitrary locus in space, localizing the referent in the space, and subsequently point

to that locus for anaphoric reference (Rinfret, 2009). The association of a referent

with the locus is known as nominal establishment. The locus itself is called as a

referential loci, or a R-locus for short.3 Once the R-locus is established for a partic-

ular referent, that locus can be used subsequently for reference-tracking, similar to

pronominal reference in spoken languages (Fischer & Gough, 1978; Padden, 1988;

Lillo-Martin & Klima, 1990; Meir, 2002).

The use of arbitrary referent-location associations for reference tracking in

space has led some scholars to characterize the signing space as syntactic or

referential (Poizner, Klima, & Bellugi, 1987; Klima & Bellugi, 1979), token

(Liddell, 2003), or non-descriptive (Barberá, 2014). These terms suggest that

the locations of referents in the space are not inherently meaningful and do not

express spatial relations between the referents in a topographic context. The syn-

tactic space is contrasted with the topographic, motivated, or surrogate use of

space, in which the latter type of space express spatial relations between real-world

and/or imagined referents (Liddell, 1990, 2003; Perniss, 2012).

Many scholars differ in their perspective about whether there is a clear-cut

distinction between these two types of space. Some scholars argue for a sharp

distinction between syntactic space and topographic space (Poizner et al., 1987;

Barberá, 2014). There is some psycholinguistic evidence for the distinction of these

2The order of pointing to the arbitrary locus and signing a noun phrase is irrelevant here.
3This term is distinct from another term R(eferential)-index, an abstract grammatical device

assigned to noun phrases for tracking references within and across sentences (Lillo-Martin & Klima,
1990). Consider the following Maryi went to the store. Shei bought cookies and milk. The R-index
is denoted by the subscripted letter i. The elements Mary and she are interpreted as co-referential,
i.e. they both refer to the same referent.
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two spaces in deaf ASL signers’ production (Emmorey, Corina, & Bellugi, 1995;

Emmorey, 1996; Quinto-Pozos et al., 2013). However, distinguishing these two

spaces can be difficult to maintain, particularly when signers alternate using these

spaces (Engberg-Pedersen, 1993; Emmorey et al., 1995; Clibbens & Coventry, 1996;

Emmorey, 1996; Taub, 2001; Liddell, 2003; Perniss, 2012).

The fact that person reference-tracking occurs in space has generated an

ongoing controversy about the linguistic status of person in pointing since the 1970s.

Friedman (1975, 946) first noted that ASL points could be used for pronominal,

locative, and demonstrative reference by pointing to persons, objects, and locations,

and did not classify them as pronouns. However, her analysis was an exception to

that era of ASL research. Many researchers argued that pointing signs function

as pronouns that mark a three-way person system (Stokoe et al., 1965; Fischer &

Gough, 1978; Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Liddell, 1980; Lillo-Martin, 1986; Padden,

1988). For a while, the general consensus was that ASL, and by extension, other

natural sign languages, had a three-way person system, until Meier (1990) proposed

a two-way person system that became widely accepted in sign linguistics and adopted

for the analysis of pronominal pointing in other signed languages.

Meier (1990) posits that ASL pronouns make a first person versus non-first

person distinction, but not a second person versus third person distinction. He

argues that, in ASL, first person is specified by the signer’s pointing to herself on

the chest, contacting it, and that this location is phonologically-specified. This sign

need not refer to the signer herself and can instead report the words, thoughts,

and/or actions of others through direct and indirect quotation, a common discourse

strategy in signed languages known interchangeably as role-shift, role-play, or

referential shift (Lillo-Martin, 2012).4 A similar discourse strategy has been

documented in the gestures of English speakers (McClave, 2001; Cooperrider, 2011).

Furthermore, ASL has idiosyncratic first person plural pronominal forms

glossed as we, our, and ourselves. At best, those forms only point to the signer,

twice in a sequence on her upper torso, beginning either ipsilaterally or contralat-

erally to the dominant hand. Those forms do not point to the locations associated

with other individuals who are included in the set denoted by we, rendering those

4Role-shift may be considered be subsumbed under the larger phenomenon of constructed
action, or ca for short. In ca, the signer “assumes the role of the character in the event, such
that at least the character’s head and torso are mapped to the signer’s body, and the size of the
projected space is life-sized” (Özyürek & Perniss, 2011, 87).
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forms less indexical than the non-first person plural forms (Cormier, 2007).

Meier notes the lack of compelling evidence for eye gaze that would dis-

tinguish second versus third person. In one instance of role shift, the signer can

look towards a spatial locus associated with a referent, but the eye gaze does not

mark that referent as an addressee. Rather, the eye gaze represents the signer’s

perspective of a reported action. Meier’s proposal has been supported by recent

eye-tracking studies of spontaneous language production in Thompson, Emmorey,

Kluender, and Langdon (2013), who observed that ASL does not systematically use

eye gaze to mark person for pronominal reference in pointing signs and thus does

not thereby distinguish second-person from third-person forms.

Recently, some alternative perspectives have surfaced, qualifying and chal-

lenging the extant theories about the linguistic status of pointing in sign languages.

The general argument is that pointing signs do not function as pronouns analogous

to those in spoken languages, thereby suggesting that the pointing signs do not mark

grammatical person (McBurney, 2002; Cormier et al., 2013; Johnston, 2013). One

perspective is that pointing signs for non-first person reference constitute a fusion

of linguistic and gestural elements, in which the handshape constitutes a morpheme

and the direction and location are gestural (Liddell, 2003). Signers imagine an en-

tity who is not present at the time of discourse known and pick out a spatial locus

in the space based on the referent’s size and shape (ibid). The imagined referent is

known as a surrogate. Surrogates are imagine, picked out, and referred to through

the deixis of pointing, not through abstract referential indices. Liddell’s analysis of

pointing signs imply that they do not constitute ‘pronouns’ analogous to spoken

language pronouns, since the direction and location do not constitute morphemes

themselves.

Another perspective is that the category of person is absent in sign languages

on the basis of the listability problem (McBurney, 2002). The listability problem

refers to the fact that a signer could point to an infinite number of varying locations

with respect to distance, height, and vector for non-first person referents in the

signing space (Liddell & Johnson, 1989). This would preclude those spatial locations

from being phonologically specified and listed as a finite set of values in the lexicon.

If spatial locations cannot be listed in the lexicon, then they do not constitute part of

the lexicon and therefore cannot lexically mark person. Even if there were a way to

list the spatial locations in the lexicon, there would be an infinite number of persons,
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which would translate to a system of an infinite number of distinct lexical forms.

Such an unattested system would not constitute a system of person distinctions.

A third perspective is that pronominal pointing signs neither pattern exactly

like pointing gestures produced by hearing people nor like spoken language pro-

nouns (Cormier et al., 2013). The researchers investigated how pointing gestures,

pointing signs, and spoken language pronouns compared with respect to the fol-

lowing features: referentiality, paradigmatic structure, participant roles (including

person), number/plurality, grammaticalization, and syntactic distribution. While

the researchers noted that more investigation is needed for comparing some of the

features in pointing gestures, they concluded that pointing gestures and signs share

the features of referentiality and encoding participant roles in role shift. They also

concluded that pointing signs and spoken language pronouns share the feature of

syntactic distribution, as the former have been documented subject to binding con-

ditions (Padden, 1988; Lillo-Martin, 1991; Meier & Lillo-Martin, 2010). In sum,

pointing signs cannot be exclusively classified as pointing gestures nor pronouns.

The controversial status of pronominal pointing in sign languages has ex-

tended to the topic of directionality. One class of verbs, directional verbs,

“point” to the R-loci by moving to the R-locus associated with the recipient (Meier,

1982; Lillo-Martin, 1986; Padden, 1988; Lillo-Martin, 1991; Casey, 2003; Lillo-

Martin & Meier, 2011; Meier & Lillo-Martin, 2013). In some cases, some verbs can

move from from the R-locus associated with the agent to the R-locus associated

with the receipient. The next section explores the topic of directionality.

6.3 Directionality

Padden (1988) proposed a tripartite classification of verbs in ASL based on mor-

phosyntactic behavior: plain, spatial, and inflecting (later, the scholars adopted

the terms agreeing and agreement verbs, which Meier, 1982, used in his disser-

tation). Plain verbs such as laugh, cry, and want cannot be inflected to mark

grammatical person and number (although they can be modified for aspect). Spatial

verbs such as go, come and put can be inflected to mark locative agreement. These

verbs show path movement of one referent from one location to another location.

The path movement represents the movement of a referent from one physical loca-

tion to another physical location (Padden, 1990). Agreement verbs can be inflected
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to mark grammatical person and number through the modification of the initial

and final locations of the verb form, arguably manifesting verb agreement.5 They

represent concrete verbs of transfer such as give, take, and send and abstract

verbs of transfer such as ask, inform, and teach (Meir, 1998, 2002). Agreement

and spatial verbs may exhibit similar path movement on the surface, but the fun-

damental difference lies in the interpretation of the initial and final locations of the

verbs.

The class of agreement verbs can be further divided into two groups based

on the order of the subjects associated with the R-loci (Padden, 1988; Meir, 1998,

2002). regular verbs pertain to verbs that move from the subject R-locus to

the direct object R-locus in transitive verbs and from the subject R-locus to the

indirect object R-locus in ditransitive verbs. backwards verbs pertain to verbs

that move from the direct object R-locus to the subject R-locus in transitive verbs

and from the indirect object R-locus to the subject R-locus in di-transitive verbs.

While arguably there is a distinction with respect to the order of syntactic roles

in regular and backwards verbs, these two verb groups are unified from a semantic

perspective: they mark the source and the goal in the same order (Meir, Padden,

Aronoff, & Sandler, 1998; Meir, 2002).

Of particular interest in the investigation of directionality is the omission of

the ‘subject.’ Many directional verbs do not mark the subject because of articulatory

constraints (Meier, 1982; Padden, 1988; Meir, 1998; Meir et al., 1998; Mathur &

Rathmann, 2006, 2010). It has been argued that the signer’s body represents the

default subject argument and thus is an inherent part of the lexical structure of

the verb, which allows for the omission of subject verb agreement in sign languages

(Meir et al., 2007, 2013). When a language develops a first-person object marker in

a directional verb and uses it, the marker overrides the default subject argument. If

a directional verb cannot be (or is not) inflected for first-person object, the signer

may utilize different strategies to mark first-person object such as pointing to oneself

or using role-shift to reverse participant roles. Role-shift may allow the signer to

assume the role of the agent of an event so she can produce a directional verb from

the perspective of an agent instead of a recipient or a theme.

The aforementioned analysis of directionality as verb agreement is not univer-

5See Lillo-Martin and Meier (2011) for a discussion about theoretical challenges for the analysis
of directionality as verb agreement.
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sally accepted. Some scholars argue against the verb agreement analysis on grounds

of the problematic analysis of pointing signs as pronouns and spatial loci as R-loci

(Liddell, 2000; de Beuzeville, Johnston, & Schembri, 2009; Cormier et al., 2013;

Cormier, Fenlon, & Schembri, 2015). An alternative term has been used to refer

to the verbs as indicating verbs (Liddell, 2000, 2003). The term implies that

indicating verbs point to the locations of the referents, whether they be real-world

or imagined, and indicate their participant roles. They do not mark the locations

for grammatical person and number.

All in all, directionality is a visual-spatial mechanism for disambiguating two

animate referents in a transitive or ditransitive event. This has been documented

in many natural sign languages (Mathur & Rathmann, 2010). The remarkable

similiarity of this morphological device across signed languages led to the impression

that directionality was universal, i.e. present, in all natural sign languages, since it

is characteristic of modality of sign languages (Aronoff, Meir, Padden, & Sandler,

2003; Aronoff et al., 2005; Meir et al., 2007).6 Recent research on emerging and

village sign languages have brought a more complex perspective, suggesting that (1)

directionality is not present in all sign languages (de Vos & Zeshan, 2012) and (2)

if a sign language does exhibit directionality, it takes some time to develop (Meier,

2006; Meir, 2012).

6.3.1 Directionality in “village” sign languages

There is much variation in reports about the occurrence of directionality across sign

languages that may fall in the extant categories of ‘village sign languages’ or even

‘rural sign languages’ though there are some exceptions. The range of reports include

speculations about an extinct sign language (Martha’s Vineyard Sign Language),

limited evidence in a few living sign languages, and comprehensive evidence based

on naturalistic and elicited data in other living sign languages.

6This does not preclude the possibility of directionality in co-speech and no-speech (silent)
gestures of non-signing speakers. Some English speakers have been found to produce no-speech
directional-like gestures in experimental conditions (Dufour, 1992; So, Coppola, Licciardello, &
Goldin-Meadow, 2005).
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6.3.1.1 No evidence for directionality

Kata Kolok (KK) has been documented to not utilize the articulatory space for

arbitrary referent-location associations (Marsaja, 2008; de Vos, 2012b, 2014). Nor

does KK exhibit any directionality in transitive verbs including regular and back-

wards verbs of transfer give and take. An analysis of 836 tokens of transitive verbs

from a corpus of over six hours of spontaneous discourse in KK revealed that only

three tokens of out of 317 tokens of talk were spatially modified as talk-to-me.

Even in the case of the classic directional verb give, KK signers did not spatially

modify give when they themselves were the targeted recipient of the verb. de Vos

(2012b) interpreted the paucity of evidence for directionality to mean that KK does

not have a class of true agreement verbs.

Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL) has been documented to employ

pointing based on real-world and geographical locations of referents. ABSL has

also been documented not to exhibit any directionality. Instead the language either

utilizes word order or multiple single-argument clauses for disambiguting human

referents in transitive verbs (Sandler et al., 2005; Padden et al., 2010; Meir, 2012;

Meir et al., 2012, 2013). The researchers conducted an elicitation task for word

order. The task consisted of viewing 30 short video clips, known as‘the Haifa clips’,

of which 14 were selected for analysis. Five video clips consisted of actions of transfer

between two human entities such as a woman giving a shirt to a man and 9 consisted

of actions of motion of a human entity such as a girl running in circles or an animate

object such a ball rolling down the floor.

An analysis of the responses to transitive events revealed that ABSL signers

strongly preferred to produce verbs of transfer and motion in the sagittal axis. The

regular verbs moved in a straight path movement outward from the signer; the

backwards verbs moved toward the signer. The signers did not establish any spatial

loci in the space and direct the verbs toward them. An example of an uninflected

form of give is from Meir et al. (2013, 336) in (1).

(1) stand-right stand-left give

‘He’s standing here, she’s standing there. She gave (the ball) to him.’

In Example (1), the signer localized the man and the woman in different spatial

locations, but she did not direct the verb give from the location associated with
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the woman to the other location associated with the man. Instead, the signer

produced give away from herself in the sagittal axis. Fewer verbs were produced

in the side-to-side axis and even less in the diagonal axis. The researchers observed

that younger ABSL signers produced verbs of transfer and motion in the side-to-

side axis more than older signers did. Overall, both groups of ABSL signers had

a strong tendency to produce both verb types in the sagittal axis more than the

diagonal and side-to-side axes. The underlying message of the findings is that the

use of directionality expands to a wider space in later generations of ABSL signers

(and ISL signers, which is discussed in 6.3.2).

6.3.1.2 Some evidence of directionality

Kendon (1988) reports that North Central Desert Sign Languages (NCDSL) has

some verbs that can be “directionalized” or move through space.7 His brief descrip-

tion included what Pfau (2012) interprets to encompass both spatial verbs such as

go, walk, run and “agreeing” verbs such as give, throw, talk. Kendon observes

that many verbs including give and throw exhibit change in path movement, but

ingest and talk exhibit change through palm orientation only.8 However, he did

not provide further analysis of these directional verbs, nor did he specifically mention

whether these verbs incorporated both real-world and arbitrary spatial loci.

Washabaugh (1986) reports that Providence Island Sign Language (PISL)

exhibits limited directionality of verbs of transfer give and tell based on real-

world and geographical locations. He bases his conclusion on two findings. One is

minimal naturalistic data of two deaf PISL signers (Washabaugh, 1986, 40). The

other is an elicitaiton task in which the deaf signers could have but did not modify

the verb give (Washabaugh, 1986, 58).

Adamorobe Sign Language, or AdaSL, has been reported to exhibit direc-

tionality in which the verbs move toward real-world loci and sometimes towards

‘surrogate’ (not motivated) space loci (Frishberg, 1987; Nyst, 2007). Some examples

given include abuse (Frishberg, 1987) and marry, curse, tell, see, insult (Nyst,

7NCDSL is a complex of Australian Aboriginal secondary sign languages used by hearing speak-
ers of Warlpiri, Warumungu, and Warlmanpa in Central Australia. They are also used as primary
sign languages by deaf people in the area.

8The verb ingest actually has an additional ‘(eat/drink)’ label. This verb does not take an
animate referent as a theme. It is possible that he interprets the verb’s ability to change orientation
is to denote the agent of the action.
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2007, 158). However, no detailed analysis is offered. Neither PISL nor AdaSL are

documented to exhibit any arbitrary pointing for pronominal reference.

Similar to PISL and AdaSL, Bauer (2013) reports that Yolngu Sign Lan-

guage (YSL) exhibits limited directionality. 9 Out of a corpus of 787 verb tokens,

only 49 tokens were identified as spatially modified for directionality, of which the

following first three verbs were most frequent: give, tell, see, get/bring, take

a picture, make sick/kill. All these spatially modified verbs exhibited straight

path movement from the signer to addressee, along the sagittal axis and all but

one were based on real-world locations of referents. The sole exception was based

on a geographical location associated with a referent. Most tokens of give, tell,

and see were not spatially modified. Bauer concludes that directionality in YSL is

based on real-world locations of referents and is not obligatory.

Schuit (2013) reports some evidence of verb agreement in Inuit Sign Language

(IUR), a rural non-village sign language.10 In IUR, verb agreement occurs with

real-world and arbitrary loci. Schuit’s characterization of verb agreement extends

to intransitive verbs that agree with the subject argument and transitive verbs

that either agree with both subject and object arguments or the object argument.

Schuit identified 17 unique verbs in a set of 175 verb tokens and found that only 65

tokens, or 37% of the set, constituted agreeing verbs.11 She found that deaf IUR

signers seldom established arbitrary nominal referents in space and incorporated

the locations of the referents in agreeing verb forms. Instead, the signers tended

to produce an agreeing form and then point to the location where the endpoint of

the verb form stopped. Schuit proposes that IUR verb agreement is more similar

to that in Auslan and NGT than that in AdaSL and YSL, and the similarity may

have been due to the language contact between IUR and ASL. However, she also

points out that monolingual IUR signers also exhibited verb agreement, suggesting

that the presence of verb agreement is more sign language-specific, not exclusively

specific to a type of sign language. The implication is that linguistic structures are

9YSL is used in Arnhem Land, Northern Australia; originally, it emerged as an alternate sign
language among hearing Yolngu Aboriginal people and has been adopted as a primary sign language
of the deaf, YSL has been reported to be not related to NCDSL (Maypilama & Adone, 2012; Bauer,
2013).

10The term ‘rural non-village sign language’ means that the usage of a sign language is not
restricted to a single community but rather is distributed among several communities.

11Schuit specifically used the term agreeing verbs instead of agreement verbs to refer to the
behavior of these verbs, not to characterize them as a type of verbs.
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not exclusively shaped by the sociolinguistic characteristics of a signing community.

In sum, the evidence for directionality in the aforementioned sign languages

is varied. The evidence, up to this point, suggests some interrelated things. One,

directionality is not a high-frequency and obligatory occurrence in these languages

and thus does not pattern like that documented in many urban, national sign lan-

guages.12 Two, directionality is absent in the grammar of a sign language and thus

is not necessarily a universal trait of sign languages (de Vos & Zeshan, 2012; Nyst,

2012). Three, arbitrary pointing – specifically arbitrary referent-location associa-

tions in space – may be a precursor for the system of directionality as described and

documented in many well-studied sign languages like ASL and ISL (de Vos, 2012b).

If a sign language does not utilize arbitrary referent-location associations for person

reference-tracking with points in space, then the language is predicted not to utilize

arbitrary-referent location associations for directionality.

Moreover, the use of arbitrary pointing is limited in these sign languages

that exhibit some directionality, and non-existent in other sign languages that do

not exhibit directionality. The implication is that arbitrary pointing for anaphoric

reference is a requisite for a sign language to develop a system of directionality

similar to that documented and described in urban, national sign languages like

ASL and ISL (de Vos, 2012b, 210). The next section discusses directionality in

emerging sign languages that are more based on urban signing communities.

6.3.2 Directionality in emerging sign languages

Israeli Sign language (ISL) is a well-known case in which directionality has been doc-

umented to emerge and exhibit diachronic change across different generations of deaf

signers (Meir, 2012; Meir et al., 2012, 2013). An elicitation study was administred

to three age groups of 31 ISL signers. Group 1 consisted of 13 signers who were aged

over 65. Group 2 consisted of 10 signers aged between 45–65. Group 3 consisted of 8

signers aged between 23–44. The participants watched ten video clips that consisted

of events of transfer such as give, take, throw, feed, show and verbs with two

animate arguments look, pull, push, tap. Then they recounted the video clips to

their interlocutors. Signers from the youngest group produced agreeing verb forms

in almost 75% of their responses, whereas signers from the older groups produced

12See de Beuzeville et al. (2009) and Cormier et al. (2015) who claim that directionality is not
obligatory in Auslan and BSL.
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agreeing verb forms in less than 50% of their responses. The older groups produced

verb forms that behaved more like plain verbs, i.e. they were uninflected. Meir

argues that the different generations of ISL signers represent a diachronic change of

verb agreement. Based on the data on the ISL signers, she proposes four stages of

development of verb agreement as a morphological mechanism in an emerging sign

language:

1. First stage. The signer produced an uninflected form of a regular verb of
transfer. The verb was not directed towards any arbitrary point in the signing
space. The one-way movement of the verb was restricted to the sagittal (signer
to addressee or vice versa). To disambiguate the roles of the participants, the
signer either utilized a basic word order of Subject-Object-Verb or produced
a string of one-argument clauses (Sandler et al., 2005; Padden et al., 2010;
Sandler et al., 2014). More than half of the responses from Groups 1 and 2
consisted of uninflected forms.

2. Second stage. The signer localized a noun in the space front of her body
and directs the verb toward the spatial locus associated with the noun. By
localizing the noun in the space and moving the verb towards the spatial locus,
the signer established the spatial locus as a R-locus. The endpoint of the verb
is reanalyzed as a morpheme or an object argument marker, encoding a person
feature of verb agreement. The body represents the subject argument, as the
body is lexically specified to be part of the verb (Meir et al., 2007). However,
the movement of the verb is still restricted to the sagittal axis. More than half
of the responses of four signers from Group 1 consisted of this type of form.

3. Third stage. The signer localized a noun to the right or to the left of her
body and directs the verb away toward the spatial locus associated with the
noun. The movement of the verb was no longer restricted to the sagittal axis.
The movement expanded to the diagonal axis, i.e. the verb moved to a location
diagonally to the left or the right from the signer’s body. In effect, the verb is
free to ‘agree’ with any R-locus in the signing space (but not with the signer’s
body as a R-locus). This type of verb form may exhibit ‘single-argument
verb agreement’ or behaves like a single-agreeing form. The reanalysis of the
verb’s final location as an object marker is completed, but the verb’s initial
location is not yet analyzed as a subject marker. At this stage, the body
still represents the subject argument. almost half of the responses of Groups
1 and 2 respectively consisted of single-agreeing forms, whereas most of the
responses of Group 3 consisted of these forms.
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4. Final stage. The signer moved the verb toward herself. In effect, the signer’s
body as a subject argument is no longer part of the verb form and can function
as a R-locus itself. The initial location of the verb is reanalyzed as the subject
argument marker, allowing the verb to move towards the signer from any
R-locus in the signing space. The body is reanalyzed as a first-person object
argument. The de-anchoring from the body allows the verb form to be double-
agreeing, or fuly-agreeing. The verb now can mark both the subject and object
arguments. Only a very small percentage of the responses in Groups 1 and
2 consisted of fully-agreeing forms, whereas almost half of the responses in
Group 3 consisted of these forms.

There are two important details to note. One, not all directional verbs evolve to the

final stage of verb agreement development. Only a subset of directional verbs can

be inflected for first-person object agreement (Padden, 1988; Rathmann & Mathur,

2002; Mathur & Rathmann, 2010). Two, Meir’s proposal for the evolution of verb

agreement is based on arbitrary locations of referents. The implication is that real-

world locations of referents do not constitute part of the grammar, whereas the ar-

bitrary locations of referents are part of the grammar (Lillo-Martin & Meier, 2011).

Verb agreement occurs after a language develops the mechanism for establishing ar-

bitrary locations of referents and reanalyzes the endpoints of transitive verb forms

as object markers and the signer’s body. However, Meir does not discuss the role

of pointing and how arbitrary pointing develops and where it fits in the proposed

scheme of verb agreement development. Pointing signs can serve as pronominal

arguments for reference tracking. Pfau (2011) and Pfau and Steinbach (2006) pro-

pose a scheme of ‘grammaticalization’ of pointing in which verb agreement markers

evolve from sign language pronouns.

6.3.3 Another proposal for the evolution of verb agreement

Pfau and Steinbach (2006) and Pfau (2011) propose that verb agreement is a product

of the grammaticalization of sign language pronouns. They examined the data on

spoken languages and on Nicaraguan Sign Language (hereafter, ISN) through a

diachronic lens and proposed that sign language pronouns, or indexicals, enter the

grammar of a sign language as markers of location and are grammaticalized as

pronouns. Pfau (2011) is a commentary to A. Senghas and Coppola (2011), an

investigation of the evolution of pointing signs in deaf Nicaraguan homesigners and

ISN signers.
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A. Senghas and Coppola (2011) and Coppola and Senghas (2010) report the

findings of a systematic investigation of changes in the form and function of pointing

in four groups of deaf participants: four ISN users from each of the three cohorts

and four deaf Nicaraguan adult home signers.13 The data consisted of narrative

recollections of the animated cartoon ‘Canary Row.’ The researchers categorized

the points of their participants into two types based on referential function: locative

and nominal. The nominal function refers to the indexing of persons and concrete

objects.

One central finding of the results is that the frequency of nominal points

significantly increased across the continuum of the participants, but the frequency

of locative points remained constant across the same participants. As the frequency

of nominal points increased, the frequency of combining nominal points with verbs

also increased.14 There was a strong tendency for locative points to have accom-

panying eye gaze, but not so much for nominal points. The researchers interpreted

the increased frequency of nominal points as evidence for a shift in the use and

distribution of points. They presented a hypothesis for the evolution of the points.

First, the points resemble pointing gestures, bearing locative functions. The points

subsequently evolve to acquire more abstract referential functions, nominal and

pronominal ones. The nominal points exhibit less movement or no movement and

do not have accompanying eye gaze.

Figure 6.1: A simplified proposal for the grammaticalization path for sign language indexicals.

Pfau and Steinbach (2006) and Pfau (2011) postulate that a grammatical-

ization path of sign language indexicals. Fig. 6.1 represents a simplified version

of Pfau & Steinbach’s and Pfau’s proposed grammaticalization path (the relative

pronoun and agreement auxiliary are not discussed here). First, pointing gestures

13Remember that the grouping of cohorts corresponds to the time period of the arrival of the
children to the school. The first cohort arrived during the late 1970s and early 1980s. The second
cohort arrived in the mid- to late 1980s. The third cohort arrived in the 1990s.

14The verbs here encompassed all verbal elements including plain verbs, classifier constructions,
and constructed action (Coppola & Senghas, 2010).
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enter the grammar of a new sign language as a locative pronoun, index. Grammat-

icalization is defined, in few words, as the development of functional elements from

lexical elements, such as the development of prepositions from nouns and of tense

markers from verbs.15 Pfau’s rationale for analyzing pointing gestures as locative

pronouns in a new sign language is that “pointing to locations is concrete in that

a location does not represent anything other than itself, and therefore the act of

pointing appears closest to its gestural root” (Pfau, 2011, 29).

Second, the locative evolves into a demonstrative pronoun, rendering the use

of locations more abstract. The function of a demonstrative is to point to an object

for referring to the object itself, not to indicate the location of an object. The form

of a locative point may be interchangeable with the form of a demonstrative one, but

the function of both indexes is not. Alternatively, both locative and demonstrative

pronouns emerge simultaneously from pointing gestures (Pfau & Steinbach, 2006).

Third, the demonstrative pronoun evolves into a personal pronoun. The

grammaticalization of personal pronouns, specifically third-person singular pro-

nouns, from demonstratives is fairly common in spoken languages. First-person

and second-person singular pronouns are not grammaticalized from demonstratives.

Rather they are grammaticalized from nouns that denote participant roles. First-

person and second-person pronouns designate speaker and addressee, respectively,

whereas third-person does neither. What separates all sign language pronouns from

their spoken counterparts is that all sign languages share a common source: point-

ing gestures. The grammaticalization of demonstratives as third-person pronouns

and the common source of pointing gestures across sign languages support the hy-

pothesis of the personal pronoun evolving from the demonstrative pronoun. Pfau

argued that the increase in the combination of nominal points with verbs across the

subsequent cohorts of NSL signers further supports this hypothesis. The pointing

signs in ISN become more abstract and less concrete over time.

Fourth, the personal pronoun evolves into a bound agreement marker. Cross-

linguistic evidence of spoken languages shows that pronouns, especially third-person

singular ones, are the most common source of verbal subject agreement markers.

Pfau applies the logic of this evidence to sign languages: agreement markers devel-

15Pfau and Steinbach (2006) argue that grammaticalization of manual gestures does not pattern
like grammaticalization of spoken language morphemes and words. Gestures may enter a grammar
as functional elements, not as lexical elements.
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oped from pronouns. In A. Senghas and Coppola (2001), first and second cohort

signers who were exposed to ISN at an earlier age produced more spatial modu-

lations with transitive verbs than their peers who were exposed to ISN at a later

age.16 Second cohort signers produced more spatially modulated verbs than their

first cohort peers, thereby surpassing the existing linguistic input in the environ-

ment and transforming it to a more complex and systematic grammar. The higher

frequency of spatial modulations in the second cohort grew from a higher frequency

of shared reference: signers were more likely to establish a grammatical link between

two signs such as a verb and an object combination by using a common location.

Pfau (2011) also suggests that different referential functions of pointing signs

can be distinguished by formational properties. Table 6.1 shows how certain for-

mational properties – handshape, path amovement, and palm orientation – are

associated with different pointing signs.

Handshape Path movement Palm orientation

Pronominals 1-handshape
Short, forward, non-tense,
non-repetitive

Lateral

Demonstratives 1-handshape
Short, forward,
tense, repetitive

Lateral

Proximal locatives 1-handshape Short, downward Prone

Distal locatives 1-handshape Long, arc-shaped forward Prone

Table 6.1: Possible associations between different referential functions and types of pointing signs

The most frequently used handshape for pointing signs is the 1-handshape;

however, the points may exhibit other handshapes as a result of regressive and/or

progressive assimilation. Pronominals exhibit short, forward movement and lateral

orientation; however, first-person pronouns exhibit prone orientation. Demonstra-

tives pattern with pronominals, except they exhibit tense and repetitive movement.

Proximal locatives exhibit short downward movement whereas distal locatives ex-

hibit long, arc-shaped forward movement; they also exhibit prone palm orientation.

Proximal and distal locatives may have possible intermediate realizations.

In the following sections, I discuss pointing and directionality in SJQCSL

and situate them in the two theories about the emergence of directionality.

16In A. Senghas and Coppola (2001) and subsequent works of Nicaraguan Sign Language, the
researchers avoid labeling their observations of spatial modulations in transitive verbs as ‘direc-
tionality’ or ‘verb agreement.’ They do imply that what they observe is the same phenomenon of
directionality that has been documented in many sign languages.
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6.4 Pointing in SJQCSL

SJQCSL employs deictic pointing for real-world and geographical referents similar

to the practices of pointing documented in other sign languages such as village and

rural sign languages.17 Signers point to real-world referents if they are present in

the environment at the time of the discourse.18 Signers point to the geographical

location typically associated with a referent when the referent is not present in

the physical environment at the time of discourse.19 The most common type of a

geographical location is the location of the residence of a referent. Pointing to one’s

residence does not mean the intended referent is actually present in the residence,

but refers to a location to which the identity of a referent is linked, i.e. a habitual

location where the referent sleeps and eats.

For disambiguating multiple referents associated with a residence, signers

use a name sign, a generic noun, and/or a height specifier to specify a referent. An

example of this phenomenon appears in (2) below. Another type of geographical

location is pointing to an empty spatial location that a referent previously occupied

such as a person who has just left an indicated chair (de Vos, 2014). The signer may

point to the empty chair to refer to the person who was just sitting there; pointing

to the chair as a temporary location in turn points to the intended referent. This

phenomenon is known as deferred ostension (Quine, 1960).

An example of pointing to a geographical location is (2), supplemented by

Fig. 6.2. Gina recalled what happened when Martha and Angela were playing a hide-

and-seek game outside their family compound.20 Martha was the seeker, so she was

covering her eyes with her hands, waiting for Angela to hide herself. Instead, Angela

17Because I did not investigate pointing practices in hearing Chatino speakers, I cannot comment
on the extent of difference between pointing co-occurring with spoken Chatino and pointing in
SJQCSL. For the time being, I employ the term pointing signs strictly to refer to the pointing as
produced by deaf and hearing SJQCSL signers.

18One exception to this generalization is that pointing to squash while it is still growing in the
vegetable bed may be inappropriate. I had two separate instances with two different deaf signers,
Gina and Koyu, in which I pointed to a growing crop of squash. Both scolded me for pointing to
the squash and subsequently pointed to the sky in reference to God. The SJQ Chatinos have a
local belief that pointing to squash while it’s still growing can turn it to rotten (H. Cruz, personal
communication). The fact that Gina and Koyu know about this belief suggests that they have
acquired the local beliefs about pointing taboos and incorporated them into their lexicons.

19This generalization extends to the reference of God, in which signers point an extended index
finger upwards to the sky.

20The video clip of this transcript can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/165364044.
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pushed Martha down, who tumbled down and hit her forehead on a wooden post.

All of this is recalled in (2). Note that Gina’s production of push was oriented in

the direction of Martha, as indicated by the superscripted referent.

(2) hey
Hey

ix:pro3[martha]
she(=Martha)

ix:loc-body[forehead]
place-on-forehead

ca:falls-down-on-her-hands,
fall-down

height-spec[child]
the-child

ix:loc[angela’s house]
there

pushHER

push-her(=Martha)

ca:covers-her-face-with-her-hands-to-show-closed-eyes
cover-face-with-hands

ca:fall-down-on-hands
fall-down

‘Hey, she(=Martha)M got the wound on her forehead from falling down, the

child from the house(=Angela) pushed (herM), (while) (sheM) covered herM

face with herM hands, (sheM) fell down.’

Fig. 6.2b is an example of deictic pointing, in which Gina pointed at Martha di-

rectly, who was present at the time of the discourse (she was standing a few feet

away from Gina). The sequence of Figs. 6.2e and 6.2f, an example of geographical

pointing, represents how Gina referred to Angela who was absent at that time of the

discourse. First, Gina produced a height specifier child and subsequently pointed

to the direction of Angela’s residence (which was behind and below where Gina was

sitting). Shared knowledge of the family in Angela’s residence – there is only one

child, none other than Angela – allowed the interlocutor to identify Angela as the

particular referent to whom Gina was referring. Moreover, the knowledge allowed

the interlocutor to interpret the referential function of Gina’s pointing to be simul-

taneously pronominal and locative, i.e. ‘the child from the house over there’, not

just locative, i.e. ‘the house over there.’

The use of the articulatory space for pointing out the locations of referents

is intertwined with the local topography. To get a more comprehensive picture of

pointing in SJQCSL, I present a first-pass description of pointing based on spon-

taneous data from Family 3. Understanding how pointing occurs in situ in this

language can inform us of the array of formational and pragmatic cues that give

interpretation to the meaning of points.
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(a) hey (b) ix:pro3[martha] (c) ix:loc[forehead]

(d) ca:fall-down-on-hands (e) height-spec[child] (f) ix:loc[angela’s house]

(g) pushHER (h) ca:cover-face-with-hands (i) ca:fall-down-on-hands

Figure 6.2: Gina explains how Martha got the wound on her forehead.
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6.4.1 Methods for pointing

The data consists of 8 spontaneous conversations from Family 3 plus some snippets of

conversation between Angela and Martha. The conversations totaled approximately

one hour. They were not random samples, since they contained the occurrence of

directional verbs. Hence, it was appropriate to code and analyze pointing in the

same conversations where directionality occurred. Moreover, Angela and Martha

frequently weaved in and out of the room; they are only represented in part of the

conversations.

6.4.2 Coding pointing

The coding scheme for pointing signs was designed to test some of the suggestions

about the function and phonological make-up of points posited by Pfau (2011). A

complete coding scheme for pointing is found in Appendix F.

First, I coded a point for its pragmatic function based on the context of

the utterance, not the formational properties of the point: {real-world pronomi-

nal, arbitrary pronominal, proximal locative, distal locative, pronomial + locative,

demonstrative}. If the signer pointed to a real-world location of a human referent,

I coded it as a real-world pronominal. If the signer pointed to an arbitrary location

in the articulatory space and associated it with a human referent, I coded it as an

arbitrary pronominal. If the signer pointed in the direction of a place such as the

neighborhood preschool or Puerto Escondido (a beach town in Oaxaca), I coded it

as locative. If the targeted location was in close proximity of the signer, I coded the

point as a proximal locative, otherwise I coded the point as a distal locative. The

distinction between proximal and distal is more gradient than categorical. The dis-

tinction, for the time being, does not make many fine-grained distinctions between

a wide range of possible locations. Points to Puerto Escondido and el Norte ‘the

North’ are both coded as distal locatives, and yet the latter is considerably farther

than the former.

If the signer pointed to a geographical location of a residence and explicitly

identified it with a person like Example (2), I coded the point as both pronominal

and locative. If the signer pointed to a real-world object (a non-animate referent)

either for indicating the object itself or another object that is perceptually similar,

I coded the point as demonstrative. Fig. 6.3 represents the context leading to the
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intepretation of a demonstrative point for indicating a perceptually similar object.

Gina first produced a depicting construction, i.e. a sign that depicts the size and

shape of a log (for firewood) and then points to a bundle of logs stacked underneath

the table. The logs, however, are not the intended referents per se, but rather

function as a referent of the same type to indicate what kind of material Martha

hit her forehead on (based on the context of the ongoing discourse). A similiar

function has been documented in some of the points from David’s home sign system

(Butcher, Mylander, & Goldin-Meadow, 1991).

(a) dc:round-object (b) ix:dem[log]

Figure 6.3: An example of a demonstrative point. Gina points to a stack of firewood underneath the table.

Distinguishing the points by different pragmatic functions was a necessity,

since on the surface, all points appears to index the location of a referent. The

assignment of a pragmatic function to a point does not automatically place the point

into a grammatical category, i.e. if I code a point as pronominal, this does not

mean the point constitutes a true pronoun. Rather, the point specifically bears a

pronominal function in the context of a particular utterance. Additionally, assigning

a pronominal point with any of the numbers {1, 2, 3} should not be construed to

mean an assumption of the existence of a three-person distinction in the pointing

signs. The numbers are a convenient shorthand to denote the participant roles

of an utterance. I assume the linguistic status of pointing signs in SJQCSL is

open to interpretation, inasmuch the evidence for the linguistic status of pointing

in conventional sign languages is ambiguous (Cormier et al., 2013).

The hand configuration values were based on coding conventions that are

loosely based on the inventory of handshapes that are deemed common and un-
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marked in many sign languages (Ann, 2006). If the point resembled a 1-hand con-

figuration, with the index finger selected and the other fingers closed, I coded it

as ‘1’ and also coded it for whether the index finger was extended or bent. Here,

a bent finger refers to the partial flexion of the non-base joint of the index finger.

Figs. 6.4a and 6.4b exhibit two extended 1-hand configurations with various thumb

positions. Figs. 6.4c, 6.4d, 6.4e, and 6.4f exhibit four bent 1-hand configurations

with various thumb positions.

I did not distinguish the extended 1-hand configuration from the extended

G-hand configuration, because it was not always possible to determine whether the

thumb was crossed over the fingers, or the thumb was adducted or opposed. In the

case of self-points, the thumb was almost always hidden from the camera view. In

the case of other-points, sometimes it was easier to determine whether the thumb

was abducted (extended). Other possible values for hand configuration were {L, V,

H, B, 5, the middle finger}.
The orientation values contained {lateral, prone, and supine}.21 The move-

ment values contained {short forward, long forward, short downward, long down-

ward, short upward, long upward}. The movement correlates to the distance of

the movement projecting toward the targeted referent. Forward, downward, and

upward refer to the direction of the movement of the point with respect to the ori-

entation of the hand and finger(s). I also coded whether the movement exhibited

repetition and contained an arc shape in the the trajectory of path movement (not

in the movement of the signer lifting her arm from a resting place).

Fig. 6.5 features four real-world pronominal points directed at Angela. She

has been accused of pushing Martha, causing her to hit her forehead on a wooden

post. In Fig. 6.5a, Gina used an extended middle finger to point to Angela. Her

choice of the middle finger was not intentional, since she was simultaneously holding

a knitting needle with her thumb and index finger. The point had a lateral palm

orientation and moved in a short downward manner to match the lower height

of Angela. Note that Gina was looking at Angela directly while simultaneously

pointing at her. Gina’s eyegaze did not mark Angela as an addressee; this point

is taken from an utterance that was, in fact, addressed to me. Hence, this point

is glossed as ix:pro3[angela] rather than ix.pro2[angela]. In my coding of the

21The lateral palm orientation has been also called ‘palm vertical’. The prone has been also called
‘palm down’ and supine ‘palm up.’
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(a) An extended-1 hand
configuration with
the thumb adducted.

(b) An extended-1 hand
configuration with
the thumb crossed.

(c) A bent-1 hand con-
figuration with the
thumb adducted.

(d) A bent-1 hand con-
figuration with the
thumb crossed.

(e) A bent-1 hand con-
figuration with the
thumb extended.

(f) A bent-1 hand con-
figuration with the
thumb opposed.

Figure 6.4: Examples of extended and bent 1-hand configurations.
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(a) Gina pointed at Angela. (b) Martha pointed at An-
gela.

(c) Martha pointed at An-
gela, who also points at
herself.

Figure 6.5: Four tokens of real-world pronominal points.

points, I do not consider eyegaze as an definite and exclusive marker of participant

role, but rather I examine the context of an utterance to determine the addressee

of the utterance.

In Fig. 6.5b, Martha pointed at Angela, fully extending her arm and exhibit-

ing a long forward path movement. The point clearly had a prone palm orientation,

but the full hand configuration is hard to detect as the thumb is not visible and

so is assumed to be an extended-1 form. In Fig. 6.5c, Martha pointed at Angela,

who also pointed at herself. Martha’s point had a G-hand configuration and has

supine palm orientation, while Angela’s point had a more bent G-hand configura-

tion and a lateral palm orientation. In this figure, the thumb position in Angela’s

point was visible, which allowed me to discern the hand configuration of her point.

Both points of Martha and Angela exhibited short forward movement. Their points

were produced in isolation and yet exhibit diverse formational properties. Fig. 6.5

suggests that a pair of points with the same pointing function do not exhibit the

same formational properties.

6.5 Results and analysis

Table 6.2 presents the results for pointing functions. The dataset yielded a total of

665 points; 41 points were deemed ambiguous because their pointing function could

not be identified; they are subsequently excluded from analysis. They, however, are

not excluded from the counts in Table 6.2. The majority of the points functioned as

real-world pronominals (n=478) and a few indicated the geographical locations of

referents for pronominal reference (n=12). There were no arbitrary pronominals. A
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smaller subset of the points consisted of proximal locatives (n=83). The rest of the

points had other functions: distal locatives (n=32), demonstratives (n=19), and a

combination of real-world pronominal and locative points (n=12).

Pointing Function Tokens Gina Angela Martha
Real-world pronominals 478 343 48 87
Proximal locatives 83 48 11 24
Distal locatives 32 21 3 8
Demonstratives 19 10 3 6
Real-world pronominal + locative 12 10 0 2
Ambiguous 41 28 0 13
Arbitrary pronominals 0 0 0 0
Total 665 460 65 140
Total of all signs from dataset 2064 1565 276 223

Table 6.2: Results of pointing functions.

Gina produced a total of 460 points out of 1565 signs, which accounted for

29% of her dataset. Angela produced a total of 65 out of 276 signs, which accounted

for almost 24% of her dataset. Martha produced a total of 140 out of 223 signs, which

accounted for 63% of her dataset. These numbers may not accurately represent the

frequency of pointing in the signing of Angela and Martha, since the samples selected

for the analysis are small. However, these numbers do suggest that pointing signs

generally have a high frequency in the SJQCSL of Family 3.22

I only report a subset of results, since the dataset is not large enough to

yield sufficient samples for every possible combination of formational properties for

each signer. Some pointing types, such as demonstratives, distal locatives, and

pronominal + locative, have small samples. Moreover, the dataset has a number

of gaps. Some points, especially most distal locatives, were not coded for their

formational properties, because almost always, when the signers produced them,

the points stopped outside of the camera and thus were not visible. While the

22The high frequency of pointing signs has been documented and calculated in other sign lan-
guages. Quinto-Pozos (2002) reports variation in the frequency of pointing signs from individual
interviews and group conversations with several monolingual and bilingual ASL-LSM deaf signers
from two Deaf communities in Texas. Approximately 20% of the signs in each session constituted
points. Morford and MacFarlane (2003) report a frequency study of an ASL corpus consisting of
4,111 signs produced by 27 deaf ASL signers. They found indexical signs are the most common
signs in ASL, calculating that 79.3 non-first person points and 56.4 first-person points occur per
1,000 signs. de Vos (2014) reports that one in six signs constitutes a point, based on a corpus of
33,687 signs from six hours of spontaneous Kata Kolok discourse.
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referential function of a point was clear, the image of the point itself was not. A

handful of points occurred in a sequence of different points, e.g. ix:pro2+ix:pro3,

or a sequence of a point and a non-pointing sign, e.g. see+ix:pro2; they were

included in the analysis. Finally, there was a handful of points that could not be

analyzed in detail due to the blurry autofocus of the camera.

6.5.1 Hand Configuration

Table 6.3 presents the major results. The majority of the pointing signs exhibited a

hand configuration with the index finger selected, whether it was extended or bent,

and with the thumb in various positions (crossed, adducted, or opposed). The most

frequently-occurring hand configuration was the extended-1 (n=382), accounting for

approximately 74.2% of the total of 515 points (41 points were excluded from analysis

on account of their ambiguous pointing functions and 109 additional points were

excluded because they co-occurred with directional verbs). The next frequently-

occurring hand configurations were the bent-1 (n=98), accounting for 16.4% of the

points and the extended-L (n=30), accounting for 5% of the points.

Points Extended-1 Bent-1 Extended-L Bent-L

Real-world pronominals
(n=407)

284 88 30 5

Locative proximals
(n=69)

60 9 0 0

Locative distals
(n=19)

18 1 0 0

Demonstratives
(n=10)

10 0 0 0

Pronominal + locative
(n=10)

10 0 0 0

Total (n=515) 382 98 30 5

Table 6.3: Results of the most frequently-occurring hand configurations for points

The results do not distinguish points produced in isolation from points pro-

duced in a stream of discourse. It is very likely that some of the variation is a

product of the phonological environment, i.e. some hand configurations assimilate

to the preceding and/or following signs. A large-scale variation study of the 1-

handshape in BSL revealed that the immediate phonological environment was the

strongest factor conditioning variation (Fenlon et al., 2013).
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Table 6.4 presents the results for the most frequently-occuring hand configu-

rations for pronominals. The total of real-world pronominals was 478, but 15 tokens

were omitted because they could not be coded for hand configuration. Hence, Table

6.4 shows a total of 463 tokens. The central finding is that self-points exhibited the

bent-1 hand configuration more than any other configuration, whereas the other-

points exhibited the extended-1 one. One explanation for the difference between

the production of self-points and other-points is that for self-points, bending the

non-base joint to point the fingertip of the index finger to the chest may take less

articulatory effort than lifting the elbow and extending the joint.

Real-world
pronominals (n=463)

extended-1 bent-1 extended-L bent-L
extended-
middle-finger

bent-
middle-finger

ix:pro1
(n=92)

16 45 5 2 0 0

ix:pro2
(n=152)

90 11 15 0 0 0

ix:pro3
(n=219)

137 23 7 3 5 1

Table 6.4: Results for the most frequently-ocurring hand configurations for pronominals

A handful of self-points and other-points also exhibited other types of hand

configuration: V-, H- B-, 5-, A-, 4-, F-, and the extended -middle-finger. However,

the sample is too small for a comparative analysis of hand configuration in self-points

and other points. At this point, it appears that the bent-1 hand configuration is the

most frequent-occurring hand configuration for self-points and the extended-1 hand

configuration for other points.

6.5.2 Orientation

Table 6.5 presents the major results. Excluded from the analysis are pointing signs

that exhibited a change in orientation; some were ambiguous with respect to which

orientation they exhibited.

Generally, all types of pointing signs favored the lateral orientation more

than the prone orientation and favored lateral and prone more than supine, but

they also exhibited palm orientation variation across the three categories. Two

types of points, ix:pro1 and ix:loc[here], exhibited consistency in orientation.

Figs. 6.6a and 6.6b represent lateral and prone palm orientation of ix:pro1 and

ix:loc[here], respectively.
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Points Lateral Prone Supine

Real-world pronominals
(n=398)

207 140 52

Proximal locatives
(n=77)

47 29 1

Distal locatives
(n=18)

17 0 1

Demonstratives
(n=14)

9 5 0

Table 6.5: Results of three orientation types for points

(a) Lateral orientation of
ix:pro1

(b) Prone orientation of
ix:loc[here]

Figure 6.6: Orientation types of ix:pro1 and ix:loc[here].

The self-point, ix:pro1, consistently exhibited lateral orientation (n=90).

Only two tokens exhibited prone orientation. These were not produced in isolation;

the signs preceding these two tokens had supine orientation. It is difficult to execute

a self-point with prone or supine orientation for articulatory reasons (van der Kooij,

2002). Hence, it is not surprising that self-points are produced with lateral orienta-

tion in SJQCSL. The proximal locative point, ix:loc[here], consistently exhibited

prone orientation. In Kata Kolok, this point has been argued to be conventionalized

given its relatively stable form and meaning, i.e. it can be easily identified outside

of context (de Vos, 2014).
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6.5.3 Movement

Table 6.6 presents the major results of the six path movement types for each pointing

type. The numbers reported for the pointing types are slightly bigger for movement

than those reported for orientation.

Short / long
forward

Short / long
downward

Short / long
upward

Pronominals
(n=467)

343 / 60 45 / 6 13 / 0

Proximal locatives
(n=82)

23 / 12 32 / 8 6 / 2

Distal locatives
(n=27)

1 / 2 0 / 0 12/ 11

Demonstratives
(n=14)

6 / 5 2 / 1 0 / 0

Table 6.6: Results of movement type by points.

The majority of points were produced with short forward movement. Prox-

imal locatives exhibited the greatest range of variation. The meaning of proximal

locatives varies by context, i.e. it may mean ‘here’ or ‘over there’ (which can target

any of the possible locations in the close proximity of the signer). Hence, the move-

ment for proximal locatives is not conventionalized, but rather is determined by the

real-world and geographical locations of referents.

Distal locatives, on the other hand, favored short and long upward movement.

The range of possible distal locations encompasses any location that the signer

perceives to be far. The perspective seems to be be based on two variables. One,

‘far’ refers to the actual distance between herself and the targeted location such as

a town or is not in the vicinity of the San Juan Quiahije municipality to el Norte.

Two, ‘far’ refers to a location on the higher elevation of the land, which requires a

hike to reach the destination. It appears that the upward movement is a corollary

of the raising the signer’s arm to point to a higher locus in space.

Table 6.6 reports that no distal locatives exhibited long downward move-

ment, but this is a coding error. Five distal locative points were conflated with

proximal locatives in the coding scheme, when they were actually compounds.

The compounds consisted of a sequence of a distal locative and a proximal loca-

tive ix:loc[here]. In these instances, Gina pointed to a distal location such as
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ix:loc[puerto-escondido] and then ‘moved’ the point to ix:loc[here]. The

transition between these two geographical locations resembles the verb come. It

may be that these compounds are better interpreted something like ix:loc[puerto-

escondido]+come+ix:loc[here].

Two types of points exhibited consistency in the form of movement, sug-

gesting conventionalized movement. Most tokens of ix:pro1 (n=91) consistently

exhibited short forward movement. Theoretically, a self-point could occur with

other types of movement, but this appears to be a rare occurrence. Only one token

exhibited long downward movement, which may be best interpreted as transitional

path movement from a preceding sign that was produced very high in the space.

The proximal locative point, ix:loc[here] consistently exhibited short downward

movement. There were only 27 tokens of ix:loc[here]; 9 tokens occurred as a

compound of come+ix:loc[here]. This leaves 18 tokens; 13 exhibited repetition

and 5 did not. It appears that ix:loc[here], when produced on its own, tends to

occur with repetition.

Repetition was not a frequent occurrence with most points. I only counted

107 tokens of repetition co-occurring with short movement (whether it be forward,

upward, or downward); 77 tokens were real-world pronominals and 26 were loca-

tives and 3 were demonstratives. The tokens of repetition co-occurring with long

movement are sparse. Based on these findings, repetition appears to serve as an

emphatic marker for most pointing functions with the exception of ix:loc[here].

Rather, repetition seems to serve as an emphatic marker.

According to de Vos (2012b), based on her research on pointing signs in Kata

Kolok, repetition serves many purposes. First, repetition can indicate contrastive

focus, a discourse strategy to disambiguate a visible object from a set of possible

referents. Second, repetition in self-points can express possession of an object, which

can distinguish different pronominal forms in a language that does not have distinct

possessive pronominal forms.23 Third, repetition in self-points can function as an

interjection, e.g. dear me! Future research can determine whether de Vos’s gener-

alizations about the functions of repetition in pointing signs in Kata Kolok can be

extended to those in SJQCSL.

23In Kata Kolok, both personal and possessive pronominal signs occur in the form of an index
finger pointing. This is not a unique case, as some sign languages do not make a formal distinction
between personal and possessive pronominal forms.
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(a) The onset of ix:loc[far-
away]

(b) The transition of
ix:loc[far-away]

(c) The transition of
ix:loc[far-away]

(d) The transition of
ix:loc[far-away]

Figure 6.7: Gina’s production of a distal locative ix:loc[far-away].

There is a third point that may have conventionalized movement in SJQCSL.

It is a distal locative glossed as ix:loc[far-away]. This point is particularly used

to refer to el Norte, as shown in Fig. 6.7. I only identified 4 tokens of this partic-

ular distal locative in the dataset, but this point is not unique to Family 3. I have

witnessed this type of point in spontaneous discourse from other signing families

and a few hearing associates of deaf adults. This point involves the execution of

a long upward movement with an arc, executed by first flexing the arm first and

then extending it fully so the vertical elevation of the arm is over the signer’s head.

This point tends to co-occur with a combination of non-manual signals: the head

leaned to one side, the eyebrows furrowed, and the eyes squinted. The non-manual

signals together serve as a general intensifier. In this case, they highlight the great
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distance to el Norte from the village of Quiahije (or Cieneguilla). A similar phe-

nomenon of these non-manual signals co-occurring with distal locative points has

been documented in Kata Kolok (de Vos, 2012b).

The rest of the points varied in type of movement. The length of the move-

ment trajectory, as judged by the distance of the path movement, did not project

a particular meaning across contexts, but rather often occurred as a consequence

of pragmatic accommodation. Fig. 6.8a shows how Gina fully extended her arm,

which was resting close to her chest earlier, to pick out an unique referent – a bag

of candies on the table – in the room to maximize the disambiguation of different

referents in the room. Fig. 6.8b shows how Martha also fully extended her arm in

a long forward movement towards a targeted location to show where the puppies

wander during the day.

(a) Gina produced a demon-
strative point with long
forward movement.

(b) Martha produced a proximal
locative with long forward
movement.

Figure 6.8: Demonstrative points with long forward movement.

Since most of the points were real-world pronominals, the movement of a

point was frequently determined by the real-world location of the targeted referent.

Furthermore, the movement of a point occurred as a consequence of assimiliating

with the movement from the preceding and/or following signs. The considerable

variation of movement, thus, suggests that movement is not conventionalized for

most pointing signs in SJQCSL.
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6.5.4 Discussion

There are two types of points that appear to be most conventionalized based on

the consistency of different aspects of form. One is the self-point ix:pro1; it con-

sistently contacts at the signer’s chest. The other is a type of a proximal locative,

glossed as ix:loc[here]. A third candidate is a type of a distal locative point,

ix:loc[far-away], but this warrants a bigger sampling for analysis. Compared

to these two points ix:pro1 and ix:loc[here], most of the pointing signs are not

conventionalized in form with respect to hand configuration, movement, and orien-

tation. While a bigger sample of data of pointing from different signing families can

inform us better about the correlations between pointing functions and formational

properties, the findings presented here suggest that most pointing signs in SJQCSL

receive their interpretation from the context of discourse.

Most pointing signs do not receive their interpretation from formational prop-

erties alone, contra some predictions about the evolution of ‘pronouns’ from loca-

tives and demonstratives put forth by Pfau and Steinbach (2006) and Pfau (2011).

Pointing gestures appear to enter the lexicon of a new sign language with all the

referential functions bundled together; most of the points are not conventionalized

in form and receive their meaning from the context of discourse. The few conven-

tionalized points are ix:pro1, ix:loc[here], and possibly ix:loc[far-away]; they

may be already conventionalized as pointing gestures. If this is the case, then the

emergence of pointing signs in SJQCSL does not correspond neatly to the proposed

evolution of pointing signs.

The findings of the pointing signs from Family 3 exemplify the system of

pointing signs in SJQCSL in general. There is no a priori reason why pointing signs

would vary considerably across different signing families, given how pointing signs

most likely originate from the pointing gestures of the surrounding speech commu-

nity. I have not observed any pointing signs that differ between the signing families,

and more importantly, I have not observed anything that could be characterized as

‘arbitrary’ pointing.

Although pointing signs are anticipated to be similar across the signing family

lexicons – a hypothesis is that needs to be corroborated by a systematic comparison

of pointing signs across all signing families, I argue that this is not the case for

directionality. It is another dimension of indexicality that builds on the practice
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of pointing for person reference-tracking. I argue the presence and occurrence of

directionality in the signing of Family 3 – particularly the signing of the deaf and

hearing children – is what distinguishes this family from other signing families.

The next section looks at the usage of directionality in the signing of Family 3

and examines how directionality emerged from possible socializing routines between

Gina, Angela, and Martha (and me to a lesser extent).

6.6 Directionality in SJQCSL

Since the majority of the points were based on real-world locations of referents, it is

predicted that directionality would exploit these locations to mark the participants

of transitive events. The path movement of a directional verb would be determined

by the real-world and geographical locations of the referents; hence the movement

could occur in the sagittal, diagonal, and side-to-side axes.

6.6.1 Method for directionality

The data consists of the same 8 spontaneous conversations from Family 3 used to

code and analyze pointing. The participants are Gina, who is a deaf caregiver of a

hearing girl, Martha, and sister to a deaf girl, Angela.

6.6.2 Coding directionality

Initially, I expected to see directionality in give, a classic and prototypical verb of

concrete transfer. This directional verb has been attested in all sign languages doc-

umented to exhibit directionality (Rathmann & Mathur, 2002). This verb also has

been attested in the small pool of village sign languages that exhibit limited direc-

tionality, as discussed in §6.3.1.2. However, I did not know which other verbs would

exhibit directionality. In order to identify ‘candidates’ or verbs that potentially be-

have as directional verbs, I looked at the criteria from Meir (1998), Rathmann and

Mathur (2002), and Mathur and Rathmann (2010). Examining the argument struc-

ture of the verb so as to determine the transitivity of the verb was difficult, since

emerging languages are reported to strongly favor one-argument clauses (Sandler et

al., 2014).
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Rather, I examined the verb form for the path movement and palm ori-

entation that were directed toward an animate referent. Those two phonological

parameters constitute a prototypical manifestation of this type of verb (Rathmann

& Mathur, 2002). Some verbs only manifest directionality through either direction

of movement or palm orientation. Although directional verbs exhibit remarkable

homogeneity with respect to semantic classes in sign languages, there is some vari-

ation to which verbs exhibit directionality and may not fit the prototype of a verb

of transfer. For example, the verb introduce functions as a directional verb in

Taiwanese Sign Language, but not in ASL (Chen, 2007); this verb is not a proto-

typical member of the semantic category of verbs of transfer. Thus I did not employ

strict criteria for which verbs could exhibit directionality with respect to semantic

categorization.

(a) One hand configuration
of give.

(b) Another hand configura-
tion of give.

Figure 6.9: Two different hand configurations of give.

The hand configuration of give in the SJQCSL of Family 3 exhibits some

variation. Sometimes signers produce give with this hand configuration like the one

in Fig. 6.9a. The thumb and index finger are in an opposed position, contacting,

and the other fingers are closed. I have observed that this often occurs when the

preceding sign is a pointing sign, which involves an extension of the index finger

and the thumb, and the finger and thumb bend to contact each other to form give.

I interpret this hand configuration of give as a likely phonological assimilation

of the preceding sign. At other times, signers produce give with another hand

configuration similar to the one in Fig. 6.9b and do not show any clear assimilation

with the preceding or following signs. The fingers are in a slightly curved position
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with the thumb crossed over the palm. At this time of writing, I do not have enough

sampling of give from Gina, Angela, and Martha, for a comparative analysis, so I

cannot determine if the hand configuration variation of give is particular to a signer

or if the variation is a product of phonological assimilation, or both.

Once I identified a candidate for directionality, I coded it for what direction of

movement it manifested: sagittal, diagonal, and side-to-side. Distinguishing

these directions of movement was a challenge, because signers often sat in a position

facing the camera directly and often shifted their bodies to face their interlocutors

or turn away from them. The constant shifting of the signer from one interlocutor

to another (and equally, the shifting of the interlocutor) and the angle of a single

camera made it difficult to determine the direction of movement. These problems

have been also reported in Cormier et al. (2015). Furthermore, because the signers

and their interlocutors appeared in different scenes at different times, I could not

establish baseline coordinates of their positions and partition the articulatory space

into locations on the right and left of signers.

Hence, I looked at a combination of factors for judging the direction of move-

ment: the orientation of the signer’s body relative to the targeted referent, and the

extension/flexion, abduction/adduction, and rotation of the signer’s dominant arm

and shoulder. Fig. 6.10 captures a sequence of two tokens of give proudced in the

sagittal and diagonal axes, respectively. In Fig. 6.10a and 6.10b, Gina’s body was

oriented in the direction of Angela. Her dominant arm extended near the center of

her chest towards Angela, showing abduction of the arm. I judged this direction of

movement to be sagittal. In Fig. 6.10c and Fig. 6.10d, Gina’s arm returned to a

similar location near the center of her chest, but she shifted her body slightly and

moves her hand in the direction of Martha. Her body showed adduction of the arm.

I judged this direction of movement to be diagonal based on the difference between

the abduction and adduction of Gina’s arm in the two give tokens.

Next, I coded the directional verbs for which arguments they marked. Con-

sider Example (3); this example is represented as a vignette in Fig. 6.11.24

(3) ix:pro2[lynn]++,
You-you

pesos,
money

ix:pro2[lynn]
you

yougiveme

you-give-me

‘You, you, the money, you give it to me.’

24The video clip of (3) can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/165489502.
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(a) The initial point of give to-
wards Angela

(b) The final point of give towards
Angela

(c) The initial point of give to-
wards Martha

(d) The final point of give towards
Martha

Figure 6.10: A sequence of two tokens of give produced in the sagittal and diagonal axes, respectively.

The demonstration of give in Fig. 6.11d and 6.11e shows how Gina started the

verb at the real-world location of an addressee and ended it at the center of her

own torso. I coded the verb form as yougiveme in which ‘you’ represents the agent

and ‘me’ represents the goal. For regular verbs, the coding template of the verb

form is as follows agentverbgoal.The superscripts are purely descriptive and do not

mark grammatical person and number. If a referent is explicitly mentioned by an

independent point or a name sign, this is indicated by a separate gloss. If the verb

omitted the location of a referent, I used the symbol H. If I was unable to identify

which argument(s) directional verb marked, I used the symbol ?.

For the backwards verb, the meaning of a verb form like Htakefrom-her de-

notes that the signer started the verb at the location of the source in the articulatory

space ahead of her chest and ended it at the center of her own torso. TheH indicates

that the agent of take is omitted. The marking of an agent in a backwards verb
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(a) ix:pro2[lynn]++ (b) pesos (c) ix:pro2[lynn]

(d) Initial location of
yougiveme

(e) Final location of
yougiveme

Figure 6.11: ‘You, you, the money, you give it to me.’

form would mean that the verb form exhibits reverse path movement. Such a verb

form would be coded as, for example, s/hetakeme, meaning ‘she took [something

from] me.’

I also transcribed the utterance in which a directional verb occurred and also

other utterances that preceded the verb. In some contexts, the identity of the agent

was not explicitly mentioned but established in prior discourse. In other contexts,

the identity of the agent could be inferred from prior discourse. In (4), Martha

asked Angela if I gave her the passion fruit to eat.25 Martha produced give directly

toward Angela in the sagittal axis. The agent of give, however, was not Martha,

but me. The omission of the agent is not judged to be ambiguous; it is merely an

omitted reference on grounds of shared contextual knowledge.

(4) [Hgiveyou

H-give-you
eat/food
eat/food

ix:pro2[angela]
you

eat/food]raised-eyebrows,
eat/food,

25The video clip of (4) can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/165488922.
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ix:pro3[lynn]
her

Martha: ‘Did she gave you the food (to eat)? ’

Angela: ‘(It’s for) her (Lynn).’

Fig. 6.12 represents a vignette of Martha’s question (and Angela’s response).

Figs. 6.12a and 6.12b show that I gave Angela the passion fruit, after asking her if

she could open it for me and she sank her teeth into the skin of the fruit so I could

open it easily and consume the edible contents inside. When I made the inquiry,

Martha was paying attention to something else and thus did not see the inquiry,

leading her to question Angela.

When necessary, I transcribed and translated the entire utterance in which

the directional verb occurred and also the preceding utterances for contextual in-

formation. I examined the stream of signing for manual and non-manual cues that

would mark utterance boundaries (Sandler, Meir, Dachkovsky, & Aronoff, 2011). I

looked for discernible pauses and holds, head and torso movement, and eye blinks

between the verb forms.26 In a few cases, I was unable to transcribe and translate

the entire utterance, because some signs were either unclear, ambiguous, or par-

tially produced off-camera. Once I identified a verb candidate for directionality, I

also combed through the data for all occurrences of the verb, regardless of whether

it exhibited clear directionality. In light of findings about the frequency of spatial

modifications of directional verbs in sign languages, I deemed it necessary to investi-

gate the frequency of verbs for spatial modifications and for no spatial modifications

in SJQCSL.

If there were two verb forms that occurred as a single unit within an ut-

terance, they were counted as a single token. If there were two verb forms that

distinctly occurred as separate units or occurred at different times within an utter-

ance, they were counted as two tokens. Sometimes there were multiple verb forms

that occurred within an utterance. Some may be compounds and others are marked

for plural referents. For distinguishing these verb forms, I used the same criteria

for identifying utterance boundaries examined the utterance for manual and non-

manual cues that would mark some kind of clause boundary within an utterance

(Sandler, Meir, et al., 2011). If there were two verb forms that occurred as a com-

26A pause pertains to the relaxation of the hands whereas a hold pertains to the holding of hands
in place without movement.
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(a) Angela reaches to take
the passion fruit from
Lynn.

(b) Angela bites into the
passion fruit while
Martha taps on An-
gela’s hand for atten-
tion.

(c) Initial location
HgiveYOU

(d) Final location of
HgiveYOU

(e) eat/food

(f) ix:pro2[angela] (g) eat/food (h) ix:pro3[lynn]

Figure 6.12: Martha: ‘Did she gave you the food (to eat)?’ Angela: ‘It’s for her.’
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pound, they were counted as one token and glossed as, for example, verb+verb. If

there were two verb forms that occurred as a single unit and marked plural referents,

they were counted as one token and glossed as, for example, verbyou-pl.

All the transcription and translations of the utterances with directional verbs,

including the verbs themselves, were done on ELAN. Then the utterances with the

spatially modified directional verbs were extracted as video clips from ELAN and

put in a database, created by FileMaker Pro, a cross-platform relational database

program. The database allowed me to further code and analyze the verbs in one

place and organize the results.

6.7 Results and analysis

A total of 122 candidate verbs were identified for directionality. Table 6.7 breaks

down the results by verb and participant. Most of the candidates are based on

their manifestation of path movement toward a human referent: give, take, push,

talk, see, and spank. There were only six verbs that exhibited directionality. One

verb push consistently occurred as a two-handed sign; most tokens of other verbs

occurred as one-handed signs. Approximately 80% of the verbs came from Gina.

Verb Tokens Gina Angela Martha
give 31 20 5 6
push 10 7 0 3
see 33 27 5 1
spank 10 10 0 0
take 13 8 3 2
talk 23 23 0 0
Depicting
Constructions (DCs)

2 2 0 0

Total 122 97 13 12

Table 6.7: Candidate directional verbs

Included in the total are two depicting constructions, dc:give-pesos and

dc:give-lollipop.27 In the superordinate category of depicting constructions,

some handshapes depict a part or the whole of an object or the handling of an

object and show the transfer of the object from one physical location to another.

27Depicting constructions, or DCs for short, encompasses a variety of so-called classifier construc-
tions that are not be fully conventionalized in sign languages (Cormier et al., 2012).
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The handshape alone does not denote what kind of object it is, as the context of

the utterance gives meaning to the object. Some depicting constructions have been

observed to co-occur with verb agreement, i.e. they may mark person (Meir, 1998).

Here, I do not assume that depicting constructions and directionality are mutually

exclusive.

Tables 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 break down the results for each signer. The verb

give exhibited a very high frequency of spatial modification that targeted a human

referent, whereas push, see, and talk, did not.

Verb Tokens
Modified for
human referent

Modified
for other

Unmodified Ambiguous

give 5 5 0 0 0
see 5 0 1 4 0
take 3 0 0 3 0
Total 13 5 1 7 0

Table 6.8: Results of Angela’s production of directional verbs

Verb Tokens
Modified for
human referent

Modified
for other

Unmodified Ambiguous

give 6 6 0 0 0
push 3 0 0 3 0
see 1 0 0 1 0
take 2 1 1 0 0
Total 12 7 1 4 0

Table 6.9: Results of Martha’s production of directional verbs

Verb Form Tokens
Modified for
human referent

Modified
for other

Unmodified Ambiguous

give 20 19 0 0 1
push 7 3 0 4 0
see 27 9 1 17 0
spank 10 7 0 2 1
take 8 7 0 0 1
talk 23 1 0 22 0
DCs 2 2 0 0 0
Total 97 48 1 45 3

Table 6.10: Results of Gina’s production of directional verbs
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6.7.1 Spatial modifications

This section discusses the types of spatial modifications of verb forms in each dataset

of the participants.

6.7.1.1 Angela

Table 6.11 shows the results of the types of spatial modifications for each verb form

in Angela’s dataset. Almost all of the spatially modified verb forms consisted of the

verb give; all were based on real-world referents. They all occurred in the context

of requests for food from me, the researcher.

Verb Form Tokens Axis
Plural

referent
Hgiveyou 1 sagittal no
yougiveme 1 sagittal no

Hgiveyou+yougiveher 1
sagittal,
side-to-side

no

yougiveher+yougiveme 1
diagonal,
sagittal

sequential dual

yougiveher+shegiveme 1
diagonal,
diagonal

sequential dual

Hseecomputer 1 sagittal no

Table 6.11: Spatial modifications in Angela’s dataset

One exception is see, coded as Hseecomputer. This verb form was spatially

modified to mark the computer, an inanimte referent, as the goal. There is one

other verb form see that was spatially modified for a non-animate referent in Gina’s

dataset and one verb form take spatially modified in a similar manner in Martha’s

dataset. At this point, it is unclear if directional verbs can be spatially modified

for both animate and non-animate referents or if it is a coincidence that see can be

spatially modified to point to locations of any referent.

The path movement of the verb is determined by the relationship between the

location of Angela and the location of the real-world referent. Hence the production

of give in the sagittal, diagonal, and side-to-side axes is not representative of the

developmental stage of verb agreement according to Meir (2012) (see §6.3.2). Rather,

the production of give occurs in whatever axis as a consequence of topographic use
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of space, i.e. the signer directs the verb toward the location of the referent, wherever

the referent may be situated, in the real-world environment.

There are two tokens of give are spatially modified as sequential dual.

The sequential dual is a replication of give, in which the signer produces give two

times in a sequence28 The tokens occurred in a situation where Angela requested

that I give her and Martha food, first producing yougiveher+yougiveme. I asked

her for clarification, so as to make sure she did not mean that I would give Martha

food and in turn, Martha would give Angela food. In response, Angela produced
yougiveher+shegiveme.

There are two tokens of give that warrants scrutiny. One is glossed as
Hgiveyou. Another is glossed as Hgiveyou+yougiveher. These tokens are extracted

from the same string of utterances. In Example (5), Angela made a request that

I give Martha an orange. She first pointed to me, then pointed to Martha, and

pointed to me again, and produced give. The verb form was not spatially modified

towards Martha and gives a wide range of possible interpretations. On the surface,

the form gives a default interpretation of ‘(I) give you.’ But the order of points

marked me and Martha as the agent and recipient, respectively, which qualifies the

default interpretation of the verb form. Here, Angela did not use space to modify

the verb give for marking the arguments, but instead pointed to the referents. Fig.

5 represents the sequence of Example 5.

(5) ix:pro2[lynn]
You

ix:pro3[martha]
she(=Martha)

ix:pro2[lynn]
you

Hgiveyou

give-you

‘You, she(=Martha), (I) give you (her the orange) . . . ’

As soon as Angela finished saying (5), Gina (off-camera) instructed her to sign give

properly by demonstrating a different form. Angela watched Gina’s demonstration

and then imitates it, repeating her request. In Example (6) and Fig. 6, she repro-

duced the Hgiveyou and added another spatial modification that is directed towards

Martha.29

28In ASL, there are a few variants of the dual form of give. The sequential dual form
mentioned here consists of the signer producing give the first time and reproducing it fully the
second time, instead of using the final point of the first form of give as the initial point of the
second form of give (L. Y.-S. Hou, 2013).

29This video clip of these transcripts can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/166720334.
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(a) ix:pro2[lynn] (b) ix:pro3[martha]

(c) ix:pro2[lynn] (d) The initial location of
Hgiveyou

(e) The final location of
Hgiveyou

Figure 6.13: A demonstration of Hgiveyou

(6) ix:pro2[lynn]
You

Hgiveyou

give-you

yougiveher

you-give-her(=Martha)

‘You, she(=Martha), you give her (the orange) . . . ’

In Figs. 6.14c and 6.14d, Angela produced Hgiveyou that is similar to that in

Figs. 6.13d and 6.13e. The final location of Hgiveyou served as the initial location

of yougiveher; from that location, she moved the verb toward the real-world location

of Martha as shown in Figs. 6.14e and 6.14f. Since the real-world locations of the

agent and the recipient were facing opposite, the verb form give was produced in

the side-to-side axis.

What is striking about Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 is that they may show us the

process of development of spatial modifications of give in a new language. Perhaps

signers produce give similar to the form like HgiveH or Hgiveyou in which the path
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(a) Angela looked at Gina. (b) ix:pro2[lynn]

(c) The initial location of
Hgiveyou

(d) The final location of
Hgiveyou and the ini-
tial location of yougiveher

(e) The medial location of yougiveher (f) The final location of yougiveher

Figure 6.14: A demonstration of Hgiveyou+yougiveher
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movement is directed outward in the sagittal axis. This verb form is iconic in the

sense that it depicts the action of a person giving an object in an outward manner.

When signers add another spatial modification like yougiveher or yougiveme, the

added modification disambiguates the arguments of the verb by pointing to the

locations of the agent and the recipient.

In the field, I have witnessed a demonstration of give in which a signer

sequenced the form into two parts similar to what Angela did in Figs. 6.14c, 6.14d,

6.14e, and 6.14f. This verb form was not captured on video, only documented in

my field notes. One day, I gave Gina a bag of fruit as a gift to Family 3. Alberta

asked me if I was giving them the fruit. She produced a sequence of Hgiveyou and
yougiveme, to which I interpreted to mean ‘you give’ and ‘give me.’ The sequence

of the two verb forms give, put together, could have meant ‘you give me.’

There are no tokens of spatially modified directional verbs based on geo-

graphical referents in Angela’s signing. The absence of these tokens does not rule

out the possibility of the ability to do this, however. A bigger sample of data of

may capture a wider range of occurrence of directionality in her signing.

6.7.1.2 Martha

Table 6.12 shows the results of the types of spatial modifications for each verb form

in Martha’s dataset. Six forms were give; two were take. None of the verb forms

are spatially modified to mark a plural referent.

Verb Form Tokens Axis
Geographical

referent
Hgiveme 3 sagittal no
shegiveme 1 diagonal agent
Hgiveher 1 diagonal recipient
Hgiveyou 1 sagittal no
Htakefrom-her 1 sagittal no
Htakefrom-bowl 1 diagonal no

Table 6.12: Results of spatial modifications from Martha’s set

One verb form Htakefrom-bowl is the only verb that marks an non-animate

argument as the source. The spatial modifications of take and see (from Angela’s

dataset) for non-animate arguments tentatively raises the possibility that directional
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verbs in SJQCSL may mark both animate and non-animate arguments; more data

is needed to test this possibility. Brazilian Sign Language (Libras) and Catalan Sign

Language (LSC) have been documented to show both person and locative agreement

(Quadros & Quer, 2008; Quer, 2011).

There are two tokens of give that marks a geographical referent through

pointing to the actual location of their house. In (7), Martha moved the second

token of give towards the direction of the house of the neighbors.30 Figs. 6.15g and

6.15h show how Martha directed her eye gaze towards the geographical location of

the targeted referent.

(7) sn:alejo
Alejo

ix:pro3[brown-puppy]
it(=brown-puppy)

Hgiveme

H-give-me
ix:pro3[brown-puppy]
it=(brown-puppy)

ix:pro3[black-puppy]
it(=black-puppy)

sn:gina
Gina

Hgiveher

H-give-her

‘Alejo (will) give it(=the brown puppy) to me, Gina (will) give it(=the black

puppy) to there(=the house of the neighbors).’

Although there are few tokens of directional verbs in Martha’s signing, they nonethe-

less demonstrate a topographically spatial ability to modify give based on real-world

and geographical locations of referents. Furthermore, the tokens demonstrate that

the verb’s path movement in the sagittal and diagonal axes does not represent de-

velopmental stages of directionality. The path movement occurs as a consequence

of the topographic use of space.

6.7.1.3 Gina

Table 6.10 shows that Gina produced 97 tokens of directional verbs, but only 48 of

them were spatially modified for human referents and 1 for non-animate referent.

Table 6.13 shows the results of spatial modifications for each verb form in Gina’s

dataset. Most spatial modifications occurred with the verb give; 19 out of 20

tokens had spatial modifications. For another verb take, 7 out of 8 tokens had

spatial modification. Almost all verbs were based on real-world referents; only two

verb forms, which were part of compounds, were based on geographical referents.

Only two verb forms were spatially modified to mark plural referents.

30The video clip of (7) can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/166717148.
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(a) The scene prior to
Martha’s utterance.

(b) sn:alejo (c) ix:pro3[brown-puppy]

(d) The initial location of
Hgiveme

(e) The final location of
Hgiveme

(f) ix:pro3[black-puppy]

(g) sn:gina (h) The initial location of
Hgiveher

(i) The final location of
Hgiveher

Figure 6.15: Martha talks about who’s giving the puppies to whom.
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There were more tokens overall of see and talk than of give. Most forms

of see (n=17) and talk (n=22) were not spatially modified. Only a few forms of

see (n=9 for human referents, n=1 for non-animate referents) and talk (n=1 for

human referent) were the exceptions. Other verbs such as spank and push also

were not clear-cut cases. There were 10 tokens of spank; 7 were spatially modified

for human referents, 2 was not modified and 1 was ambiguous. There were 7 tokens

of push; 3 were spatially modified for human referents and 4 not modified. There

were no tokens of any of these verbs spatially modified for “reversals”, i.e. the verb

marks the signer as a recipient or as a theme. Hence, these verbs may appear to

exhibit directionality only because the signer can direct these verbs toward the real-

world location of an addressee or a non-addresse in close proximity. give was the

only verb that was spatially modified to mark both the agent and the recipient and

also to mark the signer as a recipient. No other verb exhibited this wide range of

spatial modification.

Verb form Tokens Plural referent Geographical referent
Hgiveyou-pl:dual 1 sequential dual no
Hgivethem-pl:dual 2 sequential plural yes
Hgiveher+.giveme+.giveyou 1 no (compound) no
Hgiveyou 4 no no
Hgiveher 2 no no
yougiveme+megiveher 1 no (compound) yes (megiveher)
yougiveme 4 no no
shegiveme 2 no no
shegiveyou 1 no no
?giveher 1 no no
Hdc:object[give-lollipop]you 1 no no
shedc:object[give-pesos]you 1 no no
Hpushher 3 no no
Hseeher 9 no no
Hspankyou 3 no no
Hspankher 4 no no
Htakefrom-you 5 no no
Htakefrom-her 2 no no
Htalkher 1 no no

TOTAL 48 2 2

Table 6.13: Results of Gina’s production of directional verbs

Table 6.14 shows the types of spatial axis in which the directional verbs

occurred. Similar to the spatially modified verbs Angela and Martha produced, the
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path movement of the spatially modified verbs that Gina produced is determined

by the relationship between the real-world locations of Gina and the referent (or

the geographical location of the referent). All the verbs occurred in various types

of axis; however, the majority of the verbs occurred in the sagittal axis for two

reasons. One, many verbs were directed at the addressee. Two, Gina often shifted

her body to direct the verb at the intended referent. The 7 tokens that were coded

as ambiguous are the verb spank. While the path movement of these tokens was

clearly directed at a real-world referent, the path movement has a lateral shape that

renders it difficult to code for the axis.

Axis Tokens

Sagittal 29

Diagonal 7

Side-to-side 1

Combined 4

Ambiguous 7

Total 48

Table 6.14: Results of the spatial axis from Gina’s set

The majority of give and take tokens occurred in three interactional rou-

tines: (1) requesting objects from me like in Example (3) or other adults; (2) prompt-

ing children to behave well with the promise of a reward; (3) taunting children.

Example (8) represents a scene in which Gina taunts Angela about lollipops.31 I

had bought a bag of lollipops from a vendor on the road outside of Gina’s house and

gave both Angela and Gina lollipops. Angela requested more from Gina, who tried

to explain to her that it was not her food. Gina claimed that the researcher was

going to take the bag of lollipops from Angela and will not give her another lollipop,

repeatedly emphasizing the last part. Fig. 6.16 represents the vignette that shows

Gina’s demonstration of ?take? and Hgiveyou.

(8) dc:bag
bag

?take?

?-take-?
lollipop
lollipop

Hgiveyou

give-you
neg:wag-1
no

ix:pro3[lynn]
she=(Lynn)

neg:wag-1
no

ix:pro3[lynn]
she=(Lynn)

neg:wag-1
no

ix:pro3[lynn]
she=(Lynn)

neg:wag-1
no

‘She (will) take the bag (of lollipops), (she will) not give you a lollipop, she

(will) not, no, she (will) not, no. ’

31This video clip of (8) can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/166830622.
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(a) dc:bag (b) The initial location of take

(c) The final location of take (d) lollipop

(e) The initial location of Hgiveyou (f) The final location of Hgiveyou

Figure 6.16: Gina taunts Angela using the verbs take and give.
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6.8 Discussion

The dataset of directional verbs from three signers of Family 3 shows an emerging

system of directionality, another aspect of indexicality, for marking participants of

transitive events. The signers incorporate real-world and geographical locations

of mainly human referents in the verb give and a handful of other verbs, talking

about who did what to whom. The signers also incorporate real-world locations of

inanimate referents in the verbs give and take; however, such tokens are too few

to draw definite generalizations about whether the system encompasses the marking

of animate and inanimate referents for thematic roles of transitive events.

What the dataset does reveal is that some aspects of the emerging system

do not correspond to Meir’s proposal for the four developmental stages of verb

agreement. First, the spatial axis of directionality is contingent on the relationship

between the real-world and geographical locations of referents, not on the “age” of

the system. Second, there are no arbitrary r-loci, only real-world and geographical

loci. This has not precluded the emerging system from directing verbs in different

types of spatial axis. The most frequent-occurring usage of the sagittal axis in

SJQCSL suggests that the path movement of directional verbs would occur in the

sagittal axis more than other axes in emerging sign languages.

Third, the evidence of giveme challenges the particular claim that first-

person object verb forms are a late development of directionality. Meir et al. (2013)

claim that the late development is attributed to the default role of the signer’s body

as the subject argument and is a more basic strategy and also more salient than

the signer’s body as a first-person object argument. Meier (1982, 71) states that

first-person object verb forms such as 2.give.1 ‘you give me’ are non-mimetic; they

do not resemble “an imitation of an action from the perspective of the agent of that

action.” Rather they resemble an imitation of the action from the perspective of the

signer. Meier adds that first-person object verb forms are not arbitrary but they

just exhibit a different kind of iconic motivation from that of non-first person object

verb forms like 1.give.3 ‘I give her.’

The SJQCSL data shows that so-called first-person object verb forms like

2.give.1 can emerge in first-generation signers. It appears that the different types

of iconicity alone cannot account for the emergence of these forms. Perhaps the

frequency of spatially modifying give and the use of topographic space played a
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role. Perhaps these forms are part of an idiolect; Angela and Martha may have

acquired the forms from Gina. Perhaps spontaneous data and elicited data would

reveal different types of results – recall that the evidence of diachronic change in

the verb agreement system of ISL is based on an elicitation task.

The dataset of directional verbs was based on spontaneous conversation be-

tween deaf and hearing signers – Gina, Martha, Angela, and me. The conversation

is a snippet of some of the daily interactions between these signers. The interac-

tions are structured in which Gina prefers to converse with other adults (me and

Alberta) and does not treat Martha and Angela as equal conversational partners.

Instead, Gina treats Martha and Angela as novices who have to learn how to make

appropriate requests for food and accept the limits of requesting food. Moreover,

the daily interactions between Angela and Martha through free play provide ample

opportunity to sign, and it is this kind of interaction where we can catch a glimpse

of directionality.

Compared to other signing families, Family 3 is the only family in which the

deaf and hearing children exhibited directionality in spontaneous conversation. The

presence of directionality in this family’s signing suggests that a language develops

more structural complexity through the quality and quantity of interaction. But

one possible counterargument is that the occurrence of directionality in the signing

of Family 3 is a chance development. The paucity of directionality in the signing of

other families does not preclude the possibility that they have it.

In fact, the deaf fathers from Families 4 and 5 do exhibit some directionality

in spontaneous signing – but their hearing children do not. I have a handful of

give tokens from both Koyu and Sendo (the deaf fathers of hearing girls from

Families 4 and 5) in both spontaneous and elicited contexts. Koyu and Sendo can

and do produce directionality, but the occurrence of directionality appears to be

lower and none of the tokens from their signing represent the wide range of spatial

modifications as documented in the signing of Family 3.

More importantly, I have no tokens of directional verbs from any of the

other deaf children from Families 1 and 2 and hearing children from Families 4

and 5. I personally did not witness the children producing any directional verbs.

I never witnessed the hearing mothers and deaf fathers engaging their children in

the particular socializing routines similar to those that Gina engaged Angela and

Martha in. I also never received any requests from the other deaf children, Lucy,
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Lory, and Sofia, and other hearing children – Tomasa, Rosa, and Blanca – for food

or other gifts. Perhaps the children will acquire directionality as they get older,

perhaps they will not. In any case, the striking difference between Family 3 and

the other signing families lies in the extent of indexicality – directionality – in their

signing repertoires.

6.9 Conclusion

This chapter described the practice of pointing and directionality – two dimensions

of indexicality – in SJQCSL. Most pointing signs are motivated by the real-world

and geographical locations of referents and get their interpretation from the context

of the discourse. Although most pointing signs do not appear to be conventionalized

with respect to formational properties for most referential functions, this does not

preclude the development of directionality, as shown in the case of Family 3. More-

over, the development and usage of directionality in the signing of Family 3 appears

to occur in the communciative situations in which the children make a request for

food from an adult and in which the children play with one another and use sign to

talk to each other. By contrast, directionality does not occur in the signing of the

children from the other signing families.

The findings on variation in the signing repertoires and communicative inter-

actions of the families raise questions about what the caregivers think about their

children’s sign language developent. The next chapter explores family language

ideologies in relation to the use of sign language and communicative interactions

between adults and children and between children.
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Chapter 7

Family language ideologies

7.1 Introduction

This chapter analyzes family language ideologies about the uses of SJQCSL with

children in the SJQ community, in light of the variation in interaction and language

structure across the signing families discussed in the preceding chapters. Specifically,

I investigate and compare the deaf and hearing Chatino caregivers’ beliefs, feelings,

and thoughts about the use of sign language for communication with their children.

What do the caregivers think about “making hands”, a literal translation from the

hearing Chatinos, for communicating with their children through gestures and signs?

What do caregivers’ decision to sign and not to sign to their children suggest about

their sign language acquisition ideologies? How do the caregivers’ sign language

acquisition ideologies shape language socialization practices (and vice versa)?

In this chapter, I employ the term family language ideologies, to be

defined shortly, instead of parental beliefs to refer to the Chatino caregivers’ be-

liefs and attitudes about their children’s language development in parallel to their

language practices with their children. A study of language ideologies would not

be comprehensive without a complement of observations of language practices for

understanding how children are socialized as signers in their families. This is equally

true for studying children who are socialized as competent speakers in their speech

communities and how the definition of competence is based on the particular expec-

tations, standards, and values of a community (Heath, 1983; Schieffelin, 1990; Ochs

& Schieffelin, 1994, 2011).
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In the field of child development, subsumed under the discipline of psychol-

ogy, researchers have pointed out that there are some obvious disadvantages of

studying general parental beliefs through interviews and questionnaires about their

children’s development (Rubin et al., 2006). Caregivers may lack an explicit aware-

ness of their own behavior. Their memory may not be reliable and accurate for

recalling certain past events. One may see a disconnect between what caregivers

report about how they interact with their children and how they actually interact

with their children.

Yet studying parental beliefs is a relatively recent method and an important

one at that. Prior to the mid-1970s, cross-cultural investigations of child-rearing

practices neglected to account for the diversity of adult perspectives as a function

of the sociocultural context (New, 2010). The works of Whiting (1974), LeVine

(1974), and Whiting and Whiting (1975) laid out the framework for later studies

that investigated the relationship between parental beliefs, child-rearing practices,

and even child development outcomes in culturally diverse populations. Parental

beliefs are increasingly thought to partially contribute and account for childhood

development, and child characteristics partially shape the parental beliefs (Rubin

et al., 2006).

Hence, the study of the caregivers’ language ideologies here involves the sum

of spontaneous conversations and semi-structured interviews with the caregivers,

and ethnographic observations of language behavior and choices of language use

embedded in communicative practices between caregivers and their children. This

study does not assume that the caregivers’ language ideologies are exclusive deter-

minants of their children’s sign language development. Rather, the study assumes

that the ideologies are partially shaped by the particular characteristics of the chil-

dren themselves and also partially developed from a larger sociocultural context of

child-rearing beliefs.

I take the view that the caregivers’ language ideologies form part of parental

ethnotheories. They constitute parents’ cultural belief systems organized into

larger categories of mutually supportive beliefs shared by a group of persons (Harkness

& Super, 1996). These parental ethnotheories manifest through the caretakers’ be-

havior in the daily lives of families. I do not discuss Chatino parental ethnotheories

here, although investigating them would show how the hearing and deaf caretak-

ers think about their children’s development, including spoken and signed language
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development, may be rooted in a larger cultural belief system of the SJQ Chatinos.

Language acquisition/development ideologies are intricately linked to general

language ideologies (Riley, 2011). Caregivers carry cultural beliefs about the status

and value of a language and the forms of the language, such as different varieties of

the language, registers, styles, and genres. Such beliefs shape their cultural beliefs

about child language acquisition and development. The caregivers’ cultural beliefs

shape language socialization practices and routines in which the caregivers and their

children are embedded (Heath, 1983; Schieffelin, 1985; Ochs & Schieffelin, 1994).

Sign languages are no exception (Erting, 1994). To discuss sign language

acquisition/development ideologies warrants some discussion of sign language ide-

ologies per se, including those of the researcher. The roadmap of this chapter is as

follows. First, I present a selected literature review of sign language ideologies with

a focus on rural sign languages. Next, I present the literature review of sign (and

spoken) language ideologies where they concern children and their language devel-

opment. Then, I discuss my own language ideologies as a researcher and how they

affected the research methodologies for this study. Finally, I discuss the caregivers’

language ideologies about their children. I discuss the implications of the findings

for the children’s language development and language socialization practices and

how they may impact the emergence of a signing community.

7.2 Literature review on sign language ideologies

Academic studies about spoken language ideologies have received extensive atten-

tion. By contrast, academic studies about sign language ideologies are sparse. A

handful of studies investigated Western families’ attitudes and beliefs about com-

munication through sign language. These studies tend not to use the language

ideology framework for analysis. There are language attitudes studies about urban,

national Western sign languages primarily in the sociolinguistics framework (Burns,

Matthews, & Nolan-Conroy, 2001; Reagan, 2011; Hill, 2012, 2013, 2015). Language

attitudes form part of language ideologies, though sociolinguistics, education, and

linguistic anthropology tend to utilize different methodologies for investigation. Lan-

guage ideologies pertain to a linguistic anthropology theoretical paradigm in which

researchers investigate the awareness of how individual, groups, and nation-states of

speakers (or signers) understand, perceive, and use their languages, which may be
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explicitly expressed and/or embodied in communicative practices (Kroskrity, 2004).

7.2.1 Ideologies about national and urban sign languages

Studies about national and urban Western sign languages mainly focus on the status

of sign languages in relation to spoken languages. Hill (2015) provides an overview

of the changes in the linguistic status of American Sign Language (ASL) in the U.S.

Deaf community, in formal education, and in public policy, and how the role of

stigmatization and standardization of ASL shaped language attitudes. Previously,

ASL was commonly referred as “sign language” by deaf and hearing people alike,

before it was re-named and eventually embraced as “American Sign Language.”

The works of Stokoe (1960); Stokoe et al. (1965) and the subsequent research

signaled a paradigm shift that elevated the linguistic status of “standard” ASL (as

opposed to any other variety of ASL that is not used by the majority of Deaf people

such as Black ASL) to a full-fledged language with its own grammar akin to English

(see Chapter ?? for a detailed discussion). The paradigm shift also made the cultural

practices of “Deaf culture” explicit in the academic discourse (Padden & Humphries,

1988, 2005). Artificial sign systems such as Manually Coded English (MCE) and

Signed Exact English (SEE), were regarded inauthentic. Black ASL was largely

neglected and marginalized until the mid-2000s, in which a large-scale, systematic

investigation transpired (McCaskill et al., 2011).

Standard ASL, in the meantime, gained a more positive reputation within

the Deaf community. ASL also gained popularity as a foreign language of inquiry

in educational institutions and is commonly studied to fulfill the foreign language

requirement in colleges and universities (Padden & Humphries, 2005; Rosen, 2010).

From the onset of linguistic research of signed languages, ASL gradually lost its

stigma and became more standardized through dictionaries, textbooks, curriculum,

and language proficiency assessments. An array of meta-linguistic perspectives and

attitudes about what constitutes ASL and not ASL emerged within the U.S. Deaf

community, commonly expressed through social media.

A few U.S. states have recognized ASL as a natural and legitimate language

of the Deaf community, whereas other states have legislated it as a foreign language

for academic study and as a communication accommodation through interpreters.

While ASL has what Hill (2015) calls covert prestige, an integral and defin-
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ing quality of a cultural and linguistic minority and a source of pride by many

signing Deaf people, English still has overt prestige for its inevitable associa-

tion with educational, social, and economic success. The value of acquiring English

is manifest through some Deaf signing families choice to give their deaf children

cochlear implants so as to develop their speaking English skills (Mitchiner, 2015)

and many hearing English-speaking families’ choice to raise their deaf children as

monolingual English speakers through cochlear implantation and extensive speech

therapy (Mauldin, 2016).

7.2.2 Ideologies about village/shared sign languages

Studies of language ideologies of village sign languages are even fewer. Kusters

(2014), a Belgian d/Deaf anthropologist, analyzed intensive participant observations

and informal conversations with deaf people to investigate language ideologies about

Adamorobe Sign Language (AdaSL), a shared sign language.1 She examined the

form, function, and status of AdaSL, its relation to spoken Akan, the language

spoken in Adamorobe, and its relation to Ghanian Sign Language (GSL), a national

and urban sign language. She recruited a local hearing research assistant to conduct

ethnographic interviews with hearing people about their perspectives toward AdaSL.

The findings revealed that deaf and hearing adults believed anything could

be expressed in AdaSL. However, deaf adults considered AdaSL, GSL, and Akan as

three distinct but equivalent languages, whereas hearing adults regarded AdaSL as

a signed version of Akan and considered it the same language as they spoke. Deaf

adults valued AdaSL for its reputation of being a hard and difficult language to

acquire but also being a more pleasant and expressive language compared to GSL.

They also believed anything could be expressed in AdaSL. Deaf adults also valued

bilingualism among themselves and deaf children who learned GSL in boarding

schools. Kusters’ study is unique in the sense that from the perspectives of both

deaf and hearing villagers, AdaSL, as a shared sign language, has a very positive

status in relation to national, urban sign languages and to spoken Akan.

In a different chord, Nonaka (2009, 2011b, 2012, 2014) investigated the chang-

ing dynamics and patterns of language socialization and language ideologies in Ban

1Different researchers have adopted different terminology to characterize small-scale sign lan-
guages that emerged in rural communities. Kusters uses the term shared sign language in lieu
of village sign language.
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Khor that led to the endangerment of its village sign language, Ban Khor Sign Lan-

guage (BKSL) through contact with Thai Sign Language (TSL), a national, urban

sign language. BKSL emerged and flourished through a tight-knit social network,

facilitated by the geographical proximity of residences, a labor-intensive agrarian

economy, and low educational and occupation differentiation between deaf and hear-

ing villagers. The villagers, the Ban Khorians, took pride in their own sign language,

BKSL, preferring it to TSL and making meta-linguistic commentaries about lexical

differences between these two sign languages. Within a couple decades, the shift to

a complex cash crop-based economy, the improvement in ground transportation in

rural areas, and the availability of educational opportunities for the deaf in urban

areas led to the change of the villagers’ everyday social interactions and communal

activities. The changes greatly reduced the practice of signing BKSL between deaf

and hearing villagers.

These changes also increased social contact between deaf Ban Khorians with

the national Thai Deaf community. One consequence of the contact is marriage

between deaf Ban Khorians and deaf Thais who establish postmarital residence in

Ban Khor. The social contact have also led to language contact between BKSL and

TSL, resulting in BKSL borrowing lexical items from TSL and deaf Ban Khorians

using TSL to communicate with deaf Thais who do not know BKSL.

The hearing Ban Khorians expressed nostalgia about using BKSL exclusively

in the past. They also observed the deaf Ban Khorians are embarrassed at using

of BKSL in their interactions. The deaf Ban Khorians’ choice to use TSL more

than BKSL and their expressive embarrassment at using BKSL clearly indicates a

dynamic cluster of implicit and explicit language ideologies toward BKSL and TSL,

in which the latter has far more prestige than the former.

The language ideology studies of two shared/village sign languages, AdaSL

and BKSL, in which they have already experienced contact with national, urban

sign languages, suggest a remarkable diversity of language ideologies about different

varieties of sign languages from deaf and hearing people. Moreover, sign language

ideologies have profound implications for future transmission and maintenance of

village sign languages. Deaf and hearing children are likely to acquire a village sign

language when deaf villagers hold it in high regard and use it for communication

on a daily basis, but the children will not when deaf villagers switch to what they

perceive to be a more prestigious sign language. The switch endangers the village
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sign language, potentially threatening to wipe it out within one or two generations.

7.3 Sign and spoken language acquisition ideologies

Studies about sign language acquisition (and development) ideologies have been

primarily situated in the context of national, urban sign languages, commonly in

relation to some form of spoken language acquisition. In her comprehensive ethnog-

raphy of a U.S. preschool for deaf children, Erting (1994) investigated the complex

interactions of deaf children and their deaf and hearing parents, teachers, and school

administration in the late 1970s. She analyzed how the interactions factored in the

childrens identity as deaf individuals in their families and the U.S. Deaf community.

Erting analyzed two sets of deaf parents’ beliefs and one set of hearing parents’ be-

liefs about their deaf children’s ASL and English development, and how their beliefs

paralleled their language and communicative practices with their children.

One deaf family reported using ASL with some signed English to communi-

cate with their deaf child, whereas another deaf family reported using signed English.

Their signed English consisted of following the word order of English and incorpo-

rating some grammatical morphemes for marking verb agreement, tense, nominal

plurality, and the likes. All deaf parents did not consider hearing aids useful for their

deaf children. The hearing parents reported they used a combination of spoken En-

glish and Signed English – simultaneous communication, or sim-com for short – for

abstract levels of communication and to teach their children English. They found

ASL impossible and confusing to acquire. They believed their deaf children would

benefit from wearing hearing aids on a daily basis and developing spoken speech

skills through therapy.

Both hearing and deaf parents perceived Signed English as “language, sen-

tences, words, straight English, complete, the language of the classroom, the lan-

guage used by a smart children” and ASL “shortened, fast, action, gestures, and

on a lower level of communication” (Erting, 1994, 197). Such parental beliefs, or

what I interpret to be ethnolinguistic ideologies, about these two varieties of

sign languages were characteristic of the era, in which the field of sign language

linguistics was still developing and promoting the linguistic status of ASL (Padden

& Humphries, 2005). The beliefs steered the parents to make particular language

choices to promote their deaf childrens English language development by means of
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manual communication and socialize them to be competent and functional members

of the hearing world to the best of their extent.

Many deaf caregivers’ preconceptions about the prestige of English, at that

time, also shaped their communicative interactions with their hearing children.

Sachs, Bard, and Johnson (1981) reported a case study of two young hearing chil-

dren of deaf ASL-signing parents from an eastern U.S. town. The children were

only exposed to spoken English through television and a bit of nursery school; how-

ever, the younger child, however, had an advantage of having his older brother as a

conversational partner, which facilitated his acquisition of English later.

The children were only exposed to ASL from their parents; most of the

input was not directed at the children and occurred between the parents. The

children never played with any deaf children and did not have any opportunity to

observe sign from other people besides their parents. According to the mother, she

believed signing was “inappropriate” for her children because they can hear and

thus she and her husband did not sign to them. This underlying belief governed

the parents’ actions to not sign to their hearing children, which had detrimental

effects on their language development of both ASL and English. After the children

received professional intervention, their English language skills improved. Their

mother reported that the older child was acquiring ASL well, but the younger child

resisted using it, likely as a consequence of the discouragement to sign at home. The

researchers concluded that the use of language in a mutually interactive context is

crucial for a child to acquire it.

Parental beliefs do change over time in response to the shifting socio-political

landscape of language ideologies about sign language acquisition, at least for deaf

children. In a recent study, Mitchiner (2015) interviewed 17 North American self-

identified Deaf families with cochlear-implanted children about their beliefs on bi-

modal bilingualism, a particular type of bilingualism consisting of using a sign lan-

guage and a spoken language (not just the written system of a spoken language).

The analysis of Deaf parents’ beliefs was framed in a sociocultural model in which

Deaf people identify themselves as a linguistic and cultural minority group, in con-

trast to the biomedical model perspective of deafness as a disability that can be

remedied with cochlear implant technology and spoken language therapy.

Deaf parents generally had a positive view of bimodal bilingualism, in which

they regarded both English and ASL as distinct languages. They considered English
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as a “survival” language for their deaf children to use for advancing in a hearing

English-dominant society; their belief was informed by their personal experiences

with discrimination and oppression as deaf people in a hearing society. ASL, on

the other hand, was a “cultural” language for them to develop a cultural identity,

informed by their personal experiences as self-identified members of the North Amer-

ican Deaf community. They also believed that ASL served as a solid foundation for

their deaf children’s acquisition of spoken and literary English as well as their cog-

nitive and psychological development. Mitchiner (2015) suggested that the societal

expectations of deaf people to accommodate hearing people through speaking, lis-

tening, and writing English factored in the Deaf parents’ decision to obtain cochlear

implants for their children and raise them in a bilingual-bimodal environment.

In sum, deaf and hearing North American caregivers have pervasive language

ideologies about ASL and English that shape their goals and decisions in raising

their deaf children in their native language environments. Their language ideologies

are intricately tied to the caregivers’ identity and experiences as deaf and hearing

persons, situated in a Western socio-political context in which (standard) English

holds a high prestigious status and ASL is perceived as the language of the deaf.

To date, there have been few studies of sign language acquisition/development

ideologies in the context of a small-scale signing community, especially comple-

mented with with an ethnographic micro-analysis of interaction between deaf and

hearing people. This chapter addresses the research gap by looking at the deaf and

hearing caregivers’ language ideologies in parallel with their daily communicative

and interactive practices with their children.

7.4 Methodology

In order to investigate the caregivers’ language ideologies in the context of child-

rearing, I utilize a combination of data that involves extensive participant observa-

tions of interactions and an elicitation task between children and their caregivers,

informal conversations with deaf caregivers, and semi-structured interviews with

hearing caregivers. Although some of the interactions were videotaped, the ma-

jority of interactions I observed in the kitchen, when the families sat down to eat

meals, were not videotaped because they often declined to be videotaped eating and

drinking, and also because the lighting in the kitchen was always poor. Such in-
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teractions and informal conversations were documented in field notes either on-site

or by retrospect. For the semi-structured interviews, Maestra Epifania conducted

them with the hearing caregivers, following prepared and improvised scripts I pro-

vided in advance. Most of the interviews were audio-recorded. A few were also

video-taped. The interviews were coded in HyperRESEARCH, a computer software

program used for qualitative data analysis.

For the semi-structured interviews, I recruited and trained my interpreter,

Maestra Epifania to conduct them. There were two rounds of interviews for each

signing family. The first round of interview followed a standard questionnaire. The

questions for the second round of interviews were more customized as they were

crafted based on my observations of the interactions and the caregivers responses in

the first round of the interviews. The second round also involved showing pictures

of deaf persons to the hearing caregivers and playing selected portions of previously

audio-recorded interviews to facilitate the understanding of the questions. The

interviews lasted approximately from 15 to 30 minutes.

Maestra Epifania and I had many written conversations in Spanish about

planning and preparing for the interviews, which had to be done well in advance.

I wrote up scripts, reviewed them with Hilaria by e-mail, and printed out revised

scripts for Maestra Epifania to review in advance. She asked me to clarify a few

questions before we headed out to interview, but the labor of writing notes, which

is more time-consuming and laborious compared to speaking or signing, likely con-

strained the conversation. I had no way of knowing whether and how well she

understood the questions, and how she interpreted and translated them in Chatino

until Hilaria transcribed and translated the recorded interviews for me. Hence,

the interviews constitute texts as multiple, embedded layers of interpretation and

translation between me, Hilaria, and Maestra Epifania.

7.4.1 Some reflexive meta-documentation notes

Obtaining data presented a multitude of advantages and disadvantages. As a deaf

researcher, I communicated with deaf people and any of their hearing family mem-

bers who knew how to sign and were willing to sign with me. I had one-on-one

extended conversations with deaf adults who were often willing to talk to me, but

seldom did I have one with any hearing adult. Conversations with hearing adults in
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sign were constantly shorter and consisted of greetings, questions about eating and

my schedule, exchanging news and gossip, and making jokes and complaints about

other people. The hearing caregivers did not appear to be interested in having an

extended conversation with me for whatever reason; perhaps they were shy and in-

timidated, or they left me alone to focus on observing deaf people and interacting

with them.

For these reasons, I felt most hearing signers were nowhere as fluent as deaf

people, a sentiment also echoed by Kusters (2014). Occasionally, I had a few ex-

tended conversations with Alberta, Gina’s guardian and paternal aunt, and Xka,

Sendo’s wife, but they did not last as long as the extended conversations with deaf

people did. Some hearing persons also opted to write me notes in Spanish; often

they initiated the conversation. The majority of the writing notes took place in the

residence compound of Family 3. The hearing brothers, Beto and Lino, of Gina and

Angela, and also Alejo, their uncle and husband of Alberta, and I wrote notes to

each other. I also wrote notes with visiting relatives, who tended to be younger and

had formal education, of the signing families.

When hearing people, both signers and non-signers, were engaging in an

extended conversation with each other exclusively, deaf people told me that they

did not participate because they could not talk, and they did not expect hearing

people to sign so as to include them in the conversation. Sometimes the deaf peo-

ple requested a summary of the conversation and waited until when they believed

the conversation to be over. The deaf Chatinos’ behavior resembled that of deaf

Adamorobe villagers reported in Kusters (2014). More often, they did not request a

summary of the conversation. Their expectations ran counter to my personal belief

about the value for access and inclusion for deaf people in conversations with sign-

ing and non-signing hearing people. The deaf Chatinos also believed interrupting

spoken conversations was inappropriate and rude. They commanded me to wait

until the conversation was over at the first visual cue of the interlocutors stopping

talking and defocusing their attention.

The struggle of reconciling my own language practices and ideologies with

those of the deaf and hearing Chatinos marked my interactions with my research

participants. I believed interrupting was not a problem, because H. Cruz (2014)

demonstrated how conversations were frequently marked by overlaps and interrup-

tions. However, the structure of conversations, such as verbal turn-taking cues,
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were not visually accessible to me and the deaf Chatinos. I did not know how the

hearing Chatinos would interpret my interrupting them, so I complied with the deaf

Chatinos’ expectations most of the time.2

The several occasions I did interrupt the hearing Chatinos by waving at them

and/or by passing them notes, at the consternation of the deaf Chatinos, passed

without incident. Presumably, my status as a foreign visitor may have exempted

me from any overt judgments for whatever social blunders I committed. There was

only one occasion when I witnessed a deaf person intentionally interrupt a spoken

conversation that was not well received. One day, in the Family 3 compound, Al-

berta, Alejo, and Naciu, were huddled face-to-face, and appeared to be engaged in a

deep conversation. Gina interjected herself between them and attempted to pull Al-

bertas body so they would face each other, and then she attempted to say something.

In response, Alberta and the others ejected her from the circle instantly. Then the

hearing adults resumed their conversation while Gina sulked in a corner and did

not take further action. This incident suggested that ostentatious interruptions of

spoken conversations, while not a common occurrence, are not acceptable.

The aforementioned descriptions of the daily language and communicative

practices of the signing families suggest that the use of sign is primarily restricted to

the context of direct one-on-one communication with a deaf person. Occasionally,

the use of sign occurred in the context of multi-party conversation with a deaf person

or two, but there was always a dominant use of spoken Chatino between the hearing

interactants. This had profound implications for the deaf and hearing children’s

sign language development, which is discussed in §7.5.

I never witnessed a communicative situation in which the exclusive use of sign

occurred in a multi-party conversation or sign was perceptually and considerably

used more than speech. I asked the deaf Chatino adults about what they thought

of these communicative situations; most of the time, they believed the situations

normal. My discomfort stemmed from how the deaf Chatinos and I apparently

had different ideologies about participating in spoken Chatino conversations. This

generated some tension in the data collection process for the dissertation.

2I thank Kate Mesh for a productive discussion about visual and auditory cues for turn-taking
in spoken Chatino conversations.
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7.4.2 Analysis

In analyzing the Chatino caregivers’ beliefs about their children’s sign language

development, I do not frame the deaf caregivers in a sociocultural model of deaf

people as a cultural and linguistic minority. As previously stated in Chapter 3,

I did not find any compelling evidence that deaf people perceived and identified

themselves as some distinct group based on their deafness and their sign language(s)

apart from their hearing families and other community members.

Nor did I find any evidence for deaf sociality (yet), which pertains to the

social interactions and/or orientations between deaf people in shared signing com-

munities and other particular communities of practice (Friedner, 2014; Kusters,

2015a). Deaf people did not appear to have meaningful social relationships with

one another, much less seek each other for company, unless they shared the same

kinship-based social network and lived, or used to live, in the same family compound.

Rather, I frame all the deaf and hearing caregivers as a group of 21st century San

Juan Quiahije Chatino people who are nested in multiple of communities of practice

organized by families and extended biological and fictive kin groups.

In the next section, I draw generalizations about the interactions between

caregivers and their children, focusing on the two groups of hearing caregivers and

their deaf children and the mixed deaf-hearing caregivers and their hearing chil-

dren. Then I explore the caregivers’ language ideologies about spoken and signed

languages, and spoken and signed language acquisition ideologies in relation to their

children and schooling.

7.5 Interactions between caregivers and their children

As stated in Chapter 4, my extended observations of the signing families led to the

impression that both deaf and hearing Chatino caregivers do not engage their young

children in any form of play and also do not treat them as extended conversational

partners on a par with adults. This is not to say that the caregivers never or

seldom engage with their children in a conversation. Rather it is the case that the

caregivers do not generally engage children in dyadic, extended conversations, asking

them questions (such as prompting them to identify objects and to narrate about

their day) and commenting on their playing activities for the purpose of eliciting
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responses. It is more the case that caregivers speak to their children about daily

activities of their lives such as maintaining the upkeep of the residence, feeding

animals, gardening, running errands, going to the ranch, and the likes. Caregivers

tend to speak more to other adults in the household, and thus children receive and

process much of the communicative input in an incidental manner.

The incidental learning matters, because there is a fundamental difference

between how deaf and hearing children experience it. They have different per-

ceptual access to various types of communicative input in the language environ-

ment (Spencer & Harris, 2006; Meier, 2008). Spoken languages differ from signed

languages in how a message is produced, transmitted, and perceived. Speakers pro-

duce a spoken language message with their vocal tract, and the sounds are transmit-

ted through the air and subsequently received and processed by listeners with their

ears. The listener need not to look at the speaker to receive the linguistic contents

of the message.

In the case of signed language messages, speakers must produce them with the

hands and the body and perceived by the eyes as long as the listeners are looking

at the message. If a speaker produces a signed language message in which the

listener is not looking at, the listener does not perceive the message. The difference

in the perceptual access to spoken and signed language input presents profound

implications for language learning opportunities for deaf and hearing children.

There are some studies that compared visual (signed) input in which North

American deaf infants receive from their deaf mothers to auditory input that hearing

infants receive from their hearing mothers (Spencer & Harris, 2006). The studies

reported a lower quantity of input for deaf infants. Yet the quantity difference

does not necessarily mean a delay in sign language acquisition. Deaf native signing

children display similar developmental milestones as hearing speaking children do

at similar ages (Newport & Meier, 1985).

The quality, not the quantity, of input may be key to facilitating the deaf chil-

dren’s sign language development, based on how deaf mothers accommodate their

infants’ attentional capacities (Meier, 2008). The quality of input may be rooted

in the deaf mothers’ experiential knowledge and intuition of using a visual sign

language, which would guide them in making effective communicative accommoda-

tions (Spencer & Harris, 2006). Hearing mothers who have no experience using a

visual sign language, especially with infants and young children, would find making
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communicative accommodations unfamiliar and challenging. This would be the case

for the hearing Chatino caregivers of deaf children, especially when they are coming

from a community that is not traditionally accommodating of children.

In the SJQ community, spoken adult conversation is ubiquitous. The rela-

tively open space, porous walls and roofs, and limited opportunities of privacy in

residence compounds and the comings and goings of visitors at all hours, exposes

hearing children to spoken Chatino. Families also spend a substantial amount of

time outside, hiking through the mountains and working on the ranches. Children

are never truly alone and are constantly surrounded by other people and hence by

spoken conversation. Hearing children have the advantage of overhearing spoken

Chatino (and Spanish to a lesser extent) in the environment at all times.

Deaf children, by contrast, cannot overhear spoken Chatino. Hearing and

deaf children perceive signed Chatino only when their caregiver or another deaf per-

son is signing to them directly and when another deaf person is signing with someone

else. Compared to the quantity of auditory input that hearing children receives from

overhearing Chatino, deaf children are in a rather disadvantaged position when it

comes to receiving a comparable quantity of visual input. They cannot “oversee”

any signs if they are not looking at any instances of signing within their field of vision

and/or if nobody is signing with one another in their presence. Hence, the constant

presence of a deaf adult living in the same residence with a deaf child would be an

advantage for the deaf child’s sign language development. I proceed to describe the

interactions between the caregivers and their children in more detail and infer the

consequences of the interactions for the childrens sign language development.

7.5.1 Communicative accommodation between hearing caregivers

and their deaf children

As stated in Chapter 2, the SJQ Chatinos fall in the middle of the cross-cultural

continuum of accommodation and non-accommodation for communicative interac-

tions between children and adults. My observations led me to believe that hearing

caregivers spoke more to their hearing children than they did to their deaf children.

It was difficult to determine whether the hearing caregivers were more likely to talk

to their own hearing children more because the caregivers had a strong preference

and habit for speaking over signing or because there were additional factors underly-
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ing the language behavior such as the convenience of transmitting a spoken message

without calling for visual attention. The age differences between deaf and hearing

children and the size of the extended families complicated the picture.

Nevertheless, the cultural practice of not accommodating children in commu-

nicative interactions would partly account for the fact the hearing caregivers speak

more to their hearing children more than their deaf children because it requires

less accommodative effort. Speaking to deaf children requires more accommodative

effort, because the hearing caregivers must switch modalities from speaking to sign-

ing and re-orient themselves to the children so they can see each other enough to

produce and perceive visual information.

Hearing caregivers only sign when they address their deaf children directly.

Otherwise, hearing caregivers speak Chatino to other hearing family members. In

the interviews, through Maestra Epifania, I asked the hearing caregivers about ac-

commodating the communicative situations to their deaf children by making the

conversation accessible and inclusive. They reported they do not tell their deaf chil-

dren everything that is spoken in the conversations. Lena claimed that many things

she discusses with other hearing adults in the household were not important for her

deaf children to know. She also said that they are too young to understand the

things. Lena’s belief that small children are not capable of understanding the con-

tents of adult conversation is not particular to deaf children but children in general.

The impact of this belief differs for deaf and hearing children, because the former

cannot overhear and process spoken conversation.

Another hearing caregiver, Eva, reported she does not tell Ndino and Sofia

everything, but their siblings do. She also claimed that Ndino and Sofia understand

what the family talks about because they gesture, implying that she believes the

conversations to be accessible and inclusive for her deaf children:

Yes, they [Ndino and Sofia] understand what their hearing siblings talk
about. Their siblings often gesture (or sign) while having a conversa-
tion. They [Ndino and Sofia] frequently ask questions about what the
conversation is about. They sit for a while, Ndino gets bored and then
suddenly he leaves the room. Often times Sofia is the only one left in
the conversation. She sits down, watches, and often times asks what the
conversation is about. They frequently understand what their siblings
and I talk about, then all of the sudden Sofia begins to scream, her sib-
lings scold her and then she goes outside to play, she is no longer in the
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room for the conversation then. For the same reasons that she is very
hyperactive when she is sitting, she screams and she laughs and that is
why she gets bored easily. She does not sit long in a conversation.

My observations of the communicative practices of Families 1 (Eva, Sofia, Ndino)

and 2 (Lena, Lucy, Lory) largely coincided with the hearing caregivers’ reports.

When Families 1 and 2 sit down to eat a meal in the kitchen, hearing adults chat

with other hearing adults and older hearing children. Eva does not chat with Ndino

as much as she chats with her hearing children, some of them who are also adults

and others are still children. The fact Ndino is her oldest child seems to have no

bearing on Eva’s inclination to talk to her hearing family members. Moreover, Ndino

is seldom home.

Eva’s evaluation of her hearing’s children’s efforts to gesture and Sofia’s un-

willingness to sit through the conversation implies two things. One, she believes

her hearing children make an appropriate effort to include their deaf siblings in the

conversation, and the effort may be accessible enough for them. Two, she has an

expectation of her deaf children to make an appropriate effort to behave, i.e. they

sit through the conversation, not get up and leave when they become bored. The

deaf children are expected to accommodate to the communicative situation of the

family by behaving appropriately, and the hearing children (the siblings of Ndino

and Sofia in this case), not the adults, accommodate the deaf children.

Here, I borrow the concept of appropriate effort from G. Pizer, Walters, and

Meier (2013) who modeled it on Grice (1975)’s Cooperative Principle: “Appropriate

effort overcomes potential communication barriers. Undue effort is driven by some

other motivation or serves a communication strategy that cannot realistically suc-

ceed” (G. Pizer et al., 2013, 84). Their analysis of interviews with 13 U.S. hearing

adult children of deaf signing parents (CODAs) about their language choices for

communication revealed an explicitly shared language ideology. The adult CODAs

believed they, as hearing children of deaf parents, had a moral obligation (my in-

terpretation) to make an appropriate effort by signing when they addressed their

parents directly.

In a related study, G. B. Pizer (2008) investigated naturally-occurring inter-

actions in two ASL-signing mixed deaf-hearing families revealed an enforcing of the

language ideology of appropriate effort. In both families, the parents were Deaf and

had three hearing sons who were fluent in ASL. The children signed to their parents
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in ASL directly, but they primarily spoke to each other in English. In spite of the

availability of ASL as a communicative resource for the hearing children, they chose

to speak to each other.

The communicative situation of Family 3b patterned like Families 1 and

2, but not when Angela and Martha spent time together, especially when they

ate together. Recall that Family 3a and Family 3b inhabit the same residence

compound, but they have separate kitchens and eat separate meals. This did not

preclude some members from Family 3b from eating in the kitchen of Family 3a,

owing to Alberta’s superb cooking skills. When Angela ate in the kitchen of Family

3a, she and Martha frequently signed to each other, while Alberta and Gina busied

themselves with work or chatted with each other. If another hearing adult, such as

Alejo, Alberta’s husband, also ate in the kitchen, he and Alberta tended to speak

in Chatino regardless of how their bodies were oriented to each other.

(a) Angela (L) and Martha (R) in
the foreground, Alberta (L) and
Gina (R) in the background.

(b) Angela (L), Martha (M), and Alejo (R) in
the foreground, Alberta (L) and Gina (R)
in the background.

Figure 7.1: Two maps of Quiahije and Cieneguilla with the residences of families with deaf people.

Fig. 7.1a features a screen grab of Angela and Martha snacking on chayotes in

the foreground while Alberta and Gina busying themselves with making tortillas

(Alberta is leaning over the comal, Gina is standing over a propped tortilla press).

This photo is representative of the daily interactions of Angela and Martha. Fig. 7.1b

features a screen grab of a family dinner in which the girls and Alejo are seated at

the comal, and Alberta and Gina are at another table. The girls, oriented to each

other, chat and eat, while Alejo focuses on eating and Alberta and Gina are readying

to eat. When Angela and Martha play and/or eat a meal with an additional child,

and this does not happen frequently, the situation becomes a triangulation in which

Martha signs with Angela and speaks with the third child.
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The daily communicative practices between hearing caregivers’ and their

deaf children underlie implicit language ideologies about communicative accommo-

dations, appropriate effort, and access to visual input. The hearing caregivers’

ideologies represent their beliefs about engaging their deaf children in extended con-

versations, providing access to spoken conversations for their deaf children, and

recognizing whether the conversations were accessible to the children. Next, I turn

to the interactions between deaf and hearing caregivers and their hearing children.

7.5.2 Communicative accommodation between deaf and hearing

caregivers and their hearing children

In a similar vein to the interactions between hearing caregivers and their deaf chil-

dren, the hearing children only sign to their deaf caregiver in direct communication.

Otherwise the hearing children speak Chatino (and Spanish to a lesser extent) to

their hearing caregiver and other hearing family members even in the presence of

their deaf caregiver. The hearing spouses of deaf adults also speak Chatino to their

hearing children and only sign to their deaf spouse in direct communication. The

speaking Chatino frequently occurs in the presence of a deaf person.

In Families 4 and 5, I observed that the hearing children speak more to

their hearing mothers than they sign to their deaf fathers. I asked the hearing

spouses of the deaf men about the dynamics of these communicative situations.

Xka, the wife of the deaf man, Sendo, said that their daughters prefer to talk to her

because he is more strict with them. She also said that Sendo does not allow for

simultaneous conversation, in which I interpret to mean that she refers to the action

of speaking to her daughters and signing to Sendo (not the action of simultaneous

signing and speaking, or sim-com for short), as highlighted in the following excerpt

of the interview:

Epifania: And this woman [Lynn] says that she observes that you guys
speak Chatino all the time, you guys speak Chatino all the time and that
you do not tell Sendo what is it that you guys are talking about and that
it seems that conversations happen solely among you guys [the hearing
family members] . . . and that Sendo is not part of your conversation.

Xka: He often times does not agree [to participate in the conversation],
whatever he agrees to hear or know if what we tell him.

Epifania: . . . Does any of you guys feel the need to tell Sendo what is
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it that you guys are talking about? she says. And it is only when he ask
for information it is only then that you guys tell him (what is it that you
guys are talking about). This is what this woman says that she observes.

Xka: This is what we do to him, he frequently does not allow simul-
taneous conversation [my emphasis]. Only when the person leaves, or
once we are done talking then we explain to him slowly.

Epifania: And you feel that it is not important for you to tell him (what
is it that you guys are talking about?

Xka: Sometimes what we are talking is not important and when we are
talking about something important then we make a point on telling him.

Epifania reiterates Xka’s answer and rephrases her question.

Xka: When he is in a good mood, he ask us what is it that we are talking.
He frequently comes in the middle of the conversation. Other times he
doesn’t feel like asking. On this occasion we tell him the conversation
that took place.

Xka claimed that Sendo does not allow “simultaneous conversation” which I inter-

pret to mean a simultaneous mix of speaking and signing in a conversation. Xka also

claimed that Sendo does not get upset at being excluded from spoken conversations.

I asked him for his perspective on this issue. He said that since his daughters can

talk, they should talk with their mother, who also talks, and other people who talk.

He claimed that because his daughters can talk and are still young, they do not

sign very much. His response implies that he does not expect his hearing daughters

to sign proficiently. The perspective about the relationship between sign language

development and hearing status is further explored in §7.6.

Juliya, the wife of another deaf man, Koyu, said their daughter Tomasa

prefers to talk to her than him because they spend more time together whereas he is

out of the house more often and often comes home just to eat meals between work

commitments. Juliya also said that Tomasa can speak Chatino to her, whereas she

has to sign to her father, and did not find any issue with the situation:

No, things are not complicated, because we are able to understand what
she says. And in order to speak with her father, she cannot speak with
her father and this is the reason why she signs with her hands because
she knows that her father does not hear her, he does not. Her father
does not understand her [when she talks] and this is why she signs with
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her hand to her father. And as of myself, since I can hear her, she can
speak to me, we say. This is why she does that.

Juliya felt there was no need for Koyu to know everything she and Tomasa say to

each other when he is in the room, because she would still tell everything to the

child without him there. The underlying belief of Juliya’s comment is that since she

and her child share the same language, Chatino, and can understand to each other,

there is no explicit need to make any communicative accommodations by means of

effort. But with Koyu, because he does not understand spoken Chatino, his wife and

daughter have to sign to him so he can understand them. Signing is a communicative

accommodation that necessitates appropriate effort, whereas speaking does not.

Family 3b slightly differed from Families 4 and 5 by the interactions not only

because of the interactions Angela and Martha, but also the interactions between

Gina and other persons, making the practice of signing more common and visible.

This is faciliated by the fact that Gina is a single mother whose daily activities center

around the upkeep of the house. Everybody in the residence compound signs to Gina

when they address her. When Gina, Alberta, and Martha eat meals together, Gina

and Alberta sometimes sign to each other for conversation while Martha looks on.

Sometimes Alberta and Martha speak to each other in Chatino, and sometimes

Gina and Martha sign to each other. Martha can “code-switch” or switch between

speaking and signing, depending on who she is addressing. If Alejo is present at the

meal, there is more spoken Chatino between him and Alberta, but he also signs to

Gina when he addresses her directly and signs a litle bit to Martha.

Martha’s signing skills are noted in reference to her refusal to speak to certain

persons and preference to sign to them. Naciu, her maternal grandfather, bemoaned

about this:

And with the people that she does not feel like talking with, she only
signs. Once she says that she does not know anything, she bends her
neck, and no one will get her to talk. Like for example with me, she does
not speak. I ask her questions and she does not reply. Yes she refuses
to talk to me and I am not upset at her either. She has not come to her
senses, she is still small. And when I was up in the north [the U.S.] she
used to talk with me over the phone.

Naciu’s implication about how Martha should and can speak to other hearing people

instead of signing to them was qualified by a following comment about how her
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behavior to her age. Her communicative behavior is appropriate for her age at that

point, but when she gets older, the behavior will no longer be appropriate. Naciu’s

evaluation of the girl’s behavior was confirmed by my observations with how she

behaves toward strangers, including my interpreter and research assistant Maestra

Epifania and my research partner, Kate.3 She also demonstrates a preference to sign

with some guests she did not know very well. One day, Alejo’s brother, stopped by to

chat with Alberta. He greeted us and briefly chatted with the little girl by gesturing

and signing with her, with no voice, who readily replied in the same manner, albeit

for a short while. Then he sat down to eat a meal and turned to Alberta for an

extended spoken conversation. Naciu’s report about Martha’s preference to sign to

certain strangers and the visitor’s effort to accommodate Martha marks her status

as a signer.

I want to clarify that in no way does the family perceive Martha’s signing

as a stigma. There have been a few occasions, of which I unfortunately did not get

to film, when Alejo and Alberta explicitly instructed Martha to make requests for

gifts and to thank me for bringing them gifts in sign. When I first met Martha in

the summer of 2012, she was still a toddler who was understandably frightened of

me. Alejo molded her hands to make a request that I bring her a camera from the

U.S. next time and spoke to her in Chatino at the same time. Although I have not

witnessed the action of molding hands since then, the hearing adults’ prompting

Martha to sign suggests that they see the value of signing for communicating with

deaf people.

Alberta also does not perceive Martha’s signing as a problem, because she

claimed that the girl only signs to her deaf mother (Gina) and aunt (Angela) and

speaks Chatino to hearing people. Alberta justified her speaking to Martha, instead

of signing to her, because “[she] can speak, that is why it is easier to deal with

her, she can speak, she speaks.” She implied that when it comes to signing to

a deaf person, they must look at each other, but if the deaf person is angry and

refuses to look at Alberta, she cannot talk to her. Speaking to a hearing person, by

contrast, does not require the visual engagement of looking at each other, because

the addressee can still hear what the speaker’s saying, regardless of where they are

looking.

3One possibility is that Martha may prefer to sign with hearing people who do not speak Chatino,
since she does not speak Spanish fluently (yet). I can neither confirm nor deny this possibility.
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Alberta’s statement highlights another implicit but powerful ideology: speak-

ing is easier than signing, whereas signing takes more effort. I discuss this fur-

ther in §7.6. All in all, the family has, the very least, a neutral attitude towards

Martha’s signing, and has not expressed any negative comments about it (other

than her refusal to speak to certain persons). This family’s attitude towards signing

hearing children differs from that reported in the case study of one signing family

from a different indigenous Mesoamerican community, in which the hearing adults

feared that a hearing child’s learning to sign would hamper with his ability to speak

Tzotzil (J. B. Haviland, 2016).

In sum, the speaking and signing practices between the hearing children

and their hearing and deaf caregivers are marked by the dominance of speaking

and preference for speaking. While the hearing caregivers do not exhibit strong

communicative accommodation toward their hearing children, their language choices

and reports suggest that it is easier to speak to their hearing children and adults

than it is to sign to their deaf children or spouses. Moreover, there appears to be a

prevalent preference to speak Chatino with other hearing members. Hearing women

married to deaf men spoke Chatino to their children and only signed to their deaf

spouses in direct communication and considerably less. Hearing caregivers sign to

their deaf children in direct communication, and likewise, hearing children sign to

their deaf caregiver in direct communication.

Although sign is a communicative resource available to the hearing family

members, they almost always speak to each other in Chatino. Accommodating deaf

people by making the conversation accessible through sign is not part of the signing

families’ communicative practices, nor does it occur to them as a possible activity.

The deaf adults, to the best of my knowledge, did not request that their hearing

families sign to make the conversations accessible in whatever space and sometimes

asked for a summary of the conversations. Such language choices and communicative

practices allude strong implicit language ideologies shared by both hearing and deaf

Chatinos about hearing people speaking to each other and signing to deaf people

when only needed.
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7.6 Ideologies about spoken and signed languages

The asymmetry of speaking and signing in the language environment of the signing

families raises questions about the perspectives of hearing caregivers toward the

linguistic status of spoken and sign languages. I have already suggested that the

hearing family members of the signing families value speaking more than signing by

virtue of their communicative accommodation toward the deaf people. While it is the

case the hearing people value speaking, they attribute different values to Chatino

and Spanish. In the interviews with the hearing caregivers of deaf children and

hearing spouses of deaf adults, when Maestra Epifania asked them what languages

they knew, they listed Chatino, citing it as the only language they spoke with their

family and as the language of their people. Some added that they know a little

Spanish – but they practice it with their children occasionally. Juliya and Xka

admitted they speak Spanish with their children so they can learn it.

Extended observations of the interactions between the hearing caregivers

and their hearing children are consistent with the mothers’ reports. The mothers

practice speaking Spanish with their children a little bit. Xka occasionally reviews

vocabulary drills with her children by going through their school notebooks. The

effort to practice Spanish, however minimal it is compared to speaking Chatino

in their daily lives, highlights a paradox: Chatino is the language they speak in

their daily lives, and yet Spanish is the language the children need to acquire for

potential educational and economic opportunities that are believed to exist outside

of the boundaries of their community.

While the hearing caregivers mentioned Chatino and Spanish in the inter-

views, none cited their own sign language as another language they know and/or use.

The responses do not automatically mean that the sign language is a non-language,

but they do suggest that the hearing caregivers’ default and pervasive notion of a

language is a spoken language. Whereas the hearing Chatinos recognized Chatino

and Spanish as distinct languages, they did not explicitly recognize the existence of

different sign languages. Some thought I arrived in the community to teach the deaf

people sign language, which implied that they either believed all deaf people use

a universal sign language or the deaf Chatinos were missing certain signs in their

family sign language and I could teach them. Perhaps both.

Maria, the mother of Gina and Angela, reported me as knowing three lan-
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guages, “English, Spanish, and sign.” Her response shows no differentiation of

different sign languages, suggesting that she lumps American Sign Language (ASL)

and her family’s sign language in the same category of “sign.” When the hearing

Chatinos, including the caregivers, witnessed my signing ASL with my research part-

ner, Kate, on several occasions, they did not make any meta-language comments or

ask questions. It was not clear if they could see the difference between their own

sign language and mine.

The deaf Chatinos, the adults, on the other hand, recognized the difference,

commenting that we had our own signs and sometimes asked us for a translation.

At other times, they looked away out of disinterest or not being able to understand

us. As for spoken languages, I could not discern whether they recognized that there

were different spoken languages, namely Chatino and Spanish, and whether they

recognized some spoken languages had distinct writing systems. They appeared to

understand that not everyone knows how to write and read, based on their experi-

ential knowledge of varied literacy skills in their families.

7.6.1 Form and function of sign language

When Maestra Epifania asked the hearing caregivers if they can talk to their deaf

children about important and new topics, they replied they cannot, implying a belief

that one cannot express anything and everything in sign language. Lena explained

that because she cannot literally speak to her deaf children and has to sign to them

instead, she is constrained in what she can express:

Epifania: Can you talk with these children [Lucy and Lory] who do not
hear? Can you talk with, for example, these children and the adults who
live here? Can you talk about something important, something, and can
they understand what you say?

Lena: We do not talk with the children who we know that cannot speak
and who do not understand what we say. On the other hand, with people
who are are able to speak and hear with those are the ones that we talk.

Epifania: You cannot talk with them very well just like that, we talk
with people that can talk, we say. You cannot talk with them [the deaf
children] like that?

Lena: No.

Epifania: Why, why do you think you cannot?
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Lena: Because we cannot talk to them, we do not know what they are
talking about and everything we want to say to them we have to sign it.
We speak to them by sign.

Epifania: It is a little difficult to understand what a deaf person says.
I feel that it is a little difficult for one to understand well from talking
with them [deaf people]. It is what I feel, do you feel the same?

Lena: Yes, things are like that.

Naciu and Maria expressed similar sentiments about communicating novel topics to

their deaf children. Whereas they find it easy to communicate to one another about

familiar topics, they struggle with novel topics. Maria stated this problem plainly:

Yes it is like that. It is difficult for us to understand us and vice versa it
is difficult for them to understand us. This is specially the case for things
that we tell them for the first time and things that they tell us for the
first time. Often times when they tell us something for the first time we
frequently do not understand them. Even if we are their parents when
they tell us something for the very first time it is difficult to understand
them. Often times these topics appear very difficult to parse. As they
continue to converse about the new subject it gradually becomes easier
to understand.

Though the hearing caregivers do not explicitly state the source of the difficulty in

communicating abstract and novel topics with their deaf children and understanding

them, their struggle hints at the limits of the function and/or form of their sign

language.

7.6.2 One sign language or many?

Based on the interviews with the hearing Chatinos, it is likely that they believe in a

universal sign language, which raises the possibility that they would understand all

the deaf people the same. Yet this is not the case. The concept of difference between

the signing varieties of deaf people from different families, specifically families who

live together, surfaced in the interviews with the hearing Chatino caregivers and

spouses of deaf people. Their experiences of understanding and not understanding

them and their observations of interaction between deaf people enabled them to

differentiate the signs a family used from other families used.
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Some observed that when deaf people sign to each other, they sign more and

faster than when a deaf person and a hearing person sign to each other. Eva, the

mother of Ndino and Sofia, believed the deaf people shared the same language in

the sense that they made signs with their hands. Yet she qualified her response by

observing how Ndino and Koyu have different ways of signing. It was not clear if

Eva was referring to their styles per se, if she was referring to the possible different

lexicons of each deaf signer, or something else. I never had the opportunity to film

Ndino’s signing, so I cannot offer my own evaluation of how his signing compares to

that of other deaf adults.

In Family 3, Alberta, Naciu, and Maria differentiated their family’s signing

from the other families’ signing by comparing how well they understand their own

deaf family members at home to how well they understand other deaf people they

encountered on the road. Alberta said that “. . . the signs [of other deaf people] are

more difficult. I do not understand their signs because I do not live with them. Like

for example, Stina, I feel that her signs are very different [to understand]. On the

other hand the people that I live with I feel that they [Gina and Angela] speak more

clearly.”

Alberta also reported that Gina told her she did not always understand Stina.

In the field, I have only observed two encounters between Stina, Gina, and Alberta,

when Stina passed by Alberta’s house one day. Gina and Alberta spotted them and

invited Stina in their kitchen to show her that they wanted to buy a new comal

from her. Their signing oriented towards Stina gave me the impression that they

were making the effort to make themselves clear, repeatedly pointing to their broken

comal and requesting that she bring them a new one. Stina nodded incessantly and

came back the next day carrying a brand-new handmade comal from her parents’

house to Alberta’s house.

Naciu pondered whether the differences in the signing of the deaf people were

rooted in his subjective experiences of being accustomed to understanding his deaf

children and not being accustomed to understanding other deaf people:

Each person has their own way of signing with their hands. However
once you look at it closely, they are the same. However we might feel
that they are signing differently. Like for example the kids that live with
us we understand them differently. And if we talk to people who cannot
speak on the road we feel that they sign differently. That is all.
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Maria believed that her family has a distinct vocabulary from that of other signing

families, saying:

We see another person who does not speak and we feel that they have
different signs. There comes another one and we feel that they speak
differently. And I am raising my two kids [Gina and Angela], I know
exactly what they say, I know how they sign and I use the same signs
when I encounter other deaf people. Sometimes I worry that they might
not understand me well because they have different signs.

In a follow-up interview, Maestra Epifania asked Maria to demonstrate an example

of different signs she observed deaf people from different families used. Maria replied:

For example I observe Stina of the bottom of the bamboo, from what I
understand what she talks, she would sign someone who has big boobs,
perhaps this is a woman for Stina, we say. Each one of them [deaf people]
speak differently, we say. Yes, and my girl here [Gina], she does not speak
this way. She does not use [the sign] boobs to talk about women. The
one who has long hair is a woman for her. And the ones that are men,
the ones that have a beard, she would sign. The others do not speak
that way. And this is why we do not understand (each other). And the
ones that we live with, we know already that this is the kind of people
they are, we say.

As Maria spoke, she demonstrated how Gina’s sign for woman differs from Stina’s

sign for the same referent as shown in Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.4a and Fig. 7.4b, respec-

tively. Maria’s demonstration of what she believed to be Stina’s sign for woman

is actually Koyu’s sign in Fig. 7.5a and Fig. 7.5b, Koyu’s sign is also what Sendo

and Stin use for referring to a woman (I do not know what Ndino’s sign is for a

woman). Stina’s sign for woman is shown in Fig. 7.3. Notwithstanding Maria’s

slight error, she is accurate in the iconic and indexic reference to the breasts of a

woman in the siblings Koyu’s and Stina’s for woman. Their sign for woman only

differ in production with respect to movement, the use of one and two hands, and

contact of the hands with the body.

Virtually all hearing interviewees from the signing families cited Stina as a

reference point for highlighting the difference between her signing and that of other

deaf people. Juliya, the hearing spouse of Koyu, commented about the people’s

perceived difference between Koyu’s and Stina’s signing based on their experiences
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Figure 7.2: Maria’s sign for
woman.

Figure 7.3: Stina’s sign for
woman.

(a) The first part of
woman.

(b) The second part of
woman.

Figure 7.4: Maria demonstrates what she believes to be Stina’s sign for woman.

(a) The first part of
woman.

(b) The second part of
woman.

Figure 7.5: Koyu’s sign for woman.
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of understanding them:

Yes perhaps in the community people understand my daughter’s father
better then others. People say that they have a harder time understand-
ing other deaf people in the community. They say that my daughter’s
father’s (Koyu) signs are easier. For instance, Stina, people do not under-
stand her easily (people have a harder time undestanding her). People
say that her signs are different. Similarly to other deaf people in the
community, hearing people say that their signs are very complicated.

The meta-language commentary from multiple hearing interviewees under-

scores a shared awareness of the lexical differences between their family’s signing

and other deaf people’s signing, namely Stina’s signing. The commentary highlights

sameness within their family and difference between signing families. Their obser-

vations are consistent with my own observations and findings of lexical variation in

Chapter 5.4 Their language ideology of lexical variation by affiliation with the deaf

people in a family as opposed to deaf people from other families creates, produces,

and naturalizes the boundaries of the signing families as distinct social groups (Gal

& Irvine, 2000; Kroskrity, 2004; Bucholtz & Hall, 2004).

7.7 Sign language acquisition and development

This section discusses the caregivers’ perspectives about their children’s language

development. The perspectives are evaluated in how they may shape the language-

learning environment for the children and impact their children’s development of an

emerging sign language, and how they vary as a function of the caregivers’ back-

grounds. The implications of the differing perspectives for the trajectory of the

children’s sign language development are considered.

7.7.1 Deaf children’s spoken language development

The value and pride of speaking Chatino is widely shared by the people of San

Juan Quiahije (E. Cruz, 2011; H. Cruz, 2014). For this reason, it comes hardly

4While I have yet to conduct a formal investigation of Stina’s lexicon and compare it to other
deaf signers’ lexicons, I believe the people’s reported difficulty of understanding Stina may be also
rooted in how she engages and disengages herself in the interactions and orients herself (or does
not orient herself) toward the interlocutors.
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as a surprise that the hearing caregivers initially wanted and/or hoped that their

deaf children would be able to speak following the unofficial and official diagnosis of

deafness. In Chapter 3, this desire surfaced in Eva’s recollection of the curse as an

explanation for her daughter Sofia’s deafness from the curanderos. Naciu, the father

of Gina and Angela, recounted how the family, especially his late mother, invested

time, effort, and money, to seek treatment for his deaf daughters:

With Gina, the first one, my mom really sought out help. She sought
out indigenous types of medicine. They bought her medicine. They were
many people who came and deceived/lied us. Those people would say.
She should take this medicine in order to be able to speak well. We
frequently spent a lot of money to get the medicine. My mother really
sought our help for her because my mother really wanted her to speak,
but this was not possible. My mother took her to Chatino medicine men,
and she also took her to the doctors, but the doctors were generalists,
not specialists. She did not go to any specialist like I did with this one
[Angela]. This is how we sought out help for our older daughter.

After Angela was born and discovered to be deaf at a year and half, the family took

her to see a specialist in Oaxaca. The specialist claimed that she would be able

to speak and advised them to purchase hearing aids, which the family did. The

specialist also advised them to keep the hearing aids on her at all times, regardless

of how she reacted. They went back to their village and Angela wore hearing aids

for a short while, but they ceased working. The family sent the hearing aids to

Oaxaca for repair. When the hearing aids came back, Angela refused to wear them.

Naciu described how he decided to abandon the hearing aids:

Then I said, my poor child is going to suffer too much, she already was
dealt (she does not hear) with this and to have her come just to cry and
to scream? I decided to let it go and I resigned to think what can I do if
this is her luck, if things were meant to be this way and it was like this
that. We just let the thing for the ears go and it quickly broke down
and the other one broke down quickly. Perhaps it is our luck that it was
not going to be possible to get ahead with our children. The first one
broke and the second one also broke. That thing cost us 15,000 pesos.
And it didn’t work. It is like that. Yes. just like this. And this is how
we continued. We did no longer paid attention to that thing.

Angela was not the only deaf child who tried wearing hearing aids. Lena
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reported that Lucy did not react to the wearing hearing aids very well and resisted

to continue wearing them, so the family did not push Lucy to wear them anymore.

For the deaf children who tried wearing hearing aids and rejected them, their hear-

ing caregivers recognized that the hearing aids did not work well. This recognition

led to an acceptance of the possibility that their deaf children cannot and would

not acquire any spoken language. The acceptance led to the development of an

understanding of the communicative necessity to communicate with their children

through making signs with hands. The practice of signing with deaf children demon-

strates the hearing caregivers’ willingness and effort to accommodate them based

on their sensory abilities and preferences, not to expect and train the children to

accommodate their caregivers by speaking Chatino and understanding it. The care-

givers’ willingness and effort to accommodate their children through a visual-manual

language is configured by the reality that they cannot afford to invest in assistive

listening technology such as hearing aids and cochlear implants and rehabilitative

services such as speech therapy.

7.7.2 Origins of signs and sign language development

For the most, the signing families believed that signs came from the existence of

deaf people. Sign language did not exist prior to the arrival of a deaf person. The

hearing adults in Family 3 stated that Gina was the first one who developed the

family’s sign language. Alberta, her paternal aunt, stated that sign language was

born because there are people who cannot speak and regarded sign language as a

mandate from God. She recounted how Gina started signing and how the family

learned to sign from her:

Gina began to sign by herself. When she wanted to talk, then she would
just sign. When Gina was little she knew less words because we did not
know many signs to talk to her. The youngest one (Angela) knows more
because she has two brothers, her brothers teaches her words (signs).
Even though she is younger she knows more signs.

Gina’s confirmation of Alberta’s story and her own perspective surfaced in a con-

versation following her unsuccessful attempts to engage Angela in a conversation

about who signed (as discussed in §7.1). The videotaped conversation only shows

Gina signing, but the following transcript includes my questions and comments:
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[Part A] (https://vimeo.com/163639756).

Lynn: You didn’t see any signing?

Gina: She shrugs and shakes her head. No, I didn’t see any (signing).
She waves at Lynn for attention, who looked away briefly. When I was a
child, I didn’t see Maria (my mother) sign. No, I didn’t see any of that
when I was a child. She shakes her head.

Lynn: What about Alberta?

Gina: She was far away up in the north (the U.S.). We kept in touch
by phone.

[Part B] (https://vimeo.com/163639871).

Lynn: How old were you when you (started to) sign?

Gina: I was signing when I was a child, about this tall. (I was starting
to) make tortillas like that over there. She points to the comal across
the room.

Lynn: What about Alejo?

Gina: She shakes her head. No, no, Alejo was far away up in the north.

Lynn: Really?

Gina: Nods. Alberta and Alejo came back when I was older.

The recollections from Alberta and Gina portray the rapid emergence of a sign

language within Family 3. Gina is the original signer, in which all of her hearing

family members in the residence regarded as the expert for acquiring signs and

then they all transmitted their signs to Angela. Alberta’s recognition of Angela’s

advantage of being exposed to adult signers supports Angela’s status as a second-

generation signer.

However, the hearing caregivers differed in their beliefs about who teach their

deaf children sign, or how they learn to sign. In Family 1, Lena claimed that she

teaches her deaf daughters, Lucy and Lora, sign, because she is older and hence

knows more about the world. She also claimed that when Stina visits them, she

also teaches Lucy and Lory signs. Her words suggest that the knowledge of signing

is rooted in the adult’s knowledge and understanding of the world and experiences

with it, regardless of the adult’s hearing status.

Lena’s claim revealed a maturational-like belief about how her deaf children’s

knowledge of sign language is constrained by age, which implies a lack of experiential
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knowledge and understanding of the world. In her eyes, she is the expert and her

children are novices. Her ‘maturational’ concept of language development (and

transmission of signs) contrasts with the concept of the hearing caregivers from

Family 3. They believed the origins of signs started with Gina, the deaf woman.

She invented the signs and transmitted them to her family, including her younger

brothers, who learned them better than their parents and relatives did. In turn,

the brothers transmitted them to their deaf sister, Angela. Family 3’s belief of sign

language as an emergent innovation of deaf people and a skill that is better learned

by younger people highlights their perspective of deaf people, and deaf and hearing

children as experts.

7.7.3 Hearing children’s sign language development

There is a general consensus among deaf and hearing caregivers about how hearing

children are not proficient signers, because first, they can talk and prefer to talk

to other hearing people, and second, they are still young. There is one exception.

In Family 3, there is a division between the deaf caregiver, Gina, and her hearing

caregivers, Maria and Naciu, about this issue. Here, I describe a situation that

shows Gina’s explicit demonstration of language ideologies about deaf and hearing

signers, specifically, Angela, her deaf sister and Martha, her hearing daughter. The

scene took place in the kitchen of the upstairs section of Family 3’s residence in one

afternoon in December 2014.

I was sitting in the kitchen with Gina at a round table. We were watching

Martha and Angela play. The girls had just come home from school and were still

wearing their uniforms. Thinking that the timing was optimal to document the

playing time, I asked Gina if I could videotape her interacting with the girls. She

consented. I started filming the girls. Gina asked her little sister who signed, and

Angela turned to face the other girl, naming family members that included her

own mother and great-grandmother, her brothers, and even Martha. Then the girls

resumed playing.

Gina, visibly dissatisfied with her sister’s answer for whatever reason, ordered

Angela to come to the table and face her directly, and attempted to re-engage the

little girl in the conversation about signers. Martha hung back. Gina repeated her

question and identified Maria and Alberta, as an effort to elicit answers. Angela
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promptly turned away from the table, laughing and wagging her index finger no.

Gina unsuccessfully reached over to grab her and pounded on the table, reminding

her about how she was paid for participation in my study. Angela fiddled with

the camera lens. Gina laughed. Then Angela turned around to face Gina, who in

turn attempted to re-engage her little sister in the same conversation. Angela got

distracted by a covered bowl on the table, lifted the lid from the bowl, and asked if

she could eat the food. Gina shut the lid and moved the bowl out of the little girl’s

reach.

Not to be deterred by Angela’s behavior, Gina smacked her on the arm

for attention and started asking, “Who signs, you, who else? You, who else? Who

signs?” Angela propped her elbows on the table and turned her head in the direction

of the camera to ponder on the question. Martha peered into the camera from

the periphery and then walked around to the space between the two interlocutors.

Angela, still looking away, pointed to Gina, “You, who else?” Martha lifted her

arms to rest them on the table. Gina immediately pushed Martha away in the

chest, forcing her to step back, and shooed her away. She turned her head back

to Angela, who was still thinking. Then Angela turned her head back to Gina.

Martha grinned, undazed from the ejection from the table, and continued watching

the conversation and standing.

In a knee-jerk response, I waved my arm to interrupt the conversation and

started pointing to Martha as a means of beckoning her to join it. Gina pointed

at Martha with one hand and wagged no with her other hand, shaking her head

vigorously, “Not her. No, no, no. Not her. No, no, no. She talks. So no.”

I protested, explaining that Martha can sign and thus should participate in the

conversation. Gina gave me an incredulous look and shook her head a bit. Then

she turned her attention to Angela, who leaned herself on the table, and resumed

questioning her. The whole scene described in this paragraph is represented as a

sequence of film stills in Fig. 7.6.

Gina continued eliciting answers from Angela, who leaned herself on the table

and amused herself as she balanced herself signing. Gina pulled Angela off the table

and repeated her question, giving a few names as examples. Angela acquiesced,

putting her finger to her cheek and biting her nails, assuming a pensive posture and

looking up in the air. Suddenly, she swerved, turning her back to Gina and rattled

off a list of names. Martha also turned her back to Gina and watched Angela,
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(a) Gina grabbed Angela’s arm for
attention.

(b) Angela looked at Gina, who asked
about signers.

(c) Angela turned her head away.
Martha approached the table.

(d) Gina pushed Martha away. Angela
looked the other way.

(e) Gina shooed Martha away. Angela
turned her head to look ahead.

(f) Gina resumed the conversation
with Angela.

(g) Gina rejected my suggestion about
Martha.

(h) Gina resumed the conversation
with Angela again.

Figure 7.6: A film sequence of the scene where Gina engaged Angela in a conversation, ejected Martha from
the table, and justified her action to the researcher.
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nodding in sync with the rhythm of her signing. Angela turned back to face Gina,

smiling, and mentioned one more name, Alberta. Gina’s eyes shifted away and her

lips turned down at the corners, showing her unhappiness at her sisters defiance.

Gina turned her head back to Angela, chiding her for failing to participate and

threatening her with the possibility of no money. Angela looked at her, impassive,

as she leaned herself over the table.5

A short while later, as we sat at the table watching the girls play, Gina

shared her thoughts about her little sister. She pointed to Angela, who was across

the kitchen, and said, or what I understood her to say, “When Angela grows up to

be this tall, in four (years?), she will talk more, sign more. You (will) come here

to see her when she grows up, her, yeah, yeah. Angela is still a child, she doesn’t

know how to (or she doesn’t want to) sign very much.”6 Gina’s comment revealed

a belief about how her sister’s developing communicative competence, and perhaps

willingness to sign, is linked to her young age.

The aforementioned scene lasted only a few minutes, and yet in such that

short period of time, a complex interplay between language practices and ideologies

unfolded, generating tension between the participants: Gina, Angela, Martha, and

me, the researcher. Despite the fact that Angela identified Martha as a signer (and

I did as well), Gina did not consider her own daughter eligible to participate in the

conversation that was taking place in sign. Her justification was that Martha can

talk (which meant that she is hearing, not deaf). Gina also believed her little sister

did not sign very much because her language skills were still developing. Gina’s in-

tentional dismissal of Martha and evaluative commentary of Angela’s signing skills

were not arbitrary, but recurring patterns of behavior that revealed a complex of

language ideologies about the signing capabilities of deaf and hearing children. Of-

ten, Gina refused to let Martha participate in some of the elicitation tasks for this

study because she believed the child was not capable of demonstrating signs, but at

other times, Gina allowed her to participate.

By contrast, the hearing caregivers of Gina and Angela reported that their

hearing children Beto and Lino and grandchild Martha understood the deaf peo-

ple better than they did. The caregivers admitted that they ask Martha for an

5The video clip, starting from the moment as described in the previous paragraph to Gina
chiding Angela, can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/160946611.

6A video clip of this evaluative commentary can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/160954068.
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interpretation of Gina’s signing because they believe she understands her better:

Naciu: Ever since she came to the world she knows how her mother
signs with her and this is the same thing that she has been learning and
this is why she understands that one.

Maria: We often ask her “what is she saying sweety?” to what she
replies “oh she says this” she would say, she tells us.

The view of Martha as an “interpreter” once again underlies the hearing caregivers of

Family 3’s beliefs about the children as sign language experts. The view also marks

Martha as a skilled signer who not only can communicate with her deaf relatives,

but also can interpret what they are saying in Chatino. None of the hearing children

from the other signing families were viewed this way.

7.8 The role of schooling in deaf children’s sign lan-

guage development

One way to investigate the caregivers’ beliefs about their children’s language devel-

opment was to interview them about the integration of deaf children into the public

education system in the SJQ community. Another way was to observe the children

in their classroom. Both of the interviews and participant observations allowed me

to glimpse additional community members’ attitudes toward the deaf children and

their sign language, particularly their hearing peers and teachers. All the four deaf

girls, Lucy, Lory, Sofia, and Angela, have attended school at one point in their

childhoods. Three girls did not continue their attendance for various reasons that

concerned problems of socializing with their classmates. Angela was the only girl

who was still attending school at the end of my fieldwork.

In this section, I detail the schooling experiences of the girls from each family

and identify some recurring themes across their experiences. Although I observed

the language environment of the classroom is not accessible and inclusive for deaf

children due to the lack of support for the use of sign language in the classroom,

the caregivers believed that the socialization between their deaf children and their

hearing classmates was a bigger problem. I argue that the interactions between deaf

and hearing children of different households in the classroom produce a divisive

social space and actually can be deleterious to potential and existing social relations
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between them. Yet at the same time, some hearing caregivers believe their deaf

children benefit from schooling because they can develop literacy skills for advancing

themselves in society.

7.8.1 Family 1: Lucy and Lory

Lucy and Lory attended primary school for a very short period of time, after their

mother, Lena, submitted to Lucy’s pleas to go. Lena reported that the pleas came

from seeing the other children, Carolina and Nayeli Isabel, in her family residence,

going to school. I was not able to observe the girls in the classroom, so all the

information about their schooling experiences were extracted from Lena in the in-

terviews. Lena decided to withdraw her daughters from school after she learned

how they constantly taunted and bullied the other children. The girls’ behavior

provoked their peers to hit them and also gossiped about them to their families.7

Lena claimed that she tried to discipline her daughters, but they did not listen to

her. Lena attributed the mischief – the taunting and the bullying – and the girls’ not

listening to her to age, treating the behavior as expected and typical characteristic

trait of young children that will eventually fade over time.

7.8.2 Family 2: Sofia

Sofia completed pre-school and advanced to first grade but did not complete it. I

observed Sofia in the classroom two times, recording my observations in my field

notes only. The first time was when she rehearsed for la clausura, or the closing

ceremony that occurs at the end of the school year, with her pre-school classmates.

The second time was when she went to her first-grade class, reluctantly, after much

prompting from her family. Sofia’s pre-school teacher was a non-Chatino man, but

her first-grade teacher, a woman, was a native inhabitant of the SJQ community.

7Maestra Epifania, the interviewer and a retired school teacher, voluntarily explained her inter-
pretation of the mother’s response to me. She was aghast at how Lucy and Lory weren’t attending
school, and did not agree with Lena’s decision. She said the teachers, not the parents, shoulder
the responsibility for disciplining children in the classroom. She also said that Lena pulled her
daughters out of school, believing herself to be responsible for their behavior, which would reflect
her parenting skills badly. Maestra Epifania did not agree with Lena’s way of thinking. She had
encountered that mentality in many parents who believed that it was their full responsibility for
how their children behaved in school and did not consider that teachers would, or should, have any
role in it.
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Both teachers spoke Spanish in the classroom, although the female teacher occasion-

ally spoke Chatino. I observed that neither teacher used any signs to accommodate

Sofia in their instructions and demonstrations front of the students, although they

pointed to the blackboard, pictures, or concrete objects for reference as they spoke

and occasionally produced co-speech gestures and emblems.

I also observed that Sofia imitated what her teachers and classmates did

such as putting their backpacks away, cutting out pictures, or copying down words

from the blackboard. Neither Sofia nor her classmates exchanged any signs with one

another and they interacted with other classmates, although one or two occasionally

approached her to look at her notebook. On the playground during recess and snack

time, Sofia only played with other children from her residence.

Her mother, Eva, recalled how she learned from her other children and grand-

children that Sofia did not enjoy school and refused to continue attending school,

in spite of the family’s value of formal education, because her peers taunted her.

In a follow-up interview, Eva reiterated her belief that Sofia would benefit better

from attending school for the deaf, because she would not feel ostracized for her

deafness and her signing: “[Sofia] would feel different because she would be with

other children who cannot speak, she would be able to sign with the other kids, it

would be different.”

The negative experiences Sofia had from socializing with her classmates in

school suggest that they were not accustomed to the presence of a deaf child and the

practice of signing, nor did they understand her behavior. Their taunting ostracized

Sofia, marking her different from other children, and drove her to quit school. Eva’s

suggestion of a separate school for the deaf implies that the practice of signing is

what distinguishes and moreover, stigmatizes deaf children from hearing children.

Moreover, her suggestion implies that she believed the regular school was not an

appropriate space for a deaf signing child, because the hearing children would not

accept and accommodate her.

7.8.3 Family 3a: Angela

Angela is the only deaf child in the study who attended school for a sustained

period of time and was still attending. She was close to completing her pre-school

year with Martha in June 2015. According to her parents, Maria and Naciu, Angela
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requested to go to school when she saw that Martha was going. They complied

with her request and felt Angela could get very far in life if she acquired Spanish

literacy skills. Part of this belief, I suspect, was based on their impression of my

background.

Angela’s preschool currently has no support for the use of sign. Whereas

Martha pays attention to the teacher and follows her instructions for classroom

activties, Angela observes what Martha and other children do and imitates their

actions. Occasionally, the teacher approaches Angela and gestures about what she

should do, pointing to different objects and demonstrating how to use them. Angela

can copy and trace the Spanish alphabet, but according to her parents, she does not

know how to spell her name yet.

On some days, Angela and Martha sit together at the same desk, allowing

them to chat. Martha can readily chat with other children in Chatino, but Angela

cannot, because they do not know how to sign. Sometimes they show objects to each

other or point to them as a way of comparing notes or making requests to borrow

something. I shared my observations with Angela’s parents; they did not contradict

them. I asked them what they thought about the issue of access to communication

in the classroom. Maria responded:

Hmmm, what I feel now if the teacher (female), if things were the way
we wanted them to be, we wish the teacher could only use sign with all
the children. All the hearing and the talking children, they would be
able to learn and understand better, and even my daughter, she would
be able to understand much better. And there are male teachers and
female teachers who do not sign, because they don’t have deaf children
as students. We say, those teachers only speak and chat with the hearing
children, we say, and if any one of the teachers could, if we were able to
come to the same agreement. They would use sign and speak, so that
the kids, so that both types of students can comprehend better, this is
what I think, we say.

Maria’s response underlines the belief that Angela needs the use of sign to

access the lessons and to better understand them. More importantly, Angela needs

a visual language to acquire literacy skills. Maria’s response also pinpoints the fact

that the teachers do not know how to sign, on the basis of lack of experience of

having deaf children as students.

The communication barrier in the preschool system also has a social dimen-
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sion. The asymmetrical interactions between Angela and her hearing classmates

compared to those between Martha and the classmates in school hint at a socially

segregated space based on differing communication abilities. When the girls enrolled

in school, they joined a larger, educationally institution-based social network in

which they encounter children outside of their families. Because the use of SJQCSL

occurs in the context of several families, most children who are not part of these

families’ social networks will not be familiar with signing.

7.8.4 Influence of school on the local sign language ecology

The school serves as a dynamic space where children of different kin-based networks

convene and spend prolonged periods of time together, forming new friendships.

The school is also where deaf children encounter many hearing children who are

not part of their primary social networks, and more importantly, part of their com-

munities of practice. The small sample of deaf people in the community and the

diffusion of multiple kin-based social networks means that many hearing children

meet deaf children for the first time. The hearing children are unaccustomed to

interacting with deaf children and understanding their behavior, including the use

of sign language.

Furthermore, the language environment of the school is primarily conducted

in Spanish with some Chatino, of which both spoken languages are not accessible

to the deaf children. The teachers do not know any sign language, much less know

how to teach deaf children and accommodate them. The students do not know

any sign language, either, unless they come from the same household with a deaf

person. The deaf children did much of the classroom activities by imitation and

rote. The lack of support for the use of sign language in the classroom places

deaf children at a few major disadvantages: restricting their participation in the

classroom, limiting their access to education, and not promoting the use of any sign

language for communication among the teacher and peers. These disadvantages

mean the deaf children either do not engage or cannot fully engage in the daily

patterns of school with their hearing peers, creating a social distance between them.

The segregation is intensified by the fact that the hearing children are learn-

ing to speak Spanish as their second spoken language as well as read and write

it. As the hearing children spend more time learning Spanish and socializing with
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their hearing peers in school, they spend less time socializing with deaf children who

stay at home and hence less time signing with them. The decrease in frequency of

interaction and the separate processes of socialization at school reduce the sharing

of social space between the children, potentially weakening their social relations.

As deaf and hearing children grow up, the educational, linguistic, social, and

occupational differentiation between them are likely to become greater, threatening

the livelihood of the local sign language. This is consistent with the observations of

Kisch (2012b), who documented how segregated schooling reduced the shared social

space between deaf and hearing Al-Sayyid Bedouins and also introduced the deaf to

a new sign language and a new signing community. This also supports the arguments

put forth by Nonaka (2009, 2014), who listed low intra-community educational and

occupational differentiation between deaf and hearing people as socioeconomic fac-

tors that contribute to the emergence and maintenance of indigenous sign languages

and their communities.

7.9 Conclusion

This chapter investigated local language ideologies of the signing families about deaf

and hearing children’s sign language development in parallel to their language and

communicative practices. I summarize the key themes of the chapter here:

1. Communicative accommodation.

• The hearing caregivers believe speaking to hearing children is easier than
signing to deaf children because it takes less communicative effort and
does not require adults to accommodate the children. The children are
expected to make appropriate effort by accommodating themselves to the
situation.

• The deaf caregivers believe their hearing children should participate in
spoken conversations with other hearing people because they possess the
ability to hear and talk. They do not appear to expect any ‘simultaneous
conversation’, i.e. their hearing family members should accommodate
them by signing to them and/or producing some combination of signing
and speaking.

• Children engage in conversation with each other. Hearing children speak
Chatino to each other. When there are more than one hearing child
around, hearing children tend to speak in the presence of a deaf child.
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Family 3 is the only case where one deaf child and one hearing child sign
to each other; there are no other hearing children.

2. Form and function of sign.

• The hearing caregivers believe they cannot communicate novel, abstract,
and complex topics easily to their deaf children in SJQCSL.

• The hearing caregivers believe their vocabularies are different from one
another. They understand the deaf people who live with them better
than those who do not.

3. Signed and spoken language development.

• Both hearing and deaf caregivers believe their hearing children are more
proficient at speaking than signing because they can hear and talk, and
because they are still young.

• Some hearing caregivers believe their deaf children’s sign language devel-
opment is maturational. In the case of Family 3, the hearing caregivers
believe their deaf and hearing children learn to sign from deaf and hearing
signers.

• The hearing caregivers value their hearing children’s spoken language
development skills of both Chatino and Spanish for different reasons.
Chatino is the language of their people, whereas Spanish is the language of
educational and economic opportunities. This is more obvious in Families
4 and 5, as evidenced by the practice of speaking Spanish.

• The hearing caregivers do not see the value of deaf children interacting
with one another outside of school, because this kind of cultural activity
is not part of the local model for the social lives of young children. They
do not share the same kinship-based networks.

4. Role of schooling in language development.

• The school can offer deaf children the opportunity to acquire Spanish
literacy skills.

• The school is a prospect for deaf children of different families to get
together and sign to each other without the issue of social alienation.
The school is also a prospect for the use of sign to include deaf children
in the classroom with hearing children.

• However, the school has no support for the use of sign language in the
classroom. This is both an educational and social disadvantage for deaf
children.
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Generally, the signing families pattern like one another with respect to most

language ideologies about communicative accommodation for children and deaf peo-

ple. The families also share similiar ideologies about form and function of sign, and

role of schooling in the children’s language development. The consequence is that

these ideologies shape the sign language development and socialization. Both deaf

and hearing children are socialized to make an appropriate effort to accommodate

themselves to the communicative situation of their families, even if the situation is

not wholly accessible. The hearing children are far more socialized as speakers than

as signers, because speaking takes less communicative effort compared to signing for

the caregivers.

The greatest variation in language ideologies between the signing families

is the theme of language development. Family 3 credited Gina, the deaf woman,

as the original source of signs and as a signing model for everyone to learn from,

especially for her younger siblings and her daughter. Younger people, regardless of

their hearing status, have the advantage of learning to sign better. These particular

language ideologies are built into this family ’s language ecology, rendering it distinct

from the other signing families. In turn, the ideologies facilitate the sign language

socialization for everyone, which proves to benefit the deaf and hearing children’s

sign language development.

The family’s language ecology is also underpinned by the social organization

of the family. Gina is a constant presence in the residence due to her responsibilities

for maintaining its upkeep. She serves as a sustained signing model for the hearing

adults and children. Angela and Martha are the only children who play with each

other. There are no other hearing children to which Martha can speak Chatino

on the premises of the residence; schoolchildren as friends are not yet a dominant

part of their lives. They learn to sign from deaf and hearing adult signers and sign

to each other in a mutually interactive setting. The latter part is crucial for their

language development in light of their caregivers’ perspective about communicative

accommodation.

Family language ideologies are powerful in the sense they simultaneously

shape language socialization practices and the language developmental trajectory

for children. The language ideologies, combined with communicative practices and

the social organization of a family, produce some diverse language ecologies for the

signing families. Consequently, we see variation in sign language socialization and
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development among deaf and hearing children across the families. This revelation

raises some ‘big picture’ questions about the linguistic status of SJQCSL and the

signing community, which are addressed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Claims

This dissertation is an ethnography of the signing community of San Juan Quiahije

community. I presented three claims. The first is that the primary organization of

this community is centered around families in coresidence. They share the same

cultural and linguistic background embedded in the speech community of San Juan

Quiahije, as discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The family is the pivot of the social

lives of the deaf and hearing SJQ Chatinos. Children play with other children and

interact with adults, and adults interact with other adults who are part of the same

kinship-based social network. The consequence is a widespread practice of familial

sociality, but not deaf sociality per se.

The interpretation of kinship is not exclusively based on the sharing of a

common ancestor, but is rather based on the constructed meaning of social relation-

ships, or sociality, between persons. The consequence is that signed communicative

practices are configured by familial sociality, occurring primarily between deaf and

hearing persons, not between deaf persons. Chapter 3 shows that Families 1, 2, and

4 have a common ancestor and form the largest extended kin group in the SJQ sign-

ing community, but the evidence of consanguinity alone does not guarantee social

interaction between these families.

Chapter 4 shows how the the structure of the signing community is based on

the social institution of family and that the majority of signed communication occurs

within the families. Families 1 and 4 have some interaction, since Lucy and Lory,
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two deaf girls from Family 1 reside in the same area where Koyu, the deaf man from

Family 4, grew up, and his older deaf sister, Stina, still resides. Furthermore, Stina

is the grand-godmother of Lucy and Lory, and they all recognize this relationship

as a signal of kinship. Yet Family 1 does not have a coresidence of deaf and hearing

adults; Lucy and Lory do not live with either Stina or Koyu. Family 2 has a

coresidence of a deaf child, Sofia, and her older brother, Ndino, a deaf adult, but

he is seldom home and does not have extended interactions with Sofia on a daily

basis. Furthermore, the large number of hearing children in the residence produces

a strong asymmetry in the practices of speaking and signing.

A similar situation occurs in Families 4 and 5; the hearing children have less

extended interactions with their deaf fathers compared to those with their hearing

mothers. Family 3, in contrast, is distinctive from other families; it has the co-

residence of a deaf child, Angela, and her older sister, Gina, a deaf adult, and

Gina’s hearing daughter, Martha. There are no other children. Gina is constantly

present in the family residence on a daily basis. Although Family 3 forms a smaller

extended kin group than Families 1, 2, and 4, the language ecology of Family 3 is

characterized by recurring signed communication and extended interactions between

deaf and hearing children and adults.

The second claim is that there is variation in the family lexicons. Because

most signed communicative practices occur within families of deaf people, there

is some variation in the family language ecologies, confirmed by ethnographic ob-

servations and interviews. It follows that variation exists among the lexicons and

grammars of different families. At the same time, the families belong to the same

larger social network of the SJQ community and share the community’s repertoire

of conventional gestures. Hence, I approach the study of the lexicons with the as-

sumption that they are built upon three common semiotic resources that are also

available to the wider community: conventional gestures, iconicity, and indexicality.

This assumption underlines the foundation of Chapter 5, which examines lexical

variation within and across the signing families, looking at signs in three semantic

categories: tools, food, and animals. The family lexicons are identical in the basis

for iconic patterning in the representation of tools and food. At the same time, they

exhibit variation in the basis of iconic patterning for the representation of animals.
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The third claim is that the family language ecologies shape and are shaped

by some common and particular language ideologies about signed and spoken lan-

guages. Specifically, the ideologies concern the topics of communicative accommo-

dation, signed and spoken language development, the form and function of sign lan-

guage, and schooling. When it comes to communicative accommodation, the signing

families exhibits similar communicative practices. The profound consequence is that

the language ecology is asymmetrical in the access and input to signed and spoken

conversations for deaf and hearing children. The language ecology of Family 3 is

more distinguished from the other signing families, because there are one deaf girl,

Angela, and one hearing girl, Martha, of the same sex and close in age, and there

are one deaf hearing adult female signer, Gina, and multiple hearing adult signers in

the residence. Gina’s status as a woman and her responsibilities for maintaining the

upkeep of the household places her in the residence most of the time, as it does for

most SJQ Chatino women. The consequence is that both deaf and hearing children

interact with each other on a daily basis and have access and input to signed conver-

sations between deaf and hearing adults, especially between Gina and the hearing

women, who serve as signing models for the children.

These findings put the linguistic status of San Juan Quiahije Chatino Sign

Language and the signing community on a platform for questions and discussion.

What type of ‘language’ is SJQCSL, and what type of speech community do the

signers constitute? Where does SJQCSL fit in the mosaic of the classifications of

sign languages and signing communities? This chapter provides an assessment of the

status of SJQCSL and the signing community and discusses the limitations of the

current study and directions for future research. In the assessment, I consider the

evidence regarding what type of speech community San Juan Quiahije constitutes

and what kind of manual communication system SJQCSL constitutes. The evidence

comes from variation in the intra-family language ecologies and language ideologies

of the families, lexical variation between and across the signing families, and the

innovation of directionality in one signing family. Based on the complexity and

specificity of varied communicative practices in the signing families, I argue that

SJQCSL does not fit any of the contemporary classifications. Rather, SJQCSL may

be appropriately classified as a constellation of family sign languages.
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8.2 The signing community of San Juan Quiahije

In light of the taxonomies of major types of sign languages and signing communities

present in Chapter 1, I now turn to the case study of the SJQ community and make

an informed assessment of the status of the community and the sign language(s).

8.2.1 What kind of signing community exists within SJQ?

In Quiahije and Cieneguilla, the signing community primarily consists of multiple

distinct signing families, of which most are dervied from two extended kin groups

that are embedded in the larger social network of the SJQ community. While signing

is largely limited to families of deaf and hearing persons in co-residence, this does not

negate the existence of a community of practice. A family constitutes a community

of practice. Each signing family constitutes a community of practice that involves

the practice of signing.

The macroanalytical investigation of the SJQ community suggests that it

manifests some but not all of the socioeconomic and demographic features that

characterize various speech/sign communities (Nonaka, 2009). The preliminary mi-

croanalytical examination of the communicative and language practices and local

sign language ideologies of the signing families yields a complex picture that does

not neatly correspond to the “hallmarks of speech/sign communities” which exhibit

“widespread fluency in the local sign language among deaf and hearing people; neu-

tral to positive attitudes toward deafness, deaf people, and sign language; [and] a

high degree of integration of deaf people into the mainstream of village life” (Nonaka,

2009, 213). Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 provide ethnographic and linguistic evidence

that the signing families are distinguished from one another by residence, different

vocabularies, and intentional and chance interactions.

In SJQCSL, the daily practice of signing does not extend to hearing people

who are not part of the primary communities of practice and kin-based social net-

works of deaf people. Fluency in the local sign language thus is largely limited to

the hearing people who live with deaf people. The families have demonstrated an

acceptance of their deaf relatives by adapting to making signs with their hands for

communication and are generally positive about hearing children signing to com-

municate with deaf people. At the same time, the hearing caregivers and spouses

expressed their perspectives about the difficulty of communicating abstract and
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novel topics in sign, suggesting a perceived functional limit to the practice of sign-

ing within signing families.

Deaf people, for the large part, participate in many aspects of village life, but

it is difficult to generalize whether they are highly integrated into the mainstream of

village life.1 Conversation is a substantial part of village life. The hearing members

of signing families do not practice communicative accommodation toward their deaf

children and spouses such as having “simultaneous conversation” with them. They

do not sign and speak at the same time or alternate between these modalities.

Therefore, deaf people are excluded from most spoken conversations.

Compulsory schooling is becoming a substantial part of village life for chil-

dren. The segregation of deaf and hearing children in educational spaces, as evi-

denced by reports of social discrimination against deaf people and lack of commu-

nicative accommodation from hearing children and teachers, offers counterevidence

for a high degree of integration of deaf people, especially deaf children. As children

advance in school, classroom activities consist of more complex spoken conversa-

tions in Spanish and Chatino (though the language of formal instruction remains

Spanish), rendering communicative accommodation for deaf children unlikely.

For these reasons, characterizing the SJQ community as a speech/sign or

shared signing community disregards the complexity and the variation manifested

in the communicative and language practices and ideologies described in this study.

I opt not to assign the communities of practice of the signing families to any of

the extant scholarly categories and instead refer them as a family-based signing

community. The rationale for this term is further elaborated in the next section.

8.2.2 What kind of communication system is SJQCSL?

Throughout the dissertation, I have proposed that San Juan Quiahije Chatino Sign

Language constitutes a constellation of family sign languages. The term family

sign language is fashioned from Osugi et al. (1999)’s term ‘family home sign

system.’ The terminological choice defers to the signing families’ attitudes and ide-

ologies toward their sign languages, valuing their perspectives and treating these

perspectives as valid theories in their own right, just as Green (2014) and J. B. Hav-

iland (2016) have done in their research.

1See Kusters (2010) and Kusters (2015a) for discussion on how the term integration is prob-
lematic.
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The label family sign language overlaps with the label family homesign in

Osugi et al. (1999) and J. B. Haviland (2014, 2015, 2016). The difference is that

Osugi et al. (1999) primarily used the evidence from lexical elicitation tasks among

deaf and hearing people and grouped them into three groups based on degree of

patterns of lexical consistency, whereas I used a combination of ethnographic and

linguistic evidence to group the deaf and hearing people. The choice of the term

‘family sign language’ is supported by the evidence of correlations between the

perceived social grouping of the deaf people and their families and the variation

across the families’ lexicons.2

Second, the choice to use sign language instead of a home sign system or

a home sign language is intentional. My reasons echo some reported in (Nyst et

al., 2012). First, the term ‘homesign’ originally referred to a specific linguistic

environment in which deaf children were prohibited from learning any conventional

sign language and socialized to speak and listen. Moreover, the deaf children were

raised in upper-middle and middle-class nuclear families in suburban and urban

areas of the U.S. and led social lives that distinctly differed from those of deaf

children in the SJQ community.

Third, the distinction between different types of home sign systems and a full-

fledged language is not clearly defined – recall that in §1.5.2 there are no clear-cut

correspondences between a manual communication system as used by deaf people,

the contexts of using the system, and linguistic complexity of the system. There

is considerable variation in the structure of emerging and village sign languages.

For this reason, situating SJQCSL on a linear continuum of sign languages based

on their developmental stages is problematic and would lead to the impression that

the language will eventually evolve to a full-fledged sign language such ASL or ISN

(Nyst, 2012).3 While I do not deny that many, if not all, natural sign languages

2The signing families of this study did not explicitly distinguish gestures and signs and also did
not distinguish different signing systems. Hence, the terminological representation of the signing
systems used in the SJQ community is my own creation. I’m also reminded of J. B. Haviland (2016,
63)’s discussion about the contemporary language ideologies that underlie most academic research
on emergent sign languages and sign linguistics: the emphasis to demonstrate certain linguistic
structures in these signing systems for the purpose of showing how they are languages (or at least
language-like).

3The social lives of sign languages that emerged in educational institutions for the deaf are not
homogeneous. ASL emerged from a medley of home sign systems and at least one indigenous sign
language, Martha’s Vineyard Sign Language. Later, the establishment of segregated residential
schools for the deaf in the U.S. South led to the development of black and white varieties of ASL.
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of deaf people originated from home signs, contemporary research on different sign

languages, including this current study, suggests that they diverge and emerge in

different language ecologies. The diverse lives of sign languages cannot and should

not be reduced to a model of a linear continuum.

The label family sign language in reference to to SJQCSL as a sign language

type expands the extant terminology and taxonomy of sign language and signing

communities types. The current taxonomy does not capture any generalizations

about the social organization of signing communities and the local language ecolo-

gies (family language ecologies in the case of the SJQ community). Moreover, the

taxonomy does not take into consideration the diversity of communicative practices

within and between different signing families, which can have profound implications

for language development and language socialization processes of deaf and hearing

children. This is crucial when children live in a social world that traditionally does

not accommodate children in many communicative situations.

8.3 Limitations of this study

The research presented in this study comes with a few caveats that qualify the

findings. One, the six signing families are not fully representative of the local signing

community. The study did not include an ethnographic inquiry into the family of

one deaf girl, Chely. The study also did not include all the families of the deaf adults

who no longer live with their children (Stina) or who are childless (Stin). Nor did

the study examine the social lives of the deaf adults spent when outside their homes.

My access to certain aspects of their social lives was constrained by my status.

Two, my status as a deaf foreign woman limited my access to certain aspects

of the social lives of the families (L. Hou, under review). Although I had the freedom

to spend time observing social interactions in the families’ residences, I could not do

likewise on the excursions with the men who worked as campesinos and spent long

stretches of time on their rancheŕıas or who travelled to other villages and cities

for contract labor. Nor could I observe the interactions between deaf and hearing

Chatino men in gendered social spaces such as cantinas ‘bars’, a place Chatino

women do not frequent. The scope of my ethnographic observations of the deaf

ISN, on the other hand, has no documentation of a pre-existing indigenous sign language from a
small-scale community with a high incidence of hereditary deafness.
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Chatinos and the Chatinos in general are thus defined by the depth and breadth of

my access to the social lives of the Chatinos in the SJQ community.

Third, the study represents observations, conversations, and interactions of

the signing families from the fieldwork I conducted in the SJQ community. This

means access to spoken conversations in whatever language was limited on my part.

I was not, and will never be, in a position to evaluate the spoken communicative

practices in the signing families.

8.4 Directions for future research

There remains much for future research into the signing community of San Juan

Quiahije. First, this dissertation only captured the interpretations of the social

lives of the signing families and their signing at a particular time. As time elapses,

the families are likely to change, perhaps simultaneously expanding with births and

shrinking with deaths. As children grow older; their social lives are likely to change.

For hearing children, schooling may occupy a greater role in their daily lives. For

deaf children, some may resume or continue schooling and others may not obtain

any more education. It would be of great interest to describe and document the

changes in the social lives of the children and how the changes may reconfigure

their signed communicative practices with their families and even the intra-family

language ecologies, especially in the case of Family 3.

Second, the dissertation did not investigate the social status of deaf people,

e.g. the interactions of deaf and hearing people within the larger SJQ community.

The term itself is problematic, as it “suggests the assimilation or normalization of an

abnormal person in a normal community” (Kusters, 2015a, 7). I have only focused

on the habitus of deaf and hearing people, not the general habitus of deaf people

in the community, because the majority of communicative and interactive events

occur in the environment of the family residences for most deaf people, particularly

the children. Furthermore, I did not investigate the community’s attitudes – those

outside of the signing families – toward deaf people, because I focused on those of

deaf people and their families. The relations between deaf people and their families

shape the habitus and are shaped by the habitus, namely the co-residence as a

physical space of interaction. The relations between deaf people and other people

who do not live together and who do not share the same kinship-based social network
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would mainly occur in a different physical space outside of the family residences.

Third, the dissertation also only focused on comparing lexical variation within

and between the signing families. The observations of the phonological organization

of SJQCSL warrant a more fine-grained analysis of the formation of signs among

first- and second-generation deaf and hearing signers for determining whether there

is phonological re-organization in the signing of second-generation signers. More-

over, replication of the lexical elicitation tasks and further collection of spontaneous

data could shed insight on the mental representation of lexicons in deaf and hearing

signers and on changes in the family lexicons. Expanded analysis of the lexicons

could reveal more iconic patterning in the semantic categorization of signs.

Fourth, much of the signing from the families remain to be investigated.

Pointing is one example. The current study did not conduct a systematic compar-

ison of the pointing signs of deaf and hearing signers from all families. It remains

an empirical question about whether there is any significant variation across the

families. Furthermore, a comparison of elicited and spontaneous pointing signs be-

tween deaf and hearing children and their caregivers would reveal whether there are

any formational and functional differences in their pointing signs. Directionality is

another example. A study of elicited and spontaneous directional signs from the

deaf and hearing adults and children of Family 3 could reveal whether the children’s

productions differ from that of adults and whether the system of directionality has

changed in the second generation of signers. Such changes in the signing of Family 3

could shed light on the role and source of the sociocultural process of the emergence

of lexicons and grammars in a new signed language.

Finally, a language socialization study of the signing families would be made

possible with comprehensive documentation and description of the structure of

SJQCSL. In turn, conversation analysis would offer a micro-analysis of the com-

municative practices in the signing families. The conversation analysis would reveal

a close-up of the interactional strategies for the coordination and management of

joint attention and turn-taking between deaf and hearing signers.

8.5 Concluding remarks

The dissertation contributes to the growing study of emerging and village sign lan-

guages and their signing communities, spanning the fields of anthropology, deaf
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studies, disability studies, Latin American studies, linguistics, and psychology. Al-

though the past two decades have witnessed the documentation and description of

emerging sign languages in diverse rural, small-scale communities, there still remain

many gaps in our understanding and knowledge of such phenomena. The case study

of SJQCSL and the signing community of SJQ fills in some of the gaps. In partic-

ular, this study demonstrates that the social institution of the family may play an

important role in the emergence of some varieties of signed languages.
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Appendix A

Tones in San Juan Quiahije

Chatino

This is an extremely abbreviated manual of the tone inventory of San Juan Quiahije
Chatino [ISO 693-3 CTP] in the context of Chatino languages. Quiahije Chatino
has a large tone inventory that consists of 10 tone phonemes (14 lexical tone classes).
The language also has a complex system of tone sandhi (phonological changes par-
ticular to tonal languages), which will not be discussed here (E. Cruz, 2011).

Quiahije Chatino has 5 oral vowels, 4 nasal vowels, and 21 consonants. The
simple phonological word is a monosyllable, a consonant and a vowel, CVT, like keC

‘flower.’ Some syllables can be maximally a four-consonant cluster, (n)(C1)2(S)VT.
The (n) is a nasal, the (S) is a sonorant, and the T is a tone. An example of
(n)(C1)2(S)VT is nthaH ‘lazy.’

All vowels appear with all tones and are never word-initial. The bilabials [m],
[p], and [b] only occur in Spanish borrowings and in some onomatopoetic words.

In this dissertation, the Latin alphabet is used in lieu of the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) for representing Quiahije Chatino.

• The letters ‘ch’ represent the voiceless palato-alveolar affricate.

• The letters ‘kw’ represent the labialized voiceless velar stop.

• The letters {ty, dy, ny, ly} represent lamino-postalveolars.

• The letter ‘j’ represents the voiceless glottal fricative.

• The letter ‘n’ represents that the preceding vowel is nasalized.

• The letter ‘q’ represents a glottal stop.
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• The letter ‘x’ represents the voiceless palato-alveolar sibilant.

• The letter ‘y’ represents the palatal approximant.

The tones are represented as superscript letters that appear at the end of a phono-
logical word.

A yjaA ‘tortilla’

B tlaB ‘night’

C keC ‘flower’

D This tone does not exist in Quiahije Chatino.

E kwnaE ‘snake’

F chuqF ‘badger’

G kwtuG ‘chicken’

H kyaH ‘tomorrow’

I xaF ‘world’

J klaJ ‘twenty’

K skaK ‘sugar’

L This tone does not exist in Quiahije Chatino

There are four level lexical tones [L]ow, [M]id, [H]igh, and [S]uper-high, plus a
toneless tone [TT]. The toneless tone is represented by the superscript letter A, but
elsewhere, it is represented as A1.

Level tones

S snaK ‘apple’

H kwnaE ‘snake’

M keC ‘flower’

L ndaA ‘bean’ (elsewhere this tone is represented as A2)

TT yjaA ‘tortilla’ (elsewhere this tone is represented as A1)
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The level tones combine to produce rising and falling contour tones. There are five
rising lexical tones. The last rising tone, [LS], is only found in first-person singular
verbs and inalienably possessed nouns.

Rising tones

MS siH ‘turtle’

MH sqaI ‘caterpillar’

LM kwaF ‘swept’

LH kiG ‘bamboo’

LS skwanG ‘I threw’ (elsewhere this tone is represented as 1sg)

There are three lexical falling tones.

Falling tones

HL ntenB ‘people’ (elsewhere this tone is represented as B1)

ML ntyqanJ ‘will see’

SL tyuB ‘cute’ (elsewhere this tone is represented as B!).

For a comprehensive description of tones of Quiahije Chatino, see E. Cruz (2011)
and E. Cruz and Woodbury (2014b).
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Appendix B

Interactive links

This is the full list of all the interactive hyperlinks referenced in this dissertation.

B.1 Chapter 6

1. Example (2): https://vimeo.com/165364044

2. Example (3): https://vimeo.com/165489502

3. Example (4): https://vimeo.com/165488922

4. Example (8): https://vimeo.com/166830622

5. Examples (5) and (6): https://vimeo.com/166720334

6. Example (7): https://vimeo.com/166717148

B.2 Chapter 7

1. https://vimeo.com/160946611

2. https://vimeo.com/160954068

3. https://vimeo.com/163639756

4. https://vimeo.com/163639871
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Appendix C

Glossary in general

Here is an alphabetically sorted list of the abbreviations used for linguistic and place
terms in this dissertation.

Acronym Full name in English

ca constructed action
dc depicting construction
dem demonstrative
height-spec height specifier
ix index
loc locative
neg negative
pl plural
pro pronominal
sass size-and-shape specifier
SJQ San Juan Quiahije
sn sign name
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Appendix D

Glossary for sign languages

Here is an alphabetically sorted list of the acronyms for sign languages used in this
dissertation.

Acronym English reference Reference in original lan-
guage, if available

ABSL Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Lan-
guage

AdaSL Adamorobe Sign Language
ASL American Sign Language
Auslan Australian Sign Language
BKSL Ban Khor Sign Language
BSL British Sign Language
CSL Chican Sign Language
CTSL Central Taurus Sign Lan-

guage
GSL Ghanaian Sign Language
ISL Irish Sign Language
ISL Israeli Sign Language
ISN Nicaraguan Sign Language Idiomas de señas de

Nicaragua
IUR Inuit Sign Language Inuit Uukturausingit
KK Kata Kolok
KSL Kenyan Sign Language
LSF French Sign Language Langue des signes française
LSM Mexican Sign Language Lengua de señas mexicana
MVSL Martha’s Vineyard Sign Lan-

guage
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NCDSL North Central Desert Sign
Languages

NGT Sign Language of the Nether-
lands

Nederlandse Gebarentaal

NS Japanese Sign Language Nihon Shuwa
NSL Nepali Sign Language
PISL Providence Island Sign Lan-

guage
SJQCSL San Juan Quiahije Chatino

Sign Language

TİD Turkish Sign Language
TSL Taiwan Sign Language
TSL Thai Sign Language
YMSL Yucatec Maya Sign Lan-

guage
YSL Yolngu Sign Language
Z Zinacantec Family Homesign
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Appendix E

List of Stimuli for the
Chatinolandia elicitation task

1. Armadillo

2. Avocados (2)

3. Blender

4. Cows with horns (2 adults and 1 baby)

5. Bananas (a bunch)

6. Broom

7. Cat

8. Black beans (a mass)

9. Bucket

10. Rooster

11. Conchas, a type of sweet baked bread (2)

12. Cell phone

13. Chicks (8)

14. Sweet potatoes (a mass)

15. Chainsaw

16. Cows without horns (a group)

17. Chayote

18. Colander

19. Dogs (2)

20. Corncobs (3)
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21. Comal

22. Donkey

23. Eggs (3)

24. Combs (3)

25. Duck (1)

26. Garlic (7)

27. Duster

28. Frog

29. Ejotes, or green beans (5)

30. Fan

31. Goat

32. Mangos (a mass)

33. Bag

34. Horses (3)

35. Guavas (a mass)

36. Hammers (2)

37. Iguana

38. Lollipops (6)

39. Cleaver

40. Kittens (4)

41. Onions (3)

42. Machete and case

43. Mouse

44. Oranges (3)

45. Metate and

46. Owl

47. Passion fruit (2)

48. Mill

49. Parakeet

50. Pasta (a mass)

51. Mortar and pestle
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52. Pig

53. Chiles (9)

54. Porcupine

55. Pineapple

56. Paintbrushes (3)

57. Puppies (10)

58. Potatoes (8)

59. Petate

60. Rabbit

61. Cheese

62. Pick axe

63. Sheep (a group)

64. Squashes (2)

65. Rope

66. Skunk

67. Tamales (a mass)

68. Saws (2)

69. Squirrel

70. Tomatoes (3)

71. Scissors

72. Turkeys (2)

73. Tortillas (a mass)

74. Screwdriver

75. Watermelons (2)

76. Shovel

77. Spatula

78. Toothbrushes (4)

79. Tumplines (2)

80. Washing board
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Appendix F

Pointing Coding Scheme

• Referential function. One of the following values are selected:

˝ pronominal: real-world

˝ pronominal: arbitrary

˝ locative: proximal

˝ locative: distal

˝ pronominal + locative

˝ demonstrative

˝ ambiguous

• Hand Configuration. A value is entered, i.e. ‘extended-1’ for an extended 1-
hand configuration. The distinction between the 1- and G- hand configurations
is conflated here. All hand configurations with any extended finger are coded
for whether the finger is extended or bent.

• Orientation. One of the following values are selected:

˝ lateral (palm vertical)

˝ prone (palm down)

˝ varied

˝ supine (palm up)

• Movement. One of the following values are selected:

˝ short forward

˝ long forward
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˝ short downward

˝ long downward

˝ short upward

˝ long upward

• Repetition. One of the following values are selected:

˝ yes

˝ no

• Arcshape. One of the following values are selected:

˝ yes

˝ no
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